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ORBIT is the executive control routine for the orbit
integration.
. .. ..
At the beginning of each arc it initializes required
program constants as well as the variational partials at
epoch. If epoch needs to be reset to a previous time, ORBIT
negates the stepsize, and calls for COWELL integration back-
.Wards-to-the desired time.. After backward integration is
completed, ORBIT resets the stepsize to the proper positive
quantity.
For each time point for which it is called, ORBIT
performs the following tasks:
* If necessary, calls-subroutine COWELL to integrate
the orbit further.
* Calls INTRP to obtain values for the position,
velocity. In the data reduction mode, variational
partials associated with the orbit parameters are
. also calculated. .
S* Converts position and velocity from true equator
.and equinox of reference day to true equator and
equinox of date using subroutine REFCOR.
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EHYPY POINT PLRPOS.:
Oqil~llTO INITIALIZE
ORBIT .Tc rCTU;:N SATELLITE STATCE (POSITI'N. F, VELOCITY)
AKDF0kCE: MOD~EL rFrTl;-L$ AT T 1-C CALL:C T IME (DAY)
CALLIN-v SSOLU:NCZ: CALL CFSI TI(FCT 9SU k K P l.T)
i VME2L lYF!m CLSCkl PTJ C1
FCI Dp INPUT -ACC-zLr-ATIC1-kr-AY (O;Ze1T AND FORCE 'IGOEJL
£3.1)PARTIALS)
ILM Op INPUT -SUM APPAY US'- EY SUVWN--COwELL INTFGPATCR
(2.3.1f. Ihk:Fr-CL/TCl
.PPART oP OLTPUT -CFbIT AKC FOFCC. MCCFL PARTIAL M4ATRIK
CALL ING S 7 0L FKC E CALL CC!3XT(DAY)
SW~UROL 1YF-= VESCF.IPTICK
C.AV Op INPUT -OLSIQ..ir' CUTFJT TIME~
SU-3A0L7IN-S L!EFC C L L INTFP FLEM CATFS PEFC3R
C0MPON rlLJCIS I KTrLK It.ITESK I NT E-AP PFO~ 10, KYZCUT
TI ME CELFE4y~ APJ.AA C:INOUT
INPLT FrZS KNC KE
OUTPLT7 FIL'!.S F;;I KTr
R~F-.. 'S: vGLCtIYN SYST&-"S L.LSCFIPTIOU1g
VCLU-ML 1I GFCCYN CCCL't.ENTAT ICi
SLU.ZOUTIN" CP--IT1(FCT.T,Ui.XPAkTJ 3JR91 44
* I:CAL~d 4,AVS=. 1 x - T( .WCFl 1 ac ,,(0201qTFIZF:(3 4 5
FP"AL03 145 NV'-C *'.SAT oG.L).96 u fLv.;PPSS A3AT 3941~ 47
KZ .AL 4-d EP !I C. 30'-y @CC 9CL-!Z ,~w5 Ft:I*rCL/TA: sxyzZ:11ro PFEI 48
0 C !.G04 9.*:: * VLA,.z ..IT1 . TZ PrP( J2 .f ~2 J CC ('C s £JC(20Ce 2. 3F61 4 IC
* 'C .C Z.) e.C2o: *;.) 3FI 5(
IL S~ t- A L - pt. L - A ,or -2 - F-F (4 *--3 F 
LO3GICAL. -,C4rT.1tiI Tt4 .VAFSTP.H4LVt'..*.IMTTC 
~F9 1 S2
0* 1V ki 7 2 ) t~ Cc ( ) .A1'(-, (2 9 Ai;'Lj V? (2 1 9 , I IZTXL -NCF-FA T sT -T GI, 2) )PrJ1 54
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*ASATC 2)9MSA T(2) vVARS TN2 HLVLSI%(2) NLCN(2) 9ArCRc4 I*O 5
*SRAS-(2).1EAr!(c,) 9TcCFT9K9CDY OnR91 57
COMM'ON411 , rP/1 c U,%"( F32 .'(2 *2) 
~! 5
C0V%t13/X'VZ/XYZC1K-(1) .NSATKO~CFb) OpalEP
COV!N/CC3T/-VI 0UTC8) vKt:CKRXvJVAP(1C) 3r~a 66
RZ1IUtzN 3P91 67-
.lhIlO=I NI TAL 3pB! 59
IF(kNOT*1NITAL)G-C TC 9 DAB 70
ItIA =COpal 71
W ST STEPSIZE: AND 1NT..-GRATICK CFDELR ORal 72
H( £)=ZTPSZ(1) 3081 73
HC 21 =STF.P SZ (3) /ORS3! 74
It) 1=S~TEP SZ (2 ) 3PS 1 75
htI 4) =STrP SZ (A) 3PS1. 76
ZOR)CRC*k 2)=Or:)L(3) opel 78
IOR)-jzR )=OF:)er (2) DFL179
t1Or- ( 4) =FLP (4 J OpB! ec
At:SO =~.*2 3RB et
00 So 1=1q 3pe eR6
9 ISAT='j 3PSI e4
IP 111 ORS! 85
W !SP=1 3'Ie6
10 !SAT=ISAT41 Opa! 87
RSATLIISAT-I 3 FiPI e8
C ;XiEW- MIN4-S TAPTI US LOCA TI CN CF ARRAYS IF MC;: T14IN I SATELLITE IPS! so
IPIF'( ~t.G1! S=IPL xIsTi+rcNxtrl.1,(zAT) )F9 41 zS
IFU StTG. r) IPT1=I PTx+K:cQKzsTL1) OPRI S3
IF (eJT aI NUCL) GO TO 203 ,BI0
C *INI IIALI z- Opa! S5
84(2t 1SA1)=0 OR.3I S7J IM( 17)=. (-44 4'AYO Opeli se
C 0'-AG 3P31IC12
n(C ISAT) =',C( 1'SAT) *CCISAT) OU!8I 1C3.
ICTC ISAT) =F(I LAT) COD(I SAT).,E11
A *P'.SAT) =C.~' 1,i c
C S.'IL;-k 11*rLiCTIVITI' - )P5i IC7
C 3NI7?AL!'..E CrzVI 7 P~ 1
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PAT( 1, 1 ISAT)=.LEMST(I ISAT) 
. DRaI 112
150 COtNTINUE 3RDI 113
IF (NON ( I SAT) .EC. 1 )GOTO1 OPBI 114
C INIIIALIZ' FPRTIALS OrBI 115
•NC=N:0-(70SAT) KOC 116
LO 19 1=1.6 
-3I 117
CO 170 J=2.N 
" 3FSI. 118
17C XPArT(I,J.ISAT)=C.,0 3A a 1 119
160 )PAkT(I .1+1 , 1 4T)=1.zO *. .=1 og 1
ISC IF(I3C .LOo ISAT)GCTC65" 0R91 121
IF(CAVC.L.ATA.)GGTC 122
C INTEGRATE 4ACK'A'.P,0S IN TIM-* IF TIM:E PCINT DESIPLC PF'CEDOES EPVCH 32BI 123
SIPT)=-H(I FT) 3PBI 124
CALL CC ELL(.MT'.PxPAZT(1,,1S AT),FCT(IICISP)IOr:E.R(IPT), 3PBI 125
* JM(IPrT) 9TI'*(IPT) ,SU.*( 1 ,IPTI ) ,VAFSTP(IS.T),-1.CC , (1t ISAT). 3PBI1 126
* I *PP(1 ,1SAT),P( ISAT)%CC(1,ISSAT)C( I sAT),VCC( ISAT) a 3PSI 127
* %C(1.IAT)) ORRI 12e
S IEC1=9.(404*j;ATA'P-TI1M(IrpT))/h.(IPT) )R3BI 129
CALL INIrP(S::Cl 9H(I T).I CC F(IFT)I..E.LEMST(1,sISAT').rCT(1,ICIS 1, 3I31 130
* M(Il .AT) *SL-(1 91 ,IPTI)) 3RBI 131
CALL iLE(- La MS.T(1sISAT),Orr3:LA(I TSAT).1 sTFU.eOREfLA( 1ISAT)) 3rT 132
DO 2 4)3.I=1.6 . 3RBI 133
OrD-L(I ,91SAT)=ORC7--.LA(I ST) . P81 134
SELFMINi( IISAT)=EL'iMST(I ,ISAT) 0al81 135
240 COhT1IU 4 3RBI 136
bC6=I3C+1 
.. 0..OP1 137
IN I TAL=. TRU. 3R91 138
C HAVING FI.NI EH'- ACKhA:D INTFGRATIC. 9RCIITIALIZE TO BEGIN FO:WAQC 3P=1 139
C INTLGRATIJN 3R-3p 140
HIT)=-H(TI T) 
-q3! 141
TIV( IPT)=e.C;4*0,ATAiFP 3PaI 142
I1I/IPT+1)T1=I (I T) "3R!ST 143
H(I1'T)=D:INI(H(IPT) ST--SZ(ISAT)) 3Rei 144
FAC=H( I FT)/T.P-Z(I SA-T) 3~RsI 145
IF(FA'.eN.1 .C)H(IPT+1) =STE-FSZ(ISAT+2)*FAC 395I 14e
IF(ISACoLT*.NSAT)GOTO 1 
.. !S 147
EA'~3=CA 1A-P ".i. i4e
C A;ESE1 EPOCH TIME OI 149-. . . .... OC) ~CALL UhEE(rVAY, Y EPM SC) 
.aRBI 15C
GO To 1 3RBI 151
650 CONTINUZ 3RBI 152
..CAltt COA -t-(L r . XPART(,1 ,IStT) ,FCT(! ,IDIS I or orU IPT )vH(I T), 3I 133
* 9I:(IPT),SU:(1.1,IPTI ).VArSTF(I1#,.T)* * )13(I T )*NEON(IS.T)t 3F-I? 1Se
* ISATFP(1,ISAT) .P(1I SAT) ,CC(1,ISAT),C(Is I T),VCC(I, ISAT ) 3RBI1 155
. .%(1 ,LISAT).) 3P31I 15-
IF( IST 9L To SAT) I NI TAL=I NI T 30I91 157
* GO TO 225 3R 1 158
C :T,:wIN. IF IN1IG'ATI0N IS t,,-L:D "ptg 15
2CO CINTI =6.64:4c9f A Y 3=5I 16
DI NT=. I 1 ... :*I (IFT#-IjB BI 161
0I NT -=- Iti T1 +t( I T) +H ( I ST) -P I IC
IF (. I T I . G- T I (I rT) C *(. C ( I StT) 6T Ir .t" T e G o 0 11 163
* . 1Iv IP-+1 )) )C LL C(:A.LL(0'AYx AFrT (1 * IS/T )r FT(! , I5.1)s !:91 1 ft
* I F)' (Il) .I (I'T) TI v(IFT) .CU ( .1 l1T P1 1 ).vVA-5TP(I I-:T ), 3' - 1e5
*Q ( I* M8. :368AT).15AT 9FuP I IaAT),p t l*IT )9CC( ISAT)9 3A31 !Ct
e C( I *I S. T) ,VCC({ *I AT ,VC(I *IS T)) 3 S1 167
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C o'4ptT. 1fTEGPA 11 CN T I Vr I N FATI CNS OF STEPSIZS FROA INTEGRATODt 0Rf lea
-C TI -4L 393 its
* 22! SIC1C2.4)4*,-.AY-TIM(IPT))/H(1F-T) OPLI T 1C
CALL .1IkP SHC H(IP )91CZ--F )91s PP 5A C(I ZIS )%)F 171
W 1 !EAI-) ,SL.(l 91 ofPTI~ 3PS? 172
25.C 1F(Nq"NC1I~jA1)*LT.2)-3C TC :.jJt' OPCAI 173
* CALL I1PC 1 1( T1).IfUr+ .cCICT1 3D! 175
X PA'4T (1 .2 % ISA T) o.FCT (I sICISP*M(1#ISAT) )9ki(2, iSAT). OPSI 1.76
ELM 1 1,1 PT14 I1I) 1'7?1 7T
*300 rF(TO--FT)- C TO 700 ')Pr3l 178C COZZALCT 0,75IT C~PW TrUE OF LirFRtNCO TO TPUC OF --ATL RBl 179
CALL 4'-FCOJ- DAY oFLS.. eXPAPT(1*19ISAT)l tR1 E'
CALL P;7FCCR(,AY..F/.LS:-..XPART (4 91 9 SAT1 osoI 18!e
C STOFa- OQ*iIT IN CJW?1.CN 3POT 182
7'0C Do 8 01 1=1.4 3RD1 183
* 1(A~l(I.).c.~Gc~~oopni les
C ST3PE DC;A-1 PArTIALS IN CGMWPCN 
-3puI 1;6
00 SC:o 1=19t 3R8J 187
900 Ck Gp Ac(I I S-AT) =XPAR.TCI8IISAT) *-OaRB 18
GO TO 1IC 3pB? 1e9
* END - .ORB? 1S0
A.-369
OR lS T
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NA4E OUTIRA
PURPOSE CCNVERTS INPUT IF RADIANS TC FITI-LER DEGrEES.
MINUTES ANC SECONDS OR HOUrS, MINUTES AN, SECONOS
CALLING SELE.NCF- CALL CUTRAD(FAD.II-eIMSvK)
SYMBOL lYFE DESCFRI FTICN
r.D P " IKPUT - ANGLE TO EE CCNVERTED IN PAWOAtNS ,
IH I CLTPUT - SIGNiC ,Ci:LS CF. -OURS
M . . I CUTFUT - UNSIGK"C 1,1%JTES CF ARC OR T IME
O CP OLTPUT - UNSIGNED SEC.CNCS CF ARC OR T I4:.
.K I INPLT - SWITCH FCR CJTPUT .
K=3 CUTPUT WILL 8- IN T! UNITS
K=2 CUTPUT WILL 1.- IN AkC UNITS
SUrIrOUTINE S LESu NCNC
COMMa'N L:JCKS NCNE
INPLT FILES . NCI' PE
OUTPUT FILES NortE
SUBROUTIN OUTRAD(AD.IH,IW .S.K) 3UTP 33
R"AL'e 3AU R,.CIAN,s.VN - L T  34
C CJON' ZER1 T CO CI WL [CG.S OUTR 35
R.DI 1 "4=;;i.' 1 7. 2 '577 9 5S D: CUTP 36C IF OLTPUT I E IN HCU-S. C IVIoE EY 15 OUTc 37
IF(K.20.2) rAr;IAK=FADIAN/15.C "UTP 3 13
C EXTFAC1 HfUS OF UGE.:S "29
.
=;A I AN 3UTP 4C
h IH 
- UTF 41
C L-XTPACT .MI.LT-S OUT 4?
* 0MI40=( PIA N-H) O.DO "UTR 43
| t. N " "UTP 44
C IXTRAC1 .CCN.5 UTR 45
.=~fI-I*Ic.0 3 UTz A6
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NAME P:R
Ptirposz TO READ P-C2= rFORAT rATA
-'.ALLING Si: 0UEt K:a CALL FCERC
StWFCU1INCS uCO .RA~4Cw: YMODAY T&IF
*COAMCN BLOCCS. A PA F:1% CGEOS C094STS CT I'E INTBLIC d
*.PRELSLK SI1GLSLK
INP~4UT FILES K
*OUTPLT FILE-S N C NZ
*REP E KC ES IGt:CDYN SYSTEMS CEscpIPTiDN.- tpp! rSI x C
* * .VOLUME 3 - ECrYN C.CCUMUENTAT ION
SUFJ& UUTI NE PCERD. bCE=P 22'IMPL!11 L-t ALt8 (A-H*C-Z) mcsR 23LOGICAL41 0V AT. HFCH~.Fr. 
-FqC PCSR 2'
*LOGICAL P.CtrATL 21C, R 25
C9 AL T.-I~ T O -Zn r :r -1 2
COFM At*.'4/CC(': nS/.SA Ti2 .1 -p ~(251 j- NIPrr7-S I GoNCLJLL.S IGCt'G(50) PC=R 29
* m7YFI: (SiC) .1 sTI~o(E ) CtJLL-(2 v10 I CC D 203COM.N/CC1%S1S/LV1 ofCPCI %C24E 21
CO3viN/rrrELyT/.-7T:JK1 (5)YNC'Ar.tr-.TP(7.YNT19 2cEq 32
1 SAFIKCOP7. TY CZt K:.CV32.FCN 1-FPo ,S1G2,SCNOX CS/.T~rN E P 34
CON~GF!LK/S IG!Tc '-'-P NSPT 321-, ICaSs 1CTkP2(3) *CP 36Al '~CAY) =:!F 4.3r.4y)/S,64L:4 
. CER 37JF(IrJS*LL9CJ ICL-S=2Cj.'c 2C IMI IIA L I 
... C- 2
N~td3~= 
'CER 40NO HATZ=FA L S PCS: 41
5Csp 42.
I SATF-43=1 PC.' 43
DCFP 44
P;rcii: I F v L C Z C'R 48
*C=P 49
CFIAN. L C 4 f,~c 5
PAc. h-.. rs vA LE. p !: 4
aC::r 52
GrI%:.t~( C T0 200 
'C r. S~
8.0-374
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C CO?.VVT TV4C To !.91 CAYS FiC'Y JAN 0.0 CF &FtLR2NCV YFIAC ZCEP 57
OA V= Y~kDA Y ( IY16'(,' 1H V ,-C3 
- *cep Ee
CA I=JA Y4A I TI%':rMA Y) Pc~ it s
I F(0AY.LT.:;ATA!2P' G-- TC IC 
-PCEP eoi
IF(VAY.GT.':AYSiP) GC TO 20: 2Crtp el
IF (St I1LL *C. C ) SIG! SI GST(MTYP!:) P C -R f.2
IF (N SIG eLt~o C) GO 70 53 * Z)cp e3
N =0 *: Cap 4E
C CtILCK F01' SIGM/A CHANGE~S 
.* *. C-R A85
co 20 1 I m, I 7 2CFP 4E6
IF ( I STf-JC ( I) C~ *. ANC- I t.-TYP;c (I) E C. 1VTYFr- NN1I=I PCEP e7
20 Ct%.IIJ!7 3~crp 68
tF(tNNI*GT*C) SIGI=SIGCHG(KKl) PC-sR ILL9
50 IF(:'4T P-:.LT.2A.\ i.'-TYP~i.CT.17) SIC1=S1Gl*1.V)E-2 2 CiER 7C
I~M7".~j.2)SIGI=S! Cl *1 OL'-6 PCER 71
100 IF(M4YrrE...-22) GC TC 110 PCER 72
OB~=b~1,2F C(R 73
SRG! SIGI O2 PCEP 7&.
RFCN*CLLLsUL&.C) GO TC 26C - ZCFP 7e
£00 24-1 I=.,CLLL 0 CER 77
IF(l-w*K4-;-C LLL( I)I 24C 92.30C220 *CCR 7e
220 IFCNLJ4-[!F.G7.*CULL(291)) GO TC 240 ** CVR 79
23.0 St GI~ CC C Z, - . ec
240 C0It.TINUf: OCIEP el
26C F.C PC KC. I *
C STOrt: CbS'.AI(tisz A -2
CALL :Z-Ar4 
'CEP eA
GO TO I C 
-. 'C!:P es
C STO3-- L1,CBS:5.qVAT.-CN AS Z-FD 0
.DCEP E-6
-20C Nfl NP: =0 
'CP E7
PC=P e8CALL R~t'" 
.7r-e
M.INT 2CCCet-u-'-!F.s C 
---- So
0,& *STP=.AY 
. . c p
S.L U:N Ci:P 92
201.0 7OA( IH.//31 x Ibit C6StE- VATI CKS BiLLLCTED FPC'4 IJAtsTiR PC DATA D, C0- S4
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NAME PDEN
EN4TR.Y POI tT PURPOSE
PDLN2 INI TI ALI ZATI Ch
PDEN TC PRINT ADJUSTEO SURFACL CENSITIES
CALLING SECUEINCE CALL PDEN2(SCENTRtREAP-. DEN.AD'JD.NAPSIGSU.1.
DF. NCOKtS/-VSI G)
SYVS0L TYPE DESCRIPTICt"
ECENTR OP INPUT - TH - LATITUCL- ANC LCNGITUF. OF TIE ACDJUSTED
(2.:) SURFAC. CENSITY 3LCCKS
AREA DOP INPUT - SURFACE DEN.SITY SUE-ELOCK APEAS
S (4.1)
CEN CP IKFUT - SURFACE CENSITY VALUES
(1)
ADJr)tN DP I NPUT & CUTPUT - ICJUSTED SURFACE DENSITY VA.UES
(11
APSIG DP INPUT - APRIORI SIGMAS FOR ADJUSTECD ENSITIES
(1)
SI41 DP INPUT - NCRI'AL MATRIX
(1)




CALLING E S.ENCE CALL FDEN(ICUTER)
SMBOL 1YPE DESCPRFTICN
ICVF. I IhFUT - CUTER ITE FPATICN
SURF OLT!N S L r.D NCIE
COM&ON ULOCKS CPAPAK TPEEPLK
INPUT FIL-S NONE
OUTPUT FILES IOUT - PiINTER
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LOGICAL CMPGP;:. Z'P.N 56
DIVulNSlC. E!C: TP(,*;2,AFA(4.1j)t~C)AJ.N1.PX~)SM1I N5
CI:NIC Ltic:ON( ,CCIJST 91 ) SNVS IG( I).Ij 4 MOC N 59
f' I 6~
* ,CS*. ST #C f-PGP;% L1 tMj sLT M2 *N, ~. SAL?.LOK 1T I GST NT I E;,-3IJ.Z !rNSd,'.
* c CJI1NeOZC N CCN '
4 COIPM-N/ 1P7:0K /INTP. ICUT sIlTAP7S 1 C) )=~N 63
..NCCN2=NA!LOK-NCCNST 'a.£
INDS( I)1 * I CEL
JNosC '2) VCCb=" 
fO~ 07
.1f.S 3) =AES LCK+ IPENC
INS 4 PC,.EU 69
L04=2 C z:N 7C
* f WA *CSN U~
CN1RY PCULK(1TIZF) P V LH 73
li2N I-3 4-4.A ST- NAU L CK+'CCNST ~CN 74
00 IC!2 1=1 *NAkLCKDES 7
T2=1 2+1 P DEN 76
I PUCiJ(- I 95) 0~.. 11 ',hl;I T(: I CUT ,10C 2) OrZN 78
DC-'1CZNTF Si,1. 'raN 7s
I CP Z':_G * DEN eC0
SP C%--:G-I UP)*G. CC 0 V -TN et
1NF:=Sp DE~ON e2
zszl Si-P I ?~)4' :0 DO ZC=_N E3
DMG=F:L N 0 --- NO e 18
ICL=D-G - DZ R 85
* 5CGIt~)*%O.LOPDZN e6
SL( S L- I ?lL) *6 C.D 88ENe
C SUM4 Sl2-FjLOCK ,~SANC CC"-PUTi. ACJUST!.C S I GkMAS ~ N
A SLm Ag A C .I)+ A A (2 .1 +A FA (3I+ R EA (4 ZOEPD!N E9
IFtI*GT*NCOl'2) GO TO 50 - DO-N 9!
11=itJ XNC.( 1 2) +12 *CCN S2
AD JSIG=Sc;'T( Su".(I I) - D DEN S3
-ellS I -. JSIG D_!J:N S4
* GO TO I1CC D-2 N S5
50 :5 CI D
:5LV SG 2 = C~ C P'N
D~O 60 L1.*LV,2 0=
JI~~~ = -O
42=IN'S(L*1) VE PN 10C)
I~ J=J) PESN 1C2
*~~~~r Pc= cruJ* CN I c:
SL V=S L+4 +PO Z: '% *A UJ:) N( J). LNIA
Ir(L~tiT.I GJ TLJ to* ~ e
SM ~*5 SG L.2 + ( P~CA SAVS G J))*~P.
6C CON71NUZ or~ I '7
*A,*JSI G=C.SG: 1( SLI-S*2) J 0ZN I~e
AL'J3*4( I )S. =sv N1C
1 0 C a *IIT 7 f 2 ~ 1 1 & C t , 7 1 r91 L I V . S u t *
8.0-378
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* At' J:EN(1)..PS IGC I) *ADJG1G MDC-N 112
AL I La14 0;-,N 113
200C FOF .AT(lHl.4CX.46HsupFAc- tr!KsT!&S /.DJUST-%C F r, OUTFA ITF. ZAT !ONv Cl-N I1I
* 12/1 3 X I 1ICr.NT.- CF FLl'C K s 4X 95 MPL. ,CV I '-X9 VfL U. 92 4X* 0 0--N 211
* H SIGMA/21 x, 35HG . :trr- LATITj7 :.~AST LLNr-jTU:.Aj-qX, 20EN 116'
* R!X*.C'LrCK -. 2(4X*23HDUG ?-'fi !:=C*--C)94X,7t-(KM4*2) *O.N '.13
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*NAME POENI
PLRVO.SE TO PRIN.T ItNPUT SUR.FACE DENS IT IES
CI.LLING S:-*OULCE CALL FDEtli
5UR'FOU1ItiES UsII) 140KE
COMM(ON DLO=KS SRPFRLK TPEELK
*INDIO1 FILES HCHE
DUTPI F ILe S OUT - FII TEFR
1MFPLICT 7 -AL *6(A-H9C-Z) 'DEN is,
RL$L DLAT#VLVN9DZDN*AP5IG 20 2Cr 1
INL-:;s,-*2 NLAT*KL.N ellll 21
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10042=1 DL NJ4NLAT( I) *NLCKCI -1 DDEN 35
MP= L/ 1 (1) PcD=N 26
RCLSW(I * DEN 37
!EP= SL47( I)-IZP) #60.002
SL=( CSLOK( 1)-1 C-L) 06C. CjC *DN 39
IML=SL 'ODEN 41.
s- (sVp- I m.P) 46.0 3p oxN 42
1L=(SL- I ML) 46C. CO M LN Al
eS=SL-%TC )-)j*.5CN0 p DN 46
e~~~ ~~~ W S. N(1 .0 47
EN =3 !: 3 r'. VC N 481
v 9 t +---EIl 4
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Subroutine PLHOUT converts an input Earth-fixed
Cartesian station position and its associated Cartesian
covariance matrix to the spherical geodetic coordinate
system.
Yhe order of computation is:
* Compute the spheroid height, h, using an
iterative procedure.
* Compute the geodetic latitude 4, and the
east longitude A.
* Compute the partial derivatives of 4, X, and
h with respect to the rectangular coordinates.
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NkME PLHOUT
'PUP.PO 5F .1) Yo COYPUTE GFCCETIC PHI* Ltl-ECA. H FROm
GF.OCirJTl~dC X. Y, Z
2). TU. CCMt.FTC F-ACT AL CE-,UVfT IVELS C-F GEOCET IC
*.COCDINATCS wITI- FZSFLCT TO CEOlCENTRIC
-C0CROIK~ATELS
.CAL L ING GEO QCE CALL PLHCUT(STAP,XYZSIGPLH-Si'c.FHI,LA'4r-DA.H)
2'WTO 1Y.. SCR I TI CN
s 7A p OP I NPUT - CZt'.TRI C X gY IZ
3* Y S IIs P IIPLT -SIGt'AS Ch X.y.Z
4
* PLH S!G R Cl.TFUT SI5GM'AS Ch% P11 LAMECA *H
PHI DP OLTPUT. - GE OtT I c LAT ITurD
LAM1434 OP. CUTPUT - q ULL -':T IC PAST LcnNGITUC;#.
1"R OLTFUT - G OC'2TIC 1-7-1G HT.
SWPFCL7IN'-- LSC-: frAACTK VCCNV
CO4VON .ILLllr X 1NTiLK
INPL1 FIL--S IC
OUTPLT FIL': NCNE
* eI - rt(aN:L3 'GZ:Cr.YN SYSTi:WS DIESCCIPTICNt
VOL.Umi I - CCYN COCU MZNT AT ICN
EU6R0U T INE~ FLHCUT(STAp.xyZcj(;.r:LFSlCvr-HI9L/-M-ECA9HJ L 42
01Iw'-NSICN PLHSIG(3 .3) .)XyZSIG(3*Z ).PAtTL3,:!) 4LO 3
~ hlPSTh , NFHI , ZT IH'. XY 5 C.T,*S'OILSC1,TI.H2,rS0SPDAt;CTN-., LHn 44
A .1AVJ).PSECvCCNH*F.TXY5C DLHC 45
(P)~~~* A' A *2 L  2(11OHO &46
&xAL*SJ FLAT L0 7
DAA-'z~L7A/*.C1/ 48~3A
.C CALCLLAT -CCN%!TA(47S *L) ;
* ~1 ,* LHO t-
E 01 C C. cc4* 2LflS
C JT'71 ATv: ;'fCYu CP- HZ71GrT clLtO 5-5
8.0-384
* PULOUT
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COLM E6J~.2
I1DD (l o j * Z T.22 PL O E
I =7P1+7/ PL tn 58
E SG )k I ( S1! So + Z TL O 59
: L O 1- 1
EEC;s2 =! 'O5 * N O LHO 6 1
IF MF!A35(.11-1) LT.r7'LTA.) GO TC 2 C'W F.2
C H~IGHL 
LH -3 6
I* P'1 N 2.b H 3 65
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PURPOSE TO SELECT FROM A TABLE FOR A GIVEN INPUT DATE THE
COORDINATES OF THE TRUE COLE
CALLING SEQUENCE. CALL POLE(XO.YP*DAY)
SYMOCL.. TYPE DESCRIPTION .. d
XP OP OUTPUT - K COORDINATE OF THE POL-
S VP OP OUTPUT - Y COORDINATE OF THE POLE
DAY OP INPUT - TIME IN DAYS FROM JAN 0.C OF THE REFERENCE





REFERENCES *GE3DYN SYSTEMS DESCPT TTON'
VOLUM- I - GECY" DOCU-'NTAT!O
SUPROUTINE PCLE(XPYPOAY) POLE 31
DOIUBLE P7ECISIN XP.YP,DAY.D0JUL.ODFIRST,nLAST POLF 32
.DI0PENSION X(687).Y(687),X1(117).X2(180).X3(181).X4(2C9)Y1(117). POLF 33
* Y2(182).Y3(181),YA(209) POLF. 34
EOUIVALENCE (Xl(1).X( 1)). (YI(1),Y(11),(x2(1).X(118) ).,(Y2(1).Y(119)'.OL 35
* ),(X3(1 )X(298) ), (Y3(1),Y(298)),(X4(1),X(417)) *(Y4(1) ,Y(479)) 0 OLt: 36
C FIRST PCINT IS ON 17 SEPT 1957. JULIAN DATE 243609q.5 POLF 37
C POSITICNS AR :E RELATIVE TO THE MEAN POLE 0= 1900 0.5 POLE 38
C THE INCREMENT eETWEEN POINTS IS 10 DAYS POLF 39
DATA X1/ PPLF 40
XO.3430,.296.0.248. 0.199,0.o151oC.103,C.347.-.015.-..85,-.14o.-.,l7ePf
. LE &1
X-209,-. 2 20,-.227.-.222,-.232,.-.22A4.-.212.-.193,-.168e-*136,-.10,POL 422
X-.O71,-.336.C.002.0.42,0.O2,0119.0$30. 1930.194*0.215,0.245,C0.27 *PLE 43
XO -3CO ,C.327,0. 35 290.374,OC.391,0.A03,C. ,389,0.360,0.32 :. -. 2PI..23t. PuL.r- 4A
"X0O.I16.0.133. C..5C ,0.C27.-.'? 6.-.' .-. 102.-.12 4-.14 3.-.157%.I 9.DC'LE ar
X-,175.-.1 74.-.169. -. 161*-.151.-.138,-.123-.104.-.'83-.OrO-. C 33,POL 46
X-CO2 C *C 33, C 074.O .1 17,0. 16b C. 221 .0.266,0 .2Q,O.I, .323. C. ?22,POLE A7
XO ?1.13,C.!0f9C.296.,T.277.C.259. .227, ).IqO , Oe I 0.13 4,CeS.0 ,C7 ,OrL AP
X0*C480 . 2? 9,-.0 8.-. C 24,-.055, -. 07?2,-. 3s,-.OnS,-.101 ,-.I 1 ,-.10 , P.LF AQ
X-e. 0q,-.096,-.91.,-.0ca .-. C68.-.on0 .-. 3)3.-0038.0. 012.C0-32,0.0. , PLE 50
XO.C6S,C.086. C.102.0.11.0132.0.1450,. 4R/ PCOLr I
DATA X?2/ PMLE
X 149. .147. *147, .147 .*!42. .142, .141. *140. .1 'i. .175. .11 ,prt r c7
X .127. *123. *118. .111, .1.01. .08R, .3'5. .064. .355, .046. oC37,POLF 54
X *C28. .019. .ClI1. .003-*103.-.008.-.012*-')15s,-.19o-.021,-."25,PCOLF s5
8.0-387
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**
.X-o027-.o029,-.0 3 1.-.o 23.-.031,-.025,-.015,.-.o0,. .o302. .oIA. .026,POLE 56
X .C38s. .050, 062. .076. .C91. .10. .119. .131. .142. o152, .161.PCLF s57
X .169. .176. *181, .1E3. 9179, *171. *161, .150. *13.. *124, O108,PCL9 SP
K .091. *073. .054 , .0.?. *0 C9 9,-*0 14,-* 6 -, 950-an6- A*-a0'R-*en OIL 50
X-e112,-* 1-12. -.10,o 9-o01e.- *07 ,-9355•-o32*.-o104* ooC ?7. *C5 .PrLF EC
X o088. *117 o143, •167. *189. ?, -8o *225, .23s8 .46, 249. .247%PCLE el
X e240# *2279.@2079o *1810o 9!479 *1C , .157. oq23-*219,-*O T,-*ce?,P( 
"  6.!
X-e122.-.1 46,-.164, -. 22,-.27, -262,- 72.
-
.
2 7 3 , - .?6 5 " - 2 2 - 2
9  C L " 63
X-e202,-*1719-aI37,-*105,-076;,-oC46,-.318, ,l2s ,34Q9 ,0r9, *120,POLE e
a
X .163. *1'39. *2C0. .224. .235. .240. . P35. .22. *?17. *202. e-,L' 65
X *1579 *123* *085. *0439 *0 189-.01C.9-.-39-
- 0 73- ** 14 -*1 7 f;or-C M '  f
X-te197,*200, •-217o-o225- *o228,o *227,-oZ19,o20&,-*I16,-o1659-o A?,oOLE A7
X-e117%-o3S9-eC529-o0149 *0249 o0629 *)q099 *132,. *159, o1769 •185,POL! 6R
X .192. o197. .20G. 19Iq/ POLE 69
DATA X3/ POLF 70
X *195, .136. .167. *147. .126. *102. .76. .049, *20s-o0!2*-.04?0o1L 71X- e4 7 0 ,- •3 9 2 , _- . O0 7 _- 1 22 , _ •1 3 8 , _ o15 0 -- •16 9 , -- 1 7 5 ,- e. T _ ,- . 1 55 - •1 5 3 ,o OL . 7 2 .
X-o141,-*26,-*0,-O89,-. - -- 027 -. 7, . 913. .032. *14O,.OnLE 73
X *065. .081. *098, .113. .124, .127. .125. .121. '112. *0979 *083,1ot
- 7 "
X *067. .056. .046. .034 9. .022. .010• 7-.010-*T2.-.7,-C2,'LE 5X -- 0C 2 1 ,- 0 2 2 ,- , C2 2 , - • 9 2 3 .- 0 2 3 ,- . C 2 1 .- •  1.'I ' - * ')I 7 •- * 1 3 .- •C 7 9 • - •0 0 1 . P C L e 7 .
X o0084 04,-.C07-*007"- *O o o - • c ti - .0 1 5 e- *02 t "- .02 - .01O S - •015. CL-  77
X-C14 -*.O9*-CO4,-*O06-.006*-*C.C6-.G 4* *3C0, .204, *007o *Co0sPCLE 79'
K o011. .014. .018. .022. .029, .037. .47, .055, .262. .05 . .071,CL= 7
X oC79 *3.82. .080. .071. *.5C, O.06. .37. .031. .24. 8-,•t e g
X-C037 - 8-o01,- *1i,- .1469 01 C, 149 . 0* 2 Z C 9 . C8:;1,o , 7 L%-,6O * 34;-*3,-*0:, oO ,, • 2 o .')14, *001* *614* *02-" ,  •.046, .Go2. ..- 3, ^.-" ;2
X oC99, *170, 1.34*o *14t* * b1 2*o *1.1*j 9 * Jr, ,1Zf. o ,, 79, o06z. 9 ---- .
K e0509 .039. .029. .021. O,-2,-.- 7. .3-129-15,PLF P&
X-k16.-.174-.o 173. -. 1619-.13,-. 119.-.1.- C~'s.-.e11 ,-. 09,-.C71 01rL- PC;
X-051.-.039. .017. .0C55, .081, .119, !.45. .16. .186, .1Q9. .207.PCL" F6
X *209. .235. *159. .151. .183/ POLE 07
DATA X4/ POL- 8
X o160, *1209 s078, •0499 *024, .0000-.029,-.957,-.^85•-•11I,-•1339POLF .9
X-o 152 .,-74 °*O6o-•209 -o216,-.212,-,?C -;,9 ,-1 R 3,-a171;- 1o .5' LE 
X-.129 ,-0.04.-061 o002. oC60, .103. .14). *170. .198. .224. .245,cLF" 91
X .251, .263, .264. .252, .229. .203. .179, .157. *135. .109. .C87 PrL. 92
X s055, *022,-•014-02,-e083,-.1079-el7/ POL
=  91
DATA Y1/ POL= 94
YO.C57,..OC.9,0.01,-.C25,-.C45.-.08,-.068-*075.-*.)77.-*073,-.C61.P(LE 9S
Y-C44.-.012.C.029,0.074.0.127,C.o ,049639.C.? ,O.33040.72,•*40' POL
r"  6
- 1A s 0 93 C*47? 0 13 . 4
4' 5, 1 .A C 39.C . 3 :•LF 9
.I... .. , 0.457, 0 467.,,472,0.-71,0, 63, ,. ,0..20o3.398,C.365,o£LE 97
l YO,325,0.291 ,0,251, Co219,. •. 67,. , 133,. °.-82, OeJ47,-,:0?.,-, 3 ,-.0C65 ,PPLF 98
- Y-.C76,-.293.-.082.-.079.-.371,-.0 .O*-°.*7.-*0'C-*3,7.0.OI.0. ",oLr 9o
Y0OC83.3.1190. 157.0.1!C,0. o?9.0.62.0.,3 0.3210.47.367.3! L '.CO
"YO*39C2.331,C2375oC.36.0.349,C.325o,.296, .271.0.251.e.233.0.2j5.PfrL = ICI
Y0 197,C'.179,. 159oGol 279.11, 3o9 °.7 .O 7 ,..56,D, 4 04 ,PO - 1¢2
YO.C23C.C28,0.,C33.C.044.C.CS.-.o790.2.OeC.1 1F-.C.1,33.C.'149,C.16:.PrLE C3




OATA Y2/ , . POLE 'C 6
X *252, .235o ,221, 200, , 210. 19, -1.I . .177, .1 F4. ,4 q, 0131-,Pr.LF %07
* K 121. *I 110. 10-. .0 . .') 99. .ICO0. '04. oi 2. . 1111. .12 . 4., F 'Co
X o154, .170, #187o *2CT. o207s o21C9 I.t o, .214, - .- 179 .21 , .C 22 ,.t9 L, 'no
X .221. .222. .222. .223. .. 25, .230, .238 .25 A. .?67. .273, .277.PLF !10
K .281. .235. .239. o2El9 oN'7, *2~3, .76. .267. .257. *245. .231 ,nOLC i11
8.0-388
S - "POLE
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X .217 .232. *185. .165. .142. .121. .105 .O79. *83. *075. *070.POLC 112
X C67. .eC68*. .071. .07q. .00. o *106. 127. .1 3. .t. .oP07. .21 0OL= 13
X .259, .279 .29 * *307, .318. .328. .337, .3. A .34q9. .351. .35C-POLF 114
X .344. *333. .317. .2'7, *'7.7. *217. .222.PCL
, 
:1 5
X .197, .172. .147. .122. .096. .070, .44. .02.-.001.--017-402. P
r L !!6
X-*C2s-eC17.-e0O3. *016, .*C40. *0659. .101, *134, .162. *19Q, .22C.P-OLF 117
X .253 .239...32. .359, .E390, .4517. .4439 .465, .'479, .482,. .47.,Pr)LE ' I1
K .472. .467, .46C. .445. .4-24. .394. .o20. .320,' .101. .270, .235,oCLF 110
X *199 . 155, .136. 111. .092. .C74 .05 .C .352. .054. .055.PLF
r 120
X .05G7 .062. .075. .O94. *120. .150, .180. .211. .?245, .2k1, .315rL=. i2I
X .349 . .3331, .410. .425. .441. .454, 9465. .46 - .460, .418. .425.PrLF 122
X o01, . *377. .350. .323. *299 .275. .24q9. .222/ PnLF '23
DATA Y3/ POL.F !A
V *192. .153. .137. .117. .101, *.87, .073, .051, 1.!- .0052. eCS.f -LF !25
VY oC63. .74 .*087* .*104. *124. *149. .177. .202, .223, .213. .263.,POLE 126.
Y 285. .204, .322. .34'0, .356. .361. .361. .361. *358, .'4. . 35C*sPLE !2",
YV 346. a341. .332. .316, *2q4. .273, .254, .235, .220. .206. #19:. 00LF 128
V .*175. .169. .167. .165. .164, .164. .166. .o~., .173. .177. .1P3.POLE 129
Y .193. o2)0. .202, .204 , .2C6. *210, .216. .20. .222. *216. .21',PlLE '2C
V *210. .207. .203, s.2CA. .207. .209. .212. .219. .232. .5, .25?7,CL-' .31
Y .25s. 265, .270C, *272. .274. o276, .2 , . , .*63s .261. .2 ;,.PnLF 112
V o254, .254. .256. .2f3 .?!0 *236. .220. *23. 198. *189. R 12SPOLE I3
Y *1.74. *.16*. .165. e162, .160. *.15A. 151. .115, .141, 1*13. .13V.PnLc 134
Y e1339 .IIQ* 156 .1 86. .215. .23-. *251. 2; 2. .297, .307. .31fPOLF !?5
V e*2S. .337...3509 *360 .368. .372. .373. .371. .3A5., *357. .* 3A,.POLE !36
Y o232, .317. .300. .273.. .241. .20C . .173. .1"7. .125o .1I9. .111.PtLE 137
Y .444. .448 e44. o442. .426, .402. .373, .342. .309, .276. .24&e.PVLC lac
V .213, .13. .155. .126. .I01/ POL t141
OATA Y4/ . PoLE .'?
V eC78. .363. *CSG3, .023. C23, .013. .013. .022. .035. .057 .0. *O5,t00L 143
Y *117. .148.' .179. .211. .253. .301, .342. .370, .107, .424. .ad52.PCLF '44
Y .482 , .505. .519. .524. .520 .50(. .476. .450 , .&21. .3~7. .351 ,0LF 145
Y *317, .233, .249, .211. .175. .139, .118. .103. .)q2. .078. *OrP.OOLF !16
Y .048. .C35. .026. .027, .034. .0 C5C. .074/ POLE ?!47
C FIRST POINT 570917 *** LAST POINT 711204. POLF 1AR
DATA OFIOST/24326099w5CC/, :nt. S49
o CLAST/2441379.500/ . POLE 150
LOGICAL FRSTE/.TPUF./ POLE !~1I
IF(.NOT.FRSTwE) GO TO 20 POLE !52
.FRSTME = .FALSE. •POL. 153
IN=(O)LAST-OF IRST 1/10. CC 4+1 .DO otE 154
00D 10 I=I.IN "POLF .55
X(1)=X(1) *0.4848137E-5 POLF 156
VC1)=Y(I)*0.484,137E-5 POLF 157
10 CCONTINUE POLw '5S
20 CONTTINU- POLF 159
o = OJUJL( AY) POLF !0
IF(D *GE. OFLRST) G3 TO 30 . PLF Ift
XP = X(1) PPLF 162
VP = Y(I) PS* L ".
SRETURN POLr 'F
30 CONTINUE POLF 'A,
IF(D .L". CLAST) GO TO 40 PL' 1 fA6
KP = X(IN) POLF 167
8.0-389
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gYOF TAM'
". ''." . .1
--- 
P " POLE 16
-p Y(IN) POLE W6t
RETURN 
POLF 16Q
40 CONTINU -  POLF 17
D=(D-OFIRST)/IG*CDO+1.ODO POL
r 171
INTERPCLATE FOR CORDINATES OF THE POLE POLF !7?
10D = 0 POLE 173
IOPi = TO + 1 POLE 174.
DI=D-FrLrAT(IDPI) . . . POLE !75
02=D-DFLQAT(IDO) -. POLF .
YP = -01*Y(1) + 02*Y(ICP1) PCLE T77
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1 UNIVERSAL TIME AND CCORDINATES OF THE POLE
Date J.D. smoothed values raw values
(Oh UT) 2400000.5 /x y UT2-UTC UTI-uc\ x y UT1-UTC UT:
1972 + 01'001 O"COo.0.0001s 0.00Cls 0.001 OC.'001'.0001s
June 1 41 469 -145 +356 -5252 -5553 . -151 +341 '-5541 -I.
S 6 474- -134 +366 -5416 -5710 -129 +371 -5743
11 479 -120 +376 -5579 -5861 -114 +359 -5872
16 484 -105 +385 -5740 -6006 - .92 +374 -b019
.21 489 - 89 +394 -5899 -6145 - 92 +421 -6165
26 494 - 72 +402 -6057 -6279 - 51 +382 -6263
July 1 499 - 54 +409 +3786 +3591 - 58 +407 +3616
IAT-UTC is exactly 10s in June 1972
IAT-UTC is exactly 11s since 1972 July 1st, Oh UTC.
2 - EMISSION TIME OF TIME SIGNALS, for June 1972 (E = UTC-Signal in 0.0001s)
Signal . - .E Signal E Signal E
CHlU 0 FTH42, FTK77, FTN87 0 NSS (o.c.) + 9
DA. , _-,N, DAO 0 HEG 0 OLB5 -(2-
DCF77 O iAM 0 OiA (2
DGI 0 IBF + 3 PPE -5
DIZ 0. O JJY . 0- O R. (I) O
FFI 0 LOL -5 VNG 0
FTA91 0 liSF + 1 WrWV, WWIWB, WWVH 0
GBZ (3) - 3 ZUO (2
(1) and other signals from USSR (2) no data available
(3) corrected values : April 1972 E = - 3 ; May 1972, E =- 2
3 - COORDINATED UNIVERSAL TIME .(approximaticn UTC(i) of UTC, kept'by the laboratory
Ref. CCIR Rcccimendation 458, 1970)
a- Fro. LORAN-C and Television pulses receptions
Date 1972 June 11 June 21 July 1
J.D. 2400000.5 + 41 479 41 489 
-41 499
Laboratory-i ". . UTC-UTC(i) (unit : 1 pis)





GcP (Paris) + 1.6 + 1.6 + 1.6
NBS (Soulder) - 2.4. - 2.5 - 2.7
C0O (ierstzt.onceux) + 3.2 + 3.8 .. + 4.4
NRC (Ottax a-) + 0.8 + 0.9 + 1.2
FOA (Stockholm) + 23.9 + 26.3 + 28.6




.O : :.'-.;'tl) + 20.6 . 0.7 + 20.6 P. T.
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NAME POSVEL
pURPOSE TO CONVERT OSCULATING ORSITAL ELEME--NTS TO INERTIAL
POSITION AND VELOCITY VECTORS
CALLING SEOUENCE. POSVEL(XYZAEIIORAD)
SYMBOL TY-PE DESCRIPTION
XYZ DP OUTPUT - CARTESIAN ELEMENTS
(6)
AEI DP INPUT - KEPLER ELEMENTS
(6)
IDRAD *I- INPJT - =2 MEANS INPUT IN RADIANS
=1 MEANS INPUT IN OEG:EF S
SUOROUTINES USED NONE
CCMMON ELOCKS CONSTS INT8LK
INPUT FILES NONE
OUTPUT FILES NONE
8 . L s tnn W -,C fLA C - P-TOT~fPJl
VOLUME I- GEODYN DOCUMENTATION
z*
SUr3ROUTINE POSVEL(XYZ,AEI.IDRAD) POSV 33
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HoC-Z) POSV 7A
REAL RMSTOT POSV 35
DOUBLE DROECISION INCLMEAN.NODE .POSV 36
DIVENSION AEI(6),XYZ(6).AEIN'4(6),XY7XYZ(6) POSV 37
COVWON/CONSTS/PI.TWOPI,PA).RSEC PMSV 38
CCMVN/INTPLLK/THO)TS(3),Gu,AE(62) POSV 3q
EOUIVAL-NCE (A.AEIN.OM(1)),(E,AEINPM(2)),(INCL.AEINO'4(3)). POSV 4o
S (Nui ,;. AEI KD'(4) )s (Ps AFINP'A( ) (MFAN* AF l (ut6) ),9 POSV 41
S. (XXYZXYZ(1)).(YXYZXYZ(2)),(7,XyZXYZ(3)). POSV 42
S(XDOTXYZXY7(4) 1). (YDOT,XYZXYZ(5)),(ZOr)OT,XYZKYZ(5)) POSV 63
C DEF.INE' CONVERI'CN CRITERIA PCSV A&
DATA OELTAI/0.LC-13/ POSV A5
SCALE=I .CDO POSV 46
IF(IfRA.E.1) SCALE=RAD POSV 47
00 10 1=1.6 POSV A4P
AEINutM( I) =AE 1( I POSV 6t
IFIILFE.2) CO TO 10 POSV 50
AEI P'4( I)=AEI I )*SCALE POSV 51
10 COI.T I -'J .r POsV 5.2
SOvUA=PSORT(GC,'4/DAIS(A)*))t*3) PvSV 53
E2=E. *2 POSV 54





C SI NES ANO COSINES OF THE B.EMENTq posv 56
COSI=OCnS( INCL) PQsv 157
StkE=OSIN( INCL) P~Osv ss
SINKN-OSIN( NOCE) POSV
COSN=OCrOS ( flDDE) PVA
INc)Dsl( ) POSV 60
cspIccs p' POKy 61
C SET ECC* AN04o ECUAL TO MEAN ANOM. FOR FIRST APQOX. POSV *&5
ECC=MEAN PI "
CITERATE Pnsy 65
IF (E2.GE.1.CDO) GO TO 150 Pesy (6
C ***FOR ELLIPTIC CRrA1T5 . POSV 67
00 100 J=1.50 POSV 63
EGOOECC Pm, V 69
SINECC=DSTNCEO0) PO1%y 70
* COSECC=D)COS(EOO) POSy 71
* ECQ.=1.000-E*COSECC PnsV 72
ECC=EOC-( EOO-E* S 1.N4ECC-MAN/ECO S *POSV 73
1jF(C&8BS(EOO-ECC)sLTeDELTA) GO TO 200 POSV 74
100 CON TI NU E -. POSy 75
PRINT i)0 .PrOSV 76
GO TO 230* POSY 77
C o6*FCR HYPEO.3cLIC OReITS .Posy 7s
ISO 00 150 J=1.100 POSY 70
EOO=ECC .POSV PC
SINECC=DS I H(ECO) POsv S
CfSCC)JM(:U . -5Vs e2
ECOS=E*COSECC-1 CDC - POSY 8.3
ECC=EOO0(E*SlNECC-EOO-L4EAN)/EC0S POSV A4
* IF (CA~c;(FC0-ECC)sLT*.OELTA). GO TO 200 POSy A9
160 CONTINV * POSY 86
PRINT 10CO POsY 97
200 SPCN=SINP*COSN POSY se~
CPS N=C Os PS I NN POSY A0
CPCK=COSD* CCSN PDSV 9C!
SPS K-S IP40* S INN Posy 91
* A2=CA8S(A)*ONEmE2 . .POSV 02
AX=A(C:CN-F-S*COI )POSV 93
* AY=A*(Sf"CN*CCSI+LzSN ) .POSV 94
AZ=A*SIN"2*SINI Posy 95
i SrC~'N+CPSN* COS 1) POSY 9 '
BY=A2* CCPCN* COS I-SPSN) POSY 97
IZA2*COSn*S IN I POSY q8
C=CCSECC-F* POSV 90
EDCT=SOAU 4/ECOS VOWY 100
C 0***FOR X,V.7 Posy 101
X=AX*C+;3I<*SINECC POSV 102'
* Y=AY*C+*AY*SINECC POSY 103
Z=A2*C.'17:S INECC .PmS Ica'
C *.*FnR XDflT.Y6CT,7D0T *.POSy ~05
IF (,rz.'.Vco SI'JECC=-SIN(:CC POSY ' 06
xnrT=rfOT* (EX*COSECC- Air';INCC Pr'sv 107
ZOOT=f)IT(CZ*COnCC-7*5U!-.1CC) *POSYV 1co
00 300 1=1.6 .. POSY~ !10
00XYZ(I)=XYZXYZ(I) Por.Y ill
RETUIN .s POY 1?





















Subroutine PRECES- generates the rotation matrix
to precess a vector from the mean 'equator and equinox
of an input date to the mean equator and equinox of
.1950.0.
The precession angles are evaluated using
.polynomials derived by Simon Newcomb. The rotation
matrices are evaluated by ROTMAT; the output rotation











PURPOSE TO GENERATE THE MATRIX F PPSSSIO FO MEAN
EOUGEOERA fX AEPPECESSION FROM MEAN
EOUATO ANt) !UINox OF N EPO:H TO M=AN EQUATOR
AND EOUINOX OF 1950
CALLING SEQUENCE CALL PRECES(DAYX)
SYMRCL TYPE DESCRIPTION
DAY DO INPUT 
- TIME IN OAYS FROM JAN 0.0 OF REFERENCE
YEAR
X op OUTPUT PRECESSION MATRIX(393)
SURROUTINES USED ROTMAT MULMAT YMDAY
COM?40N BLOCKS INITBK
INPUT FILES NONE
C TPUT FILES NOKE
REFERENCES 4GEDDYN SYSTE'4S DESC4IPTIO,
VOLUME I - GECCYN DOCUUENTATI..
SUPROUTTNE PCECES(DAY,X) 
P5 3
REAL*8 AY* CASE.DX 
.3)*Z(23, 3.),ANGLEy )AY
'  PPEC 31
*
3 0532Q4e5-6.+ 7 4 9 1 4  PRFC 32








5 3 ) NOT ISTIG2(3) 
PREC 37
LOGICAL NOTIST 
PREC 37IF(NOTIST) GO TO 10 PREC 38NOTlST=. TRUE. 
PREC
'0BASE=Y'i0A Y (50 100 0* 0COO)- 072DO PPEC 4010 D=CASYM09AYCOCE 
PRIEC 41DO 30 I=1.3 PREC 43ANGLE=0.o 
"PPEC 43DO 20 J= ,3 
PPEC 4520 * ANGLE=(ANGLE+COF(4 -j, 1 ))* PPE. 4530 CALL ROT4AT(A.GLEAxIS(I).Z(I. I)) PREC 46S CALL U'LMAT(X, Z(1, 3).Z, 1,2.7(, 1) PREC 47RETURN 
PPEC 4









Subroutine PREDCT computes the residuals and partial
derivatives for observations involving fewer than two track-
ing stations for the parameter estimation. In addition,
PREDCT predicts the measurement values from a priori data
and the geodetic spherical coordinates of the satellite.
The observation types by program index number are:
1) right ascension and declination
*2) .range (including sat-sat summed range)
* 3) range-rate (including sat-sat summed range rate)
4) -altimeter height and height rate
5) L and m direction cosines
6) X and Y angles -
7) azimuth and elevation
The order of computation is as follows:
* Call ORBIT to obtain the satellite position,
velocity, and variational partials.
- * Call GRHRAN to obtain the right ascension of
.. .Greenwich and the station-satellite'vector
for observing station.
o. C 1pute-the equivalent for each measurement
and the associated residual.
* Compute the Earth-fixed geometric partial
derivatives of the calculated equivalents.
8.0-397
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Convert the partial .derivatives to inertial
coordinates and chain them back to epoch,
If necessary compute the spheroid height,
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PREDCT . TO COMPUTE MEASJPEMENTS. RESIDUALS (0-C) AND
MEASUREMENT PARTIALS
* ..
CALLING SEQ'JENCE CALL PRE.CE(CHAT.NHAT.ZHAT.PMPX•.pXPKO*NPARe
NE0m I' M
SYMPOL TYPE DESCRIPTION
EAT OP INPUT - STATION UNIT EAST VECTOR
(3.1)
NHAT OP INPJT - STATION UNIT NORTH VECT3R
(3.1)
ZHAT OP INPUT - STATION UNIT VERTICAL VECTOR
1(3.1)
PvPX0 OP OUTPUT - MEASUREMENT PARTIALS
(NPAPM.I)
PXPXO Do INPUT.- SATELLITE STATE PANrIAL wkT EPOCN
(6NNEONMX.2) PARAMETERS
-NPARM I INPJT - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARAMETERS PER
MEASUREMENTS
NEONMX I INPUT - NPAPM4+8
CALLING SEOJENCE CALL PREDCT(ISTA.DAYPRESIr1.RESIl2.DATASW)
SYMOL TYPE DESCRIPTION
ISTA I INPUT - STATION INDEX
.'DAY .P INPUT &OUTPUT- MEASUREMENT TIME
RESIO1 q OUTPUT - FIRST MEASUrEMFNT PESIDUAL fo-C)
RESIOZ R OUTPUT - SECOND MNEASUREMENT PESIDUAL
DATASW L INPT - .RUE. WHEN POSITION 0= SATELLITE WANTED
eFALSE. WHEN MEAUPFMENT PARTIALS WANTFr
SURROUTINES USE) ORPAIT GRHA POCES ELEM C AR
OOTPPO DARCTN X IN T XEFIX YINcRT
YErx
CO4MON ELOCKS APARAM CONSTS CopOl COVECT GN:TRK
INITIK INT3LK P-EELK XYZOULJT
8.0-399





REFERENCES #GEDDYN SYSTFPAS DESCRIPTIONI
-VOLUME I -GcflOYN DOCUMENTATION
SVP ROUT I NF PFE OCI E HAT. NHAT ZH AT PMP XO*0XP XO.N PAR MNEC).4M X) PREPl (7
IMPLICIT REhL*9 (A-H*C-Z) PpFVC 68
LOGICALtl Vl-FCHNsPPEPONTSTTOT PQCO0 69
LOGICAL %OESTSATSW.SU'ISATDATASW.TPKSWSATSAT,ELEVSW PRF.D 70
tHTEGER*2 mrVYPFvNMEAS.PRETYP.CHANEL.1SAT PRED .71.
INTEGER RECNOs ADCR PRfC% 72
DOUELE DRECIS1GN NHATLOVE PRFD 73
* DIPMENS ION PISA 3)9P,'T2 ) 6C2 Y0T _I0C64 ,3 PPcD 74
* G(3 3)923 )P H(3 ) ''T3 9)*'P2(OPi Dogn 75
* PXPX21(6,NFONiX.2).PM4STA(3.2).ENa.T(3,1 ),N'AT(3.1) .Z-AT(3.1). PR=D 76
* URHOO (3) 90R(3 )vHt 3 )4 HT(Z) *A E IXYZ( 696) *0 2(2) *PS?( 3)OPSI C3) q PIRED 77
* PS3(3).P23(3),V12(3).VS2C3).VSIC,3).VS3(3).V?3C3) PRED 78
COMPON/ APAPAM/NPAR. INPART( 3) *NSAT.NGPAf4C (5) PRFS% 79.
CO??VN/C JNSTS/0P I ,OT 4001 9OP AD*DRSEC PPFO F0
tOMIJN/CO1B/T W,U 9THETG, PrHT (2) APHT(2) .ppr(2 PRFO 91
COMN/. v 2%, XYZ ( ?s 2) 9PXYZ f3' 2). 99F"(3 v?) tot,2) sPC-fr21, 0-0 A 1
COMLION/GNOT RK/ SA TL AT (2) S ATL ON (2) 9SA THC 2)FLE V (2) 9SATSW PPED JR4
CC9M.MON/IN I TS</ IG I( 4 2) ' WASA T. IG"( 5) MI 'L OG (9) 1 Pas 85
CCMMVON/I TTLK/THCOT 1 (2) 9TH)T2S ~. G~AE, AFSO, FLAT FS032'oFFS032. 9 PED F!6
0 GM3(4?) NECNS (2) 9 ACr);( 2.3 )*LOVE( 4) PRE') e7
COMC/RELK/CAYSA.lRSO )SIG( 2)SFNlXqTSN.MlTYPEsNMEAS9 PPED 89
* ISAT3.ETYP,CHNEL.VHF-H.~REPlORECNO PRED 89
COMI'ON/XYZOUT/XYZI(694) PRED 9C
DAANCTIST/.FALSE./ PpFO 91
DATA C/*995 /OC/.CO-9/ PPFO 92
EOUIVALENCF CF.FLAT).(PTAI1)PMST(1.1)).CPMSTA2(1),PPMS.TA(1,2))PPI , 03
E0UIVAL=_NCE (RC)TSW.AIY(,)UH'I) PPED 94
* (AEIXYZ(2,2).'R(1) ).(AE!XYZ(1.3).H4(lU,(AFIXY714)I-t()) PPF[% 9 S
* EOUIVALIENCE (DTRANS.OESO(2)).CKKSATSIG(2)).CTIME2,SR -NOX) PPFO 96
RETURN PPED 9?
EOFY EO-=CT(ISTA.DAY.RES IO1.RES1O2.DATASW) p~Fl 9R*
IFCNOTISTI GO TO 10 PRCD 99
C INITtALIZE PRED ICC
Cl 11. 5D 3*A E*F* F PP=D 1
C2=AE*F+Cl.P! 0
FLAT2I=(l.OOC-FLAT)**2 PFO 103
NOTjST=.1 RUE. PQFD '
10 CCKTINUE PRED 105
SAT SAT=C(.NOT.DATASW).N0.(MTYPC.EO.2.OR.MTYPr-.FO.3).A.DKKSAToGTe.:PFFD I ( o
* *AN0f.KKSAT *LE .'lSAT ORCO 'P.?
ISATI=15AT P~E 0
ISAT2=I SAT pp' 00
*INCRIl v PF0 110
800-400
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-1PRO)UCIBILITY OF TI M0a
-OPIGNAL -AGE I. .
ELEVSW=PREPRO PRFD 112
C IF SAT-SAT TPACKING THEN GO TO 300 Pp D 113
IF(SATSAT) GO TO 300 PPF0 .14
TWOSTA=MTYPE.GTe26.ANC..NOT .DATASW PRED 115
NOEST=.FALSE. PPEO 11A
C F6R VLRI & AVERAGE RANGE RATE DATA SKIP INTEGRATOR CALL PRE) 1!.7
IF(TWOSTA) GO TO 50 PPFD .118
C CSTAIN SATELLITE OPBIT PRE)
CALL CPrIT(DAY) PRED 120
C CBTAIN 9*A. GREENWICH & STATION - SATELLITE VECTOnS PRED 121
TH'TG=GrHRAN(OAY IST A) PRED 122
C SKIP MFASU='MEN-TS & PARTIALS IF ONLY GROUND TRACK REQUESTED PRED 123
IF(CATASd) GO TO 2020 PPED 124
IF(ISTA.EQ.0) GO TO 200 . .PR.ED 125
NOEST=NDAR*EO.0.OR.(SIG(I).EO* .0DC.AND.SIGt2).EQ.0o30) PRED 126
S50 NP=3 " PPED 127
C COMPUTE FLEVATION PPEO 128
ENSC=I.*DO-RENV(3, ISAT)**2 PRFD 12Q
EN=OSCRT (FNSO) PPFRED 30
ELEV( ISAT)=DATAN(RENV (3. ISAT)/EN) PREO 131
C IF VLI OR AVERAGE RANGE RATE THEN GO TO 230 PPED 132
IF(TWOSTA) GO TO 233 PRED 133
C PROCESS OATA IF EOUESTED PRFD 134
IF(FEnRO) CALL PROCES(.ISTA,CAYTHETG) PRED 1 35
C IF TRANSIT TI'E CORRECTIO1' WAS MADE THEN RECOMPUTE ELEVATION PQF( 136
IF(.NOT.EL-VSW) G3 TO 190 PRED 137
ENSC =1. ,,- - =EN~V ( . 3T.... , , ,,. poED 13P.
... < I .N U I .I .I
ELFV( ISAT)=CATAN(RENV(3,ISAT )/EN) PPED 160
190 GO TO (430.450.SC055C.600,7C0.800).MTYPE PFD 141l
C PCE DATA PRED 142
200. 00 210 1=1.6 PPFD !&3
210 PM(Is1)=0.0G00 PRED !44
MT=POD(mTYPE-15.6)+1 PRED !AS
P(TT1)=1 .O0. PRFD 146
RESID1=OrSO(1)-XYZI(MT.ISAT) PPFED 147
ELXV ISAT)=0.5D0*DPI PRED !48
SNP6" PRFO 149
IF(MTYPE.LT.21) GO TO 1900 PPFD 150
C CALL ELEM FOIR KEPLER DATA P. PRED !51
CALL ELE'"(XYZI(1, I SAT),PMSTA1,3. FALSE s AEIXYZ) .PRFD I352
RESIOI=03SO(1)-PVSTAI (MT) PRED 153
IF(DAHS(RESIC1).Gr.DPI) RESID1=RESID1-OSIGN(DTWOPIRESID1) PPaO i A
DO 220 I=1.6 PPED.I56
220 PM(I,1)=AIxYZ(MT. 1) PP=D 156
GO TO 1~20 PRED '57
230 KTYFc=MTY oE-26 -PPED 158
GO TO (240,5O0.450,450)vKTYoE PPFD 1.,
C TIME D CLAY . PPO 160
240 RESIOI=R( ISAT)/C PPED 161
DO 250 1=1.3 PRED 16'2
250 FMSTAI (I)=-U#-AT(. IISAT)/C -ODED 163
GC TO 13:3 PPr7r .64
C IF SAT-SAT rATA THEN COMP.TE U"LINK . O0OWNLINK TlRANSIT TI-'4=S PPjF) s
300 NOFST=,rARoF.O .C0.CRSIG(1C).E .CCD0 PRFDr) 166
NP=3 P-fFD 167
0 fl 'l
V 1 L I






ISAT1='AINO (JvKKSAT) PRED 169
ISAT2=1AAX*) (JKKSAT) PPFD 470~
30 Pr.E=0 
PRED) 172
* IFE.NCT.PREPAO) GO TO 380 PE17
IPFE=PP=-TYP/ZOPRD 7
PRETYP=DPETYP-I pRE* 10 PRFD 174
IF(1PRE*GT.0) GO TO 310 * .. PRED 17-5
* CAL.L ORRIT(DAY) --- PQFO f76
THETG=G;HRAN(DAY* tSTA) PP. '9'~ 77
DO 302 1=1.3 PPED 
!78
302 PS20 )=QXYZ(I* ISAr) PPFD 180





DO 306.113 PRED 
I1A3
pI 2 Cl)=-l2(I)-RXYZCI.KKSAT) .pRED 
185
306. R22=R1l2+P12(!)**2 P S
* DTR ANSflAY+R 12/ (C*!3 6 4 DO PPFD 187
* DT=OADS ( T RANS-0 AY P) PPE r 1Pq
IFCDT.LF.DTOL) GO TO 380 (IREn !A~9
KK=KK +1 PPED 19LD
IF(K'(.GT*5) CO TO 308 - PREFD 191
DAYP=DTMAN , P9F 0 192
CALL CRIIAT(OTRANS) PRED 103
HE ~ ~~ ~~~ .NOY '.TA LD!C
308 OT=DT*5.54D4 PRED 196
PRINT 3:)COT90TOL . PQED jq7
380 KK=OPRED i 9?
IFCtLEVSt) TIME2=DAY . FD 199
3R? C AY P= T 1 '472 FD
CALL CRBIT(TIME2) PPED 2C-1
THETG=GQHRAN(OAY, ISTA) PP.En 2
DO 354 1=1.3 PPFO ! P3
384 PS3(1l=RYYZ(I.KKSAT) PPEfl 204
IF( NOT.FLEVSW) GO TO 390. .P pp ?0f5
R23=0.00)0 PREI) P06
DO 3,36 1=1,3 .PpFn ?C7
* P23(I)=PS3(U)-PS2(1) PRED 20S
* 386 RZ2!=,Q34P23C1)*'*2 PPcD 2C
R23.=0SQ-17 C P22) PrPI
TIME2=DAY-R2!/ (Ct*8.64C4) PpEr) P11
DT =DABS (T I' ME2- DAYP) PPEO) 212
IF(CT.LE.DTOL) GO TO 290 PPED 211
IF(KK*LE*5) CO TO 382 *ORE 2!5
* DT=DT *3.6 404.. .. 'Er 21 1
PRINT 3000.*pTvOTCL -PPCD ?17
* 390 KF(JvTYP=.NFi.2) GO TO 21C PPFD Pla
VS ()YFXXZ(oKA~X?(*~-t)--:TrX71KST prvrn ??t7
VS3 (3) = ICY 7 6. KK SAT 3)~r p
310 KK=0 PPFCn ??2
318 DAY P=DT PAS pnr% 22P3
8. 0-402
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CALL CRF31 T OTR ANS) .PRED 924
THETG=GQfiRAN(DAY.ISTA) PPFO 225
AS) -O.C~ PRFV P26~
00 320 1=1.3 PPFID 22'
PSI (I )=QXYZ (I KKSAT) PQFD P2s
320 RSI=PSI+PS1(13**2 ... PPF.D 22q
RS1O5OQQT(RSI) P~):-
lF(I0QE.LE*O) GO TO 324 PPFD 2Z31
KK=KK+l PRED '3 2
IF(KK.GT.5) GO TO 322PoP1!
DT PAN S=A Y'-S I Cv 8 .6 404 PREfl n34
DT= 0ABS(O AYP -DT RAN S) PPErO n35
IF(CT.GT.OTOL) GO TO 218 PgEn P36
GO TO 2:33 . PREf 237
322 OT=DT*S.I. 404 . .PEr ?-18
PRINT 3:O.DOTDT.. PRE) 239,
323 OAYOTRA.NS PPFO '
*324 ENS C= I 0-RcNV (39 KKSAT)**:?. PPED 241
El%=SORT(SNS) 4PPFf 24.2
-ELEC(ISAT) =CAT AN (RENV (3. KKSAT) /EN) PPEcD IA3
ELEVCKKSAT)=ELEV(lSAT) D.~ . ?r AA
PREPFD=PREFFC.ANC*0RETYP.GTe.ORD 4
.IFf NCT.:EPRO) GO TO 325 PpFD ?A 5
J=ISAT PQF ?d
ISAT=KKSAT Ps A
CALL PPiflCE:S(1STA*OTRANS9THF=TG) pRf 'a Q
THTG=G:;HQAN (DAY. 91ST A)PF* ?SO
ISAT=J PRD2!
325 IFCMTYPE.:NE.3) GO TO 226 PPEf) 252
NP=6 PPED 253
VSLC1)=XErIX(XYZI(4.KK-AT)XYZ(5.KKSAT))+TH)T2StXYZ(2.KKSAT) ppco 2'1&
VS1(2)=Y1)FI(XYZI(4,KKS;AT).XYZI(5,KKSgTu)-THDT2s 'XYZC1.KKSAT) OpEn 2E5
VSl(3)=XYZI(fzKKSAT) PRED ?c;
326 KKO . PRED P,57
*328 OAYP=D)AV PRFD : -
* CALL OF31T(CAY) . P !5;s
R12=3.C 00 PPES) 261
00 330 1=1#3 PRED 2E62
PS C I)IPXY Z( 1. ISAT) PPFD 263
P12MC1=0SZ C I)-PS 1(I) PRFD 2054
330-RI 2=P12+01 2( 1)*2 . 11~ 615
R12=OSORT (R12) P= 6
IF( IPPE.L!:O0 GO TO 324 . pci 21A7
*KK=K+1 PPSO 76
IFCKK.GT.5) GO TO 332 POED ?E.
* CAY=DTPAmS-R12/ C* 8.64D4) PPF0 ?7f)
0T=CAfIS( AYP-DAY) PF P71
IF(CT.GT*0T3L) GO TO 2 PPFD P 7:
GO TO 31l .;P1 7
*332 D T -T P . 5 4 0n 7
PRINT 3): ',OT.OTrL PR'C 77c
GO TO 311 PflF' 27F.
334 nSJ.)/l1IpFf) i77
IF(P.TyVP.NE*.2) GO T3 3.18 Pr-c% 270
8.0-403
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VS2(2)=Yr- X(XYZ 1( 4. SAT)XYZI( ISAT))THTS*Y7A1,!SAT) .PPF.P 21'?
VS2(3)=XYZI (6. ISAT) PpEn 2 A:
0O 336 1=193 .PRFO 28a:
336 VS1 CI )=V -I(I )*PS311 PF ?9i5
RRS12=DOT PR(P 12.V 12 4DOTPRD(P S1.VSl) PpF) 286
338 00 340 1=1.3 . PPE 28'
PIP?(I )' 2 (1 )*RIZ 1 PrZFD ZP(e
340 05) ( I)=P; V( 1)*RSI I PPFr) PS9
IF(NPAR%4.GT.O) CALL CL!AR(PMPXCqNPAR%1,4) . PRFO POO
.KK=I Pl 0
JJ=3 PPFD 292
IF(ISATeE0.ISATI) GO TO 345 PPeD 293.
KK3 OPED ?94
JJ I PRE n 205
345 R23=0ODO PRElD PqA
QS3=0.QD - POED 297
DO 351 1=193 PRFD ?98
* R23=R234-0?3( 1)4*2 PRFCl 100'
* 351 RS3!=RS3+PS3( 1)**2 PREP 1101
t P23=DSORT(P23) - Q~ p 3- 0 P
*RS3OrSOqT (RS3) .PPEO 703
1FCM-TYPC-2) 250*25C93dO PpPn 10 a
C~'.T RESIDUA~L F- PAOTIALS F(IP SU-AAED P A N G PPEC 30
PS T M . oc 'n ( :'1-o n O t 0CI (~124a2+.Or? Prn -%06
DO 352 1=1.3 PREP 3C1'
352 PlSTA1 ( I) =-tS ( I PRc(D 100
P141 t KK )=X INERT ( Pl2( 1 ).PI 2(2)) P.RED -110C
PMC29KK)=YINEQT(P12(1),P12(2)) .PRED 311
P1(1JJ)=XINERT(PS1(1).PSI(2))-Pm(1,KKI -PRED 31 2
PM(2.JJ)=YINFRtT(PS!(1),PS1(2))-$PM(2.KK) PRED ?13
P14(3,KK) =PI 2(3) - -PRED 714
*P14(3.jj) =051 (3 1-Pl 2(3) PP0 'A! s
*GO TO 1933 PPEP '416
C COMPUTE RESIDUAL & PARTIALS FOP SUMMED RANGE RATE PREP -317
* 360 RS31=1.00D)fRS3 PPFD l1p
P231=1.00O/R23 PRF0 3 19
00 361 1=1.3 PAEO '20
V23(1)=(VS3(1)-VS2(1) )*R23I PRPCD Z21
361 VS3 (I )V.;3 (1)* PS31 POED 322
RestOl=CY3so()-0.50*(Pr-S12+D)3TPPO(P23.V23)+DT'ZD( S3,VS3)I PPFD 123
*IFCNOEST) GO TO 2010 PRc!N '24
OP=f)OTPPO (PS It VS 1) PREn 't25
DO 362 1=1.3 PPED "12(
362 PMSTA1(U=-S1(fl4DP*PS1l(T) PPFD 3
P34 C 4. KK)X I N -R T ( P 12 (I )P 1 ( 2) POFE) 32S
PHI 5,KK) =Y INERT (P12( 1) PI12( 2 1) PPED 3?0
PM(6*KK) ="12 (3) .PPCC) 3?0
PM(4. JJ) X INEPT (PS I I PSIt2 ))-PI,4(4 *KK) PPIEO '31
Pm(S, J) y IERf (-,~( I ).Ps 2(2fl-PI(5*KK) I RFD ' 2
OP= COT P.) ( P I .V I ) PPFD 33. 4
DO 364 1=1.3 .PP~n i.
8.0-404
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364 PMSTA2=l2i-PP---I PPFD .?
PJAC1.oKK)=X INERT (P4STA2(1I) PMST A2( 2)) PRED ?7g
PlMC2.KK)=y !mFPT ( PSTA2( I) PMSTA2(2) PE :
PLI(3*KK)=P.ASTA2( 3) . PRlEo A3
P$4C 2 ejj)=Y IWT(PSTA I1,PSTA( 2) )-Wl( 2K) 
PRED '-A41
Pm( 3*JJ)=-PvSTAI1(3)-Pm' PRE :34
PH I .K)=v tK -HTS;P' 9K 
PPED 7
P0429KI=, u(2 K 1#Tl0T2*P ( * K PPED n&4
mc I JJ) =0Y( 1. JJ)-THDT2S*P!M( So JJ )PED-
P14C2, JJ) =P 10(2, JJ )+T HDT2S* Pl( 4sJJ ) PPSO 746
GO TO 1930. PPED 147
CRAGHTI ASCENS 1ON AND CE CL INAT ION PREn 14?.
400 XY=CSCQr(YSC( TSAT)) PREO A4'Q
OBSC(l)=rATAN2LJHAT(2.ISAT).UHAT(,TSAT)I+TH=TG PP 5 0
OBS C()IR SO0( I r4 0 DD( 0'3S CC ) DTjiJ0P I I1P0.5
IF(DAH5(0r35C(1)).GToCPI) O')SC( 1)=OE3SCcl)-DSIGN(DTWOPI.OBSC(1)) PPED 35~2
RESTI=)3S C ( 1) . pp: i 3
OBSCC2)=0 SO (2V-CTAN TA(RcA)XYZ(.ST))Y PQFP %5
QvSID2=E3sC( 2) .. PPED :%56
tF C.NOr.TRKsW) G:3 TO 425 PREP '357
URHCO (1)=0C0S(nEBSO(1 )-THFiTG)*:)COS(fl9SO(2) I PPFO !";
URO()OI(BOI-HFT,*C!()S() . R'D50
tJRHO0(3)=0S1S,(GRSO2 PRFD 760
)YZDOTI IXE.FIX(XYZI(49 ISAT)IXY7! (5sISAT))+THOT2S*XYZ(2hTSATl PAED* -%6%
XYZE)T()=YFFX(XYZI(4,ISAT).XYZI(5,1SAT))-TH:T2szYZC1IOSAT) PrED 362
XYZOOT(3)=XY?1 (6. TSAT) PRE0 1'6?
OOTPS=DnT0RD (UIAT( 1,I1SAT) sXYZ(I1.9ISAT) )/D.OTPRD(UR+HOC XYZ CI ISAT)) PPF0 364
00 4C5 1=1.3 .p~ . P X6 '5
DRCI)=R(ISAT)*OOTPS*UF;HO0(I)-RXYZCI. ISAT) P'O?66
12=mb0(1,3)41 PPED 'If7
13"O0DC12.*31+1 PRED : l 1P
HCI)=Y(12.ISAT)*XYZCOT(I3)-XYZ(13IEAT)tXYZDOT(12) PRFO 76Q'
405 HI ( )=KYZ I( 129 1S AT ) *X YZ1(13 +3*1S AT) XY Z113 s ISA T)WXY ZI 12+ 3 1SAT) PP~FO 770





(HXI *2 .H I(2V2) RED 174
COSU= (-XY Z I 1. 1S AT ) w H1(2) +XY Z 12. ISAT )*H 11))DSQRT(HI 1 **2+ PRIF 0 75
"1 (42)**2+HI (3)* t2) .P6Er) 176
UDARCTWL 5 IUU COSU) PPFD -477
42-5 IF (NnEST) GO TO 2010 PREP 379
C CALCULATEi PA:TIALS FCR ESTIMATION PREP -V7'Q
A RSO PX Y Z( 3. 1S AT)/(P E0( 11.9AT*Y Y) PACO is
FMSTAI(1)=RXYZ(2,1SAT )/XYS'( ISAT) PRE!) 3ST
PMSTAI C2)=-AXYZ( 1,ISAT)/XYSO( ISAT) . PpRFO 3 e 1
PWSTAI(l)=G.COO PRFO IP3
PvSTA2(1)=RYZ(1.ISAT l4IRSOY POF D "S.%
PMSTA2(2)=fXY7(2*SAT)lS0XY PRF " .. IfFt-9
*PM5TA7(l)=-)(Y/0SO( TSAT) -4 PRf 
3 E
60C TO z!':l Pr'n I F 
1 7
C PANGE .. PF P
45C RESlo 1= mrso(1) -rl ISAT) 1 PPFD IR Q
IF(N-)EST) GO TC Z3 PrEP -,00
PD 455 1=1.3 PR* "Q~f I
8.0-405
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455 PMSTAI(I)=-JI-ATC!ISAT) PPED i ~2
GO TO 11:10- PRED 393
C RANGE RATE PRCD 394
SCC XY7DOT(1)=XEFIX(XYZI(41SAT),XYZT(STSAT))+TH-TS*X(YZC2,ISAT) Pppj 19s
XYZoOT('1=YEFIX(XYZ1(4,ISAT),XYz1(5,ISAT))-TH3)TZS*XYzrlI*SAT) coQcr) -29F
XYZD0T(3)=XYZI(61'SAT) PPFD 397
*O~SC(1)=OOTPrO(XYZD:3T.UHA-T( 1*SAT)) PRED 19 R
RES 10I=33SO0 * )-Or3S C ( 1)p QQ~ ~9
IF(N.IEST) GO Tn 20 10 PPED ' OC
Np= 6 PRFD 1601
*00 505 1=1,3 PP= 0 C2
- PMS TA1(I)ICXY ZDOT I )-:BSC(1)*UHATI.1SAT))/R(ISAT) PIZED AO 3
505 PMSTA31 1. 1 )=-UHAT( It ISAT) PPFD 40A
IF(.NCT.T%-CSTA) GO TO 1900 PRED Los
RES 101=!13SCCI1)vSR.NDX/C PPRED ACh
DO 520 1=1.3 **PQED 4 C'7
PMSTAI 1 )PM4ST Al (I )S RFNDX/C PRED ACP
* 520 PMSTA3CI. 1)=OMSTA3(1, 1)*SRFNDX/C PRFD A00
GO6 TO 10))O PPSD 410
* 550 CONTINUF PRED 411
C ALTIMETER MNEASUREMENTS PPED A12
NP=6 PPED 413
ELFYC 1S.T )=0.500*OPI PPFD 414
C3= (2.3.0,*C2-4 Or:) *C I*UHAT C3. 1SAT)**2)*UHAT(3. ISAT) PPFO 415
RR=.0D/R IST)PRED a. 1
O BSCC1)=P( ISAT)-A=-(CI*UHAT(39 ISAT)**2-C2)*UHAT(391SAT)**2 P~cO 417
RESID0" kSO(l)-OBSC( 1) POEID a)P
55? GCI)=-JHAT(3.ISAT)*UHAT(I.ISAT)*RR. PPEO 42C
G (31=G (-3)+;;R PPED A21
C ALTIMETERz PA~RTIALS PR'0 &~22
00 555 J=1.3 PPO 423
555 PSACj)=-(UH&tT(JXSflT)+C3*G(J)) PPFD A24
XYZDOTCI)=XEFIX(XYZI(4, ISAT),XY7.T(C.TSAT))4TH-)T2S*XYZ(2.1SAT) Dpp=..% '2 C
XYZOT(2-)=YEFIX(XYZI(4, !SAT).XYZ1(5,1SAT))-THT2S*'CYZC1 ISAT) PO 426
*XYZDOT(3)=XYZI(6,ISAT) PPFD 427
*C ALTIMETIER RATEZ Pppr Ap
OBSC(2)=-flCTPRD(0MSTAl1.XYZOOT) PPED 429
RESID2=r)=kS0(2)-OBSC( 2) PPEO 430
IF (NOEST) GO TO 2010 *PPED 431
C4=-P~qRPRED 432
00 558 J=1*3 *PPFD 1143
558 G2 J 9J)I .3CO -3 .0 0 *UH AT (J IS AT)*2 *UHA T 3 1SA-T)sc C4ppF0 43A
G2(3.3) =r2(3 93 )+2*0CC*UHT( 3.1 SAT) *CA~ PPED 435
G2 I #2)~3. C CO UHA T I ISA T)UH AT 2 9 1SA T)UHA T 3 1SAT *C 48MO-Z
DC 6667 1=1.2 PRFD 43A
G2(l.'3) =(1I.0r0-3.ODO* UIIAT(39ISAT )**2) *Ut-&T C I TSAT) *C4 pi 3
6667 G2(3.I)=G2(I*3) PPED 440
DO 553 1=1 .3 PAFO 441
DO 5SA J=1.3 PP-rD A42
S5A A2 ( 1.J I 'H T 1 S AT ) *UHATJ .IS A T ) PRzFI n aA 2
55?' RZC 1. 1).=:7-1( I. I ) +5P PF
C5 -l2.. DC1*CI.w-AT(39 ISATI..2+2.CoIC..2 PR Lc
00 5i,6 1=1.3 * pnF0 e,46
FMSTA3C I *1 )C.CO PPF 447
8. 0-406
PREDCT
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On 556 J1. 3 
.. PPED £48
C SECOND PAOTIALS CF ALTIMETFR WRT X.Y.Z PRED £49
556 PAR-2 C .J)=Q2( I sJ)+C 3*G( .J)eG CI)*CS*G (J) PRI:Dr £FO
DO 557 1=1.3 l P"FD 451
C PARTIAL HooT.WRT XoyoZXOOToYOOT,ZDOT. PPEn A152
PJ4STA2( I JV').tQ PPF.D 453
*PPMSTA3CI 2 )=FM.tSTAj C I DPRl 454
D0 557 J=1.3 
- PPFD f'.5 5
557 PMSTA2(I).=P'ASTA2(I )-XY7DOT(J)*PARH2(I.J) POE. ) £56i
C O DETOC 1-1N)0 PRFD A57
C DIECTIN COINESPR~rt A58
600 RESIDl=O'3SCM1-Qr-NV(1.ISAT) PPFD 450
*RES 1O2=0ER';(2)-lENV(2 s ISAT) PRED 660
IF(tOEST) GO TO 2010 PREM A A,
DO 605 1=1*3 PRED 462
PMSTAI(I)=-(EHAT(1.!STA)-RENV(1.ISAT)*JHAT(1ISATflP(ISAT) PPED 663
.605 PPASTA2(j )=-NHAT( .ISTA)-RFNVC 29ISAT)*UHAT( I eISAT)) /Q I SAT) PPFD '6-4
G0 TC 1100 PAFD 465
C X-Y ANGLES PAD 6
r".700 EZS0=1.0O0-RENV(Zs ISAT)**2 PrtFD 467
EZ=DSCRT (2 SO) PPF.O &68
REtID1=1ElSO(1) -OATAN( PENVC1.1 SAT)R_NVc3.rSAT)) PPED A60
RES102=Oq.S0(Z)-0ATAN(RENV(2s ISAT)/EZ) PnFl 470
tIF(KOEST) GO TO 2010 PPED 471
REZ=R( !;iAT )wsZ PRED A72
RF.ZSO=RCISAT)*EZSQ PRED 473
DO) 7Z5 1 V.3 &74
. RFE ZSO 0 PFD A76
705 PM-STA2(I)=-(tNHAT(I.ISTA)-RENV(2olSAT)*UHAT(I.ISAT))/PRZ PP~r) 477
GO TO ll:0 PREfl 478
C D4ZIMUTH G E-LCVATI.ON ANJGLES 
-PREO £710
SCO FES Ml=14S1,)-CARCTN (CENV( I ISAT)qPENV(21'.;ATl) PPED f- £0
IF (DAUS (PES I C1) .GT ..:PI 0FS I O=RE S ID1ISIr,.N(DTwOP 1 9RE S!D 1) PRF0 a P1
RESID2=)=lS0C2)-ELEV( ISAT) PPED A82
IF(Kr~EST) GO TO 2010 PRFD 4 et'
REN=P I5AT)I* EN PPFD A F4
RENS=P ( IS AT)* EJSO PP~n &A5
DO0 805 1=1.3 PRED A P6
PUSTA1((I)=-(RENVQ I S AT ) EHAT( IsISTA)-RENV(1,ISAT)t.NHAT(I, ISTA))/ PPFD 4 A?
* RE NS Cl PRrD ASR
8e05 PuT HA :NV(391S HATIIS R PRFD A q 9
C CONVER~T EAlrH- FIXED -A-ZTIPLS TO 1IFRTIAL PRED 4Q0
4;00 CALL CLA(wXJA~,,t'-S PPED 491
IF(M-TYPE=.GT.14.AND.%TYOF.LT.27) GO TO 1940 PPRED £02
tlO' 1925 K=1,N'IEAS PRFD 403
PM4(1.K)=-XIN4F'T(P4STA(1.K).PMSTA(2,K)I PFFD .9.&
PM(2,K)=-YINERT(P%.4STA(1.K)erPMSTA(2.K)) PP!TO 4 cc
P'143. ) = PI-l.;A tJ.* PRFfl 406
P.MPXO (N DA P4-9, K I =PMS T AC ( 1 K IPPFD A97
PMPX (N0 A94M-4. K =PMS A 2.K IPP~n acat
P~tPC (NLYAR M- 1 K )=='145T A 3.K) PFD AQO
P4.;Xc (taP-A QM7K I= .CO 0 R09 %(
IF(NP.LT.?,l CO TO 102S ~'~ n
PM(4*K)=- I N*QTC P4- A 2 I K). n4,TA( 29K)PPF0 9;02
PM(5.K)=-YlNFRT(P%4STA_--(r I,)0SA£2~)PE C3
8. 0-407
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PM(6.K) -PMSTA3(3. K) *PPEO) F04
IF(MTYPE.NE..ANC.TYF~oNE.4ANDMTYPEoNE* 2 8 ) Gr) T1. 1925 PFPED =05
1F(MTYP.rEO..AND.K.EO0.l) GO TO 1925 Pq~O SC6
PM(1,K)=PF-I(1K)-THT2SFI-(5.K) PRFO ~c07
PIP2.K)=PM(2.K 14THDTZStPOiC4 K) PPFD SOR
1925 CONT IN'J' PPEO E09
GO TO 1140 PRFD FI1O
1930 IfNCI=ISAT2-ISATl .ppc:D 9;11*
PM;:X' (NAR~-5, 1 PMST At (1)D=L
PMPXl C NA R M3,I) =P 115 T A -I1 -PF. pp~14
PMPX0(NPARM-7, 1)=1 .000 PRED F15
C CHAI N I tKSTANT ANEOUS PART IALS BACK TO EPOCH 'PREr) c16
1940 1 SATNOIS ATI PpFO 5!7
1945 L1(CISAT'4O-1)*6 PRED 1:18
DO 1950 1=1.6 PRED wit9
L1=Ll+; PrD 523
001.1953 KI.MEAS PRED S21
KI=K+"K2 PR~zn 922
.00 1953 J=1.NP -PPED 95P3
195C PMP XO(L 1 9K I = -MP X CLIX) +P M(IJ K I wPXP X 1 1 SAT7NO) PRFD 9;24
11=6 PRFD 6;25
jI~tSAT*5 POED 5 25
00 1?70 T=1.:! . RED 527
LI=ADR( ISATND. I) PP~n- 52P
IF(LI.LE.0) ::O TO 1970 PRED S29
L~JI I+LL PPR:D 5 3:
00O'96C K =I. K-, EAS .pRco 1532
K1=K+K2 PPED c-33
00 19~60 J= .NP PPFD IF?A
1960. P MP XO(L KPAP X 0 L IK) 4P M J.< I P XP X 0 J I IIS ATNO0) PPED r-35
1970 CCNTI 1U= pn 3
111+1PRED ci37
12=KECNS(I SATNO)-l PPED ' -3 R
IF(I1.Gr.12) GO TO 2002) PRFD '530
L1=MIAX:)(A0CRZ(l.l).AOOR(2.1).ADDR(1.2)..AODP(2.2).ADJR(1,3)* PRFI) 1 C
.4 ADDR(2s3) )+Jl PRF) F AI
DO) 1980 1=11,12 5RD
* LII+1PPED 5&3
D O: V$C K=1,NMEAS PRED n&4
KI=K+K2 FRED 55
DO 19-33J=1.NP PPFD !:46
1980 P14PXO ILIK)=FMPXO(LI K) +PM(j 9K I)*PXDXO(J 1 9 SA TNO) PFD S47
2000- K2=K2+2 qp
I SA T NO=I S A T N0+I NCR PPED v-4 q
IF(ISATNO.EO.ISAT2) GC TO 1945 FRED 550
2010 ELFV(ISAT ) =EL-V C S AT )/zflAD SRE I
C TEST FtOP conil'J40 TRA~CK WANTFD PF -9;P
I F(*NOT.FUEStT) -ETURN FPn 553
C EAST LCNeTTIi'NC 6F SATELLITE: IN OEGREFS PRFD 6z di
2020 00 2'S, J=l.KNAT pprfi £jjV,
SAT LON Cj(D AT AN?( xY 7 1(2 9J).XY71 ( I sJ)T M..T5n R AD PpFi9 V-;
SAT LON( J) C'l (S AT'LON(J ) T. 20?'s3.6f):?) PRED 1157
C GEODETIC LO-4-ITLCE OF SAT ELLITr. IN nFl.lFS FE 5
X y 1; J) K Y Z I( I J ) 2 X( z 1(?.1j *2 PRFD ac59
80 -408
PREDCT




S SATLAT(J)=DATAN(SATLAT(J))/DPAD PRED 661
C SATELLITE HEIGHT IN METERS PRED 562
RSAT=DSORT(XYSO(J)+XYZI(3,J)**2) PRFD c63
SPS ISO=(XYZI (3.J)/RSAT)**2 PnRD 56A
2050 SATH( J)=(RSAT-AE)-(FSO32*SS ISO**2-FFSr32*SSI SO) PRED 565
RETURN PRED 56A
3000 FORMAT(# $**********S ACCFPTE) T.ANSIT TIME EPROR kFTER SIX * oWED ;67
S *ITERATIONS =*,E12.5s' SECONDS* GPEATER TH4N'vE12.5, PRED S68
S* DAYS s*********S ) PPED S69
END PRFD S70
8.0-409
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O URPOSE TO PRINT THE OBSERVATION PREPROCESSING REOUESTFO
CALLING SEOUENCE CALL PRNTPR(OUT oATYPE)
SYM BCL TYDE DESCRIPTION
OUTP I OUTPUT - PPINTER





- INPUT FILES NONE
*CUTPUT FILES OUTP - PRINTER
SUBROUTINE PFNTPR(OUTP.ATYPE) PRNT 25
AEALS3 ,kTYPE(3 1) NAMEiNAE2,ALL*TYP:S.BLANK PRNT 2
INIt t OU'TP PA NT i 7
DIMENSION DUM(2) - PRNT 28
COVWON/CGEOS/DU'4sIPREP(4.50).RFINODX(250).INDORE(2.5.)INOPPPRO. PRNT 20
. G1(202) .PPNT 30
. INTErER*2 IPrEPR.INDPRE .PRNT 31
DATA MAKXTE/21/sALL/5H ALL/TYPES/5HTYDES/,BLANK/1H / PONT 72
C PRINT HEADING PRNT 33
WRITE(tOUTP,1C700) PRNr 34
DO 320 I=1.NCPRPR PPNT 35
WRITE(Of)JTP, 10710) PRNT 36
L=INOPRE(2,I) PRFNT 37.
IF(L.EOQ.0.OR.(L.GT.14AND.L.LT.27)) L=MAXTPE PPNT 38




IF(L*NE.MAXTPE) NAMEI=ATYPEC(L) PRNT &2
IF(L.NE.MAXTPE) NAME2=OLANK PPNT 63
IF(L.LT.') NAME2=ATYPE(L+7) PaNT 44
IF(INDORr(,.I) 32.20,.225 PPNT 4
225 WRITE(OUJTP.10701) INDPRE(, I )INAME1.NAM4E2 . PRNT 46
GO TO 27 .PPINT A7
250 WRITE(nJTP*IC702) NAMEINAMF2 PRNT a t
275 CONTINuF " . PPNT AQ
00 3095 J=1 ,4 PPNT
" Ir(l***-(JI).GT.0) C-O TO (207.3CE,309.31 C)J PPNT s.
305 CONTINU E PNT r 2
GO TO 323 . ". PlNT 5
C TRANSIT T[m . pANTr a
307 WRITE(OUrTP,IC703) PNT ci
8.0-418
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GO TO 335 PRNT 56
S300 IF(IPRE (1, 1).NE.0) WRITE(OUTP.1C710) PRNT 57
C REFRACTION 
PRNT 57
A=RFINDK( 1 I) PPNT SS
IF(A.LE..) A=228.5 PRNT 60
WRITE(OUTP.10704) A .PRNT 
61
GO TO 335 "PPNT 
62
C CONSTA;4T TI4ING 
"PPNT 63
309 IF(IPRFR(1.I)+IPpEPR(2,I).NE.0 WRITE(DUTP1C710) PRNT 
63
)qITE(OUTP107C5) PFINDX2) PANT 65
GO TO 335 *PPNT 66
C CPTICAL -PRNT 67
310 WRITE(OUTP,1C708) PANT 68
320 CONTINUE PRNT 68
RETURN PPNT 70
10700 FORU#AT(IH1,50X.25HPREPROCESSING COP FCTIONS/1HO,4,4X.7HSTATIONe PPNT 71
I .21K*10"COR$ECTION/1H p26Xt6HNUMIBERo5X*74TYPE(S).12X. PRNT 72
2 7'HTYPE(S).11x,5FVALUE) PRNT 73
10701 FORMT(37X15, .XA6,2XA6) PANT 74
10702 FOFMAT(3-.X.31ALL,4X, A'. 2X,A6) PRNT 75
10703 FO0.VAT(lH+,i63x,12HTRASIT TIME) DcONT 76
10704 FORVAT(10+o .6x,1XHREFRACTIONF12.1o.'H N UNITS) PRNT 77
%0705 FORAT(1H+.:3X.11 HTIMING BIAS,2PF11.1.13H MILLISE-CrNDS) PRNT 78
1070S FOP' AT(IH .3X.7H-OPTICAL) PQNT 79
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PROCES is a subroutine designed specifically to
complete the GEODYN preprocessing.









* Range Transponder Corrections.
The specific corrections applied by PROCES
are dependent upon indicators input to PROCES through
COMMON storage.
8.0-421







PROCES TO COMPLETE PREPROCESSING OF SATELLITE MEASUREMENT!
CALLING SEnUENCE CALL PROCSI(ISTANOSTAXYZ7RLAT*RLON)
SYMDCL TYPE DESCRIPTION
ISTANO 1*2 INPUT - TRACKING STATION NUMAERS
(1)
STAXYZ DP INPUT - TRACKING STATION CARTESIAN COORI31NAT=-ES
* (3.1)
RLAT DO INPUT - TRACKING STATION LATITUDES
I1)
RLON OP INPUT - TRACKING STATION LONGITUDES
(l)
CALLING SEQJENCE CALL OROCES(ISTA,DAY.THETG)
$Sfi.vOL TYPE DECRI p ;N
ISTA I INPUT - TRACKING STATION INDEX
.DAY DO INPUT . OUTPUT - MEASUREMENT TIME IN DAYS FROM
JAN 0.0 OF THE REFERENCE YEAR
THETG OP INPUT , OUTPUT - RIGHT ASCENSION OF GREENWICH
SUBROUTINES USED ORBIT GRHPAN REFION DOTP~OD NUMBRA
OBSDOT EPHEM EON DJUL
* COMMON BLOCKS CGEOS CUVECT CEPHEM GNDTRK CONSTS
PREBLK
INPUT FILES NONE
CUTPUT FILES NONE .
REFERENCES 'GEODYN SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION'
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N M E A S *P R E T Y P *C H A
N E L
* I S AT I  E t S T A N O  PPOC 57
DOUBLE PRECISION L 
PROC S
REAL TRANSP,RE ION
' EO C s)fClT PROC 5
DIMENSIO' PSAT (3),STAS4T(3) 
ISTANO(1)tTZ A N S 3(32,9)
K e '
.TNC2 7 ) 9 PnC 6de
* STAXYZ(3.1 ).,RLAT(1) ,CLON(!),GAT=(3),pQETy)(2),STPSAT(
3 ) PROC E62
COVF ON/CGEOS/ISATID (2) IPPEP (53) QOC 62
COItPON/CJVECT/UHAT(3 .2) ,xy7(3,2),RXY7(3,2 PNV32 ) PE V3 R(2)..PSO(
2 ) PRrOC 63
PROC ,AA
S XYS(?) " CPROC "65
CO.VGN/CEPHKE,/AO(4), SUNX. SUNY, tG2(1324)
COMMON/G4DTRK/SAT- AT ( 2),SATLON( 2),SATH(2).ELEV(2) *SATSW 
PROC f6
CCMWCN/CONSTS/CP1. DTV.'OI .02RS2R 
PPOC 67
COMON/PREOLK/CAYSTA, 03SO 1 09S02 SIGI , IG2 SFNDX, t SN, MTYPE 
PROC 68
SIMEAS. ISAT1, Ir.E, CPA'EL,V-FCHN,PPPPn,;ECNO PRnC 
69
DATA NSATNO/27/,sGATE/ IS737031.3DC4694257.~830,935-851 
6)30/, PoOC 70
SVLIGHT/2 .997925DS/ , DJNnx/328.EDO/, CONST/08432
3 3 50- 2 / PPOC 71




0 0 2 C1. r 3
64541,6405416404.4C1v 
PPOC 74
* 65811.650e11,t'508101" Ppnc 75




* E8141. 60 141, 653 t0'01 • PQOC 78
.69511, 695 11 ,695101. PROC 7Q
65911.65911 ,690511/ PROC 80
DATA TRANSP/ PROC R1
C GEOUS , p.c. 2
• 0.3677E4. Z*40.,0.306E4. 2*O.. PRC 
A-
C GEOS PROC 84C GEOS S . '
S .3foC4.2*0. .0,.36 S4E,2C * . PpROC 85
C 0OGO I POC
* 0.363-E4i2*0..0.3710E4.2*0- .POC 87
C 0GO 2 P POC s
0.352E4.2*0,C.373E4,2tO.. PROC 8
C OGO 3 - PROC 90
* 0.3519E4., 0.85C8E-2.0.2376E-6,0.3731E4 ,-*5597E-2.0.
3 535E-6, PROC 91
C OGO 4 PROC 92
S0.3599E4, 0.6014E-20 .43 4E-6.0.37A0E4 ,0.9944E-2,0. O 45 87E-6 PPOC 91
C 000G 5 PROC 94
. 0.37?7E4,2*0..0.38e0E4.2*0. PROC 95
C DGO6 PROC 96
* .372 DE4 C.67 3E- 20 .2410E- 6, .3732E4,-. 629E- 2,0.2 39'E-6, PROC 97
* O.3327E4-. 6929 E- 2,0 .4664E-6.0. *7212E4.-.2003E-2 -. 4585E-6/ PROC .8
RETURN PPOC 99
S ENTRY PROCES(ISTA.DAYoTHETG) PROC ic0
PRETYP( 1)=IPFE/10 DPROC 1CI
PRETYP(2)=IPE-P~rETYP(1 )1 10 PROC 1C2
PREPRO=.FALSE. PROC 103
S DO 1000 1=1.2 -PonC !CA
IF(PRETr().EQ*O.G) GO TO 10O3 - PROC iC.
-IF(.EO.2) '.C TO 200 PROC 10"
IF(VTYPF.NE.2) GO TO I10 PPnC 107
11=PqETY (1) 1PROC 'C
C TRANSIT TIME POC !C)
12=(R(ISATI)-O S01)/GATE(I1i)+0.50 PROC 110
IF(t2.EO.0) GO TO 1000 PPOC 111
8.0-423
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* ~1NM~ .PAGE IS 1OOEL
CBS O1=OFISO31+GATE (I I) *CFLO AT (12) PROC 12
TRANT M=DFLOAT ( 1)* GAT E( 12) /VLI GHT -PROC 113
GO TO 15) PROC 114
100 TRANTM=."( ISATI )/VL IGHT PpOC 115
150 DAY=OAY-TRANTA/8t4C0.C) PROC i116
-C RECALCULATE 0qeIT r, GREENWICH HOUR ANGLE PROC 117
CALL OPY.IT(C.AY) PROC 118
TMZTG=GPHPANj(CAY, ISTA) PRCIC !19
GO TO 1:0 J0 PPnc !20
200 IF(MTYPE.NE.1) GO TO 210 PROC 4-1
IF(ISTANJ3(ISTA).LT.9OO3.ANO.ISTANO(ISTA).NE.5OO9) GO TO 2^09 PnOC 12
C DIURNAL ABE:ZPATICN PROC !23
T2= IOINT(CAY) PROC 2
UT=DAY-T2 PR'IC 125
DCOSLT~)C0S (FLAT (1ST A)) PROC 126
H=UT*24..'N+9.8565DO* ICINT(UT*2&.DO)/3.6-03 PROC 127
H=H*0TW0D 1/24. DO+RLON (I ST A)+THE TG-R Sn I PROC ?2e
OBSC2O3sfl24C.C213D0O S2P*l1;.D0*flrCOSLT*DSINC,4)*'SI N(Bsfl2 I PROC 120
OOSC1=O-ASO14C *22COD'* S 2;*fCSLT*OCOS(H)/:)COS(O=ISQ?) PROC 130
.. ,C PARALLACTIC rZEFRACTIQ"J PROC 131
PSAT(iV=IJHAT(2.ISATI) PROC !32
PSAT(2)=-41HAT(1.ISAT1) PROC '.33




* STAXYZ(3, 1STA)*XYZ( 1.ISATi) PPL1C i 3.
STASAT(3)=STAXYZ(1..ISTA)*XYZ(2,ISATII PROC 139
* STAXYZ(2,ISTA)*XYZC191SATI) PROC i A'1
T2=PSAT (1 )**2+PST(2) *=2 PPOC lAI
UT=STASAT(I)t*2+STASAT(2)**2+STASAT(3)*S2 PFOC I A 2
*T2=DSO-7T CT 21 PROC i&3
SJT=OSORT (UT) PPOC 164
00 205 J=1.3 PROC 145
PSAT (J)=0SAT (J )/T2 PROC '66
205 STASAT (J) =STASAT (J )/UT PQOC 167
CO=D0T0P0 ( PSAT. S TASAT) PPOC 14F
STPSAT(1)=UIHAT(3.ISA1)DSAT(2)-UHAT(2.ISAT1)*DSAT(3) PROC 149
STPSATC21 =-jW-T ( 3.IS AT! )*PSAT( 1) +LHAT( I sISAT ) *PSAT (3) PQOC ISO
STPSAT(3) =j,T (2 9 1SAT 1)*PSAT (I )-JHAT( 1 #ISA TI I*0'AT(2) nCI 1
UT=COS()YT( STPSAT ( 1)**2+STPSAT (2)*V*24STOSAT(3) **2) PPOC 152
50S=0OTPRI) STPSAT.STAS AT )/UT .PROC 1531
Z=G .2SD0) rT WCP I- E-FV ( I SAT I PROC !5&
IFCELEVCISATl).GT*0.OC3) GO TO 206 *PanC '.55
Z0 .000 PROC 156
*PRINT 13000 PROC 157
10000 FOFUVAT(O0t****dl****S ELEVATIONJ NF.GATIVE, MAXIMUM~ CORRECT ION I PRO
1 FOIl PARALLACTIC PEC7PACTIGN USED. ****'/ PROC !.59
206 RCCSZ=P(I SAT 1) *,)COc,( Z ppc 160
tF(RCOS7*GT.1.1O6) GO TO 207 PPOC !61
H~ ~PROC 16p
GO TO 2')3 ' POC 163
227 14=1.00 PROC !E-4
-208 DR=O.433Dlw4 .8481.3nC* CTAN(7) wH/RCOSZ *Panc 169;
00 -2=OiS 02 +CP*CO ppnC o
Orl S C1 0IS 01 G 4F*S5O/ T PROC 167
8.0-4 24
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C ANNUAL A9ERAT 1CN Ppoc 168
209 J=1STAN43(1STA) PO 6
IF~( NOT.( J.E .BOG.R.J.J.E15OP9015ORJ819OJo'- O8
30OR PPOC 170
0 JqEO.5C I4.OR.J. O 601 A.OP J FO.623.n.f.
6 2 7 O:4 PpnC 171
* oO! 35O.oE z)2n. E* -1O..0650q PpnC 172.
* J.E0.c9431*OR.J*EO.9432)) GO( TO 1000 PPOC 173
OJ=OJUL (nAY). PROC t7tC0=SN(DJSQ.D*E)PROC 175





SL=CL*SIINY/ (SU.NX*tCE) PROC 180
C46=CrOS OF3SC11 PROC 181
SA=DS INC OqSn) PROC 
182
CD=OCS ('1IS02) PROC 18E3
SO=DS IWOZAS02) -PROC 184,
TE=DSINC)/CF PROC 185
0951=1O 2.D)*~*(A L ES*L C PPOC l8ee
0oso2 =oCSSa2O2.5C)*S2R*(CL4,CE*(TE*CD-SA*SD)+CA*SD*SL) .
po IA
210 SINE=RNV (3, ISAT 1) PpcfC 189
SkI NDX=ST PNOX pnC jo
IF (SRFND . N !_.0 .O0:) SP 1NOX=S9FND X PROC 191
I KF(MTYPE*GT.3) GD TO 260 PPOC 192
VC0RRC~f+ST*SR1NDX PROIC i 93
IF(V"4:C-wi V CO zq O NU'F1 ot W.TPE.STA DAY) noCC i04~
K1F(MTYVL.LU._5J WJ 1: 2
I1FCRRETYP(21.GT.2) GO TO 215 PROC i 06
C RANGE REFRACTICON POCC '97
*OBSOI1;01UVCCRr/0.026D+SI4E) .PROC 198
*GO TO 10:0 PP. !99~'o
215 COT'E=0Yl.T(1.0C0-STNE**2)/STNE Ppoc Poo
C PANGE PEFRACT TCN FOR FRENCH LASFP PROC 
:1
O8SOlOC)SO1-SRFNCX/(S1NE+COTEV-1.0O-3) .PROc 70?
GO TO 1300 PROC 203
C APPLY REPPACT ICN CCRPECT ION TO PA%4GE RATE DATA PPOC "04
220 RATE1=OPSO)T (7. 1ST A.ECOT) Ppoc 205
*OBSO COiSnl VCCP* EOT*CSOT (1 ODSNE**2)/( 02!OSINE) ** PPOC 206
GO TO 13'D * PROC 207
260 CCSF2=1.rO -S INE**2 PROC 208
COE~r)SfRT (CCSE2) FrOnC20
VCORR=1..O-6=SR 1N4 PROC 21c
*IFCVHFCi\. OR.-MTYE. EO.5) VCOR:Z=VCCPR+R=F !ON(MTYP= I STA.DAY) Pooc 211
DETE-CP/(C 4 ECS- PROC 212
5FCMTY 0 E..EO.7) GO TO 21'O Ppoc- 713
S1NA=PENV (3. ISAT 1)/COSE PO 1
COA=WE-NV(*2.1SAT1)/COSEC PROIC 219
C APPLY IREFfACTI CN CORPECTI11~ TO MI'1TPACC DATA PROC 217
CBS1CVSfl~SIA*SNE*E~LAFPROC 218
oss5o2=o-ifla-COSA*SINF*nELTAE opoc 210
GO TO 1!%:0 PpOc no0
C APPLY PFFRAC.TICN COflRECT ICN TO X-Y ANGLE DATA PpiOC 221-
270 GflSO=SD1l~llS1NA*)LTA!:/CSTN~k*?+-INAW-?e*CC-SZ-2) PrOC ?22
08502 RfS!)2-COSA*S 1NE*I)ELTAE"/DSO)TTC 1.C'0-CCrS'2*CflrA**2) PROC 2Z3
* 8.0-425
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GO TO 1300 PPOC 224





IFCMTYPF.NE.2.CR.CHANEL.EQ0C) RETURN PPOC 22.
C APPLY TRANSPONDER DELAY CCFPE.CTIO,4 TO RANGE DATA PPOC 
22'
ISAT=NUos4(ISAT IO( ISAT1).KSATNO.NSATNO) PPOC ;30
.IF(ISAT.EQ.0) RETURN PROC 231
SAT=(ISAT+2)/3 "PROC 232
IF(ISAT.rO58.AND.CHANEL.CGT3) GO TO 265 PROC 233
GO TO 293 PROC 
234
265 ISAT=ISAT+1 PROC 
35
CHANEL=CHANEL-3 PRC 236
IF(CHANEL. GT.1) ETURN PROC 237
290 CHANE-L=(CHANEL-+2)/2 PROC 238
ROCT=CRSDOT(2, ISTARDOT2) PPOC 239'
DELR=0.00 
PROC 240
DO 300 I= 1.3 PROC 2A1
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RANDOM is a subroutine used to read, write and
read/rewrite satellite observation data.
Since each measurement must be rewritten after it
has been preprocessed, direct access methods of I/O are
required and since large quantities of data are pro-
cessed, it is necessary to use a large data buffer.
a
RANDOM buffers the observation data and calls
the direct access reading and writing system subrou-











RANDRD TO UNBLOCK & READ OEtSERVATIONS cROM RANDOM ACCESS
S" FILE
RANDWR TO BLOCK & WRITE OBSERVATIONS 3N RANDOM ACCESS 
.
FILE
CALLING SEQUENCE CALL RANDRD
CALLING SEOUENCE CALL RANDWR
SURROUTINES USED ERROR
COMMON ELOCKS PREBLK
INPUT FILES IDISK - RANDOM ACCESS DATA FILE




IMPLICIT PEAL*8 (A-H,C-Z) HANU 
e
7
COMVLMON/PRE PRLK/A ( 16),. IFC RAND 
2S
INTEGER ACUF(165.113),9.EC/113/,oKRUF/1/,NWO DS/1
6 /f AND 2q
LOGICAL WSWTCH/.FALSE / 
RAND 30
EOUIVALENCE (DISK, 10DISK) - RAND 31
DATA IDISK/12/ PAND 32
K=1 RAND 
33
GO TO 10 .
RAND 34
ENTRY RAND'R RAND 35
WSWTCH=.T UE. RAND 36
K=2 RAND 37
10 IRtUF= (IREC-1 )/NREC1 RAND 7A
- -IFTRUF.NE.KPUF)CO TO (50,9C).K RAND) 39
20 JREC=IPREC-(IFUF-1)*NREC WAND £0
SGO TO (33.70)*K RAND Al
C UNBLOCK DATA RAND 
4
30 D00 40 I=1,NWORDS 
RAND 43
40 A(Il)=6BUF(I*JREC) .RAND 4A
RETURN RAND a5
50 IF(WSWTCH)CALL OWRITE(IDISK.KBUFPUF) PAND 
A&
S 'KRUF=I IJF" RAND 47
WSWTCI=.FALSE. RAND 4A
C FEAD BLCCK PRAND AQ
CALL D-P"(DCICIS K <(RUF'UF F, 6 0 ) . RAND 50
GO TO 2: •ANr 51
60 CALL EPOR(11leIDISK) RPAND S7
RETURN *. RANR 4
C ELOCK CATA * RAND S4
70 DO 80 I=INGfRlS RAND
8. 0-432
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80 BUC(I ,JREC)=A(I) -RAND 5'
RETURN RAND 5.
C WRITE BLOCK RA 59
90 CALL DW:ITE(IISK K tIUF.BUF) RAND SO'" .... .. ..  "  ac
KBSUF=RUF RANn
• RAND 69iGO TO 2a .AND 
I
'1000 FORMAT( 1X., Z816.20 A4 4 ( IX Z8)) RAND 62
END RAND 63
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DESCRIPTION •
REARG recomputes back values of acceleration and the
sum array for given changes in stepsize. If the step is to
be increased, first REARG will double the stepsize and then
reduce to the desired stepsize. When the step is decreased,
interpolation is used to obtain midpoint values for the in-
tegration values, followed by calls to F and VEVAL to
evaluate the accelerations at each midpoint.
8.0-434
REARG
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NAME REARG
PURPOSE TO RECOoDUTE BACK VALUES OF ACCcLERATION AND THE
SUM ARRAY FOR GIVEN CHANGES IN STEPSIZE
CALLING SEQUENCE CALL REARG(M.M1, IORDR.IIRDFR,H1iH2,T1,T2,FCTeNN,
" SUMeSUMICOEF:.COEFVYY1,VAR'FCTI P)
SSYMBCL TYPE DESCRIPTION
" M I INPUT - DISPLACEMENT VALUES USED BY INTEGRATOR
MI I *INPUT - DISPLACEMENT VALUES USED BY INTE-GRATOR
IORDR1 I INPUT - ORDER
IOR)ER I INPUT - ORDER
"11 OP INPUT - STEPSIZE
H2. OP INPUT - STEPSIZE
- Tl DP INPUT - TIME
T2 OP INPUT - TIME
r"cT ... AC.............rar~.e
.,,,- V¢.T. , An, t A -C.-" t- . -  -.-. ' . -
£3.1)
N. I INPUT - NUMBER OF EQUATIONS
SUM DO OUTPUT - SUM ARRAY USED 3Y INTEGRATOR AND
(2.3*1) INTERPOLATOR
SUMI DOP OUTPUT - SUM ARRAY USED BY INTE-GRATOR AND
(2e31 INTERPOLATOR
COEFP D INPUT - POSITIO COEFFICIENTS
(1)
COEFV DO INPUT - VELOCITY COEFFICIENTS
V DP INPUT - ARRAY OF STATE VARIABLES
(6.1)
VI OP INPUT - ARRAY OF STATE VARIABLES
(6)
VAR L ' INPUT - VARIATIONAL EQUATION SWITCH
FCTI DP INPUT - RACK VAL.UES OF ACCELERATION
(3)
P DO INPUT - FRACTION4AL STEPSIZE CHANGE1
1.
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SUBR OUTINE REAPG( M'M1. C)DR1.IORDER.HIH2.T1T2.=CTNNeSUM* REAR 6R
i SUM1,.COEFP.COEFVYvY1, VARFCT1,P) REAR AQ
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.C-Z) PEAR 7C
LOGICAL SWITCH.VAZRS9ACK REAR 71
DIMENSION FCT(3.1).ACC(3).SUM(231)SUM1(2,3) 9C3EF'(1).COEFV(I )REA 72
a oY(6,1),YI (6) ,FCT1(3) .FAR 73
C TEMPORARY PRINT STATEMENT REAR 7A
. H=P*H2 RFAR 75
WRITE(6.1.) VAR.P,H REAR 76
I FORMAT(lX.3G20.8) PEAR 77
H=H2 REAR 7 RL
FACT=P REA" 7q
NECN= 1 REAR So
- F(VAR)NEN=NN-1 REAR 81
I0L2= iGiDER-2 REAR Z
iOLz=1UL '+1 R=AR
IF(FACTLT.1.DO)GO TO 100 RFAR 84
C COMPUTE POSITICNS C VELOCITY AT INTEGRATOR TIWF RFAQ 5-
5 CALL INTPP(0.DO0.H2.IORDER.NEON.Y,FCT,MSUV) PEAR 8r
9 DO 10 I=1,IOL2 P. REAR .7
-Kl-u -I . .-- -PfAR 0
K2=M-2* I QPA 89
00 10 L=1.NECN RFAR o





10 CONTI NUE 
- PEAR 95




C RECCIPUTE SUMS REAR ! C
* GO-TO 1000 PFAR ICI
20 CONTINUE PEAR to
IF(FACTGE.2.DO) RETURN PREAR !0 3
FACT=FACT* .500 PPAP ' 0
100 SWITCH = .FALSE. REAP !OS
•ADELTAH=FACT*H PAR 0
IF( (H-D T AH-DELTAH) .EO.0 . )Sw rCH=, TOUF. PEAR '07
1=0 PEAR '
C INTEPPCiLATE FOR CESIRED OACK VALUE TIMES PFAR 'eQ
101 r=i+. REAR It,:
51=-DFLOAT(I )*DELTAH *FAR I11
8.0-436
REAR-
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TIM=T2+SI REAR 112
S=(TIM-TI )/H1i REAR !13
CALL INTPP(S,H1,IO3Rr)RiI.YIFCTIM1.SUM1) RFAR 114
IF(VAR)CALL F(TIM,.YI.ACC..TRU.*) . REAR 115
IF(.NOT.VAPICALL F(TI,.YIsFCT(1,M-IOL2-I)..FALSE.) RFAP 116
IF(.NOT.VAR)GO TO 105.. REA 117
S=(TIM-T2.) /H2 PREAR 11
CALL INRT P(S,H2.IORDEF.NEONYFCTM .SUM) REAR !QR
102 CALL VEVAL(Y.FCT(1,Mi-ICL2-1).6,.TRUE.'4 ) PEAQ 120
C IF RATIO E'QUALS 1/2, JUST PECOMPUTE EVERY OTHER DOINT REAR 121
105 IF*(.NOT.SWITCH)GO TO 110 REAP 122
=1+1 REAR 123
IF(I.GT.ICL23GO TO 110 REAR !24
LL=M-IOL2-I RFAR 125.
LLL=M-( /2) REAR 126
FCT(e1. LL)=FCT(1.LLL) PFAP 127
FCT(2, LL)=FCT(2.LLL) - REAP '2Q
FCT(3. LL)=FCT(3.LLL) PREAR 12q
110 IF(I.LT.OL2)GO TO 101 REAR 1.30
C COMPUTE POSITICN & VELOCITY AT INTFRGPATOR TIF RPFAR 1.31
-44.1* --CALL INTP(0O.DO.H2.IODER-NECN.Y.FCT4 .SUM) PFAP 1.32
C REPLACE RACK VALUES PFAP 133
DO 115 L = 1 ,NEON REAR 134
L4=L*M REARP 135
DO 115 I=1.I1OL2 REAR *36
LL=LM-. RFAP 137
LLI .=LL- T 0L2 i- o
FCTCI .( -C - .f ,. ,!' !:,
FCT (2.LL) =FCT(2. LLL) - PFAR 10
FCT (3.LL) = CT(3,LLL) P"RFAP '41
215 CONTINUE RFAR 142
H=D'ELTAH REAR !63
H2=OELTAll REAt I4
IF( *NOT.VAR)H1=DELTAH REAR 1.5
J3=2 
. PEAR 146
C RECOMPUTE SU.S REAR 147
GO TO 100 
-REAR 14
I20 CONTINU' . .PFA 140




DO lC30 N=1.NEON RFAR 153
NM4= * M PRFAR ! S&
S LLL=Nm +1 REAR 155
DO 1030"J=1. RFAP 156
* A=0.00 PFAR 157
B=0.,D0 " RFAR S
00DO 1029 I=1.IOL2 PFAR 259
LL=LLL-I +RFAR 160
A=A-COEFV( I)-FCT(JLL) PEAR 101
B=-Cr)C P( I )*FCT.(J LL) REAR 16?
1029 COTINU' A ..
102 3 A=A-C('_:.V(IOLI ),FCT (J, NM-IOL2)+FCT (J. ;) RAP 96
A=Y (J+3. N)/"+A PAR 2;
SUMC1 J.4N)=A "
SUM(2,JtN)=Y(J.N)/MS ,A+ nFAQ
IC30. CONTItU :J . PFAR 6
GO Tl (1),120).J3 
. FA l9.
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Subroutine REFCOR rotates a vector between the
true equator and equinox of a reference date and the true
equator and equinox of date.
This routine invokes subroutines PRECES and NUTATE
at the start of each arc to obtain the precession rota-
tion matrix from the reference to 1950.0 and the nutation
rotation matrix from mean to true equator and equinox of
the reference date. These latter are then inverted and
___ombined.._to- rotate from the mean equator and equinox of
1950.0 to the reference time.
The routine obtains rotation matrices from PRECES
and NUTATE for consecutive days, stepping in time as
required by-the input-time. .These matrices are combined
with the above rotation matrix from mean equator and
equinox of 1950.0 to the reference time to produce a
rotation matrix for 0 hours on.each consecutive day. -
REFCOR linearly interpolates between these two
-consecutive rotation matrices to obtain the appropriate
rotation matrix for the time of date. The input vector
---i~s--then rotated either to or from the reference system.
S8.0-440
SREFCOR





PURPOSE TO PRECESS A VECTOR RETWEEN THE TRUE EQUATOR AND
EQUINOX OF A REFERENCE TIME AND THE TRUE EQUATOR
AND EOUINOX OF DATE
CALLING SEQULIENCE CALL REFCOR(DAY,TO,X)
SYMDCL TYPE DESCRIPTION
DAY DP INPUT - NUMBER OF DAYS FROM JAN 0.0 OF REFERENCE
YEAR
TO L INPUT - *TRUE. - CONVERT FROM TRUE OF DATE TO TRUE
OF REFERENCE DATE
*FALSE. - CONVERT FROM TRUE OF REFFERENCE
DATE TO TRUE OF DATE
. DP I__NPUT -_.VECTOR TO DE CONVERTED
(3) OUTPUT - CONVERTED VECTOR
SUBROUTINES USED PRECES NUTATE MULMAT
COMMON ELOCKS INITBK CTIME
INPUT FILES NONE
CUTPUT FILES NONE
REFERENCES *GEODYN SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION'
VOLUME I - GEODYN DOCUMENTATION
-- SUBROUTINE REFCOR(DAY ,TO, X) RFFC 3
REAL*8 2(3,3)N(3,3),FF(33)PRE(3,3,2)oX(3).Y(31sDAYoDAYPo RFvC 3
DAYREF, PREINT ( ~2.3) PRFFC 3
REAL*8 DAYSV/-1.COO/ ' REFC 2
INTEGER IDAY(2)/2*-1/ RF=C 4
SCOM.nON/INIT9K/IG2(S4).NOTISTIG3(2) REFC &
. .-- LOGICAL NOT15T PEFC 4
COMM.ON/CTIVE/DATAEP(2),DAYPFF.GI(19) .RE'C 4
S LOGICAL TO) REFC
IF(.NOT.NOT1ST) CAYSV=-1.CO PEFC "
IF(CAY.EO.CAYSV) GO TO 72 REFC
- IF(NIT1ST) GO TO 20 -REFC-
NOT IST=.T RU E. PFC 4
C GET PRPFCESSIO* & NUTATION FOR REFERENCF TIME PEFC a
CALl. PRtCF.,(CAYRFF.P) PFFC F
CALL tNUTkTE.(CAYRCF N) -FFC c
C PREMUTIFLY f TRANSPO .. RFFC -
00 13 I=1.3 . PEFC -
00 10 J=1.3 " RFCC
REF(I J=G .0 DC PREFC
8.0-441
RErCOR




10 REF(I.J)=P(J.K)*N(K.I)+REFCI.J) RPFFC 57
C ARE VALUES NEEDED FOR INTERPOLATION 7 R.RC 58
20 IO=OAY REFC 59
IF(ID.EO.ICAY(1)) GO -TO 60 
. REFC A^
INFEO=1 REFC 61
C 2 VALUES OR ONLY THE SECONO ? RPEC F2
IFIlOD.NE.IDAY(2) GO TO 45 - PEC 63
INEED=2 
.REFC 6A
C I NEED ONLY THE SECOND...SAVE THE PREVIOUS VALUES REFC r5
00DO 30 I=1.3 REFC 66
00 30 J=1.3 PEFC 67
30 PRE(IsJ,1)=PRE(I*J.2) RFFC 6 E
IDAY(1 )=I DAY(2) PFFC 69
C GET PRECESSION & NUTATION VALUFS FOR DAY OF INTEREST -PEFC, 7•
35 00 50 M=INEEC.2 REFC 71
IDAY(M)=IO+M-1 PErC 72
DAYP=IDAY (M) * REFC 73
CALL PRECFS(CAYD.P) RFCC 7&
CALL-N UTATE (CAYPN, N--- 
. --....REFC 75
C PREMULTIPLY WITH REFERENCE VALUES PFFC 79
50-. CALL MULMAT(PRE(,1,M).QEF,PN) gF.FC 7 7 k
C -CRTAIN INTER OLATED FPOTAT IrN MATRIX PEFC 78.
60 DAYP=DAY-OFLOAT(IDAy(l) ) . REFC 70
00 70 I=1.3 *PFFC 80
DO 70 J=1.3 PEFC 1
70 PREINT(I,J)=RE( I J1 )+OAYP*(=16E( I.J 2-PRECI.Jl) REFC P2
C ROTATE INPUT VECTOR t RFFC A3 .
7? IF(TO) GO TO 80 PEFC PA
C ROTATE FoCm. PEFEqENCE SYSTEM RFFC o
S DO'75 I=1.3 * *
(1)=0.3 PEFC 87
SDO 75 J=1 ,3 PFFC 8
75 Y(I)=Y(1)+PREINT(JI )SX(J) PREFC 89
GO TO 90 "EFC 0.1
C ROTATE TO RFFErENCE SYSTEM R 9
80 00 85 =1.3 PEFC
SY( I )=0.r0)0 . rC 9
--00O 85 J1,3 PERC 9
85 Y(I)=Y(11+PREINT(IJ)*X(J) 
* REFC 9c
C STORE ,ESULT IN INPUT VECTOR
REFC qc
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PURPOSE DUMMY IONOSPHERIC REFRACT1 ON SUBROUTIWE
CALLING SCQUENCE Y=REFIONCMTYPE.ISTAs4Y)
SYMBEL TYPE OESCRIPTION
). . ... , *
*. C
TYPE I. INPJT - MEASUE.ENT TYPE
-ISTA I _ IUT - STATION-INDEx
DAY DP INPUT - TIM E IN DAYS PRO' JAN 0.3 OF THE REFEENCF
YEAR
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RESPAR TO CALCULATE T-E PARTIALS OF GEDOTENTIAL
RESONANCE COMFFICIENTS RFoJuESTING ADJUSTMENT
CALLING SEOJENCE CALL RESPR1(INDXCS.GPSIGGPPA:)
SYMPOL TYPE DESCRIPTION
INDXCS I*2 INPUT - INDICES OF ADJUSTED GEOoOTENTIAL
(3.1) COEFFICIENTS
GPSIG OP INPJT - SIGMAS ON ADJUSTED GEOP6TENTIAL
(1) COEFFICIENTS
GRPAR DP OUTPUT - PARTIALS OF FORCE MODEL PARAMETERS
(3.1)
CALLING SE3JENCE CALL RESnAR
SUBROUTINES USED NONE
COi~MON ELOCS CP JRAiM TNT K v'Lu Z
INPUT FILES NONE
.CUTPUT FILES NONE
PEFERENCES IGEODYN SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION'
VOLUME 1 - GEOCYN DOCUMENTATION
SUP.ROUTINE RESPRI(INDXCSGPSIGGRPAR) " FSI 30
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,C-Z) REP 30




DI4ENSION INCXCS(3.1).,GPSIG(1).GPPAR(3,I) RESP 43
* . CO'-RON/CARAM/NSTA.NMASTNSTrST.ND11'. 31IAS.NGPCI.N.PC29NGPCOM, oFSP 44
e . NCSE5T.CVPGPRLIMI.LI.2.Nr)EN~NNDENST.NTIDST.,NTIDnlN.INNOSW, PESP A5
* NCONST. NDCONS ... RESP A6
COMMON/INTLK/THCOTI(CR),NEON(2),ADDR(7) PFSo A7
CO ,MON/VPr.LCK/XYSOCS le (31 .9)U1DP?) P(33.30) AOrlN(30), 09FSp aF
* TPSI4(39) RESP AQ
CCMMON/X /XY,ZXDtT,YOOT.ZODT,RPDSO,ISATIFnRCE(7) PESP 50
EOQtIVALFNCE (CP.P(2.1)) RFP 51
RETORN 
PRFP 52
ENTR~ RrSPAR PFS 53
C=TPSI )/~SRESP 54
C2=CP/P - RESP .5;
RIESIAR
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T I=NEON( tS AT )-NCSEST- 7-NT IDEN RFSP se
-00nio 10 =1 NCSEST PFSP
IC= !NOXCs(1) RS .s'IFCIC.Lr.1) GO TO 100 PFSP SQ
Icc=3-Jc PFS? 6
4I NO XC(.2,r)FSP 62IL KINDXCS (3,r PFSP 6'
C3=AORN('I*GPSIG(l) 
'PE'P 6c
C4= C3 *Ct-L (M 1. 1C) OFSP 66F CP=-C4&*P( MI N)*rFLOAT(N+I)/R FC5EP 657
FCL C~s 3*CS CP(141 )*O Tm
IFCIC*E'2.1) FCL=-FCL 
*PESO 69Q
*FCP=C4t(PC MIfi .N)-TPSIM(MIl)*PCM1.N)) PESP 702
C3=FCR/R 
RFSP, 71C4z:C3-Cl *FCP 
~D7
CS=FCL/xYcoPEO7
* ~GRPARC1.1 I)=X*C4-Y*CS 
~D7 RESP 74
*_ GqA'121 
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IAME RFTRCD
PURPOSE TO CHECK AN 80 CHARACTER ALPHANUMERIC STRING TO
DETERMINE Ir TI-E FIRST 6-CHARAZTcPS AO NIJU-PALS
AND THE REMAINING 74 CHA:.&CTERS ARE RLANKS
CALLING SEOUENCE X=RFTMCC(A)
SYMBOL TYPE DESCRIPTION
A I12 INPUT - CHARACTER STRING
RFTVCD L OUTPUT - eTPUE. WHEN FIRST 6 CHARACTFRS ARE






LOGICAL FUNCTION RFTMCO(A) - ( pt* 1 e.
INTEGER92 ACI).NUABRS(10).8L R F
- M 29
- . DATA. NUI-4RS/IH:,1 IH1.12,lH3.IH4. E1-.IH6 LH7.1H'tlA/H / L/1H / PArT '?
RFTMCD=. F ALSF. PFTM 30
0n 20 1=196 RF
r M 31
00 13 J=!.,10 PT'4 2
IF(A(I).EO.NUM8RS(J)) GO TO 20 RFTM 33
.10 CONTI NU E RTM 3
RETURN QFTM 35
20 CONTINUE RFTM 36
-00 30 [=7.80 - .RTM 37
IF(CA(I).4E*EL) RETURN :FTM 38
30 CONTINJUE RFTM 3q
RFTMCD= .TRUE * RFTM 40
RETURN . RFTM 41
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NAME RMSCMP
PURPOSE -TO COMPUTE RMS, RN)D, AND MEAN FROM SUMMED
INFORMATION
CALLING SEOJENCE CALL RMSCMP(NSUMASUINTYPE)
SYMBOL TYPE DESCRIPTION
NSUM I INPUT - MEASUREMFNT TYPF, NUM -P OP PESIDUALS. ANO)
(311 NUMBER 3F WEIGHTED CFSI)UAL QATIfS =00
THIS PARTICULAP STATION, SATELLITE. AND
MEASUREMENT TYOE
ASUM R ---INPUT - SUMMING ARRAYS FOR THIS PAPTICULAR STATION
(6.1) SATELLITE . MEASLJ5UEENT TYPEl
--- 4N YPE -- I -N+PJT --- MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POSSIRLE TYPFS.FOR THIS
STATION & SATFLLITF
(MAX. = 4 O=R TYPFS 1-14
= 2 FOR TY0ES 27-30)
SUqROUT INES USED NONE
COMMON ELOCKS CSTINF
INPUT F LES --
CUTPUT FILES NONE
mEFERENCES *GEODYN SYSTFMS DESCRIOTION'
VOLUME I- GEOCYN DOCUMENTATION
SUBROUTINE RFWS CMP( NSU, ASUAM, NTYPE) RMSC 37
DIMENSIIN NSUM(3.1).ASUv(8,.1) PMSC 3R
COMON/CSTINF/MEASNO(4),NOr'S(4).RDMEAN(4), MS0(4).PND(4), PMSC ?Q
* MEASWT (),WTMEAN(4).RmS'TO(4).WTRNP(i TYA)RMS(3-) ,NflTYPE(2 90).r SC 4.-
-e SSUM(B.12).PMSALL(0C),NiALL(30),NOWTO3,LBASE PMSC 41
DO 300 I=1.NTYPE VuSC 4?
JENS'JM(3.) MC A.
IF(J.NE.0) GC TO 100 PMSC 44
NlRS ( I)=3 RMSC 4 5
RETURN - - MSC A%
100 N'nS(I=NSUM(tvI) PMSC 47
MEAS'WT(IC ) =NSUM(2, I" PMC Ap
WFASNO(I)=J PMSC AQ
TYPRMS(J)=TYPRmS(J)+ASUM(4,I) PVSC so
NOfTYnr(2. J)=NOTYFE(-2.J)+MEASWT(I) RMC ;1
*XN= N"4; CI) 0MC 5
juFAN( I )=ASUM (1.I )/xN "PSC 53
4SOCI)=0. RMSC 9;A
IC(NOfS( I).LT.10) GO TO 2C' 2uqC ss
.0449
• RMSCMP
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RMSO(])=SORT(ASUu(3. )/(XN-1.)) PMIC .6
RND (I)=(ASUM(3.I)-ASUM( 1. I) *e2/XN)I/ASUM( 5,I) aMSC 57
RNV I =(2. *ND(I )-!.)/SrRT((X-2.)/(XN**2-1.)) PM&Cc Rp
200 IF(rEASWT(I).EQ.0) GO TO 300 RMSC 4
XN=MEASWT(I) " RP.C A-
WTMEAN(I =ASUM(2.1 )/Xh PMSC 61
IF(MEASwfr I).LT.10 ) GC TO 300 PMSC A2
RMSWT0(I =SQPT(ASUM(41)/(XN-1.)) QM SC 3
WTPRNDCI)=('ASUU(4I) ASUM(2 )2/XN)/ASU (c,,) PV"C 64
WTPND(I I=(12*WTRND( I)-i/SnRT((XN-2.)/(XN**2-1,)) IRMSC "
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-A E ROTMAT
PURPOSE TO GENEFATE -A ROTATION MATRIX FRlM AN ANGLE AND
AXIS OF POTATION
CALLING SEOJENCE CALL ROTMAT(THETA.I1sX)
SYMrCL TYPE DESCRIPTION
THETA OP INPUT - THE ROTATION ANGLE
II £ INPUT - THE ROTATION AXIS
-X P - OUTPUT -- THE ROTATION MATRIX
* (3.-).
_.SUBROUTINES USED NONE
COMMON 3LOC <S NONE
INPUT FILES NOE
CUTPUT FILES NONE
SUBROUTINE RCTMAT(THETA.I X) . POTV
REAL49 THETA*X(3,3) 
- ROrTM 2
2=OfDr)(I1 .3)+1 QTM ?0
13: OD(12. 3)+1 e ROTM 3t
X(I1IIol)=i.DC ,-. .ROTM ?
X(II12)=O.DO ROTM 33
-- X(I.I3=O.O 
-- - - .. -- pOT 14
X( 12 11=0.C 0 POT"4 35
X(13.I1)=0.0O0 ROYM 36
X(12912)=DCCS(THETA) PU RTM %7
X(13.3)=X(I2, 12) •. pofT y
* :: ' r " lS IN( THFTA) ROT4 39
X( 1,2l-X(12,13) "'POTM 40
RETURN RnTM 41
.END. - ROTU 2
--8.0-451
SATCLC
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FIRST L INPUT & OUTPUT - INITIALIZATION SWITCH
CAY OP INPUT - UNCOPRECTED MEfASLUFMFNT TIME IN DAYS FDPOM
JAN 0.0 OF THE REFERENCE YEAR FnR THE ARC







. DIVENSI:N DAYN,(.261 , CAYN02( 37).CLC( 126).CLC2( 371 %ATC 29
EQUIVALcNCE (D AYNO(127).DAYNO2(1)).(CLC(127).CLC2(1)Z SATC 30
REALV8 LAUNCH.COAY.ODA6YDAYY 4OAY SATC 31
LOGICAL FIRST SATC 32
DATA NCL1CK/163/ SATC 33
DATA OAYNO/ SATC 34
* 9*C00o. 9.721, 10.641. 13.562. 14.562. 15304. 15.567SAT C S
* -16.571. 17.579. 17.579, 19.312. 19.575. 20.579. 2C.57 ,SATC 36
e 21.583. 22.5C0. 23.57, 4.5308, 25.513. 26.513. 27.42o,sArC 37
* 29.C00, 30.442. 31.442. 32.446, 33.450. 34.367. 47.&09,SATC ,
" 45.054. 49.054, 50.325. 51.329. 52.152w 52.241. 54.R0C.SATC 30
S 55*595. 59.900. e60 .C 95 60.829, 60.829. 64.835, 65.845.SATC 6o
* 66.545. 67.845. 67.345. 68.212e 6,.762. 70.771. 70.771.SATC AI
S 71.771. 71.771. 73.779, 73.779. 74.05r. 74.606. 74.6OF.fSATC 42
* 78".704. 78.734, 79.712. 79.998. 3C.713. 55.*642. 5.,642,SATC' 43
* 85.837, e6.650. 89.023. e'.654. 93.575. ')3.5759 94.571,SATC A
* 94 571. 97.071, 97.91. 100.6:0.' 101.52C, 1 1,52C, 1C2.51.,SATC 45
* 102.516, 1"3.346. 103.5 21. 105.441. 105.7C5e 1'6.44 6 , 106.POC.SATC 46
* 108*04. 1C1.804 . 00.371. 1C.720. 11C.725. 110.725. 111.737.SATC 47
* 111.21. 112.733.1 113.733. 113.773. 114.3P7. 114.746 114. 29.5ATC aA
* 115.737,'116.395. 116.745, 117.65 . 117.655. 11. 91 , I11S.(-. ,SATC AQ
" 110.566. 119.666. 122.175* 122.654. 115.101. 135.53 8. 13r.(4=.cA T C 50
1 36i545. 137.4 5. 137.*-A. 1J.1C4. 13C.134. 1Z3.45. 1'9.CA=,CATC 1
* 164.1,4. .2 . .7Z .'37. 170.Q37.17 171.Q6?v 171.-A2. 177.72p/s5AT .  '.
DATA CAY'.'2/ SATC 53
* 177.7'2. 191.1CR. 191.5~2., 261.092. 261.C92. .22.392, 26P.462*.SATC 4
. 269.020. 252.896. 282.96. 2P3.A91. 213.891. 24*c.9C0 2e4.90'),SATC .
.. - . • . °1
SSATCLC
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* 289.263, 289.883, 3 16.916. 317.916. 324.954. 324.*854. 326.PSP.SATC 56
* 326. 58. 358.550, 58.550. 373.396. 373.3c6, 375.1379 375.229.SATC 57
* 377.054, 378.350, 379.052, 379o052. 3529983. 342.9,3. 383.983,SATC 54
* 3S3.913. 3'38.000/ SATC so
DATA CLC/ SATC 60
* -7.20. -8.20, -0.35. -0.03, 2.AC 2.70,. 1.10,SATC 61
1 10 1.10, 0.20. 0.20, 1.00 1.00. 1.3C.9c;ATC 2
* 1.l20 1.10, to00, 2.10, 2.20. 2.28. C10,SATC 63
* -0.10o -0.90. -0.90. 0.10. 0.30. -0.20. C.2C0SATC 64
* -. 80. -0.85, -0.70. -0.70* -0o?1 -0.30. -1.1 0 .SATC 6
. 0.10. 0.10. -0.10 -0.60. -0.10. 0.50. C.8oSATC 66
* 2*10. 0.40, 0.10, 0.10. 0.10. 0.50. -C.1.oSATC 67
* 5.30o -0.30. -0.30. -0.10. -2.10, - .00. Col.SATC 68
* -0.309 0.25. 0.20. 0.20, -0.30. -0.60. 0.20.SATC 69
* -"0. 20 0.20. 0.10. -0.10. -0.10. -2.50. -2.5.SATC 70
* -. 20e -C0.30. -0.20. 0.30, -2.60, -0.50, ?' C.-*SATC 71
* 3*20* 0.20. -0.20. -2*00* 0.20t 0.20. -C.53.SATC 72
.- e. e40 0.20, 0.20, 0.30. 0.90. 0..40. C.4rsSATC 71
* 3 .10* -C0.63, 0.30. -0.40. -0.20. -0.20. -0.20SATC 74
* -350. -0.45. 0.10. 0.40. -0.10. 0.10* 0.20sSATC 79
S 0.60. -0.40. 0.10. -0. 20. -0.10e -0.30, -0 3 SATC 76
.* | 70 1.l70. -0.10. 0.10. 1.70, 1.70C. C.3,.SATC 77
* 0.10. 0.10. 0.40. -0.50. -0.50. -0.40. -0.30/SATC 78
DATA CLC2/ SATC 70'
* D oC 0 -0.30, -0.10. -C.306 5.20. 0.2C. C.10.sSATC e80
* 0.10. -0.20. -5.03. -4.90. C.50S 0.50. -0*IC.SATC Pt
* -:.10. -. 10. -0.40. -o20. -C.40, -0.2. - 9C.4 .C F 2
* o..a, -0.43. +0.1. --. 3". -0.0 . -o.u3. lv..SA9NA I
S +0.07. -0.50. -0.50. +0.23.. +0.40. +0.22. +C.33.SATC 84
* 0.24, +0.50/ SATC 85
C FINE RFFERNCE TIME SATC QA
IF(FIRST) LAUNCH=YMDOAY(65110e. 0.0.00) SATC 87
FIRST=. ALSE. SATC 87
ODAY=DAY E .6404 SATC P9
-.---COAY=IOINT(CAY+2.)/4*4 
"" SATC 90
C SET TIME TO MULTIPLE OF 4 SECONDS SATC 01
SATCLC=COAY-CDAY +.. D50- 2 SATC 02
RErT IM=-AY-LAUNCH 
-SATC 93
DO 10 I=2.NCLOCK SA'C 94
IF(REFTIM.GT.DAYNO(I)) GO TO 10 SATC 0s
C INTERPCLATE SATC 96
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* TPS L INPUT f, !]JTPUT- INITrALIZAT1*4WI wl -4
DAY 
-INPUT 
-UNCOcLPCTI:r)r '!'AlULF?A *1T TIME IN flAYS =0r.&A
JAN Ce3 n=F THE EE~4CF YE44 F04 THE~ AC
* _SATCL2 7 OVTUTu CLOCK :o0Qr=~CTI(nN iN
S)SIItOTjTI 1rS JSEfl SATC21 SATC22 * U"%.% y
CVM!ACN '"LOC<% Nr",.F





_qATC 31F POIIVAL='JCF (DAYPUOI(1 ).rA~)j) n'-7lAYNr)(UW) 4, ~ A TC '2I )VV .. t A IJ( )fAVJ ( Y,4:., r! Y4r&( 1 1 t) .A Ytjl( :5". SA7C V!a (CAY'I(1.( ) A YN 0 2  - C_ (C ( I C LC (1))* SATC 14
* (CLC;E I ItCLC ( 195) ) 
SATC 3A.*)AT A My, 2*,2 :*45 .6I397t *I7!n SATC *7
-CATA DAVAOl 
SATC, IS
SF.0 547le 550651 4. 1;6. 1 f 5s.l 5 7* 03 15% 5 7* 67 P SATC &!
* ~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ q .t 7 e * ; ;s , F . '3 .727P. 'ATC &W4*663 ,4 & '.2 e9 6 .'6. Cf 2'S .F.?. 6t% 72 5ATC A* 67. f.7* - = 6Q.j^7 # (il =::i 6A SSIsfl13F ATC Al'* c 0:0. 25. 7 1. 1: 3 59 7>.'2 7 ':2S~ 9 72f4i * 73. C 160 9 ATC &A7- 3 7o5* .>33 2. '74. :2rS 
-P4q1:47* 74 7! 7c;,a1,. SATC 4 C1 ~~174s 7s 6 A4 7, 7"*541 1 4 745. 6'2: 5 77*."'-7, SATC 4 f77w 7*-347v 77a 7 1 1 Pt 7,;n1 1.: 7A. 7?;. ;797*17,' SAC A
-* 1 l- 1:% .1 27(* R, SP416 
-C.17s io A 4ae1 4p SATC 40
f-0 32. :7 0F !* .
- I *3)J' P6 6C.?1s ~i7 1 , 9 ATC 9;
W 0 **A7fz 5 , -17.S'115' 1.. 7, ace rI-tt -10 f '5. 0 r-,r4 , AT C '
* *~' t 7.~ 1* r 41' 1; t~ a 2.r
* * 1 Z o 1 s.'. 7 9 "'1-.* ;; *41 C . e-: 3 , . . Ft.? S AT C A
* ~ ~ ~ C 7' C- n 6.~'1. :F~~ ~7- SATC Ce
SATCL2
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* q :*7T3 9 C7.C5 6* 0 7 1722. m. c*122* .T 111 C.ATC F 6
* *94* '-7. 99.C56?, 19112 c8.'? 2 2 , coggs 1;'g.'4p7/ SAl. 9
flATA nf %,f / 42ATC !
* cm.*1I*F 1 1 Y3T5 4* s IC * I :Q I 1 .:i 1 ~ e ? i 1-270 1 .7?e so
* A2*.Z 1c . 1" 3.A7rC, !. Z3, ' 1, 1 1 "* f. lo,1'!. 2.0S1. ,'ATC f f
* C 7 1* 1. !Z.f.1:.2"'. C .Is.'J 1f6.7:5.. RA-r A
* 107.35 . 1C7.1419, -i c.6-' 4, 1* C. I5c7, 69., STC 2
* 11,,-4f5 11.972. 111.71C.. 112.773f -1!3.1!-11. 11A. 5'7 . SATC '3
* 117.1-17, 117. 333. !17.7: . jA i.64,* 11 .'722. SAT( '
* 11 *4s, 1Qa?-61. 12 0 !?f.6715. 12C.7443* 121.1147. SATC eA
* Z.5J61 121.70.73 SATC A.
CA'A DAJr3/ %A-C 60
* 122.12191, 122s, ?* 121.77f4. 123.1451. 1 T*6 tV. 123.7124, CATC 6a
* 124*. 93. 124.f.5e C. 12".71A. 12'-.1772. 17c;.61%'I I 1?5.7-R9, 
.Tr 7%
* 20*09 12.--.n711 . !7:.752 ' 17 .122 . Ir7.A AZ. 12 .7'4.6 -ATd 71
* 1 4 3*1754. P.7:;rI 12 *' 1 ' 1 7792o I 2 4 5 1 21 0 3 SATC
*? 1 , 1 0. 13 : 4C A A ! 3--7,:, 12 7 0 Y 71 0C I 9 1 1 . 75^0. 4;A TC
e 131 0A.-S67 0. 3 ?. -5 C . 1T . 0 1 3.7' 6? " 0 12 1 1 3. !c 34 S AV r, 74
* ? * 4 . 124.:. e.C. 74*,, f, 0 4 4 7- ' . 1 .1 5!1 1 3 5. F- 4:37 . ATC 7
* 135.7194. 1,3.725. 3.-A c 12 6.*Th6o 13f.73'6, 137.1761- SATC 7o
* 137.57 1. 137.746. 133 1*4: .? . *1 I** 17 .613v 1'0.12o ;, SATr 7-* .1* 65. 13's 77239 14-.1L3, t. 1.78-s 1q1.15s5, 
-ATC 7e
* 141.-i.L79o 14.'?29. 1 4.1.7, 14-05,119 1 Z.73 92 143.1-1o, SA'r 7e3
* 143. 7 16 1 . 7 5 0 : 144. 1 240 11s t - fR 41.li . 76 *V 1 5 o1 3 2A F A Tr rt
* 1-0 9 1 f- f-.14' 1. 1 * ! .44 1.7. 1 % 1 1 7.7 ?7 , SATr aI147*. 4.?1 148.172, 2 1 0. A6-.. 14 . 74.C3.9 I 7ATC a?
a 149s,-77! 14-.753z, IO.* :1 9 15C . 1-1 l 1j6. * I1 .7 7, SATr p.'
* .151.1 ?u. 1 1.7^42. 151.72 5o 1 .1636. 13*.71 :. 152. 7f)37. SATC P4
* 1520 1i3. !51. 73 ) 151-.746(. 1 4.: 9vao 1;.64!2, 2 q.75o* SATC' pS
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* 
*94* 17 *' 1 o 1 1og 2 '1 1 .77 6 SATC CC
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*. p c7. o. 77oil* * S F. 2st) f 2:, 1 4=. 7ATC 
*
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* cr-. 1 'C.. - 3 -F 2 O0S;QlI 2 . ?-q112. 0 1, :A* P 7 1 SAYC 17
* C'?. 1 4.-. ;1:7. 271,1. ;,C 7757.7Rt C1 P So i ?. .0 SAlT. 11
*"74 ZI Z 159~7* rl ' 2 -7 .2! 1 k I '. o I 5 1 7ZF 4 j C~ ATC I v
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* 23i- 4-'17, 7. -11. PL40. '9~7 2 ~'?? % ?32*2q7c/ rATC ? 7
DATA CLC:/ SATC '2
V-7,30 063,260 C S A6 0 0 ?0C% 0 *I -001151 hC'
-0 C -. i -t* ~ 2~ '314~ 1 , 77. SATC- *
**7'03 * o.f-.L* f 4.1 c -0o . 'S 1 C o 01 5C. 0 ATC I I
a* L6 C 05t c : Z. o57',% Oer43 3. ' "5 Co1279 SA T C
* ~~~~ f.)3. 0 11 C. ' .1~ A-19 ~2' ~2A S~ .
* -'.'70.j o I ':79 s o 0 9.2I SATC -I
*0 :.Z 7* 01) 31 is 0- 0 . 4 l !1 2.1'A 0r'. %-'C 2 7
61 *14 0.1i 513" c0:~ 00t 1,5-3 2 C3 a .a4 1.2C1 0 .1IATC 'z'-A
11 0Z2 7o77 2.'s C.72 4 7*2r7 SATC '%'
:o~j~ 015tto C I4,q . t. )'1 '? ! :i.30C A
* -qzz 7.'2.77F. 7 7I Co1729 C.:4. C."~ 7, 0 ATC 4,-
* 0 1.32 . o. 1 * c .1. C 01 C. 9 0.1FI : SATC 4'.1
a t 1. 9 - 0 1 _ C. o I- Y'o. 7.4~ 9 To 'P$4 C.A137r SATC 4-1
* _~2. 19 0* -F -. 2S14 C." o. C .3~ I-z.? Ca r SATC 76
I~ o 3459 0 75 C.C4?7* OoR6 a 4'. 2 C*.156 SATC I&&7
CAT A CL.C'/ S ATC 'hIjA
* 01479 C ie. 14 to9~ so C a25C o SATC Aq
*' "?0 C3 4., .. 3. C,".I4o'65. :.ti 5'19 L 1 SATC r-
o .2!75 C o2;6f. L o 3 71 * Co.3 7: 9 C9450* -SATC 1 r
0 *1 0.~ 3.4S2% C .:2: * C .^.21. 0 .C'!2. 0 24 C o ATC I F
* :1q' -3.*C'5pcE. .7 ?9 C o 0 -01-- -Co 'C(' I SATC '
* 1 :!30 !5 .? 5 -.. ?e -C.?60 - .2, 2 n- I2A 2 SATr ~'
41 k- ' -C i. 1 1-3 A1 5 3 0 -00141 * A TAC I
* -1 3C 0 -0 .141>. -. 1L3.0 - .1 47 s C -CO5. 9 OC76 SATC '
0 -:. 9 -3.. -c.4 :2/ SAle *C7
F)ATA CL/ 77 S!C '51
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* 1*-~s -0.:~ -1 29 M *i~ ,~-:c 0' o! cATC -
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* 0 719. 0.C9 P. -o.CSQ, -0. 7. -. 04S. -C. 1AC SAT '6A
* - C.l59. -0.177. -C.10. -0164 .1. -. ti s* RATC -6n
* -Co1Q9.. -9.201. -. 214 . - 0 . -2%?. -t.31. S ATr '.7a
. -2 *30.. -0.362. - .3.. - .147. -31;1 9 3 F 9 fATC *71
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* 3.'31. 0.C169 ).14. -C.137. -%2!9. -'.25(. RATC '7
7 Z' f, 0 -3 .4 1 5 - 0.4 A -, -. 6 4 - o .029 C1 q140 C SATC 1?p
* -. 154. -Z.115. -C.2f4. -0.24g. -0.2-iC -0.3?c'/ SATC -77
OATA CL../ SATC '7P
S -f .258. -0.205. -0.3'S. -0.1. -1. 033. -0.C7A , SATC *70
1 -. 059. -3.050. -0.092. -0.103. -%.10 -%16A SATC 'pC
* -'.112. -3*12L. -0.123. -1. 4r-. -Col'1- -0.17?. SATC 'Al
* -0.125, -0.11 . -0.2'0. -Co 3" -3.1 C -. 0199, -ATC 'P7
* -:.212, -0175, -0C12 . -^..s1 - 061:5q -,A0P. SATC P3
-.. * 02130 -0.237. -0 15'* 0?t ? *2 5.22' , SATC 1' 4
SoZ12# 3.19. ?. *1.15, C.213, 3.12.0 SATr -PF
0 0i. , 3 .191. 2.117. C.142. C374* *Ma , cATC * 9
7 .3 , 0.31'0 Co .3%7. C0.26. SATC 'F7
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RA04E SATC21
nuppollF DAqT 2 OF~ SA~TL:U.TTr rLCCK C r':;ST3%i * cEms 2
(SAT CL2)
CALL 14C SEOJ=NCF. X=SAT C 2 1P FF T IM)
SY'POL TVI!- I)ESCRInTIC,l
PFFTtm Q It4PJT - -EFEPFNC=E TI.5S:
S.ATC21 2 OUTOtJT -CLr.lC' COPn'CT ION 1IN F.Comov
swiJp n, T tNE JSED NONE
COMW!~I rnLO97S NO'4S
.4PUIT F-4L FS 
-hJO#.:E
flUTPUT FILFI;
FUNCTIONJ SATC21CF~l=T1M) SATC "b7?
* % ATC -7
* CC'C~~SATC 'D 7
* (flAY 1 71) S ))*(~VOt) AYj(~i ATC '775
* (nAY..-J().,AY,(3/1. 
-:1-r1) L'~1.~C) AC77
13 AT.% nA ;ICLS 1 /;,32. 21;7P. G.1c I~ 2S
flA'~ Of lp~C-ATC ~
* 2-32 7717 sP i 2 -.3,5 4 9211.0 e? 9 Z'As~~ 2-.q~I qATC r
0 ?39--o5 3 V.-'31 2 3'=-. ;i - C C-A TC ' R
* ?3A. 75 C ' i . 7.'1;U 2--7.'-!. ?3 7.R-3, 2lA6? SATCt P &
i~?'~.>3&1. 3: 21. 2 3g 791 7)R~ ~39. 1' ? C;.~?~t~'
* 241s 1 7. o 241.2553t 24' . AIF4, :-4 242 4 2 o P7=t= 2'2004stf. C;ATC- 1P
0 Q ATr ,s R
246 . -1 2 :4'* Z 6'7. '47. -4~ A C; '7 49_ i.2 r 4 f s?-?r9 ATC -1*
25* -9I 15 F 7P '5'.~~ 15.4C 24 45.2 2~. 211 C'7 0
* 92*37519 ?24.7r? ? . ?5.27'- ia5 ,1 P&%_ I 2F*-6021* SATC -02
2 2 S 4 7 7r.- P 0;4 -~7 91 -5 L*5. S TCle 04
Q IS JR..': 7. 2;i.i2 .~~ Q7 '71 3 -.- 
.C.r 
-C
* 257~ 1 -13 .71' Pl9 2i-1 22.9- 2 9',. C*' - ' 2!.2 27 I SATC. n-5
2eI~.~4 15*~~ A".2 -2 F)( i A - 12 S SATC
* 2467 1Z 49 6 7 . 7S Z69. ?2C I71 *4.Rl 30. Zf. S7c,, >6:.3332/ FATC 7!"
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CAT CAflSTC :1
0 7*.I 5a 2 '722 k ri 1 27:.2. 7?3.2:!f-j ~7 3 31-I SAT' ~
27 12. -1 - 74. e:4j t, 27!.73-r. 7 77).'*. '.7~ ':753374o2. S.
* ?75. . 'it27-. 2 74 (; '7.'k'.fS't "'': : ?7, 2 F 4 ?77. . "!. SATC -TC
* P.77. -555 Cl -7 .27-'. :17 f, ;** 7 . Q. 2,4 : ? 7 7) 1137 * ;ATC '
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* 2 37)o2. Zf. 3 71 2 062- 4 2G.t0'1. ?'Z A.P7 r SATC 1
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S 12-N. 3 -)23 q.2 F'2. 5117. 3 2-6e 32.&35 1? ns 9 e 7. :!a . SATC 2 1
'.127*!- 1 '429 327 * 32g. 979* _3 7~C*3QOQ,3 SATC ? A
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* 3,3 ?71'-oc.:1 ? 7 %'f- ' 937. 9. 3 ) 4 C4 2: 7 ,2
39C e79 7 .405 C 'i * ~3. C74 797 .C? 9-"2 61 Rq~ 1.V~4 1 4 SAlT -- 74
*~~~~~~~~5 3' *Q.CC -4P59 I.3.0P, C7*g.1 * %!. 
r
-31 * * 9 3. i; 5,4 A1.7~ T''2 ~C ' -
f. 13 .C73--326...C3R#)54 C,. )1 0 0 4 13. :1 03; 4-A. C4 A4O' 3 S If ATC - 7
* !7q ~ C.4 f5o.' 7Z. 3 5Ct 1 4C '. =3~ 1 30k 47 It% , IdR*1c? * SATrI7 .1
-) t,7 -,533 E. C -N. -,: 27 - IC .C ' -Z 4' A4 2' SAT .1-,I-,, -
* 34C.~. P3 3- 41 . C4 7 5C a-'.41 9 2 1 9 02s,4 ;2eTC ' '
* 4r? &f):!~ :1: . -- 42. In".';. 4.'42 , -4 0 c.ATC
* A1;.Z~., ?:.~24~. ~' 24 9 1-3i1~ 4-,- 033:41~SA
* 9- 4.196* i'-l .0r-CT 7Q5jZ 4 72-45 .3. ~ )7 0 35.C;!V? 116 73,z ShTC 7
-. 2 53 *j 9 '07.C 2. :. * 7'.C P 0 74 34 A. ~3 C . -ATr '
3 9 *~ 3S 14 5 £? 1* -33( . IC:5 ,3 72 9 -441 SAT(. 0!
* 0 97s Ie '-554 " .E LC..;'!c3 431--2 A' C1 2L 1 .12 s4: 2'. 351 C Trc C
*PTi *.v: A1,l6 OW S.1 i* * ~ ~ 3~' ATC -74
AC 0 IC1 -- *:) 4 OAr 2- : *--6 o1 4 ,C ' : 0S7* S T 4
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* 4 733:4 44 34.C374. 4-34. -1 k-1, z57, 4150 CS; %! ol5.12779 SATC '
* 4359 '17 , 43 . 7 4 ,3. 4?e,o 43-..3f, .17. 0771 9 437. 51.* '%' -7F
S 437* 1 O0t. 4:? i. I 9 4T *4 . &,.j' "* 17 . 1C 4, 4---. , Asa SATC " 5
-43o5 479o 45-*.A1I. fS'.-6. 7Sio 4 449.457s,03%1 41 1410/ S4TC 'f,
DATA CL/-: - / SATC -t-
* .182, -. 163 . 2.26. *2E1. C. 2;5. 0.276 SA TI:
* e239 -7. a . -?.321. -)?7 2 7 . .11' . . * SATC "%(,I
0 119 0.20 &*A? -409 . 3). A o,3-5 6 C 002 7. SATr '6
0 -31.223. -. 0.'4'. Z3-. -2a 6S79. * 1:.Zi? SATC *f-
.. -2.016. -9.O1. -1.%5. ',of * -C * C ?C . SATC.Ef
* O*3'1. 5.22- 6 .?9E '.? . o.32. 9 C37, '.441 * 35 SATC '6
* 3.347, 0.3C1. -It.iC* e.3 .. 9.A37. 0.3c8. SATC 'F8
0 1 ?:)1 C.129. r.14-. 0.1 2. -1.314. -1, SATC' f"
* -:.442. 0.159. 0.026. 0.19. .t3O . s221 SATe n7F
*.0 a I'1 0.1s , *271. 1) 0 .2 5. *21!7 SATC -i1
3 1 *.315, 3 2 0.Y32, 1.10. .344. 3' Ca  SATC -72
* '*4090 1 2.425, 0.25. 3.2 3. 3.257. SATC -77
0 ).22Q. .'l8. -1ol8o, oI1 1 fie 17 = -'.VI, A'C T 7
* *161, - .2)0. - .193 -0.q31) -0.14?. --. I9 IqA^'C -7c
. -).197. -0.252. p^:00 -10.211. - *.?r! -' .231. SATC '74
o -0.251. -0.257, -. 2 67. -0.14. -0.3,rl -C.*3r, rATC -77
* -3-&, C 0.383 .3 0*16?9 O*2?1o 2.2'F SATC '7"
16 ?.2710 0.212. ".15, 10. 0. :a.^;1: SATC a
* .19, 0.069. )0.03r. 0.024. 0.0?3. -C.011/. St. 's
DATA CLC'/ SATC '1I
-3.049. -0.372. * --51 9 s. -0.IS, -C.12 SATC %02
* R1. -3.16.. -4.1 17s -0.157. -. 1"1. -v.15'. C a*
4 -.3Mt2. .0.1A7. -1.24. 3... -.% . -I1 .IO. r.ATr -4
e -0.184. 0 a2 -% -9 ? 37 2.25 s SATC I.
2 70 -0.. o30 0.071!. -3.  75 0.l 3 SATC '
* - :.132 0.?9. 2.1". .145. 2..4 .&j1 22?. SATC 7
S.115, -1* 1 0.13'. a3o.2 F SATC o
.. *. 17, 0 17 2, 10.2)3o 170.?1 9 0.00 .2SCo 0 a SA
L 114. Z.) * a* 0 0.21:7. 0.1?7. .3C;, SATC 2n
* 1.'153. 3. 74. *.14, .7. C.C5. 1 ?Q1. SATC %C4
,~ ~ R19 ;30. 0.=" S.?. S R d~ ATC o
0 - 4 0 0 0 0 4 L 0'0 4 r0^ < 7 I.? 5 * C q S A T C C
. -.. 005. -0.32. -.. C110 -. :. - .31A. -0.C??. MAT.C ne
* -1.016. -0.064. .(C A2. -'.126. -,-C74, oL07 , SATC o6
* -a.12 I -0.111. -C.1 5 3. -0.1t. -0.lS7. -2.12 , 9ATC -C7
* -?.122. -0.17e. -. 1%. -.1 Y. -C'o 4 -C.1 C. 9ATC 2n
* *.175. -1.C41.  -1.. -1.17Cq -1.10% SATC '*
* -1*132. 1.1.. 6 . .35 SATr 6AO
* AIA CLC'/ SATC '0'
* :.16. **i6e. :*CP? . 0 .1%7. 0.147. IATC .C'
* .123. C.17. .13. 0.1'. I.2 . 0.105. SATC AC-
* ).292. 0.17. .23Z . *RZ O 0 .213. rATr '(
w Viz 0A1. 2. Z.23'. .27. 0.2 e 0.2". 4ATC C;
0e *2260 3.2.90 :.2 A . 0 . C Co. C. . 2 SATr 0
.4 *35I. C.l4, *.I . .C.IL. Z.1 9. .030, SAT ' ?
&~ "o94 0.1 9 1.5 . G 10 ;:s, PT 4-1.27-, CATC e
. ~~~ a.11 * 74 :. - , ^*t o '61 .C 21 SA TC
0 . * :.c . 3.2.';9.c. ....f0I. . SATC IIC :A
O :.:51. 0.:56. t .o ) 0.* -.c1.. .C? r ATc ^
* .i26. 3.133. s.14. .17* 1 C, CZ SATC '12
8.0-461
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0 :1 qso 0 91q9. .2 0 C, 0 Cola!$. Z.215 0.212. ~ATC -f
0. 0 22st 002330 24Q. 0 Co.S4"! 1l.06.1 O*.5a 9 ATC it14
0 )3-c 5* 003019 *1' - C.1 CR. C a117 -3.*15?.0 SATC & I c
* 0'3 .17Ct C.1 F41 , C 0 ZV; C o 2.- 422".9 SA T C I1
* ~ ~ ~ 1 0.4s S.3. e2~ ATC 1 V
.1 0 .5 0*3 10* *1129 Co.Z449 . * s.p I AC
-o .164 30)Q , 7.1 91 0 AeC 4 9 o21 3*241 9 SATC A 29
*:2679 0*2779 3.2 P.5 9 C.1739 . -7. 9 c 1/ SATC &Pr
*OATA CL:/ Vr 'if ?
0 ZR270 0 OC :69 C 001 '~o 0.'27 9 C*0139 0 02~4 SA TC t 2?
I C, &C43 . ~ N ! 4 C.;403 o0.% 1% S.A ~A C A2 3
* c 78 9 0.392. 1 IC2. Co :,1. 0 .117.o f.%11Lo RA TC '24
* Z.11 .1 04. :;-1 1C 1 0!~ Cel. 3.CATC ?
* . 6.99 0.09ce 3 -3CC' C.5 *0~ C7c SATC~2'
* U, sqo o') 6. Qq 1.3,--5 0 S 2,p t 7 ;- 9 0.CE~ SATtC 77
* .6. 0.0's769. t .0 78. 9 371 1, .0,31 0 0 a '91.q SATC. 62A
* ).P%* 0 . C A49 S - % . a X! 0.~ 3.CA * ''ATC 4 c-1
P* 8 1039 7 . 9 C.1? Ii.1?C.Fd SA TC I "I
* j165 r '. 16 to 3 .1 75. Ze! 73* C %q t 0.2 23. SA TC & 22?
* ~ .02220 3. 22 3i2' C.3! a?.7~ F.2C? 9 TC L
t *24.7# 0.3f625 ),'47, C~~.5 o%3~ .3 38z 9 ')
401 ^v 1 1 .329 '.1 9 ('1 S q. * J':2 Oo COC SATC I'
.3 7 7 0 . 6 9 T7 * :.ci. 3 7 9 'rA TC AO
a 7.. o .170. 3 3. 2 C.z2 0*~~ O' 0 e0 -,FAT C 7.'
* .74-3 -0935.8, 0 1 -313 2 # 0~, -. F SATr £A'
*OATA N~C..K''/45'f 5Sr 'a
030 10 I=",'CL0'K SATC &4?
TI IC~r~ r SSTC 9A-%
C INT~i~rTC 845
RETIJPN SATC Aid?
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SATC:??
-- AEar~RT 3 0- ciAT-L..!TF CLO)CK COPIECTO 4 NO -( FfS 2
(S ATCL3)
CALLKING SP-0 1 4CC X=SATC22(P'EFT I k)
sy'1'fl TYP.E 0ESCflIPTtr.N
CL~~l:- 10 NPJT - 94FF'0NC7 TP.4;
s 6TC. Jz; i nUTDUT -CLOCK. E'=PFCl 14J S9CnV4S
SURPOWU194FS tII;ED NONE
0OM&JON nLC('3 NJONE
INPUT r ILrf,. Noll:F
CUTPUT rlLr:3 N IntKE
=UNCTT 1141 TC E - 4 SATC 47
()T VN5 IIN DAYNC ( -l1. eCL7( 4;),'1A YN I I & .4,Yq I ( 114 . SATC e~
* fAY 12 114 ,!Y .11 3 114.)oOAYNI'4(3.!)*(Ll-,(19&)*CLLC14)* SAYC A 77
* CL1( '. i 4 -CL17( 1. 4 . CLI1:1( '2) SATC 17,
EOU IV ALrN CE (D AyS2.rDA YJCN1I) I. CA VN I C( ).DAYNl(21 1 SATr '70
.1 V Ay'l I )r YN(1.) V- r. 4 qAY'-I SATC P ':
* (CLci? eCLCC I) C CL I-, ICLC( I *. (CL II ( I CLC ( I I ) SATC e 42
* (CL 2(l)CL CC2) (CL (I).CLC( 4-)), (CL.4( I *CLC( r-5-3) SATC 4P:
I)ATA DAYC;,CLI.a/. 57.49'c.-C.AP 1/ VATC %04
* 57 A7 '57. Te ti1. -1S 453I*.Oclfq A5 57, S 9. 1 6 0' SATC 406
* 51' 5 C3 3 45C. 58 9 r, :-.C73'.. 41 C.247896 V S'"I 4f-.C.526C, SAC p
* 461 -1 r 461.-S'C.r,2. 4t F-5I .;-- 7*49 ':n11, J .. 4 3 t4 )2 -F.( SATC &PQ
4 6'2.1179tf-. 4561 6 3 ~*~ck . 4,4. 1.419. 4 .C V 4 f4. ;757,9 SATC 4 e '
*d 6! 4 7 R 6' 2 s 4 6 ! F . 5 1 2 E 4 6 r . 9 1 i , * - Ie. - 6 -6e . * 7 ! : 1 6 - 5 S A T C 'k ?
&-5 -y% 1z'. .. ,L 57. - c 4? .- A~53. 4 7:. 5C:7. &705701% SATC O' -
* 471:7 2C. s 471. 14 24. 4' 1. 51 7 7? -152. 477?. 5 2- ' 7'.6CF9 SATC t 'I
*~7 15..!~ ISZ. 47 7 o-!'2 4' 47 7:1.,1-i C A'C flC r
a77 l~7A. 7 *7.5' 7 4AY 7 470t.2
-Z - . A .' 4e. IS1 . -:,7-. 4. ' 29 I. 5A5* 7 1 i2 4 * 4 f1 Fk T C C 'tC7~
* Qq2-5~~I't!~ si*~1Z r,~5E2 5AT C 1,0
* ~ -.j~, '*'.a5 .' 4..7C,v -,~ 4zL~2 S. (%
&-N e; O6 & 4 1 -'. c 8.03-46S.6?13
SATC22
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e 9.21 0.92. 40 6 57 0 4r?3.13IS- 49'3.506 S 49f,, .3. 57Wk/ ZATC CC 4
DATA CAY-4l / SATC Ac=
474.172A. 49. 1514. 494. 9:5. 1.c;. :,qcq, AaC5.5313, SATC r,
.* 4Gs .1753. Ac.C37, - ,3 . .A - 6130 4n 7.1 0 , SATC =c7
* 4<)7.5Z 5, w.)5 . )I-1A 1, 7 1M4"71.639 a -s 1 3F,7, SATC Co
4 4qQ. 538. 49;. 04 C. =.' 0-1.5 s 5 CC.7Z72, ;1.Con4. SATC 9
* 501*165C9 'C1.5347. 502.10:-5. 5 2.5470 9 . 243 5Z3.1 16, ATC r I.'
* 50:.;14 . 5.1C. 'C4.I.2. c,4.?75. !V4.5742. 0.1422, SAT all
* '^5.31 25. 3"=. £74. 404.2700. ' .1%55. 5.1: 4 .5 .Coy A v 1?
* 6 7 3 7' SC7.-1 45. ISIC %q1. s . 1 %t IF.,27. a.11? 7. SAT r II
* 5*7.195d, 5C6.5652. =1.3! . 51 .20C. 51%714. 511.14 50 ZATC c 1 4
* 511 5 1 'i . t511 =9 51'. 1932 t 2. 1 " P s 5 1 ?13 t?* 40 147 e
* 512.:6. 91.1721. 5I.4:2. 1.61'0, 51s t1 * 514.1F!'. SATC '16
5* a4 5!47s o 1 4. 63 11. 9 1 c. 6 74. 5 1 f 13 ? 57 - . 2 12 5 1E. 57 , q;:( S Ti . 17
* 516 .r'2. 67 .. 3574. A7 .'214. A- .'-1, 13F0v 6 71.7 . SATC '1
* £71.4Z01. ^?j2~3933 -'7.2.7471. A'2.' . 67!.30;5. 673.76Z?. 4 ATC IS O
* ,67j.!3 371 ) 7 3 3C,. 0 74.61, 674.7742 67.343% 67c;.712L SATC r7-e
5 75?*797 4 9 b7f.Fz517. 67,.249 . A - C IA, -7 7.2eC-. '7.7 0. 7A'r 2
* 67F-.8 74. h7'.7129 6 79.Q274. 67C.1077, A70*70..-, 67 . &a 2. sA Tr '2
68:.3337. 3 . 7C^. 69:.77" , :i-45cs F 1SI.7C'p S ATC v2'
5 v.P' 'f4, 63E. 3,,. E 5A2.62e. 6,3. 3777. 6-1 '.74 4:l63.13170/ SATC '?
DATA DAY:!Z/ SATC ?5
S4 1::.-1:E. -'.7546. 6'6 .P311. 6 .?40 R.4 4, 69So767F, SATC '2A
3 'A . 7 4 # F f. 7^7 3. Af-. -9 1 3, 6q7 35Cr, A R7. 72-3, SR7. 7 2, -,AT C =2 -
e 6A3.1f :&. 6-1-. 712 4. f030. A3 t I. 6 . 7!-5!5. 6PC. A2! 3. 1 .39 9 -)S 1CATC 12P
* 533 !q1.7715. :o a F. A .1 40P. f:7.712 . 6'2.7Rb7, SATC r2
7 2 1,'C?'l. 1F' 'f3, Z,4A7 0, rQ.L,7)5. 3 C, qII, Ca ATr
. 6 37. 311. 97.7756. 60%.144?. A .7 :. 60P.8657. C').?574 . SATC =2
6 59 .a13. 7 -. 7I. 7C% 74^C, 7:' .A149* 7'1.3142, 7Z1.7S,6. SATC
* 7:1.-3.1. 7* 6. 7,0.7"4'9. 71.-i 2, 7C .134. 7.3.41 C 0 SA Tr '3&
D* 7 .'71.7C .3"77, 7C..7P2s 7- 4. ''1. 7N5.3-52R 7C5.43CEC. SATC '4c
* 7t5.AC 6. 7:- .3740. 70-i,.7471. :A. 1.4 7Z7.3123, 7:7. 7ifP SATC r3A
* 7 7. :3'3. 7- .. 247, 7 0O.:4 . -. 7 4C, 7,-n.3370. 7Z?.4ld. 1ATC c37
* 73r-.7 -54 1, 7ia.A!'75. 71.7 93. 7!1.1 -4E 711. dl14, 711.F%1!1. SATC r'0
* 712.1777, '712.7476. 712. o. - 7 .V-Cz, 713.7 32. 71 .' 5 . SATC n3c
* 714.-32R1 714. 4s9. 7t4.9ac, 71.jI -A. 71 .A177, 71 .7 3'A, SATC -AC
* 71f.'547. 71-. 3)9, 71 .79 '. 717. '.7?9 717.44=0, 717.411 . SATC -A'
* 71r. .:, . 7L1 . 4  -3 .. 71A. 2762. 7 7 4 , * V) 4 7-2 7191, 7ATC c a
* 2 *'11. 72 ?.-75. 72^.6925. 721.3450. 7a1.4211, 7?1.w'oe, SATC '4T
- z2 It'* o 72 2. r2 5, 723.37119 723.4478 7P '3- P 17 C 724o334a5/ SATC c&4
DATA DAY'1N/ SAY C65
* 7 &..s S17o 7 24.42Q6, 72!.'!?. 7r.770v 725.A42A- 72 .41!0, SATC C A
* 72'.7 12 72 i 5Z. ?27.!4 3 p. 72 7 . )53 .' 77.7935q '.441 A SATC C47
* 72-*4; 6-5 72'. -33t. 72 3.11s. 73 '11S?. 73f.4191. 730, 33., SATC 4g
* 731..24. 721.7'22. 731.14At. 7T.-R', 7 12.4i 5, 733.352'. SATr A
* 3!..277. ?3 7 3;'.A. 7 *.123. 7 73S,45SP, SATC 'C'
* .?3?*u4^9*, 73.0. 3 ?3. 7 71; ~A'-'~ ~ -,-AT * 7''.4CA2. 73*3714 Ac '4 P
* TT*70 4.59 74.-I.'. 74 *~91,5 74.-412. 73o.4z74. SAYC S
0 745.?- ;T. 74. to71'. 4?A94. 9pA.;7 -4 1.2 *40AF, 743.r,533, SATC 'r
* * 7 1417. 7 * '4 . 7. *.41 A-! 7 1 . A 9 AT ;
4 * -.- 74, 7,1q.431 72/ 9 7 3 0.7, e- 27 SA C C
* I=. 7 75- 1r) *. 7 21- ? . 1.*V 7.14 . 7- . SATC ;
0 75.R213. 7.4c7. . 75. ' ', 7iS.. 1. -- 3. *4. 7 4 . 1ATC 54
* 7 L . '.14. 7' . C77 -5 . 7, . t 77 ' 7.'2* 7 ATC 4L7
8.0-464
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-1 75,?9 19 75!.4707, 755. %31* 76 7 q:.: 6 7f .I I rATC Ce
* 761 aI3 . 762le.4312, 762.770 7A. 444:7 71%1.89'. 7! 4 7 ATC Cf I
* 764.IS48. 765.4714, 765.1430. 7-4.454: 7^7.67. 7157. 947C* SATC *-#2
* 76E.47469 76F. - 04. 761. 44 79. 76.o-3)43v 773 '33. 77). CX 7 AT 5A3
* 771. :"4. 771.94641 77 .116. 772.-392. 777*424A* 773.p70f/ SATC 6 4
0ATA DAYN!4/ SATC "5
7 * 74.41C9. 774. PA3pF 775.4512. 775 494, 77646449 7 7 6, alIf. SATr -6A
* 777. 405s 777.24 1. 77-.4915. ;;i. 7iII. 77 . 1-.2. 77C. 875, C a T r C
* 77:.'.43. 7 7 .- 1.7E. 7 1; 'w;s 1 o , 79:?.47. ' 9:Go SATC f.
* 78*9:), ?S:. 277. 784.4;7. 714 .- .6'o 7:9.4.a, 7 5.47 9. SAITC V.S
* 7.9f.417-. 716af. P? 7137*46179 7A7*IC41o 7-1.4714, 73A917 2 SATr r7:
* 9 7 C. 319.1 SATC w7l
DATA CL !/' SATCr7?
'o, -).132. -0.124. - .178. -0.21p. -1*216. -'.257. SATC v7"
* -j4..35. -0.3CC. .340o -3. 774 -C.375. 1.C'V(C. SATC c7A
* 2.01!. -0.324, -0.Z27. -C.c'4. -. !O2, -Z.1.7 9A r 07s
* -3.134. -3.10. -ri?'. -*.92C. -. 2 A -. 25g. SATC e7
* -3. 16. -C.352. -*.346. _C.3 -3 . -C.A2r. SATr c77
0 -. 4.579 -0.4 5. -C.40. :,% -q. 5,7 - 555 . ,ATC -7Q
* 2.165. 0.122. .0o0,. S&T :..). 0.0!. 5atr c70
* -:.012. -0.3159 -C 46R. - .r0.. -I.i34. -).13 , SATC cP3
*. -. 76 -3.21C. -. 11. -1024 . -4.!',. -3.277. SATC I'e1
S -:.13. -0.942. -. 34Av -0.37. -S.431. -0. 4 1 SAT'C ca2
-C o7 9 0 4 -36 r_ .4 73, 9 C.0^ 0 211. 0 .427 , 9 .A Tr r Q
* !.271. 0.2F4. 3.236. . (37 *211. C.19:. SATC -P4
3.196. 0.182. -*.270 -".223, -r.2 , 4 I, rATC c
* .477. S.4AP. a AR. P). oA f .i4. nATC =aa
a 4a:4. A. '7. A A- OrA. CAe t
* 3.422. 0.411. 0.3 C.221. .?1. '.211. ATC za
* . QfL 0.17, C.179. ).17R. 1 9*17 5A S TC crP
* . J.1'7. 0.168. .1 4. 0.14, G.1 . .17pI SATC c C
* *17d, 0.180. .184, 0.113o 0.1!. 3.107/ cATC mC1
DATA CL.: I SATC ro1
* '.194, 0.191, 42C03. 0.224. C.2'5, C.216, SATC E
* .2 32. 0. ? ' 2129 0.2203 2.227. 3.2!C. SATC roa
* %237. 0.Z45. 2.240. Q..?4, 3.2;6. C.25. SAIC o
* - 0.250. C.226. C.21. 0.224. C.22*. SATC CqA
* 2.1290 0. 21. *..??Q. 31* 0. ;0,_ 7 ,ATC C,
* 2.243. 0.249. C .2C Co 2c'* 0.2 -. Co29- SATC na
* 3.279. 0.260, 0.3>3* 0.314. 0.3240 C*251. SATC Co
* 7.619 0.2549 -.240. 0.246* 0.249. 3.?3P, SATC *.
* '*237. 0.234. r.233. 0.?34. 0.?'i. C.23 '. rATC '1
* *3.2. 0.214. 0.214* -8**'22. -.. 3Z* -1.c2(' -ATC 'r'
"* .52. 0.334. C.3 1 C .'.', . -3.34C. tATC 'r
* -'*.43. 0.2 -. 321- -2.'2^. -9.3?3. - SATC ' t
*- . 1. -3.1.3 .r, _, 1 !7-) 0 41 ?C 3 1 5 . 16. 9 ATC & r c
* -. 139s -0.152. -C.14 . -. 3i. -3-141 -. 1Z7. SATC C'-
* -%:35. -0.1. -. 1'". -C.147. -3.1?. .0 SATC a,,
* - g.15 -3.1 2. -C.17P. -'.20' -o.2' 74231. AT Lpa
* . - .3970 -3.2R2. -7.1so* * * -A.1%'. SATC 'ro
t eYA CL..7 , . .3 .I2
*- *?!!4* 2 * C.*31. *C Z , -. *2* -. 2* .9r9 . ATr '
* -. 2*.? -3*27. -. 26.. --.21. 4 1t. 9 i; SATC 1a
* ...:. 1e,. .176s C.i'o% 0.le 11* oA. IATC ''<
- I f A
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* :.16'. 0.1,2. C.It2. c.o. .1 . 15 7 CsrCA I A
* .4163. 0.13s, .15. 1 e, *41. .14 0 SATr 1?7
* . .. 145, 2.I4. 1, 0.1 C.-77. 3.07g. .ATC ,1
* 7.75. 0.... .7 9 ,.:", -3 A.I0 * a
* *J.C6. 0.114. .113. .11e . * 0.C , SAT' 0.
* --. 245. -3.25.3. -C , -C.CA.Z -, -.C- -0.t. 4AT C '21
* -3.370. -0.C7 . -C.:'S. -0.a5. -C.C=3 -0.c;r qATC '2'.
* -3.395. -0.1u0. -3.1.3. -C.110. -:.115. -3.116. S4TC 'PS& *).107,~-C 131 7 -r 1 a Ce , g a e .3, SATC t- p
o -:.147. in.4c, 1 7 -Col 015' -1, SATC ,?t
* -).1<. -0194. -'.11. -0.1C. C2 -. 2.0. CATC 2A
* -:.222. -0.225. -%.^3. -(.3?5. - - SAT! 'P7
* -.3;64. -3.:1. -S.0 . -C.co7. -%I11. -3.11!. SATC ew
* -:.iz1. -3.132. ?3, -0.144. -:.160. -0.1'3, S&TC -?9
* -. 1la. -3.17r, c.ac"* 0.'29. !.2'E. 2. 2('. SATC ''-
S 4? 2 10 9 . 9 . 5 1 2 o o :! 9 #. C e 1 5 2.176 9 , c.AT C A 31
DATA CLIA/ * SATC 9
* :.171 0.155. C.1!4. 0.144. .14 a A.16s, 5 Tr
* - j.133. 3.134. .J..1'2. 0.135. C.12. 3.116. SATC 9
* 3.117. 0.11C. .3 -3 C.^a.. C C C'R ST,  35
..* 9 1 , D* 1)F)5 aC. C. :'s ce7c . ' C!43 , eCr.C 3. t-ATr
* 1.357. 0 .34., ,.ci. C.24. C. '31 v . 0-. ATe' r'I
* ).3S1. 0.ThC. !A, .32. .ci'. C. 1C7. SATC A3.
* .'127. O.31. .'7. 0.'17. .. C10. 'ATC cy
* .023. C.0 1. .313. C.302. c.Cl. . 1 . A C catN
* 2.323, *0 15* *. C.;20 .7? 4.7&C. 51t A 4t
* Z.12. 3.124, C.115. C0.11-. Z.12 C .127, cATC A,
* 2.116. 3.125, C.119. C.11'. . 3.12 SATC 4
* 2.122. 0.124. .1!f. 0.121 D. 22 a. , S 4TC 'AA
* .ics, 0 .97G. . : '.3oo, raTC .'h
C :.C'4, crs, 3.r)3 f!r. CAfa
*- .CS6. '.043, G.C't. c r.37. &ATC '47
* **O29. 0.037. CA. C.;TC. !.r?... 0.02. SATC '4-
* 2.Z'A. 3.22. 2.29 CT3. 0.31 2.54 STC '4n
* )."50. 0.353. 3.!,5, C.3'0. 0. 7.32f. ATC , 3r
-. - "-4 4 3.337. Q.31". -Z.-33. -. C0?. .COa/ SATC Ci
DATA CL1I/ SATC "'
* CC92* -3.1CC. -.. 301, -C4.0 -3.c2. SATC r:
* t -3.R9 -3-6.0?c. -C.191 -%*^ * -3.391 * SATC &5?
* -3.C!1. -3.352, -c.1'1. -0.104. -C.1t-a. -3.1.1, SA'*c fA5e
* -1*120. -0.12. - . r-. -C.3C. -0.13. -3.143. qATC '56
* -:.1?2. -3.12Z. -3.117. -0.!23. -C.1lP. -0.11 , SATC '-s
* -0.12f. Z -3.11/ SAY C
PlATA FIC-CK/430/ . SATC r.c*
F)) 12 I=?NCLlK SATC ^f
Ir cPr.cT.I-TAYN)()) CO Tfl * SAYC egC
*C IN1.TrPLAT- 4ATC
" A 7 - c C r-C CN-) ) AY N - ( 1 P A M ( - 3 . SI A T C a oL* SATC 'f-x
SAY* !2=(t7ATE#(r-FFTrI%-c-*vNot1-1 )+r-C(I- )w, .Tg y gOF7W SAT 96C~
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NAME 1R
PUiRPQ$C TO V-A0 SIMU.LATtCD DATA TAPES
*CALLIOG S EJtENCIZ CALL SIMAO(N-STARD) 
. .-
Syk*6 L TYPWE DESCAI PTA ON
tISTARO I LI4PU-- NUMBER OF STATIONS T HAT WE READ
5UB;ZO UT I NrS USED IRANOWR TPIF Y MDAY NUMOR 2 BIAS
COMMON BLOCKS A PARA 1 CkLpHEc CGC Os CONSTS CPARAM
CSTINF CTIME INT6L K PREBLK SIGELK
STA NUM
-00 PUTF ILES 103S DATA TAPE
OUTPUT FILLS PftI TE R
REFERENCE *GEOO YK PROGR~AM OPERATICNS PCCRIPTION' APPCNOIX C
VOLUME 5 GiC0DYN 0QOUNTATICN
SLa ROU TI NE SI 1 O(NS TARO) S ~Ip:- 7
1M ;L C-r:q T i i. 2
LOSI'CsL*1 OKSA.T .Vi-ICHh."- 
.r- CJMP 2
LDSICA L f. 1;vA S I e,I 5 4TLG::.-2 Z LLL.1:N .Nv- AS ,TYPF PP!-TY V, I'4TYt3Z. I-ST FC, ISATNCI. sz~m !
1 P:T 1G.-. I t% 0 SIM; 32
SIA O.E,!CTO s.AY1 NT.SI, C-i6SGPFKT. S IW: 24
-C,314 N/ A P ,- I NPA V 1 NPA !tAS v N T S ASAT N PAF.C( 5 ) S I44R 37CC!, AI-14/C P I/ t-4E VC.81 )5 .IT A ci3l F ) LT A N 0(36j 1 V.1z I~TNO(i6 SIMP 4e
1 ml'P )91ETNI(5r LL( 1C; S IMP 40C0*4#CNCUS-TS/-FI 
.- TV.CPI C*?P,S29. Si~4
S I~jR 42
COMON /~C T I /JSa -. (2C-3) LK3S.(JLAS: S I MA 4CCeNiOJ/CTI./r't. PAYPrF$ZCAYF*CAYSTp-CaYINT(l-). SIMR 44C7QXV-?*uI?T3LKh NTK (3) 9NnATrINTF1C2 (7?-) .SIUR 4CC0'C-NP=L/E. A.Y.r0Lc -CE!S 2 *SIGI SIG29S;:FN'-XvISTA.TYPFNr-AS, SIMR 46
* ST:)-P ' ,y:CAcLVF-iCHN.PFF 
-rC~,ro JSImr% 47CCmRCN/.S1GfjLKrSjGSTC(3C) *5StF;T(3C-) TC-,sICTAPE( 3 ) -s I MR 4e
C13v- v 0N /S T N W !; Vf' '2 90) ST KC (280 C-5Tr- pSIMP 4 4L.OU I ALE N: - CS1 G 1 9S I G I 19(9K SATs I G2 J Sx" I s 5
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'4C Cu . I T L L4 73
C H'-CK S ."'?., "3  5" TELLI'T 1.' - ~4T-",,>T Tc •. .k 
-.#"
( -Tyc._ , ,. U ,-aTY.., .'* 3) GC TC 4A 75
SAT 4T.A=KKT.;T. i'; 'z
IF( N 3l S TI .) GC TC -s ,*; 7e
IC NSA1. LT.21 . C 'C 2C S!U 75
CKSA1=.F.L3. 
- sIM I C
Cl 4 5 l= I. N.EAT T
CVSAT=KKST, C. IAT2(I) ST*' P2
I'--( . l . K iAlI G O TC 45 SI
V  p2
KK SA7= 1 : S-
GC 7n 46 * sI. V s
45 CON'T INLt S I' %
GO 10 20 
S 1.4Z
4e Na = .c . _.- SIM2, -7
4 I NN.=C 
• i
1Ct(SIG.L:.C) GC TOr 60 " 5v q
C CH!.CK FO cIG4A CHAING, SIl (1
0 C I=1.NSIG - S--- si4 .52
IEN N:*I ST O(I) Kn .ISTNC(I C. :,* I GO TO 50 S.M ;
I F ( P T Y P _z . - QT , OTy ". 1 TYp ,( )¢o ) N = I 
s l ;: 9 3
I (M7YP::.;T.7) GC T C s I0. M 5
IF( IYP-+7.rQ. wTYpm (I)Cf* I lTYPE(T).EO,3) NN2=I SIr0 se
SC CON'TINLE S. 9
• STA =IS IIC; 97
C CCtPPUTi TI,,': IN A.1 CAYS FFCR JAN C. SIM 5
* AY= , Y( YI:,IV,. 
..
C) 
. SI - 100
CAY=A1,+AiTI:W-(DAY) S1'4 101
IF[EAYLTZATA; F) GO TO 20 SI IC2
IF(rCAY.GT.DAYSTF) GC TO 200 SIMP 1:3
C CHi.CK FCP STATICCN P;S*_tT SIMR4P 104
IF(15N.EO.0) GG:TC 10 SI. 14 5
ISN=NUM3J;2(IST, .ISTAKC NSTA) SIMR 106
IF( ISN.GT.C, ) O TC 93 SIM 107jSN=NtBUS{ I STA.I STA-D NSTA9) 
.S1 la$IMO 10L
IF(1N.GT.0) GO TC e0 SIMP ICS
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!.ir... (.=t.)=%.T 5 .' ,.-VP : . .1**
B i.I
!'( v .. T. ) r. - . ST
*2 t Cl *C,) ''R V ..
' :I' =L=' ,' "?(1T'v..2,1 -'T,.-.-,AST-';.) $??*z .!Z"• 1ZJ12.'".C) ., Tr .. 519 1 * 5
** IP-. "--.. ., . SIN- 12T .1'4- 12?.
C. ST=+1 tkTI T CNCr S IM
I -= : S SI"- 131T.:J(!.342)=I.-T II ' r . 1T2
9, (>*Ar,.'L-' 42 5144 13J
.!F(t-sea 5.. ., ) GG TC -9 S!v. -- , .
t 3 , 2 c; I=.,L'A. "  Sy., *k  13-'_IF(ISr,:~',Jt;.€.(t ) C TC 96 SM .  13
IF(I1 4Z,'. ', (i1) GC TC 96 1t" 137
GI 1O 1>0 SIM:- 13SC'JN T INL; SI4 13 9
I LE -.. =L ;.1 SIMr 13C
JJ&5.( L3,,. )=I3, SIM'1 14Z
e K 4 k N'".(L. - ) =I Z I SIa/ -  143.. CC eg , ,T J 1 4C 1... S1_. 123
C CONV.!4T F '.A J< T SIGvAS TC P-FCit UNITS 
. S I4
IF(IYP.s. T.14) GC T 30 S IlA . 145N I GO 1 ( S. 1 GCTC1 I 30,135,11 ) ,TYP S1%= 137
JIC AG=SIz CrGrA )*L23/.CC1(O3S23 SI M 14.S -GJ O 13. SIM . 14.
115 SIG1=SICHG(ICN ) SI 149
.. G3 T . : 1. SIM 150
12 SC1G1=. 1 O * I CHG( M ) . 5Im4 151
GO 150 C * S.I' 152
*.O *.M....31 s2 SIMR 153
-IC( SIG1.LT, I.C O) SIGI=CSC T(1.OO-SIGI ) SIMP 154
i SIG1=SIGC-iG (C.N )*I. ~C-3/SIG1 SIm 155
.12C IG 2 =! El HG( K I 15
GO.-10 133* SIMR 156
150 IF(NN2.L:.O0 GC TO 170 • SIMM Ise
-- G--TO (153,17Z.17C,160.165.155.15b). vTYF- SI a 1S'
155 SIG2=SIGCHG(NN2)*S2. SIMq 160
GO 10 170 : SIR CI
16C SIG2= IG.-4 (.A2 *C C CO 
- * SI'AZ 162
G3 10 17G SIM:R 163
16S SIGZ=C9S 22 S I MA 164
IF( S IG2.LT.1. ICD) SIG2=SOr-T(1.3 CC-SIG2) SIMP 165
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C ST- , -Z.- V "TIC1 SI'R q1
C L L " A N ,W - S 1 R % .9 ?
G3 IT 20 SI 1S3
2c, M 'Yy'L=C s. I IS4
* Ii . S 1M 195
C LA5 .. CU-1 STOP TYP " ANC 3TATICK Z,jC SIAR 196
£ClNSO=cI u+ I- 197
CALL PAN. SIo j5e
P-INT '. ,NLv.1C cs * .Ivy ig
VA YZTP =D- y SIVII 19'CSINQ 200
S1CCLC FO JAT(1X, 'STATION ',It o NCT f-CUN:, IN FIL*) SIm= 2.2
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SQUANT
DESCRIPTION
SQUANT is a subroutine which computes quantities
Srelated to the Earth-fixed station positions. The first
call has a different processing than the subsequent or
normal processing.
The first call processing for each station con-
sists of
i /
* convert 4, the geodetic latitude, and X,
the east longitude, to radians.
* compute the Cartesian coordinates.
* If the station is to be adjusted, compute
the' matrix of partial derivatives of the
-rectangular coordinates with-respect to
the.geodetic spherical coordinates.
A A .
-* compute the N, Z, and E with vectors
S describing the horizontal topocentric
coordinate system. .
Subsequent processing consists
* Converting the adjusted rectangular
station positions to spherical geodetic
doordinates, and their covariances as
well (using subroutine PLHOUT), and
S recompute the N, Z, and E unit vectors on
.the basis of the new (adjusted) positions.
R n A7?A
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h6A*4 E OUANT
rNTPY PGIN.T PUCP rS E
SCIAIT*: IN IT IAL 17 ATIIN
4 U A NT TO CCNVEc:T cT'AT1AN OlITI1INS TI. XsYi7 Cri-itzINATF
SYetf-IA 0-4 FlI"!'T CAI.L All- T-1 P-4I.LAkvH4A.-4
CO.I4JNAr YST~MIN 'SUP'SF)JENT rALLS ANI T')
Cf%?*-UTIF 'b1!TIALS )3F X*Y*7 IIT4 OESPECT 1V) LAMFV A*
PHISH
CALLI VC ';; )J NC I CAL'- S 0ANT! . rTPL *L'i.ST sCA Y Ill T 4HAT ZHAT
-YmrnL -10OE CESC I OT(ON
J1 IND3JT F. D~UTPUT -STATifnu I~TCr4T
VAOTL OIUT2UT - P46QTTALS VlF (*Y*Z W4TL4 PFSP'CT Tn -Hit
LAM-OA, AN4D H-
PL451 G tNPJT - STATIION SOWT:P!CAL C01'%!NATE S11MAS
STAVY' INPJT -. TPACKtIGC STATJIN =Ai7T-i CIX * CARZTESIAN
(~.I).COCRDINATES,
r-HAT -)3 UT=UT -STATION 'F;.ST UNI T VE:r 
-
(301
14A T OUS01TPUT -STATY I r,, NO'"b UtJ1T V--C T -)j
(3v!)1
?MAY I OUTPUT -STATInN LOCAL V;FTICIAL I1T VECTOP
T14i".IM 'A ' OuTPUT ST 1 1C A'J'D CrOSlIF *i'* TI4F 0Ic~rFNZFClr.TWFEN
Grfl.3FTIC AND eE1CFFNT'ZIC LATTTIfl) S
r-LAT -I £ J C~U'tPT -TIZACKIN- STATION LATI TW%97
P~nh ):p 114JT £ 'T011T -TUACKJNI evTATI1IN L CN .I ITU) t
CALLI. S!: JNCc: CAL-.SUN(S&N'T'T~TV
*
9 L Tyndt rs-c o 1 0TI Cs
-fcj Ik.T ZIAL A~V~ .?ST) I Iv
%!;TrvT T INoUT N U"~ V )-: 3 ADlJ'V T-:) STOT jI-
8.0-475
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F QSTI4 %I INPUT -SWITCH IS TPUr ' ON =KQ3T CALL TO %OUANT FOO
A CAq
* SlJqWU'T! J4S jFn eL-AR PWLj4CJT
* CC;.VJCN 111- ]C<cS INTFIL
.INPUT rIL=-S NCNE
OUTPUT 9 1LF: NflN=
SUO 'IJT i V= SOANT it PA--TL90L"-IG.STKYF1&~fT.JHAT7-4AT.TH4CII. 50lt1A 7.-
010LICJf 14FAL*- CA-H, C-7) IA 7
* . NHT HT s ~*~3)" lAPLT )9LI(l-(UA 74
-' IT*'EFI4 ISTA'JC SOUS~ 75
Ot IENS 1 14 1 ;T APJrn(I ) -OIA 7 A
* LOGICAL c--STIA MfIA 77
.QFAL 0A~rL*PLH4; flhD 7
' 0 S f O ( I A 7 Q
PETI2O4SA P1
=NTPY % OtIA R Z
C CALCIJLAT: Cl'-iST A',TS 014 F I PST CALL SfltA P3
IF(.40rP.crST IPA) 50 TO ~C -*SnigA FP&
EC~c'L-%TSOHA 1A C
* inlA 1?7
CALL CL 4 ( T A XY 7, f NST A S5MI)A p Q
CALL CL.7(F 4T.. -44;T A) SORIA PC
CALL CL SfU A Qr. TA
CALL CL 7 ?ThAT'. .iiT A) SnU1A Q'r
CAkLL Ct. (T -P 0I pq4. rIST A I nvs ~
C.ITT(I)..4 0 TO~ t' S s'A& Q4,
IFfr':Jt1P.I) Gr TO 2.' COtpk CC
C CN ALL CALL-, AFTEQ FIp,;r, CC'JVT ArDJtlJT-h X.Y.7 Tfl omt*LAM.91A 9H 4SOIA es F
CALL ~SM~IA CC
C C4A!L .1- - T %I, AI) C03S1N! E'n GFCI'O TI C L Ar 1UIJ') A N) =ArsT LnNSTMME SAIJA CO
MLI .S ,= I T~~ r. ) v %ntiA 'Cl
*. IN S;L'Pi(OUA I r'2
CnA:YCK='- L C (cV-N (I SntlA e,&
iTAY?'..I -CL v Cl 0 N * SfLIA ICO
ST:.XY7( . I q~~. ATr* -t I4 r n:. * 1 tnlt#A
8T(V-476#'
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C . t r 10c;T CA--. AND STATIO3N T 0 A ADJUSTv'n. CAL":Ut.kTE 
P A'?T I L . SflIA 112
lFCI.GT.NST~siT) 4-30 TO4 C~ 
SOUA 1
C INTEPtic r'IAT - CCK.STAKNTS 
RU I
IZ I Sn'UA I~
VEJ P11 501A I1




Es C1 i 1 OUA '2
+r' SMI A '23
PA T L ( 1 17 1 LS ,NLTh 0~f C CUL (1 H* O 1, 1 /C SjA 
2




OAfTL 3 s I SA(O) =' 
CfUA *2P.
C DARTIALS fl-X y ?(* JI TH RESPFCT Tn 64F.TG7HT 
ISOeUIA *2n
PAFTL(?e'.sT)=CPCL




4C TI 4 rT=,L AT( ) -).A Ai(STAXY7C7,1) /PCL 
R 7
*~~~~1 TIC.IS4THU SA 435
I )=,.Cll; (T14ET ) SnJA !?6
. FfV)'I tVIT VffT13RS AT STAT InN 
ISMbIA ?7
C *..'-zrT*4 V! :Tf 
S u 3
%AHAT(2. I )=SLA7C.AcINLCN 
SAIJA 4f:
ZHAT( I % I= )CLAT GC:) s_ n N 
o A 4:1
.7HAT2. = CL AT r- INLO N 
RflIJA 4 A
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.STAINF
SDESCRIPTION
Subroutine STAINF computes the statistical infor-
mation derived from the measurement residuals. These
statistics are primarily for printout purposes, being
composed of those statistics in the residual summary
printout. In addition, STAINF computes the weighted RMS
considering the degrees of freedom removed due to the
Sregression.
There are four entries; their function in the
order of computation is to
1) Initialize (zero all storage areas),
2) Sum weighted and unweighted measurements
for each type of statistic,
3) Compute statistics for each station by
measurement type, and
4) Compute statistics for all weighted










WNT RY r-1INr PlU gPOSI
STAIVI INIT IAL 17AT.InN
STAirz TO CrC'RPFCT I.;ATIcSIC-AL I-NrOQMAT I CAN Fn-- 1ELCTr,0N!C
* ~IIAS -OE?1FSAITYJ4
4STAINF TO COV'PUTI STATTSTIC-IL 1IfO97ATIlN
CALLINiG SEIJ-NCF CALL S F S~. %3S
LSU~q
Irym.C~L TV-E D)C!FC QIP T ICN
A'RU.' INPUT 
- M5tMINI AQ!ZAY'; Mq3 nA;ZT!CULAQ STATIONS.('3. 4 .NSTA, NSAT) IATELL IT-S.. A" %47AS(J:;V'rNT TYP=S
NStJV I INrUT - NUMqQ Jr 0'PS!-DU-LS A%JN WvFtGH.Tr-) FSLCDUAL(13a . 4s SA. T) .IAT[OS Fr)&Z PARTIC'JL.NP ,T ~AT!O-J-Z.
-SATELL TcS. AN-) 'AA5t):=UNT TYO=S
NS A. I IMPJT -. tmw o r TPACII-r STATffl-,
N; AT I P4UT -NL149FP! IF SATvLLITF:S
ce-u- tNPJT -SCOATCH ;DACc- POQ4 ';U-"#4I~r STILTISTtCAL
PAI INPJT 
- CPATCH~ %PrCt COL4 Stuj4"'i,' STATISTICAL
(3.2NRA~.1)INI'OPRAT ION
N93A=- INPUT r-UlF~) ASC LINT:%; AcS~C!AT-r) WITH
* JFA~~A~NTSINV,%7.VINI, TWO' ST4TIflNS.
I~U INPVUT 
- 'CCATCH S0 ACP Ffl.i sum'4iNGJ ST4 T IST ICA L
(N~AF.I WOC1ki AT ION
* CALLING SE1'J:-NC-r CALL STAIF2( ISTAEIIA4TPSrtEEIANOASSNSAT)
* -SYPrICL TY01F DESCOIPTION
ISTAC I INPUT 
- qTATT'nN N114-'Q~ IS~fl IN t1%4P!4S AI NIG POPQ
'ELFCT~O L,I C n IAS
eprIMtPJT 
- 11EASUZ9=%NI--T TY0= r-I' =L=CT.~n-IC RI AS
I~ N IV IJT -SIC)A4 r- i !:Lv TDqI'JIC Ih C(1"3rNATjflN
I* N YUT - ;U~f~ $.' ncSJ~~T NJT-- DS
8-0-481L
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-fJOSAT I tNPJT -';ATELLTTF Nu'"O r)N 14=L!7CTQO--C nt AS
C04PFNSAT 10O,
CALLT'I43. S-IJFNCF CALI- cTA~(IT:FIT,-YO NP
I !AT. I %TA
* SY"POL TYPE VESC I PT TON
tTYPFE I IN93JT - $ETFrA'4'rS js PJiIIALr7.vrION, AVIITI 0649
STATI)Nl SUVIAAWY, ')P TOTAL S'JJVAOY. IS
ISA 104PUT -INTFONAL STATION NU-AriEP
'4TYPF 1 P4MT - 'EASlI'qFMFNT TYPF
~IG 'Z INPU -jM
PP510D 164 RJT - OUS~J!
LIK%CP L 104 r - *TDU- LAST 1-4147-R ITI:78TION
ISAT T INPJT - 'rATEI.LTTE NUm%&-P
ISTA' 1 OIJ T - SECfl?~) STAT1I1N W4-- ',t-AStJr.=M7NT I N VlL V
TW'O STATIONS
sulpOUT INES Jsso S4ASTAT CL CA:Z DFAk
-C -M '1LC4;<: CSTIN= CrZTAT
11WPiT r IL-- NONE
nuTpur rjLF; IO WE
RFFC7NCkS OGFIOYN S YS T FS ')E~zrflnTTVlJ'
VOLUMJE L G'IE 0I :!fCIJ\4FNT4TT,
li ASP4' .f4 1; 7 1%NS aT ) IIM ( 1 4,4 ST A ,\ TI .*TAT lCr
* EI.ie? 1)~v W ?.-J' # n 4c~..C I~*~~E* STAY 'ir
)*I"''%f() *IJrr'(=.) "S O) % STAK ir?
V! N 1,T A T/ k ) F 31 . I Jr; 1A T( T STpa 7A I *Cc
* VAT i
Q~Tt5'P TA I ftC
-- , r-~~t~T ''l.ECT;'3N.IC .3rA! P;\AVAL C-7A I :c
-R---n - i R
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*TSTAT '12
5:: rSArTs141 .. STAT '13
VO 6O 1=1,4 ' A A T1 'IA
UNCFNFUt( A*FCTAE*TSAT) . A ; STA 119.
R (LtN.-'TYnF1 BC.25 ... TR*~
5 % AeL(1.I.STAE 1SAT) A itI sToSA .TSAT) STAR I 7
-*AASFLAT( .st STAT '1}
ASU74(3IISTAE.C!AT)AUU',T.CTAI.ISAT) . I STA !
q2% .4! ( NT '2
ASU7t SI1STTAs.15AT) )- STAT '2!
A 10 - STAR '2I
AStIMC,T.ISTA.ISAT)ARUu( *I.ISTAr,!SAT)-2 STAR '24
o2N=2NacTICSTAR '2A
ASUV(4sIsIST I SAT) = ATt-..lSIAS1T L'? Nj STAR '26
wTT wT= TStr4T-P>N STAR '2'
ASUt(3a.I*ISTAE.ISAT)=C. , . STAI !p
tC CONTINit= STAI 20
IFt(lST*LT*NCSAT) G3 T.71 c STAT ?7C
RgTUgN STAT '2!
F.MY SrA INf( ITYP!.T STAqMTYfl=*-GeorILIN. V I SAT* 14TA?) STA I '3!
L.r!CAL -INNER STAT ''3
SR1r~=s1 STAT 1?4
RESto1=z 11D OC'At '19
C DVTCAIN7 t= INITIALIZATION, A-DITP'N, STArTION Stlv'MPY. OP TOTAL rTAI 1T 
C SU-%4APY 9TA 1 ?
r 0 r t I *'-It.00 1rt 1 .1 TTAT I fA
1 CALL CL*-A-(ASUJi2.4) STA1 !40
CALL CLAo(NSU'.12.VJ - STAT !1
CALL CI, ,L(TYro'-S.1 .) 1-. 1 1 STAI ! 4
(L~A.LE.:) G; T7 I- STAT '43
CALL CLDx(CU'..9 A:;-*N) STAT '44
CALL CL=1Q(MS'JM*.*L0ASFAN) STAT AF
CALL CLFA4(LSJ.%,Lr3ASE9N) STAI 'A
C KVIFOT= STAT 147
WTSUJMT=,* STAI !AI
IF(R5TA.*'4=*0 1 TUQ4 STAT *
N"ALL~e . STAT 'R1
TSUMA. .STAI'!51
NID-EG = STAI '5'
CALL CLA4 (PMSALL*?:.2 1 %TA 'F3
ETURK STAI
C SUM STATISTTC3 . Sr 'C
131 ir(mTYP-.(T.14) CJ Tn 2,1 STAT 'C
C TY0FS! -1. .TAT IF7
00 PeO T=1.4 STAR *rA
TSAT) STAI IF'
IF( tkso G. ) CTr0 15 vr%4N "'TYOC7) 2 " 1 2c;, CC --TAT ? f
1?5 CALL S.:MT A T( ASU'A(Id , I T A 9SAT ) ,tMI (1 9 1 9TA,;SAT I STA 1 *67
,, T Ur- STAT f r
201 1F(mrrvoE.T.6) 1,3 To :'I STAI 6-s
C TYES tt - Z6 STA1 -t-7
8.0-483
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NTV V .Mt OcD- 14 -STAT t I6p
CAt L SM; TAT FSUM( 1 9 T YOE)Nr)TYD'i( I sTYO: I) ITT'
CE L~NSTATI' *71
r ynr% T7 STAT '71
1? fT! =( I AT - I *LST 1+3 TA STAT .9'?2
on 2761 .)!1 *LPA'E -STAI 177
I r, ~T A .T.C) I r(< STA -IST A' 2 75 2 15, '' STAT '7i
~ =.V;.3 T'~ )SA2 ST AT I'
22s O) 2 RTAT I77
VN pf=SUA Cl 3 1 1J 9 1 NO) c TAT 17
A~t'A( , , J , Mr ,%T Y-3 STAT :*PC-
?SC~ CAL.L SV5T AT CSUM U J!. IND),'S0U4( 11TJs NO)) ST ATI il
PV:T§JRN .. TAT !A?
2-7 CO!"T I NW- STAI 'P~
V! MO-. T I" P': STAT *-4
'~TIIr ATh 1 11F
C %TAT IMI S.)P.''AArY . TAI I A
3-:1 1 F I cT'A . E-0~ r.1) Tn 3 L-I STAT !P
C SIN1GLE STAT 12'. 'AEA;Urm'zNT'- STAT J P9
CALL PCAh.Jt11 1TA.1SAT)*AS1A(1910.IST.%% SA T 14) STAT Or'
Wr~ljrzN ST AT 1 4
C TWO STATI'M %*ASIJ~f-4T% S STAT I c'
_52 r 141 (S.T1)xLSTA%+T5TA STAT !03
GeT: A=1 C. I f . . .~ r, Ii 
t
KFFtKSTA..N' .ITA2) G. T) 25 . TAT'C6
CAMLL P PM.J1. J 'fl,5I' .IJli.) . STAT 1q7
- STAT
PF1 UPN . .TAT Ica
3%, CO)NT I L'4 CTA! Cf.
S ( I .STAT 1
A~FT URN STAT I
C ~A %iJ r vNT NO~T 14VC-VI4C ST ATI O 1,' ~3
3 -51 . STAT I
*K=NrTvgj(I J) ST&T t C
*tO:(K*FO.*.) GC TO 4CO STAT C 7
* XN=K STATr pP
I F (K LT. C' .0 T0 75 5 S TAI PCnf
CSSC. F , !cU*( 3t.1 3- F--L' i 9 1) a~)~sw5 1 1 1 STAT P II (
)1 T(Xj . X,*.t- STAT n~
i31tIA(~. ) t~~ (C.SJ( 3 .1 1/(~- * SA 12
~~~ 1'!. N .ST A Tt
*K=CTYP= 2 J) STAT 1,1
3F(oe.Fln.- I G.C1 'i 4- STAT !
..ZI VTATI 'l
TY v;3'S J i)P.U, ti %TAT -17
tr (K.L.: G') TO 3 -5 . STAT -
lr-('at )~ST CV~~f~.l /C 'A1 * 1 * , T





RETU 'N %?AT VA
C TOTAL -U*AAV- R .5~~
£0 r(~A., 71'~Yf C STA T P2S
'ATYPE=NA4. T.5YSA~ I 2
TrN~r:.L INNFR) G3 Tf n1 STAY '2Q
* WflEqF=,4j3)ECG +I ,T A --~TAJ I ,r
*WTOIJ4 A= Vr c PAA+ WTSIImr STAT 131
41 StK%=SW C4 T1lmT FL CA T VMTOT - 1cTA-1) I - TA1 '
0' 5ZI03C .STAT I -3
tP(L 'INsV?) NALL ( I)=Ni7ALL ( I ) +14,rTYP-(. ST A ~A
tv( LTN.:/ FAS ALL(TI=P'ASALL ( I + TYPPMS STAT 1 7 Z
* h PTUP~ .q STAY r3'
* AEL N~F~i~r+TY~FSTAY E
-- TP'rV* ~LLSTA T 1 3
itc (TSIuAA/FL IA T (IUALL:Nor r' STAI CIAO
Of f~470 1= 1.3S STAY -At
FNr. *STAY 74
cn&lL-N/r:;T A%/T r TATI CA."
5UI F n 'YJIF I ) C1. ) *( 1 c-! jE STAI '>6'
SliV .(1) J ( 3) + E S I D, *2 STAT -%r;




NIATCT=.% AT 0T + I TAT 1:5
.,) U STAY --
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DESCRIPTION
STAINP reads tracking station positions from the
GEODYN Input Cards. STAINP can read tracking stations in
geodetic (latitude, longitude, height) or Cartesian
coordinates.
STAINP assumes the station position to be in
S Cartesian coordinates. If, however, the station vector
is.considerably smaller in magnitude than bne Earth radius
STAINP considers the station position to be given in
geodetic coordinates.
STAINP will not accept duplicate stations and
prints an error message upon any such encounters.
This subroutine also loads the variable storage
-station arrays selecting station coordinates from the
input values supplimented by station coordinate values
stored in the block data subroutine STAPOS.
• .. 
.
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NAME STAINP
PURPOSE TO READ GEODYN TRACKING STATIONS AND CONVERT FROM
CARTESIAN COOROINATES WHENEVE- NECESSARY
CALLING SEOJ!PNCE CALL STAIND(NSTA.KSTANO.STANAM.,STALAT.STALON.
HEIGHTNSTARDNSTESTESTNO)-
SYMBOL TYPE DESCRIPTION
NSTA I INPUT - NUMBER OF STATIONS USED
KSTANO *2 OUTPUT - STATIDN NUMBFPS
(1)
STANAM DP OUTPUT - STATION NAMES
II)
STALAT DO OUTPUT STATION LATITUDES
STALON DP. OUTPUT - STATICN LONGITUDES
(1)
HEIGHT DP OUTPUT - STATION HEIGHTS
-ft
- -.!C v
NSTARD I INPJT - NUMAER OF STATIONS THAT WERE READ FROM
CARDS
NSTEST I INPJT - NUMBER OF STATIONS RFOQUESTI-4, ADJUSTMENT
ESTANO. 1*2 OUTPUT - MASTER STATION NUMFERS FOR ESTIMATED
STATIONS
SUBROUTINES USED NUMBR2 ERRDOR DARCTN
COMMCON LOCKS CEPHEM STANUMJM STAPOS CONSTS INTPLK
TPEBLK
INPUT FILES INTP - GEODYN INPUT CARDS
CUiTPUT FILES NONE
REFERENCES 
- *.GEDDYN SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION' 
-
VOLUME 1 - GEOCYN OOCU-ENTATInN
.--
SUPROUT INJE STAINP.(NSTA.KSTANO, STANAM STALAT.STAL3*.JHEIGHT,
* NSTARD.NS-TSESTA%.- )
IMPLICIT fJAL*39 (A-H.C- )
"OIVENSID3N KSTANO(1).STANAM(1)tSTALAT(1),STA.I4(1)eHEIGHT(1),
* ESTAN-J3( ) .NA4MFB (' )
8.0-487
STAINP
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- ,. PR]ODUCmIhrL OF T-.
. . • .GINAL ?AGE 0 O
* LOGICAL01 NAP'Eq.NAME7 STAT 56
t4TEGER 2 KSTANO.TSTAN3,.STANOS.ESTAN.TSTAR)ESTAN0 STAT 57
S... IN'EGER OnJUTP -' STAT 5R
SDOU'LE NF CISICN NAME.L STAT F9
CO( ON/C.-DHEM/tNAAF(3P1 ) .TSTA7r)(381).ESTANO(91).I tSTANO(3S6) STAI F
COMCN/STANU*/SN~ME(2 )'STANOS( 2P).NOSTOR • STAI E1
COM/ON/_rApoS/RLAT(280) RL0N(2n0)H(280) STAT . 2
COMVON/CONSTS/PleT'3P [.CkAD,=SFC STTI - 63
COMVN/INTRLK/THCIT(4 .AEAES-) FLATFSO32(59) STA1 6A
•COMMON/T C LK/INTP.OUTP IDUM(1 ) STAI f%
DATA DATA/61-CATA /eSTAPOS/6P1STAPOS/ STaT F 6
DOATA ALTMTR/EHALTM4TR/ STAT 67
DATA DELTA/1.00-3/ STAI 68
EQUIVALENCE (JST ANO .OSTANO).(,iAMENAM.E8(I))(N4AME7NAME8(7)) STAI fQ
IF(NSTA*LE.0O) RETURN STAI 70
0 10 I=1.NSTA STAI 71
10 KSTANO(I)=0 . % TAT 72
IF(NSTA9Q.LE.0) GO TO 1000 STAI 73
REWIND INTP STAT 74
READ(INTP*SOCO) STAI 7
ESO=(J.CD0-FLAT )**2 STAI 76
ESO =1.')C - ESC STAI 77
20 READ(INTo, 10C35) NAME STAI 7A
IF(NAM.fNE.STAPOS) Gl TO 20 STAI 7?Q
C READ STATION DOSITION CARCS, STAI PO
100 REAO(INTP.1 0COS.Ff)O=90^) NA§ME.JSTANO.P.L.HT.NAmE7 STA- st
TF(NA4F.F)..AThAl r..r TO t00 STA! P2
S u uno JSt A IO: !STI!CY A.n ST.C T "AT% 3
C SKIP CARD IT= STATION NL"T USED STAT ~4
IF(I3N.LE.0) GO TO 10C STAT R5
.IF(KSTANO(ISN).LE.C) GD TO 150 * STAT P6
CALL ERROR(3iOSTANO) . STAI 87
GO TO I0O .STAI A
C CHECK COORrINATE SYSTEMS STAI .9
150 XYSO=Ps'+L*L STAI o
RSO=XYSO+HT* T STAL 01
IF(RSO.LT.3.D013) GO Tl 400 STATI 02
C CONVERT CARTESIAN TO SPHERICAL COORDINATES STAI 93
T=FSQ*HT STAI 94
C &**HEIGHT %TAI 95
DO 200 J=1.25 STAI 96
.ZT=HT+T STAI 7
HI =DS ORT ( XYS0+ZT2) - STAI
* SNPHI=ZT/H1 S. TAT 99
ESOS0=ESO*S INPHI STAI i:o0
H2=AE/DSO.T( 1.CODC-ESOSP*SINPHt) STAI ICI
Tl=2* ES OSP . STAI 0
.F(OAnS(TI-T).LT.DELTA) GO TO 300 STAT 103
200 T=Tl STAT 'Ps
%00 HT=H-H2 ' STAI 05
RTXYSO= 05 OqT(xYS ) STAI jC5
* Se=DATAN22(ZT.;TXYS0) . STAT '7
C **LCNGITO "  " STAT .e
L=CAqCTN(L P) 
- TA I 1O
C e*LATITUO STAT 1.10
.P S "STAI III
8,.-4 88--
STAINP
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GO TO 533 STAT 112
400 JLATD= Pal .C-4 STAt 13
P=P-JLAT.*ID+4 STAT 114.
JLATM=PiS A-2 .STAI 115
TSLAT=-JLATW*1.0CD+2 .STAT 16
JLCND=L*1 *D-4 STAT t17
L=L-JLOND*I . CD+4 STAI 11R
JLOKM=L*1.00-2 TAT ll
TSLCN=L-JLCNU* 1 CD+2 STAI 120
P= (0FLOAT(JLATD)+OFLDAT(JL4TM)/6.0r.IT.AT/3.603 *3RAD STAT 121
L=(C=LOAT(JLCND)+DFLOAT(JLONM)/6.n +TSLON/3. .D3 RAD STAR 172
C STORE STATION POSITION IN VARIABLE STORAGE ARRAYS STAI ?123
500 KSTANO (ISN)=JSTAN.O . STAI !24




IF(ISN.LE.NSTEST) ESTANO(tISN)=FSTANo0(SN) STAT .2q
- O" 1- : STAT 130
900 CALL ER OR(6,DSTANO} STAT 1-'1
RETURN STAI 132
100 00 2000 I=1.%STA STAI 133
IF(KSTAN0(1).NE.0) GO TO 2000 .STAT 4a
JSTANO=ISTANC( I) STAT 13c
ISN=NUM-32 (JSTANO, STAN~S..NOSTOR) STAI 13A
IF(ISN.GT.0) GO TO 15C - STAt -17






GO T') 23 " 0 STAI a4
1200 CALL EPROR(9,DSTA'NO) STAIT'AS
RETURN STAI 146
C IF STATION FROM ELOCK DATA THEN TRANSFER TO VARIAVLE STORAGE ARRAYS STAt 147
1500 KSTANO(T)=JSTANO STAT AA
-STANAY(IT)=SNAME(ISN) . STA 149
STALATC I)=RLAT(ISN) STAT 150
STALON(I)=FLCN(ISN) STAI !611
HEIGHT(1)=H(ISN) .STAI 15?
. F(I.LE.NSTEST) ESTANO(I)=ESTAN( I) STAI 153
S20C5 CONTINUE STAt *5 S
C ZERO CCORDINATES FOR ALTIMETER STAI 15
RETURN STAI ?! ;6
_ 50Cj FORMAT(I/1IX1x) . STAI 157
10005 FORMAT(A5 14.3015. 8,A1) STAT 1
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SUSTAT
PURPos TO SUM STATIST(CS
CALLING S9OUCNCE CALL SMSTAT(JM, NOTYP;)
SYPMOL T'P DESCRIP TI ION
SU P. INPUT , OUTPUT - ARRAY THAT INFORMATION GETS
(8) SUMiED INTO








RSEFEREI4CES *GEODYN SYSTMS O SCRIPTIONq'
VOLUME 1 - GEODYN COCUMENTATION
SUBROUINE. SYSTAT(SUM,NOTYPE) - STAR 273
.IM-. SIC. NC YrL (2) .,SL&(S) ST j1 274
CnflA-'N/ZS'.T N 1:10 ,Is WT CTATSUPT . STA 275
IR( KC I YP..(1). 0. ) SL."(7)= LSIC STAI 27t
NA1.)=NCT'YP.. 1+1 STAI 277
SU14(1)=SL( 1)+-- ESC STAI 27E
Sut-t(2)=304( )+~rETC* *2 STR -'279
SUM( )=S54( )+( SIC-SUP(7I ) **2 STAI 2E0
r SUM()= SIC .STA! 2SI
IF(SIG.L-.J.) rT R ST&I 2.2
:'. IC/3: -STAI 233
E= ** 2 STAI 2P.4
N14TG 1=KMT. T+ STAI 35
WTSLmT=WTUT+Q2 STAI 236
* ~STAR 287
* IF(tOT'w.(2). T . SU?(a)=. STAR 287
NOTP:-(2)=NC7YW.( 2) +1 STAI 288
* SU 4 (2) =3L-4( 2) +" STAI.- Z9
SUM(4)=SU,( 4)+ 2 STkl 29o0
SU (6)=SU,4(6)+(r-S (8)) -2 " - " - STAI 21
SUM ( a)= "STAI 292
qITLPN STAI 293
.N . -STAI 2;4
8.0-492
SMSTAT
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.3 3 B SUM (2 I )---SUM62,I )/AN LT
400 CONTINUE
IlOTAL SUMMARY0 ~ S A E ,0) GO TO 460 . . .. :""..... .- . . .. . . . :  , .
40i IFt I STA.EQ.0) GO TO 460
MTVP.=NMT T . T:
F( .NOT.LINqERI GO TO 410: .
WA LL = NMAL L + NMTOT F T-1
NOD EGF =NOD-GCF + STA.•
WTSU14w--WTSUMA+WtSut- "T.. ST?! .
410 SIG=5QRTCwTSrUT/ LOAT(NTOT -ISTA-L)) ST I
00DO 4S0 =L5 D.'D
.F(LENNEP,) HOALL(I) =NCALL (I )+-NOY:)C(2t-) .T I Z.,
IF(LIN HER) RMSALL(1) =I MSALL( T)+TYfPMSt(I) TAI 4 5
450 IF(NowPE(2 .I ).N.0) 1T PSCI) = RT (TYPRMS( I )/FLOAT (NOTYPEt 2.1) 'A I-
Re T URN .T-I :'7
S4610 NODGGF =NODEGF+MYPr  • ". 1 ST 2 'a
* TyPE=NMALL 5 TA
$SIG=SQRT(WTSUMA/FLOAT(NMALL- 0OOCGF)) . TA I 29C
PO .470 i=t .30 STA 1 241
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NA~4ESTAPOS
PURPOSE BLOCK DATA STOPAGE OF STATION POSITIO3NS
UN4ITS FCP COOPDINATES
* LAT - RAOIANS
LON - RADIANS
* H-METERS d
CC#4140N eLOCKS STAPOS STANUM
BLOCKC DATA 
.SqTAO I A* DO'JeLE OPECISION LAT,LON,HT,NAME STAP '15II4TEGF R* 2 ?%UYVER STAD 16* COFAJ.ON/ST APOS/L AT (P80)LON (2eO ) ,FT C2 80) SAD1C0O'ICN/ST ANUV NAE (2 S ) sNUAIER (2 80) NSTOR STAP 17
DATA NSTflP/254/ STAP 10P
DOuSLE 0 -RECISION NAME I STAD 2la
DIMDENSION NAME 2(1!4) S*TAP 21
*EnUIVALENCE (NAP4f: 1hNAIE 11)SAR 2DATA NAME I/ STAP 22
*7H'4!L3 s7HGBV3 97H9DA3 ,7HANG3 .v7CY13 .7HACN3 . STAP 26*7MMA03 




*. 74 V* ... S ND.~ FT
*7PU.RTO g7HKOUROU *7HRPr)I NT *7HFTkAYP 7"()UTT06~ .7HLIMAP6 ST5AP 2 c
*71-SNT AC6 9?HNEWFL6 97HCOLEF *7HG~rPKS 97HWNJKF:L6 s*74JOR6 , STAP :.)0o' 7H40JAVi- 
.7HkJn'-!PA 97HtJLASK6 .7H IFHPC;I N .7HIFT-YP .7-4MADGA6 S TAP 2C
* 7 Hi I On m -* 7HIOUITn 97HILIMAD 97HISATAG 9 7H1 0,'JA V a7H IJO03UP STAR 31* 71NEocL s 7H ICOL.Fr .7 HlGFOPK 97H IWN'<c'L 9 7H IULASK 9741 OnMN * STAP "a?Hl 7 1O)pi. *7HIRn,;'A 97H-I TANA4 .7HnpnPA6 , 7FMArOGAQSs7H-R0PANS* STAfl 31
7 ?HALAS K RV *7HC A PVON V 97 ANT IGA s7VGPNVLE . 7H(-.)V ILL s 7&USAF£AC 9 IST AR P
*7SIEDFRO 9 7H SE'A~~ r-,S7H.;W AN 15 7HGRDT,K v 7-iCtJQACn s 7HrP Nr) A D STAR -2 0
* HGRANcK s 7HT W 14.i ,7HOOT H GP *7HAT"W; *7NTOPPs 
.7HC~nFI)Jj SYAR 3
*7IHKINDLY 
.7HFDwAnOS *7IPHUNTER 97HJtJPPAF * 7H-ARDN * 7'HOW-ST * STAP 2.9
.0 7HCHYWYM. 97HETPC96 
.7H!:TPCAK 97HETRPRE #7Hr-TRPAT 97HFTPANT * STAP 39
* 7I4E TQ QT ,Hp-p 7E'G 7WSH122 974WSC11.3 *7HWSH123 9 STAP 4C
* 7F4ESS 127 s7HWSP124 ,7HWST125 * 7HWTPPD s7HWrTrZT *'7-IW1TPTRI STAR &I* 7I4TRPP0 e7NWrrFVAN *7HFGL I NF *7HEGLINF *'7HDMqSN5 *74O)MRSN6 / STAD A2R OUBLE -PECISION NAME 2 %.TAP £301 MENS1 nlN NAME 2 (114) STAP &A
* EQUIVAL;ENCE- (NAME (I 1519NAMF 2(l)) TD49CATA NAW' 2/ 
.STAP AA*7HPMflu41 
.7HPWMMP2 
.7Fl0.APP41 9 7HOMAPPMz 97HO MO SMZ .7'4ASN7 STAR 47*.7HPURS44 *7HP Vc-Dm3 *7 Hi-WPv4 71-PMPRKI 9 7HFO APR3 s74N;FL4AQ STA P &A
* HP4ELY'lV 7HNW * T2 A s 7": wT -428 9 7I-4W I E 3,A ,7"W 1'3 r 97NnlQ34 * STAP *Q*.7HN4TANAj 
.7Hw TcA J *7~-N3EP05 7HNC -NV *7-.4W AL I n .74iNAL 13 9 
-ZTAP 5014 0-- 7gd.3 R .7 H g-A FAr S 7H;ZA-A!5 *7 b4lin T4 74 & .4 5, NA L 0 7-40T Aor n , ,TAP 51*7IP4Q4'N s 7HC0J-C AL * 7 Hfl'. :- * 7 W; , ~T'- 7H(rrNV 
.7*7-AIJIHA * STAD
*.7H4ALcEC 7"F TWA:; T ,'HrT.;Fq *'-?PflmaELL 
.7-ALTVL 0 .79VnLr;(O * S TAR n ;* 7~!RE~AN 7HK<IFVAA *7n s5r r)' , rI *7H:ZIAZAN *74~~u TAP 54
* 1-T ASH<1 7H AS TQ f-1 %7HLYNNLK .7HTI-ENS *7' 4 UOAK *7HI FD)IN *qj STAR f~i
STAPOS
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* 7HICOLRA .7H I fFp pA .7 H IPUtj p I7H1GSFCf2 .7H1GScCn #74ICKVLE , STAP 56
-. ?HIoCNVR .7HlJUU2A4 .7H IJLIM40 .7HIJLUcCI . 7H-41J*IJC4 .7-41 StY)FkR t TAP S'
*7H10JAM.AC 97H1GSFC4 .7 H'wAL MOT .7HI1CAPvN 9 7HGfrLA S .7HRflS'LAS * STAC F1
*7HilALLAS I 7H'90 L AS # 7HCR''L AS 7H3"LAS 9 7'lH1'4L A2 *7HMOCLA? , TAD 59
*7.HSEtNLAS *7HSFLLAS I 7HCRG-L AS 97H--LTLAS . 7HaQ LA C * 7 HH-OPL AR 9 STAP 60
7 K14 NAT L 97H-GP EL AS *7HllCNSCH .7HrOELFTH 9 74-Z IuWLn o7-iMALVPN I STAP' 61
*7#HQOYS .7HATHENS *7H-HAt1TE *7H.% ICFFR .4YI CL46S ,7HSALLAS 9 ST&P .62
*7HvtJD0%4T .7"E0'L4RH e7t-MUN ICH #7HF RNh(F 'YHSAMFLQ .7HHAUTLR 0 STAP A3
*71)Rr.AN .7H I LF AN 7 H'W0-') MEP 97HISOAlN 7-1 Tn(yf .-7-41NATAL 9 STAO 64
* 71'OtJPA 97HI St;lZ AZ7HICURAC 97HIJUPTR *741 VrL:) .741 MAUI 0 / STAP 65
DOU13LE "R$CIS1C)N NAM~E 3 STAP 64
DIMENSIONJ KAmE 3( 26) STAP 67
EOVIVALENCE (NAME ( 229)* NAME !(I)) STAP 65
DATA NAME 3/ STAP A0 71-.AKAqO 97HHOPc<TN t7HAUS13AK 97H!0of)Al*P 97HDFF1T *7HNATALR I STAP 7'
-. -7t4COURIV .7HBR~AZTL .7HJUDGC,=) ,7HAGOSST *7H?%4Ml, o7HP!GALA 9 STAP 71
* 7KJZH(flR *7HGsPFECE 97HCALSA< 97H('flLAKE 97HDSLflNP 97H-JnHNST , STAP 72
0 7HMTJI)HM 97HSAr.JVTO 97H-EDWvAFS *7HOOTDA4 7HZVENIG 97H-HELSIK 9 STAP 73
-'------7FDAKAR -. 7HSANVIT /STAP 74
11NTEGEr,*2 NUMB8 I STAP 75
O1juFNS10%N NUsI8 1(24i7) STAD 76
*EOUIVALENJCE (NtJMe*-EPC 1)qNtMS- I()) STAP 77
DATA NMB I/ STAD 78
* 1. ?v 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. So' 9. 10s 11. 12. 13, STAP 70
*14. 15. 511. 512s 513.' 514. 541. 542. S51, 5613, 562. 57191CCO, STAP OC
SST& A A =
*4I34O,4s4l .405O.4C6C.40C)194ZB1.409O 8.14,134&444916 STAO Q or
* 47359 47 43'01147 4Is474 -. 4 6 0 ,4 76 Is 4 84C. 4 260. 4 946. 4,C8 o4 94.9 A C'j4 94 rC 9.; STAP of)
e40 3 S 11 ; 20 5Z. 19 i 2j * 132954 1 50 956A 5 4Q15R6 6n-2ST6C141 T O 0
-7 W6)l o C 3 6 27 6C35 16 A 2  F;I 61 72 fl O 96 17 r 11 '"3 *7 3 0T 03 9 T C i
e7797 3*, C97C ,7C-2 )597 497 55s7,69 05~ 7 -1, 7 eO SAP C
070 8 j3 18 C- 2 C82 3 21.423,I'C C28. So STAO 9 5
* C9C- 9gC59:99CCO STAO 97
1'4TEGF=?'2 NUYRI 2 STAP c)
01%RENS1,)4 s'u-q 2( 7) STAP 91
EOUZVALENCE (NUMf'ER(24R)9NUMH 2(l)) STAP !cc
* DATA NUv~3 :2/ 
-STAP !'01
'--91 2C. 9423. '429. 9430.9435. 90209 9120/ STAP 1C2
DOUPLE PR'CISIC '-AT. I STAP 10.
0IPFCNSIf)%s LAI 1( 76) nTAP 'l'a
EnUIVALC'JCE (LAT C1)*LAT 1(1)) STAP It5
DATA LAT I/ 
. STAlP 1 0
0 O. &)7q-: I r3.. 0 .464 0'se'. " 4 Q5K34~4-') 9. qq;orT*AP qC.?
0 * 444-?36.- ; 9 CC .13--.. -14~~). Tr
0. .1 1 t. 7C-. -C .!52 1 C4 74A r-. 0.3-617-7-1) .. 127 z STAP '('0.
* .0C~)' .4A264 -4'AM,' 0 6;'Cr514;23*. O1. 61.509. STAP III
* .W61CVIS3DC., O.6151670-Dlo %.l21~,c'sv1A~ TAP I1
- STAPOS
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U ,yeiDUJUILITYX OF TIlE i
P.I.0GINAL PG SP~b
o-0.6178622 I rC,-0 .451864480 1, 0 .7C561 SI AD0, 0.7O603,)5QroO. STAP !12
0 0 O4;705Q68E00, 0 .091 645Q7'OC , 0 .67073R~7')XDO*0. O4 533 51661)0 9 TAP 113
s-O.0108 71 2 ODC. -0.205 5 4F,7 40!*-:).5 785 70 30DO e .831452 ),cTAP 1 &
* 132223470)Cm O.325C33100. 0.q77'05950-04175:37)C, STAP '!5
*Ov6W6,24 A DC, -0.547SE71;6M, 1.l_'406C410D)* C.&7073170OO ST AP I A
0 * 45351 DCa- 331 : C.0 4P69,)0 .C1972C STAP. t.7
*-O.2O554574D0.-O .5785708CD0. , 0.616f-243tD09-00.45lci,37',O. . STAP. 11 A
e 0*83324572OC9 1 .1 '2223470Z.% 0.#32915 !31s 0. 89790905DO * STAP II Q
* t.13406.)41DO. 0.6143"11l'0.~,-D.62176.55)00. 0*61&2q*26D09 rTAP 120
o-0.33177:53OC,-0.5217?15E-5D,:.-0.3'!19736:00. C.6142S.2P.DO. STAP ' 21
0-00 5785174 2rC . 1.1339 7447019- . -40)42490 09-0. .19372?00. 9.AP !2
* 0.614?6".-360C.-O.537S6C-)420' . 1.1~~,~.369C 'qAP 123
. Co2g933Z.49D0, C.5,'4:34330009 0*58335'R14DO, 0.690787480Ca STAP %24,
* 0*740977130C, 0.53722246009 Os3C377;BFRDO. 0.37402732D0/ STAP !25
DonuFLE. PPE C IS ION L AT 2 .-- STAP 1?6
DIPENSION LAT 2( 76) 'I. ISTAP !27
EQUIVALENCE (LAT (77)*LAT 2C1)) STAP '2A
DATA LAY 2/ _STAP 120
O1O~'D.0.1875053:'00, 0 .836782iC):)3. 0*63048'487O. STAP 1.10
o OoS877377-7OCe 0.66131S7603-t 0.706F'3737')Oo 0. 6225".17700 9 STAP '11
a 0'E65lrC620CP 0.61022730009 0.C5aei36S7)0* 0.4716ThJ 4 )Cq STAP 131
*. 0.633915P00C. C.44518e89DO', 0.717qO783DO. 0.46W'52955000 STAP 133
0 0.497037500C9-0.45280! 84009 0.492f-4310D-0. O.20O21.&8'.' STAD '34
e Co 374513 30r, 0 .496 1 G471 DO 0 .4640 8864D0. 0.57429373'0 9 STAP. 13S
* 0.554731SODO. 0 .574 2O00 0 0 .5V)G1640300, 0 .5 g3 72 -720 C' STAn 3F
* 00577676,440C, 0 .6n44563'D". 0.60357Th00 0. 5035Ft2CCOC9 -.TAP !'37
023L 0.~5;Z 5 3615 "o 0.. SA 1A
* 056.j253 >"YCC. v m~' Z*, 2 U. . ~ t: . u . 3 jQ. . -5 t631 I lb.)0. STAP ! 3Q
C&O59553.?78009 0 . 595 5 4 2C-6D C. 0. 5 PC 26 8 9%S0D 0C*5 30 29 0 q3:)) cTAP 140
.. * 54~02'43 2Q00o 0 .505 54C37!1) , 0 . 5Q9556C 0O, 0 v . 357 01 OC STAP '.41
*e 0610339 1D0 0 . 5 5C 6 -4 5 07- 0 .8 '600455:)0 9 C.66090765D0. STAD !4?
0 e.66 0 90_7 60, 0 0.5 5 1 P!1 100 0 59D.65183110)09, 0. 56457R50009 %T AP 143
s'-0 * -316 4 3 93 D, 0 .3 6 12,% 7 9 ". C . , 4 C5-) ~70. C . 4 e5 ? 1 3) STAP 41 4
. 0*65C45430009 O.6tO78503009-0.53768E530D0, 0.9098C4q230. STAP t&5
* 0m9093035000. 0.7877440400, 0.4209424r00, 0.6C39~1.0090.D STAP 'k46
** Ce6S0570-1S0O. 0.5728229200. 0.0235294400. 0.7618259909, STAP 47
* 0.5333923500.O 0.3634413500. C0.66077026D0, C*S571 432000/. STAn 148
DOUBLE PR~ECISION LAY T STAP 14Q
DIM'ENSION LAT 3( 76) STAP I SO
EQUIVALENCE (LAT (153)9LAT 3(1)) .STAP 151
CATA LAY 3/ STAP '5?
* 05595779600. 0 .444 8769700.9 0 * 6 91 15904 D0 , 1. 032;62?77nO, STAP VF3
S * 07C22:414 0C , 0.3 S0 57_"32 0, C7119992673C, 0. (5)A4-.20DO STAI)15
*0.95.359,57900, 1.0181C, 73 ~. 0.72169365D0. 0.6q116'277030, STAP 'F
0*99424C,:340C* 0.84762-92009 0.A'815331Q). C.46C!41256900. STAP 1.56
.. A.O 6 7 Sa.1 790 0 , 0o.S6485C?.OF0C 0 .318S66114D0. 0. 6 0 2 F! 0 0 STAP 157
s 0.6310427400. C.5668~~19DW' 0.6QI96'757D0* 0-47159550009 . STAD I=8
s 0*4715)143DQ.o 0*4 71 5'P12DO 0.471S992300.t 0.S I P 0164DO, STAO VrC9
* 0.31541')87'.C. 0.6F 066321O.068?2-.4040. STAP I * 6
e O.6930.750DC* O.61429700C'* 0.6S'C7818C-D0. 0.fA1044')&40 CTAP 'Aj
..o-0.434666460C. 0.5530146400.t 0. 592C 14 1 Q3C. 0.6 9104 f"?300, STAP 1 A:?
.0.74527)lAOC. 0.63639;.'C2D:. e'.35 6 50 - . 4 3 0. STA -167
-e-0 .2 3 73 q. 41 DC. 0 .512 q1 37 r) ).-- 0 .IC346C:IC.. o C.e.-5 03 7 7')' q TAD '1 -4
& 0*C9l*72?570)C* 0.Q076C3e~e(V', 0.117*) 0.01C027'3633 STAD I 6ci
* 0.97273934D0. O.65630'115OC, 0 .76676O)4,30. 0.763j')00ooo, %TAP 160;
a 0*76677:300*-0.5b1l475400* C.85183O4400o .Q.7273)34)Z0v . TAD 16~7
8.0-496 -
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e 0.8342934600. 0.9765023500. 0.6363942?D0, 0.766760613'. STAP 168
* 0.55589824DO.-0.4530c9,6700.-0.54281229D0. 0.636A 0-3300, STAP 1~0
* 0.62251'430, O.512I416303.-0.2F7384410, 0.,1726613.0, STAP 170
. 0.21101.3900. 0.4715(7220O0.-0.5575122000. 0.3614076200/ STAO 171
DOUEILE nRECI.,ICN LAT 4 STAP 172
DIMENSION LAT 4( 26) ST@D 173
EQUIVALENCE (LAT (229).LAT 4(1)) STAP 174
DATA LAT 4/ STAP..1-75
e 0.2573?5500, 05529928100,-0.S4787158D0. 0.62RI41511)O; STAP 76
* 0.15267126DC,-0.10346'11O0o-0.l00~9900.-O.10346t.C30C, STAr 177
* 0.47159.nC. 0.74186&4c0D. 0.81%1579090 0.G-39422230, STAP 178
* 0*84881 38D0. O.664603c00r0, 0.6102377300, C.95544;C023, STAP 170
* 1.05087-590DO, 0.292223270D,-0.7677I14_D0. 0.7 n23)0 D9. STAO t 180E)
* 0.61023769D0, 0.91422721D00C 0 .9720339200. 1.0500206700, STAP I1
* 0.2573023300. 0.7092e02DO/ STAP 182
DOUBLE PRCISION LON 1 STAD 1"3
DIVENSION LCN 1( 76) "STAP IAA
EQUIVALENCE (LON ( 1)*,LON 1(1)) STAP !F5
DATA LON 1/ STAP 1e6
* 4.8748166400, 4.917678050'. 5.15468,6900. 5.20539835500, STAP R7
* 6.0i0259000., 6.033122190. 6.210423740, 1.9q-48!36)0, STAP R88
* 2.52614525D0. 2.6001518600, 3.4960147D0~, 4.2433522500. SAP 1 RQ
e 4.350734-5100, 4.5836C158DO, 4.94202263)0. 4.2 4377515)0, STAP 1'0
e 4*2445~1:40D, 4.244726O400, 4.2433749990 DO, 2.38.01339030C STAP 1 01
S2.6C3212510DC, 0.4331923D0. 6.20902297309 6.2C6949331, STAD 192
* 4*8770Li3c, 5.jo15 -396D0, 4.93777214)30. 4.*PS436?59 ). STAP 193
* 4.9117216900, 4.936 65907.00, 5.04978557)0, 5.36303q7100, STAP 104
* 3o7028942500, 4.5900196200, 5.271C0647.00. 0..48358326930 STAP !95
* 4242890160C, 2.3888473700. 3.70CP3908530 4.93777214 30, STAO 196
* 4.e5436250003, 0.3255272Q00. 2.38898737D0* A.911721697C, STAP 197
e 4.93565937DC. 5.04976f570, 4 .2429"15)C, 0. 4835325330. STAoD 'sP
. S.3!3C3.710C. 3.7C285 42500. 4.550019623, 6.271006470.C. STAP 199
3.?,0330.315C. 4.836717790C, 2.50973992D0, 4.8367963430 STAP 2CC0
* 0.8255372900. 2.5997209200., 0. 2959566.0, A.P.357233330. STAP 201
* 5.0499215000, 3.70859232D00 1.9947250130, 0.8255059600, STAO .-2
S4. 36726.300, 5.04 98217700 3.7Ce6198309. 1.9947250630, STAP 203
. 5.2047634800.DO 4.69487.2600. 4.6644C038D0. 4.4526175190, STAP 204
' 5.03-)2327500, 4.74285205D0, A.81812567) . 5.041455970/ S'TAP 20CS
DOUBLE PPECISICN LON 2 •STAP 906
DI4MENSION LCN 2( 76) 
.STAP ?07
EOUIVALENCE (LCN ( 77).LON 2(1)) STAP 20A
DATA LON 2/ STAP 200
* 5.0;317424500. 5.207883423i, 4.513569630, 4.5564477210, STAP ?10
" 0.1553134500. 0.4143545600, 6.234366330, 2.4'531Iq590, STAPD 11
* 5.153425547D0, 4.2251eT76D0, 4o8667850230, 4.98'si33730, STAD '1?
* 4. 055237 0, 4.88018A 3 DO, 4.452916133), 4.91575523)0. STAP 213
* 4.8763560600, 0.4 94924703. 4.8764594220. 5.2046 96. 00, STAP 214
5.0415494820D. 4.3753229900, 4.9171537!00, 4.4314C.?53 0, STAD P15
* 4.42667Q10D0. 4.431 4C2500, 4.421r-3141D3, 4.'&305277709 STAP 216
a 4. 430358100D 4.145177C20C, 4.17.~0CO' 0s 4.17.a7109) . STAD 217
* 4.14515,15SQC, 4.1786402400, 4.768.27146DO, 4.'32693330, STAP ?1P.
* 4.a171774)r), 4. 717 25n0, 3.4 05a071130. 3.4Q3413 77-% ), STAP !It
* 4* 2-53!371 D-. 4.2-3573-nO ,. 4. 19371) q33. 4. 1717 . 190. STA n  'b?
* 4.1471412 Ifl, 4.23355 9;D0 , 4.2 35420700, 3.4.4 1-12333, STAP .'T
-* 4.2249334D. 4.274 5:57D'02 4.2744073 30, 4.99663211610, STAo .
* 4 .9"63220, 4 895842830 4.5842283 5.1 54755030. STA 23
8.0-497
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* O.257Q7790o. 3 -4 649F600). 5.119476606D0. I Q 847 35 713)03, STAP 224
* 915719:)00. 4 .9 6 52 ;:. 1 OC' 2 .3qR7r-7?)0, 6. 2 C3 459?3 1)C STAP 225
*6.2734428OODO. 6.2623070200, 4. 82h4l: 'S. 4. 1 78QRC-O-C . STAP 226
* 4935A71n~. .26856~~. .203610. 4.6.15C21161)0. STAP 2?7
* 4.5437' 40C. 3.55234C5a~O'. do96C52'040009 4*PS957Q950 /SA P'
DOUP9LE OPFCISICN LON 3 STAC 9
DIM4ENSION LON 3( 76) STAP P30
EQUIVALENCE (LON (1 C3) LON 3(1)) ST80 %A'
DATA LON 2/ TAP !!32
s 4.E86576952DO. 4.3804231W~). 4.94232!C-;'30. C.69621669D.O, STAP ?2Y~
* O.77657152DO. O.5323546CDO3 0.O8CO:29Oc, 1.446 21 STArs 734
e O.6'931315360c, 0.46542113019 1*2: 7F3513D,1! 4.9423211CIO, ST 4 '3 5
*.512 4'5r0Ot 4.8'52QC-5QDJ. 4 .5 0 C C I6 ?D 0 4.5S61 9ecP3C STAP 27
-4*67353;39Oo, 5.15471227700* 5.1312:A2C5009 4.C422.AoeODCs STAD 237.
4 e 94 22 e 7 100, 4 o7 88 3 C016ODO. .4 574 6 6 5 0 4o P 4946,540C 9 S'AP I>3.R
* BR4C94 I I8D)C* 4 .8 94 9 4 3S3P.), 4 .8e~c4P72DO9 4. . 7C 31 7 610. STAP :?.AO
4 o, 9426 1 3 0 0,0 4s 94 20 e 30 SO. 4.9-155747700. 1 .- -%TAP 2,40
* 94221:43,eOCe 4 .836 7 247C DO, 4 .46520fO0r3* 4o 022'946~o. STAP !Al
* 9847230O00,$ 4.34 70Si3 DC , 4 o34 7C932CD 09 4.94-22 822 7,O. STAP 242
*4o9422?501DC* 6 .1748 E3Cf-,) e0 4.4:224 B152) 0,O.4 93C 1-43r0 ---STAD P43
* S& 03533 5C9 4 .3A79 s;7nc . 5 .5 66L4699D09 0 o 175 9'Q7r). STAD "144
" Oo19334150C*, 0.o762r=684D09 0.13C235667309 6*24982RiO9DOe STAP 2&5
... 62232120DO9 O.4142Cz'C4090 . O09970n"'D0. no 1274 0?05 5O * STAP 24A
* OoOS-159153D0. 2.4 19953 C4 0,90 .O0 389 1C 86~0 0 6. 2268 212 00 9-TAP ->A7
* 0O*1923 R1 4o 009C.15 2 318 30C9 6 .174%A5606: 0 s 0*.9 5951 20 C, STAP :1 A
*4 o4234 32 1 1 DC. 0 .43 31143 DI 9?.3 -97-13 190 0 6. 174 5')C 3 DC STADI 249
*294333;54, *~3*7;3~0 500253 '4350)0. S.1~3 rAP 21;0
* U' I 4 4VU)9-.0ltVU 5 14686306D0 0 3o5559829000/ STAP 251
OUeLE PRECISION LON 4 -STAP 252
DIVENSION LON 4( 26) STAP 253
JEOUIVALENCE (LON (229)*LON 4(1)) STAa 135 4
--- DATA LON 4/ 
:?R 55
*5eQ779 7 321DCt 4.347q(;S7D . 2 . 3 08CR3C 7)O0 2. 42 93 5 -6 0C , STAP ' 1
*Oo679955650c. 5.66q446QcD3. S 5. I C31 2V4'D0. 5.6694500)70 . STAO P77
* 48494912DO. 5 .034 2!!637DO0 . O1-328=6ROO . 0.419907611O. STAP tS.q
0,O3391,135300, 0.4177078500, 4.2251877:3:O. 4#3625577110, STAP 250
*--0, 1S763545DC, 3 #324607760r', 2.97524872)O 0.311504621o STAP *6& 492231-3803Oo0 0.223U4'!5)3OC9 0.6417029200, 0&4354$3';8-3)0q STAP 261
e. 5.9?7373?10o. 0.3115046100/ STAP 26?
DOUELE Pl;CISION HT 1 STAD 26-'
* DIMENSION HT 1(.95) 
*STAD '56
~V^1I V fA -rF (HT ( I),HT I C 1). STAP 7'fc
DATA HIT I/ STAD 36 6
a -45.03300. -46*C00C' e -669CCOOO, 
-27.00000. 208.C0'2)Oo STAP PA?7
*.555 * 0 DO0 82 10 0 CC.0 R.loco0. 76.CCODO. 114 9. CC010 STAO ?f9
1123*00000* '92 CC 0CCC -2p.C0co 
-41aOD1.0 0 -6.00:300. STAD 26Q
* 983.03:D09 936.0000',* 1C40.00CDC. 979,00090 14A.0 00100 , .STAP 2 ?C
* 6*73.0-0203. 1 41f.00 0 C. _42 So 030 :n 7759COOD09 
-41*CC;ODO. STAD 1>71
- I S 03). -5. ,q 3C! 0 -4 2.00 -:0* 3 5,r- aC I '_T 5 1. 7 0 lr% STAD 272
7?13.8-200.~ 4e*COOC' * 5f.3670r., 2 33. 16?:)f). 91.4 1 '%C STAP n7l
*15 4 3 a7 7 00 871E%29400. I : . 4 320,C 23 1 2c,~ S~.9VQ FYP*-2C:n.135q.777C09 13 T 43 rnl, 35c;6.-- 1 1', 50.?C3'10. 4Za TA *7
713.4)00o 7(._54C:* 15 4 3 %) 7 V1C * 4 S. (.C 0119 156.36700 
-SlAP .7
*20301 6'o. 'C.4 IC r:. 2 p3# 12 50v. R4 1.Q3 31?4Q. cc7 ij' STAP :177
8 5.*05~3 N0 o 135S;.777c0. 4 Q. 57O" -1 T 'qQC!0qR 8.1 Ftr)0, STAM '17
*727*1)-)D. 0 34,X*3990.3, 1*1520Ct 1331.0000C* Rl4.000:)J, CTAD0 '170
STAPOS
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* 727*0C000. 340.000CO* 1.00CD0 -59*.37800, -15.90900. STAP 
?0
e -16.66F400, 2141.201C. 30.06400. -17.43000. 7.*4400. 
STAP ?P1
0 -61. C820f)0. -40.731C0, 245.51500, 243.17100, 255.67830. 
STAP fR2
* 368.5500. 59.741 ,3. .63c.0940
1
'
,  6q 4DO* -13.33200. STAP O?
* 752.74400. -45.C58C, -36.
7 1 7 r)0, -54.78500's - 49.' 50. .TAP >P4
* 1P4.1Q9DC, -41.9')7C5) -40*378D00, 1609.20FDO, -38.822)0/ STAP 2 :5
DOUPLE oPECISInN HT 2 STAO ,16
DIUENSION HT 2( 95) STAP ?A7
EOUIVALENCE (HT ( 6).HT 2(1)) STAP "P
DATA HT 2/ 
5TAP .. Q
* -3.6.C000. -27.03603. -42.79200, -45o569D00, 1217.351D0.3* 
STAP pc
S185.61 -)0. 217.551C$. 14A4.3120", 1577.C930C -225.s41)0. STAP 
201
* 3.276!0* 599.257C 2 r9..2370. -. 0320 60.930600. STAP 202
* -256 147 00, -26. 767C0, 220.07C00, 221.2609C. 4 47#41 40, 
STAP 293
* 442.98700, -47. 350CC, -47.5580
n
. 21 5,971r)00, 220.012!)C STAP 2C4
* 2.143300, -47.30703, -47.30oD0. -15.09q.D: ,765.45500* 
STAD 0O5.
* 2787.7450, 2776.336r., -54.C665OC, -54. 0660C. -6C.47400. STAP 
.'.A
. -60.47i00, -36.795C0. 132C0.10700. 1127.49 300.C, -35.55 2 0. ST^AD 297
* 12.3 40. -50.285C3) -47.72-DC. 124.34800, 182.55700, STAC 799
* 182.5500, 41.873C:. -49* 62501. 665.887)0* 68.'3T450. STAP !co
* 76.653 )00. 322 .160 ., 426.:010C * -17o 1640C0, 2 %.274)30. STAP 7rC
* -49.23300, -29.38300C, - 4 23.25 00. -43.716D0. -15.25400* STAP 301
S150.0CeC00. 96C.000C)3, 184.00CCOO*. 40* 0000C0, 150.00090 STAD '4 2
S114.C033D00. 75*00000C 44C.8000~C. -14.65400 293.508~00 STAP 701
* 231.4 3100. 203.152020. 7.78200* 212.;513n0. -27.C0000O SAo 
104
* -18.36D000. -6.193C3. -6.093D00.C 124.720)C0. 1745.43100. STA "Cc
* -37.6760)* -3/. 42 5CO -38.16600. -37. 51t0'.0* 2210030 STAU  U
. 404.756r)0. -8.800C0o -55.119)C'. -12.941,0. 3.C0D0. "STAP 
'07
S819*6590O, -6C.C3GC. -5*20700, -5.36100. 2317.83300/ 
STAP 'OR
--- DOUCLE PECISION HT 3 STAP !09
ODIMENSIO'4 HT 3( 64) STA0 710
EQUIVALENCE (HT (1I1).HT 3(1)) STAP III
DATA HT 3/ STAP l 12
e 2317.71100, -4.85600, 177.60600, 38.30000 I. 1.00oRC)00, SlAP " .1
.. a~i15.70.3 0 3 0D3 . 24t9C.000C 2 3 3-.141D'. 25.3900, 490.32PD00. STAo 114
* 91.55300, 45.54003. 933.2200D, 137.02000, .309.627r0, STA 315
& 133.9200.O 694.320C, 405.22 0, 674.871)0. 6.2950C0 STAP "16
e 190.01r0, 300.627C3. - 61.70D00* 193.81D00* 55*87500 , STAP 317
* 686.0,2D00 1615.C0CC. 157C.000C, 15A. 11500, S5.440)0. STAD 71A
S 80.0000, 1856.0000C, 24C90.0000. 1563.c8000. -24.00000* STAP -19
, -23.00300. 636.5&OC3. 3.)31..1600, 171.00000. 2339.05000,C STAO p0
* 138.4:A.00o 879.GC00003. 19q I1.30D0. 25.30 234.06400 , STAr.321
* .44.00000., -35.786C0o 131.454D0, 933.000"3, -14.,500. FTAO ?27
. 204 .6&9 0 4 0 . 2C C0 743.444C A54.C00 595.-), C4 C00 , STAP ?7?3
S-7.000'-0. 1011.0CC, 144.00000. 729.17400D* 122.6410. STAP 
.2A








START returns the array of back values of accelerations
plus the values of the first and second sums needed for the
integration routine. It iterates using interpolation until
the sums converge. The arguments used for iteration are the
epoch position and velocity arrays and initial values assigned
to the variational partials. Initial predictions are made
with.a Taylor series approximation.
8.0-500
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AM4E START
PURPOSE TO START INTEGRATION PROCFSS USING INTERPOLATOO
FORMULAS ANn ITERATING UNTIL DESITRED ACCURACY IS
AChIEVEC
CALLING SEOUJ-NCE CALL START(IORDERH*FCTSUM,YNNeMI. M2@TIM)
SYM. CL TYPE DESCRIPTION
IORDF.R I INPUT - rPOER
DP INPUT - STEPSIZE
. -DPT OUTPUT - ARRAY OF RACK VALU'S '3 ACCELERATION
(3.1.)
-- SUM - p- --- OUTPUT - SUM APRAY USED RY INTEGRATOR AND
(2*3*1) INTEPPOLATnR.
Y OP INPUT - ARRAY OF STATE AND PARTIALS
(6.1)
NN I INPUT - NUMBER OF EQUATIONS
1 I :4;-JT - D.3PLACE'NT USE BY CO .ELL
M2 I INPUT - DISPLACEMENT USED BY CWFLL
TIM 0 INPUT - EPOCH TIME
OUTPUT - INTEGRATOR TIME






REFERENCES *GEODYN SYSTEMS DESCRIDTION,
. VOLUME 1 - GEOCYN DOCUMENTATION
SUP'RQOUTI N STArT (IOm rzro.H.FCT. SUM.YNN M1 9 M2 TIM) TAn aP
IMPLICIT 4E.AL*e(A-H.0-7) STAR toOI'4ENSIrnJ Y(6.*),AUX() TA
DIVENS!34 FCT(3I1).SUV(Z,3.),*C(15.15. 2 ) - STA I
C1 *AIN/I'!THLK/T.H! T( ).G',AE( 2 ) 6 - A
1 O .r'4t ION A1(15.15),AS ( 15, 15)
E(UIVAL;~N4CE(C( 1 1 , I IA 1(1 )) * (C(S I 2) ,A C I * )) STAD .4
OATA EP-/.CC-13/,vAxK/20/ TAP 55
8.0-Sl01
.START
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LOGICAL SWITCH,NEOSW STAR 56
IKNT= - -STAP 57
C SAVE EPCCm TIME STAP 
5RT=T 14 STAR ao
T=TIM STAq SO
NEOS'=NN.GT.1 STAR 6C




IEVEN= ( (IORDER+2)/2) 2- IOROER-1 STAR 63
MI=ICL2/2-IEVEN STAR SA
PID=MI+1+IEVEN" STAR. 65




CALL CLEAR(SUM,12.NN) STAR fE
M=IST +MID - STAR 70
V=ISTV+ ID / 
STAR 71
00 5 J=196 STAR 72
5 AUX(J)=Y(J.1) STAR 73
IF( .NOT.NEQSw)GOT07 STAR 74




00 4 N=2,NN STAR 
77
4 Y(JN)=.r00 STAR 78
Y(J.JPI)=1.DO0 STAR 70
6 CONTINJE STAR 
70
C CNE TIME CALL AT EPOCH STAR 81
7_CALL F(TTYFCT(1.4)..FALSE.) STAR P2
I.FOP1JAT(1HO,.6G2C.10O) STAR 83
IF(NEOSW )CALL VEVAL(Y.FCT(1.MIt+MV).6,.TRUE..M2,) STAR A
C COMPUTE INITEZPCLATOR COEFFICIENTS FOR .:ACH OF THE DACK VALUE POINTS STAR 85
C IN ARRAY FCT STAR 86
00 10 I= 1. ICL2 STAR A7
K=1-2 STAR 8
S=CFLOAT(I-ICL2) .STAR 89
CALL COEF(S.IOROER.AL (1K).,AS1(1K). STAR o
10 CONTINU
=  STAR o01
S=-OLOAT ( IOL2) STAR 92
.CALL COEF(S. IOPOERA(12),AS1(1,2)) STAP 9'
TIM=T STAR Q4
SC PREDICT FOrPARD USING TAYLOR SERIES STAR 95




SR1=COTPoD(Y,Y(4,1))/R 0. STAR 1o"
DO Q19 K=1.3 STAR .01
KP3=K+3 STAo ep
GERK=-Gm#(Y(KP3,1)-3.C'$Rt*Y(K.I1/R0)/ROP**:. - STAR t103
Y(K 11=Y(K,1)+4 *(Y(.<P!. 1)+Hs (FCT(K. J-1)*.530+H*GERK/6.O0)) STAR IC.
19 Y(KP3o1)=Y(KP3.1)+H*(FCT(K. J-1)+H*.5D0*GFPK) STA 105S
STIV=TIM+H STAP 1.
CALL F(TI'MY.=CT(1,J),.FALSF.) STAQ ''7
SIF(.OT. OSw)GO TO 2QJ . STAR 1Cn
KO=M1 +JV-1 SfTAR oCo
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00DO 799 K=1.3 . STAR 12
KP3=K+3 STAR 113
YtKN)=Y(K,. N)+H*(Y(KP!.N1+H*FCT(K*KK )$*5D)) STAR !4
79* Y(KP3.N)=Y(K03,N)+H*FCT(KKK) STAQ 115
CALL VCVAL(Y.FCT(IK01 1.6. .TR uEeM2) STAR 11A
.200 CCNTIN'J- STAR 117
C PREDICT OAC<dARD USING TAYLOR SERIES '-STAR 11
00DO 205 K=1.6 STARP.'I n
Y(Keq)=AUX(K) .STAP 2C
205 CONTINUE . STAR !21
IF(eNOT.NrCSW)GO TO 207 STAR !P2
DO 209 J=1.6 STAR 123
DO 208 N=2,NN STAR 124
208 Y(J.N)=2.D0 . STAR !25










R1=DOTPQD.(Y.Y(4. 1))/RO STAR '33
00 23 K=1.3 STAR 1?A
t KP3=K+3 STAP ' 3
GERK=-G (Y(KP3. 1)-3. C-)* I*Y(K I )/P0)/P0* 3 STAR '.T6
Y(Kel)=Y(Kel )-H((KO-, 1|-Hs(FCT(K. J+l .53C-H*GERK/I.) 00) 1 STA - 137
2 Y(CD3.1 4'1 .- ( (T, . J+ T.D* 1 STAR 1 -
CALL F(TI'4Y.*.CT(Ie J).*eFALSF.) - STAR 140
IF(eNOT.NEOQSW)GO TO 21 STAR '41
KO=MI +JV+1 STAR !42
DO e30 N=2.NK STAQ 143
KK=K3 #(N-2 Y*'2 
-STAR 144
DO 930 K=1.3 STAR I&S
KP3=K+3 STAR 146
Y(KeN)=Y(K.N)-H*(Y(KP-,N)-H*FCT(KKK )*.5D0) STAQ '47
800 Y(K3.N)=Y (KP3,N)-H*FCT(KKK) I STA ) 14A
CALL VEVAL(Y.FCT(1KO-I).6..TRuF.M2) STAR 14o
21 CONTINUE STAR 'Sn
C RESET EP.OCH VALUES STAR 151
00 206 K=1.6 STAR 152
Y(Ke1)=AUX(K) STAR ' "3
206 CONTINUE. STAR if4
IF(* NCT*.NE=CSW)Gl TO 22 S T AP *5;
S DO 2206 J=.l.( 
.STA' 156
DO 2237 "=2.IN 
"%TAP -7
2207 Y(J.N)=.'.0" STAR ' i
2206 Y(J.J+1I)=1.DO 
.. STAQ
S2! CONTIN'Jl STAR 1 '
SWITCH=. rALSE* STAD 161• .. . STAR .6
. KnUNT=0 m % TAP If,
C CO*PUTE SUM S STAR •-
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ISTP=K3*(ISTV-IST) +[ST STAP 16R
KO=K3M41+(N-K4)*M2+IST'IOLI 
-. STAR IA9





00DO 29 I=1,ICL2 STAR 113




22 CCNTINU STAR '77
A=A-C(1ILI.MID+2,1)*FCT(JKO-IOL1) $TAR !7.
-A=Y(J+3N)/I+A : STAR .170
R=Y(JN/H**.+CFLOAT(1+t.1 ). A49 STAP egO
C CHECK IF SUmS HAVE REACHFC DESIRE0 ACCORACY STAR 1lI
OIFFI=DAAS(A-SUM(1,JN)) STAP 14?
SUUCI.J.*'N)=A STAR .A-
DIFF2=DAS (E-SUM(2.J. N)) STrAR PI&
SUM(2.J.M)=R 
. STAR 1S
IF(CABS (A).GT. 1.r-so ) CIFF l=n IF I /DA S(A) STAr }R
IF(nDArS (B eGT. 1.C-53: ) EI FF2=D i'T2./OASS(9) 
.STAR R7
--- FTOIFF l .GT .EPS) SdITC F=.TPUE STA q •op
IF(DIFF2.GT *EPS)Sd ITCH--.TRUE. STAR ?o
30 CONTI NUJE STAR !QC
-C USING A.-IVE S'JS. RECOUPUT- POSITION . VELOCITY . ACCELERATION STAR 10
KOUNT=K O'JNT+ I STA 102
II=IOROEP+ 1-KOUNT * ;TAP I --%
IF(II.rO.MIDO2)G ,OTO SC STAR 102
12=-KOUNT STA p  .400 45 N= 1.NN -STAR !o
K3=0 STA o




ISTP=K34'- ( ISTV-IST)+IST STA 01
KO=K3sM1+(N-K4 )*FM2+I STP+IOLI STAR 2
-. STAP 2'02





8=C.DO STAR P S
DO 44 K=1.IOL2 STAR 06
.. KK=K-K STAR 207
A=A+C(K. I I , I )*FCT(J.KK) 1STAR 20
. ='fl+C(Ke I 1,2)*FCT(JKK) STAR 2L




B* U 1J.JK) *rLOAT(12 )+SUM(2eJN) STAR 21'
Y(J*N) =P*.*"2 STAQ ?1&
Y(J+3,N)= A*H 
.STAR 15
4S CONTINUE STAo ?16
TIM=T+r)rLOAT(I 
-M )*F STA 217
CALL F(TI4.YiFCT(1*I)..FALSEC.*) STAP 21
IF(NO0S I )CALL VEVAL (Y, FCT( l I+I;TV+|"LI-K-UNT),5,T U'o M21 STAR -. O
00D 52 J=Z.6 ' 
.5TAO ,
5? VtJ.1)=Aux(J TA -
, TAo ?21IF( .NCT .NEGSW) GOT350 TA
On 53 J=1.6 STAR 223
.. 0 .. 2
START
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-• -STAR 224
00 55 K=2*NN 
STAR 224
55 Y(J*K)=,.DO STAR 
225
53 Y(JJ+1)=1.oo00 STAR 22f
oO IF(KOUNT.LT.IOL1)GO TO 23 STAR "
IKt:T=IKNr4Ttl 
STA P.
C EXIT LCCP Ir ACCURACY HAS NOT- 8EEN REACHFD AFTER MAXK TRIES 
STAR ?29
IF(IKNT.GT.MAXK) GO TO 59 STAR 0
C FECOMOUTE SU'tS 
STAR !31
IF(SWITCH) GC TO 22 STAR 212
GO TO 6) STAR ?2A




61 FORMAT(1H1. 2CX 'P1TEGRATION STARTING SUMS NOT CONV rGE.D A
F TER e*  STAQ ?.6
• 3,* ITERATI O NS * / I F015X.*
E P S  
= ,D22.16 /1lX. *DIFF1 =', STAR -37
* 022*15/16Y 'DIF
F 2 =*D'22.16/1HC2CXe*EXECUTION CONTINUING//) STAD 23










SA C~~ 2AC um
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-AME STORE .. . . .
FURPOSE TO STORE COMMON AND ARC INFORM4TION nN WISK
CALLING SEOJENCE CALL STCRE(RECALLeCOMPAR)-
SYMBOL TYPE DESCRIPTION
RECALL L INPUT - *FALSEe - STOPE INFORM4TION
*TRUE. - RETRIFVF INFOQMATIOJ
CCMPAR L INPUT - *FALSE. = APC PAQAMETEP INerl4MATION
.TRUE. = COMMON PARAMETER INFORMATION
.SUROUTINES USED -NONE
COMMON 8LOCKS APARAM, CELE%4 CTIME FLK'fLK FM'ODFL
SNITB -NTLK PREBLK PRIORI TPFLK
VReLOK
INPUT FILES SCRC - SCRATCH
CUTPUT FILES SCRC - SCRATCH
SUROUTINJE STORE(PECALL.CCMPAL) STOO ?P
.IMPLICIT QEAL*R (A-H.C-Z) STOP 0
LOGICAL RCCALL9CCMPAQvMISLOG STOP 7t
INTEGER XYZTF.FLCTP,SCRCFLTPTHCTGO.ELEMST STOQ 31
REAL DAYREF STOP 3!





COM PON/Fv DEL/ INR E(A ),CS( 3C .33) .MOODEL(8) STOP :
COM.ON/INITEK/IEPYMD (43)MI[i SLOG( ) STbQ 30
iCONrM/ivTCLK/THOT1(27).THETGG(78) 4'OQ 49
COMWON/0RE8LK/OAYSTA NOS(15) STOP At
COWON/ Q ICQI/ELEM IN( S) STOP 42
COMMN/T OLK/INTP(3),x YZ TP( 3)*PLOTP(3)SCRCFLTP(2) TOR 3
COMMON/VQ3LCK/JSTRE(450. 5) STOP 6£
IF(CRCALL) GC TO 500 IS'STOQ A5
- 100 =1.9 STO .4
103 WRITE SC ) (ISTCRC (JI).J=1.450) STOR £7
00 2CO =1".5. .TOR 4A
2CO WRITE(C/C),(JSTCREtJ(I).J=1.450) ... OR A0
IF(CO4AQ) EQFTURN STQ 06
W3ITE(CC) CAYPEFoINCCX.DAYSTAXY7TP.THETGO*FLEMIN .INoAPe.IPYMD, ToR c
NEL ST STOn '
RETU N . STOi 51
500 D00 730 I=1.9 O .4
70'3 REAT(SC*C) (ISTORE(J.I),J=1.450) . . STORP 55
a a ran
blTOREi
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,9 :
D 80 0 =1.5 STP. 56
'80 PEAr(SCRC) (JSTOE(Jo. 1oJ=1.4501) STOR 5
IF(COMPAR) RETURN . STOP 8
READ(SCRC) CAYPEF INDEXsDAYSTA XYZTPTH- TGO.FLEM . INDARSIEEPYvr) STOR %sn
S -LEMST STOP 60
RETURN STOr 61E~nSTOP 61
EN . STO A2
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NAME SUM4RY
PURPOSE TO PRINT ARC STATISTICAL SUMMARY
CALLING SEOJENCE CALL SUM4RY(ARC40. ITNNER.OUTFRLINN-R*EDITNAM
4 E)
SYMPOL TYPE DESCRIPTION
ARCNC I INPUT - ARC NUMBER
INNER I INPUT - INNER ITERATION NUMBER
OUTER I INPUT -'OUTER ITERATION NUV'3MER
LINNER L INPUT - *TRUE. - LAST INNER ITERATION
.4
EDIT R INPUT - EDITING LEVFL
NAME I INPUT - STATION NAMES(I)
sUBROUTINES USED STAINF EPRO
COMMON RLOCKS ALPM4RC APARAM CELEM CONSTS CPAPAM
CSTINF INITBK TPERLK
INPUT "ILES NONE
CUTPUT FILES OUTP - PRINTER
SUPPrUTINE SUMMRY(ARCN', INNER*OUTERLINNEREr)ITeNAME) SUM4 34
LOGICAL*1 8YTE9SLASH SUMM 3s
LOGICAL CMPGPR.SWlTCHL INNEP.HYPER SU 6
INTEGER*2 ISAT s.UMM 37
INTEGER -F.CNC1LOUTODATIAZCNO*OUTER SUMM 'p
DOUBLE PRECISION ITNMS,TIMING,*RLANK,ATYE*UNITS.ELEMSToOPBELA. SUMM 3Q
* EPSEC.ORIEL.CCNFIG.NAME.FLCUT SU
M M 4%
DIMENSI-tN SYTE(8).NAUE(1) SUMiM 41
CO PON/ALPMRC/ITNS(5).TIMINGA LANKATYDE(31).UNITS(15) ELCUT. SUM' 42
-0 HYPER SUXIM 4-
'COV PON/APARAW /INPAR, , INDAI*NAI AS.ESTSTA*NSAT*NGoARCIRECNOI,*NPARAUsSU'AM 4.
* -NERIAS..MAXPAR SU'M 45
COMMON/CELEM/ELEST (f S.2),MFL-( 62) IGS(4) ,QMSTrT tIM  '6
SE SUFMd 47
COMMN/CON3TS/P, Il ,T4001,TW30tI tAr)RAOD OA rSEC , 0 SUMM 7
'COPPm N/CP AAM/NSTA,NMASTNRTv.€TNDI *.V;AAI AS N..|,CI .,N pCOM, sJv aq
* KCSEST CMiPGI,ML I u2NEN0NDENSTNTIDSTNTIGEN.INNRSWq r.UMA AQ
S I.CONCT NDCONS SUMM Co
CCLP E)IN/ C: -T IN 9/MP 03 (4 ".O S(4, I'417 AN( 4 )-_ q S F3( I4) U
M
M .:
. .M-'AS T N(),T 4FA A . 1%;wTO( 4 wT9 D( ) sTY _ 'S( - )NUTYDF?* C O 0 aleU
M V .
* eS9,A( 4.12 ).RM.-(N-i( 0).NDALL( 30 ),N,'T41U L." , SUM" 531
COPM ON/INI TFK/ IEPY Mt t.PH4',S EC 1YPrFF. INNUAX, INN'AIN#CONVMG UmM f4
o C FL(6.2).CEDIT U IN'L1PRICSAT(2).SITCH(21) SUMM 55
8.0-51(
SUNDIRY
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COMMON/TDEELK/INTP.OUTPnATP(10O) SMiM 56
EOUIVALENCE (CONFIG,BYTE(l)) SUMM 57
DATA ASTRSK/IH*/,SLAS/IH// . . SUM 5.
L1=LOASF+1 SUMM 50
ISAT=I SUMM f'
C CALCULATE STATISTICS SUMM 61
S CALL STAINF(.7,..P.PnPP,ISATPI SUmM 62
C LOOP THROUGH ISOC1500 FOR EACh SATELLITE -SUMM :E3
SDO 1500 ISAT=,.NSAT SUMM F4
WRITE'OUTP500S ) ISAT.ARCNO INNER.OUTEP SUMM 65
LINE=1 SUMM 66
NOGS( 1 )= SUMM 7
IF(NSTALE.0) GO TO 16ZC SlMM fA
C LOOP THROUGH 1500 FOR EACH STATION (OR BASELINE) SUMM 6n
00 1500SCO J=1.NSTA .UVM 7C
DO 1500 LOD1=1.L1 SUMM 71
L=L.PI-1 
- SUM" 72
IF(NRiS(1 ).EO.) GO TO 100 SUMM 7k
WRITE(OJTO,5100) SUM 74
LINE=LTN+1 .SUM 75
C OBTAIN STATISTICS FOR EAC STATIC4 (OR BASE LINE FOR TWO STATION SUMm 76
C CATA) ANDO FACH SATELLITE SUMM 7?
300 CALL STAINF(2.JP.PsPPvISATL) SUM 7P
C LOOP THROUGH 1400 FOP EACP MEASUREMENT TYPE SUMM 7P
00 1400 K=1.4 Suu4 1C
IF(NrflS(K).EO.O) GO TO 1500 SUM% PI
IF(LIN.LT.4C) GO TO 200 SiMM P
WRITE(CVTP.52001 - #AU.M 07





C CONVERT UNITS FCR OUTPUT SUMm 8
IFCMTYP-.LT.14) GO TO 300 SUM . g
M=MTYPE-26 SUMM oe
GO .TO (43c,450.700j700C).M SUMM QC
300 M=MTYPE-( mTYPE/8 )*7 SUMM 92
GO TO (530,800,7o00.70C,600. 500.500),M SUMM 0
400 ROMEAN(K)=P OvEAN(K))*1.GE+09 SUMM QA
RMSO(K)=RMSO(K)*1.0E+09 S U
M M 95
GO TO 803 SUMM 96
-450 RDMEAN(K)=RDvEAN()*I1.0E+6 SUM 07
* RMSC(K) ='450(K)* 1.GE+6 SUMM q
. GO TO 80O SUMM 9q
S00 ROMEAN(K) RODmEAN(K)/RSFC SUM" .C
* RMSO(K)=RMSO(K)/,SEC SU M M ,-1
S GO -TO ~"SUMM 102
00 R0MF.AN(K) =IROEAN(K)*.0E+03 SUMM ' 3
RMSO(K)=RMSO(K)*1.OE+03 "1MM IC3
GO TO P3 SUM4M I5
700 F(-rYP=.E0*.4) GO TO iEO SU64M '0s
ROMEAN()=D-EAN (<)*I.0E+C SUvM !C
RMF;0(K)=P'S-K) ,CE+02. .. " U *(a
-- 00 -CN G=L ANK 4SU C
IF(MTYPC.LT.27) GO TO g00 SUM n
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eYTE(R)=SLAS- SU040 112
-C PRINT STATISTTCS S~ 1
900 W R IT E ( OTP 530 0 C 4 FGN4()AymTpc.DSRD 44 AN IK I StjM% '14
i2=ELAN< SUA-41 117
IF (94D(<).Gr .1 .9q A I=ASTRSK SUmm' III;
I F(RNO('C) GT.2.5-3) A2='S.TSK
WPJTE,((lur-,54C:;) 
-NDCK .AI ,A2,;ZMS0(K) su"I i2'?
1C03 IF(WFAS4T~(K).GT.3) WRITE(0uTP*5SC0) MEASWTCK)*WTMEANIK) SUM'A 121
1F(MEASWT(K).LT*10) GC TO ilCO. SUmv 127
Al = LANK IS "14 123
A2=ELAk4< SUMIA '24
lF(WTRNF~r(eI.GTo..;81 A1=A5TR5, SU4mq 12fi
1F(WTRN-'(K).CT.2.5i) An=ASTRI;< StImm '12A
%lR1TE(OiTP950Cc) VdTRNC(K)*A1.A2.RMSv(T0(K) SU''t X27110C N3wTOaTlE34'eI'-lASWT(K) SUMIV '2 Fk1400 C 0N T Isj~ SU4e.' !29
1500 CONT1NU= SUMm !301600 -O~ 1700 1=15.26 SUMm !31
1700 NOwT C9=%NOT Ci+NOTY PE 2. 1) 1sul 1?
IsAT=1 
sum'4 '33
IF(N0WT0-3.LT.8) CALL EPPOR(SoBLANK) I-ga~C C014PUTF STArv.SrICS 9Y MEASURfEMTNT TYPE OlNL Y SUNIM !35
CALL cTIFc.P:At't*MT~~LNN~ P 'uu% U iA 3IF(NSTAsLC.0) GO TO IEC0 SUM. %1 37C IhRITE TETAL =ueSu.k 1.-
C PRINT rr1T LEVEL Suimm ja
*8 IF(Er)ITM.LTel0C.) WRITE(nUTP95ROO) EDIT SUMM 'A 4:C FRINT SUMMAQY EY' MEASUREMEN4T TYPE SIJMM4 A3
WRITE(CUT~,s-51o) ARCNC.INNFReOUTFR 4.qU m %4 
00 DO 10 1=1,7 So'"'4 1451 F (NOT Y DEC2 91)GT * 0) WR IT E (0UT P 960 00) A TYPE(ZI.NO TYP E 2 1) 
- 5MM 146
** TYPRF43 I) SUMIA 147
J=1+7 SUMV " '4 AI F (NnTYOE( C2 J) GT * 0) W I TE (O0UT P 96 0C 0 A TYP E J e.3 Ty P-C2 J). SMM 140
*-TYPR'4S (j) SI)M" 990
*1900 IF(NOTYD=(291)+NOTYPE(2,J).GT.0) bRITE(OUTP*5100) 
-SUIM IS100 2^0' 1=15.30 SUM164ia 12
- IFN3YEZU.E~jC-flTO 2000 SUMM '-53W RITE(OIl?0,6COC) ATYPE(I)qNOTY0E(2.I)#TYPPMS(I) SUMm 154
* RITE(0LlTPvs~o~- U'M j5
2C00 CON~,TINUE 
-* StIMM4 66VRITE(OJTP*6100) NM.PMISTOr 
*um 50M ,5
5000 FOr4VAT(l1K1.22Xs9H~SATELL TE 12, 4H APC 39 suM4' IS.O
* 32H4 DESIO'JAL SUM.MAPY PY -,TATIC-J Ff'p, suWAm I A
. 16H INNER ;ITERA TI ON. 12.',IN Of CUT--R 1TFPAT1O'JJ7// s JImv JAI1 14Kel3HSTAT104 MEAS. 13X931HRESIOUALS FIrJM ALL OSSFQ VAT TONS. Sts"A 16P
*2 8,(.QHNO F WD, 3X* 13'AFAN PAT I l.2?X (.6c e(M'.-i~w7 !G'H'rD/ StgvM4 16
4 7X,IHIES DJALS.4X.-j1Tl SIM.X H:N*I str .4 k IAC
Sl00 roCmAT(1I.)
3203 F0PMAT(H3,1X*7JH* 
-INDICATES PFSIDUALS AR=- SrGN~*rICANTLY NrN-OASUvU JA7
SUMNIRY
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* 
.. - . ~ ~ ithPODJ C1BILrI Y O H
* 
- ~ ~ PAGE IS 2OO&04
*eNOM P ERCENT LEVEL /I2X,.72H* INr)ICATE='S RESI:)UAI.S ARE SIGNIFUm~m 168oICA14TLY NrnK-RANDO.. 
- I PERCENT LEVEL 
SLW" 16q.5300 FORMAT(6X.Aa.A7,1X.,A6.
8 x.1 4 F12.z) IlUMM 1705400 FORMJAT (I -+ ,s 1X F9, :3 2AI ,F. 3 
-,1 ~"
S-0Fo~z AT ( IH+;30X . 1 4 9 -I sFll .3 ) sm
5600 F 0; NAT ( I +. 10 X , F9 . 3 . 2 A I oFO 9 SUMV 1735700 FORMAT(!H0.76X.3HALL, 15.;22H WEIGHTFD' M=ASUR~m=NTS c1.: SUVM447580.0 FORMATC1H~,.IH pl6X*501-FOR THIS ITEPATr O NO MrASRMFT WT PERI UP.Im47ICUALS 912HGREATER TIANvF9.?.s6H SIGMA14 ,20)Xe2SHWEPE USED IN THF SSUM" 17f20LUTIONI 
SUvi'm 4775900 FORMATC 1-I9 23X*3HARC.13*38H PESID)UAL SUMMIARY RY MEASUqe.4ENT TYPE eSUv'4 i7s* £4HF!2R INNER ITERATION.!3919H rC, flUTER ITEQATIO4912/ 1,,SM 702 lHOs3 AX.1HmEASJEMFNTr,9XCHNU'-IER O:F *SWIm I SO3 8 HWEIGHTED.8X98HWFIC-HTED/LH 
*
4 1X, 4 HTYPE916Xs9HQFSIDUALS9 sukmM I sl
-4 15X.3HRMS/) 
SWIm Is?6000 FORMAT(14 .40XsA6#lSX*y5,15X9F10*3) 









6'?r(C S7hz C)' 
xsr c
(csx Adqse-zz-A) (0,Z
Sr-1 7TxC,J DOq) A)
.5r TlAJF
Ccwvx p u rG
C C4C q T0TAL.-
.Sr/i
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Subroutine SUNGRV evaluates the accelerations of
the satellite due to the gravitational potentials of
the Moon,the Sun, and the Planets, Venus, Mars, Jupiter,
and Saturn. Intermediate data is stored in COMMON
MOONGR for including the effects of these potentials in-




.. . . ... . .
- -" SUNGRV
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NAME SUNGRV




S- 4) MARS . .
5) JUPITER
6) SATURN
CALLING SEQUENCE CALL SUNGRV(DX)
.SYMIBCL TYOE DESCRIPTION
DX DP INPUT *& OUTPUT - ACCELERATION VECTOR
(3)
SUPROUTINES USED DOTPRD
COMMON ELOCKS. CEPHEM MOONGR INTBLK KYZ
INPUT FILES NOE
CUTPUT FILES NONE
SUeROUTINF SUNGRV(DX) SUNG 29
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,C-Z) - . SUNG 30





-00DO 20 N=1 ,NBCDY SUNG 36
DPXUV(N)=OoTPRC(X,UVc')Y(I.N)) SUNG 37
RRACOY=tJVRDDY(4, N) *2 . SUNG 3A
RHOSQ(N)=RRnCOY-2.00C*rDPXUV(N)*UVeODY(4,N)+;SO SUNG o30
RHO3(N)=RHOSC(N)*DSORT(RHOSO(N4) * SUNG 41
DO 20 1 =1.3 . . -SUNG AI
RHOPC(IN)=X( I)-UVBO)Y (I.N)*UVBODY(4.N) SUNG 4.
20 DX(I)=DX(.I-)-GM3(N)*(RI-OM( .N)/RHO3(N)+UVBODY(I N)/RR0Ir)YI SUNG 43




., ._:p" .o .. .
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SURDEN




This subroutine computes the gravitational acceleration
due to surface density blocks and the partial derivatives of.
this acceleration with respect to adjusted surface density
-parameters. These partials include the constraints affect-
ing the adjustment of surface densities as described in
the GEODYN Systems Description, Volume 1.
8.0- 518
SURDEN
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SURDEN TO COMPUTE :
1) THE CGArIiNT OF THE POTENTIAL DUE TO SUIPFACE
DENSITIES
2) THE PARTIALS OF THE GPADIENTS WITH AESoECT TO
THE SURFACE DENSITIES FOR THOSE DENSITIES TO PE
ADJUSTED
CALLING SEOJENCE CALL SURONICOENSEAREA.CENTER.P&TD=ENCON)
SYMBOL TYPE DESCRIPTION
I
DENSE 0 o INPUT - ARRAY CONTAINING THE SU ACE DENSITIES OP
(1) THE BLOCKS
AREA DO INPUT * ARPAY CONTAINING THE SURFACE AREAS OF THE
SUB-BLOCKS
CENTER DP INPUT - ARRAY CONTAINING THE EARTH FIXED XY.7
C~TOOROINATES OF THE SUr-9LOCK CENTE3_S
PART DOP OUTPUT - ARRAY CONTAININS THE rAQTTAI R Ffp
(3.1) -THE BLOCKS TO BE ADJUSTED
OENCCN DO INPUT - COEFFICIENTS RELATING CONSTPAINED AND
-tNCONST*l) UNCONSTRAINED ADJUSTED SUJR ACE DENSITIIS
CALLING SEOUENCE CALL SUPDEN(FCT.THETG)
SYMPCL TYPE DESCRIPTION
FCT JI INPUT C OUTPUT - ARPAY CONTAINING TH7 INERTIAL
.(3) XqYqZ COORDINATES OF THE GRADIENT
RTO'E UDATED
THETG DO INPUT - RIGHT ASCENSION OF GREENWICH
SUBROUTINES USED XEFIX YEFIX XINERT VINFRT
COM4ON BLOCKS CPARA4 CSTI-ET INTBLK XYZ
INPUT FILES NONE
CUTPUT FILES .: NONE
FEFERENCES *GEODYN SYSTF4S nF!-CrIPTIDN'
VOLUME I - GOCYN (CUENTATION
8.0-519
SURDEN




SURROUTINE SURCN1(DENSEARFACENTERPARTeDENCON) SUP0 57
IMPLICIT REAL*R(A-H,0-Z) SUD t
LOGICAL CMPGPR, IN14SW SUPD "q
D!IMENSI3N r)DENSE(I1),AEA(I),CEJTER(3.1),GRAn(3).PART(3,1),PAP( ), SUlPD V-
* PVEC(3),01(3).FCT(3).DENCON(NCONSTl) SURD k .
COM MON/CP4RAM/NSTA.%MAST.NSTEST.NDIMMBSIASNGPCI.N*GPC2,NGPCOM, SUPrD -62
* NCSESTC.PGPR*.IM1,LIM2NBLOCKeNAfJ.NTIDST,NTID--NINNRS.We SUP ' 3
N CCNST.NDCONS SURD 6A
COMMON/CSTHET/CTt-ETG9 STHETG SUPRD 65s
COMM.ON/INTBLK/THOOT(5e).NEQN(16) SSIRD F A
COMMGN/XYZ/PCINT(8) .ISAT .IFORCE(2). SUR9 67









SSTHET(=DS IN(THETG) SUPR 75
C COM4PUTE THE E.4RTH FIXEDr) CCORDINATES OF SATELLITE SURD 76
OVEC(1)=XEFIX(POINT(1).,POINT(2)) SUPR 77
S PVEC(2)=YEFIX(POINT(1).POINT(2)) SURD 7P
PVEC(3)=POINT(3) S1U)RD 79
-GRAD(I )=0.000 SUpn so
GRAO(2)=0.000 SURD A I
GRAD(3)=C.0 , O- UR.' RC
K=NECN( ISAT)-7-NCON2 •SUQ e4
KI=K+1 - SURD AS
K2=K+NCON2 S.URD P6
00D 100 KK=1, NLOCK SURD 87
C LOOP THROUGH 10o rOR EACH DENSITY BLOCK SURD PA
KS1 SURD A9
DO 20 J=1.3 SURD or.
..20 PAP(.i)=0.DO SURO g91
C LOOP THROUGH 50 COMPUTES EARTH FIXED SURFACE DENSITY PARTIALS FOR SUOD Q?
C THE RLOCK 
. SUPD Q3
-DO 50 I=1.NSUB SURO) Q4
OMAG=0.O)) S (IRD -eS
DO 30 J=1.3 S .UO 96
ODP(J)=PVEC(J)-CENTER(J.NC) Q SUn 97
30 D4AG=DMAG+P(J)**2 SOW) 98
C=AREA(4C)/(CMAG*OSORT(CAAG) SUPr) Q9
* 00 40 J=1.3 SUR) 10'
.40 PAR(J)=OAR(J)-C*CPlJ) SUR) 101
S- 50 NC=NC+I SUPO '?
00DO 60 J=1.3 SR 1. IC.3
C COMOUTF EAWTH FIXF'R) GRADIFNT DUE TO LOCK AND SUM SURD !P4
60 GRAD( J) =GRAC(J)*CENS E(KK)*DAP(J) SUPo ics
IF(KK.Gr.NADJ) GO TO I1 
- Stl o ' ,
SIF(NOT*TNNP W) GO TO 100 SURP 107
IF(KK.lT.%CCr2) G") TO 7C SU 3 1C.
SC IF BLOCK A)JJ!TEr C-:VUTE T 'E INFrTIAL PARTIALS uPr ' Q
DANT(I.K)=XItE= T (PAP(I).0 Af(2)) 
., tieD 11|0
PArT(2.K)=YINENT (PAR(1) ,*0A)(2) ) U -anII
.. . ufl!1
SURDEN
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PAPT(3,K)=PAR(3) SUPD 112
GO TO 1 0 
- SUQR) 113
C IF ALOCK ADJUSTED THP3UGH CONSTRAINTS COMPUTE COD~RECTIONS TO SURO 13A
C PAQTIALS FOR ADJUSTED DENSITIES AND SU4 SUDPO 115i
,70 OP(1)=YIF'-T(PAR(1),PAj2)) • .IRf 116
D OP(2)=YIN-RT(PAR(1),PA.R(2)) "SUDPO 117
S DP(3)=PAR (3) . SURD 218
00 80 I=K1.K2 0- l QUR !
II=I-Kl4- SURD ! PC
.PDCCA=rJNCCN(KK-NCON2 .1) SUlRD 121
PAPT(II)=PART(1,I)+PCCDA*Ofn( ) SUP i2.?
PART(2,t)=APT(2, T)+oCCDA*0D(2) SURO !12
80 PART(3. I)=PART(3,1)+PCCOA*DP(3) SURD 124
100 CONTINUE SUOD '25
C CONVERT GRADI-NT DUE TO ALL BLOCKS TO INERTIAL AND UPDATE TOTAL SURD 126
C FOCE MCDEL GRADIENT SURED ! 12'
FCT (I )=PCT( I )+XINERT (G . A O ( ! )GQAn(2)) * .€Uf .2.
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Suborutine SYMINV is a double 'precision matrix
inversion routine designed specifically for inverting a
compressed storage symmetric matrix such as is used by
ESTIM.
The technique used is the method of partitioning.
The initialization consists of inverting a 1 x 1. The
routine then constructs successively larger (N x N) inverted
partitions of the original matrix until the en'tire matrix
has been inverted.
S This routine destroys the input matrix. It also
requires a double precision scratch storage vector of
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REPRODUCIBILITY OF
* §&IR&AlaPAGE LS POOa
NAME .SYMINV
PURPOSE TO RECURSIVELY FIND INVERSE O= SYMMETRIC MATPIX
CALLING SEOJENCE CALL SYMINV(SUM1 ,NDIM.NLIMDELTA).
SYMBOL TYPE DESCRIPTION 
.
SUMI DP INPUT - LOWER PECTANGOLAP PART OF MATRIX
. . TO BE INVEPTED
OUTPUT - LOWER RECTANGULAR PART OF INVERTED MATRIX
"NDIM I INPUT - DIMENSION OF MATRIX






REFERENCES *GEODYN SYSTFMS fESC0IPTIlN,.
.VOLUME 1 - GFOCYN DOCU'AENTATION
SURROUTINE SYMINVCSUMI,NOIMNL IMDELTA) SYMI A
..DOUBLE PRECISION SUMI (1I),DELTA(1) SYM -'5
C INITIALIZE Y FINDING INVERSE or Ixl SYI 3
SUMI (1 )=1.000/SUM1(1) SY41 37
IF(NLI'.I.EO.1) RETURN SYI 
.. Syl4 *A ,I91
I =DN I I=N .IM' 1 SYMI 39
C ECURSIVELY FIND INVERSE CF NXN KNOWING INVERSE OF (N-1)x(N-1I) UNTIL SYMI
C.THE INVERSE OF AN NLIM X NLIM SOUAPE PARTITION IS FOUND SYMI AI
00 400 N=2.NLIM SYM 142
NMI=N-1 SY 4
-*LI=0 SYMI 43
DO 100 L=I.*NMI SYMI
"" ""SY 41 46
DELTA(L)=0.000 SYMI 46
00 60 J=I*L SYMI 47
JL=J1+L . SYMI 4
JN=Ji+N SYMI C
DELTA(L)=DELTAL)+ SUMPA I(JL I*SU41 (JN) SY
63 JI=Jl+N)l-j SY! S
IF(L.EO.NM1) GO' TO 100 Fy3I
LPI=L+II
0D 80 J=LP1.NMl Ym s
8.0-525
SYMINV
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.tGINAL PAGE IS POOR.. . . ..
JN=JI+R SYI4 46
JL=L +J SYMI 57
DOLTA(L)=DELTA(L)+SUMI(JL)*SUMI(JN) SY"I Fq
80 J1=JI+NTIM-J SYMI 5
100 LI=LI+N) I4-L * SY"t fo
JI=N SYMI 61
NN=N1N . . . SY41 6
00 150 J=1M1 . . . . SYMI 6
SUM1(N)=SUM1(NN)-OELTA(J)*SUA1(j1) SYMI :
150 J1 J1+N3 4 -J SYvt .
SU(IKN)=1.CC0/SUM1(NK) SYI41 66
J1=N SYMI 67
00 2C0 J=1.Nul SYM! 5
SUM'1(JL)=-0ELTA(J)*SUMI(NN) SY1 6f
200 JI=J1+NDTM-J C.SY"4 70
S I=.N SYMI 71
00 300 1=1:.m SYMI 72
J1=I SYMI 73
00 250 J=1.l! SvYMI 74
SUM1 (J1() =SUMI(J1 )-SUM1( 1 *DELTA(J) * SYMI 7c
250 J1=J1+ND114-J SYMI 7A
300 11 =I I+NnP4 -I I SYMI 77
400 N 1=N1+NDI M - N . SYMI 78
RETURN SYu! 7








TDIF computes the differences in seconds between
the time systems
UT1, UT2,UTC, and A.1.
Tabular informaton relatingA.1 and UTC is required
by TDIF and must periodically be updated. This data is
available from the U.S. Naval Observatory.
Tabular information relating A.1 and UT1 is required
by TDIF. This data also must be periodically update. A
--u.full description of the method used to update this table








S.., OF"1 .O A.E 0 PT
.- N~ ~ _
NAME TDIF
PUJPPOSE TO COMPUTE THE DIFFERENCE IN SECfNDS BETWEEN ANY
TWO OF THE- FOLLOW IN G TIME SYSTEMS
S A.,t UTC* UTI9 UT2
CALLING SEOIJENCE X=TDIF(EAS%.lN,DAYO)
SYMVCL TYPE DESCRIPTION
BASE I INPUT - DESIRED TIME SYSTEM
S(I=UTI. 2=UT2, 3=UTC* 4=A.1)
IN I INPUT - CURRENT TIMF SYSTEM :
6 (I=UT1. 2=UT2t 3=UTC* A=A.l)
DAYC )P INPUT - CURR.NT TIME IN "4YS FROM JAN 0.C O0 THE
REFERENCE YEAR
TDIF 4 OUTPUT - COMPUTED TIME O1=FEF-NCE IN SECONDS
CCMMON BLOCKS INITBK
REFERENCES *GEODYN c.YSTFMS DESCRIoTfON'
VOLUME 1 - GFOCYN DOCUMENTATION
REAL FUNCTION TDIF(RASF, IN,DAYC) TDIF -0
DOUBLE PRECISION DAYO.),REFTIMYMDAYOAYS.UTCT,*TWOPI TDIF 1
.__NTFGER FIASE.ID(4) -DTPF ?
COMMON/INITEK/IGI(55) NOT1ST*IG2 . TDIP 33
LOGICAL NOTIST TfIF 34
DIMENSION UTCT(53),UTC'IF(52).UTCRT(52).AIT1(b13)*lT1(1521, TOIF '35
* CITI(152).D1T1(152) TDIF 3A
EOUIVALENCE (B1TI(1),AIT1(15.)),(CIT1(1).A1TI(310)) TDIF 37
S (DITI(1),A1T1(452)) TQIF '8
SDATA ID/2.1,4,3/ TDIF 9q
w-A^ T'5'-1/6.283185D0/ -TOIF a0
S DATA LLI'MIT/528/ 'TDIF Al
C TABLE AIel-UTI -- AT 10 DAY INTERVALS FPOM 570717 TO 72 303 TOIF 42
* DATA AITI/. .TPIF 43
. @ 164*- 1513 - 136 1,-.11 03,- .10139-.0937,-* -64 .- ,045 . -0270,. TOIF 4a
• -e0096s0'.0C98o'.eC28- 0,04S7,,:o'O18oC. ^7-t4.0.'48*0.11110.1777. Tr IF a6
" * 00145.3.16290. 181,0 217 02351. 517.0.2665.27 TrI F 6
*~S 5.0.TO 46.
e. C&2$31949 0*2-9 9 ':62"0 31310. 31r) C.32490.3310.0.377Bon.3* , TPri 47
* 0 *3554, ).3(62, C.371 0o . 4 ,"2. 4C *C.4261, .91. ..4506, .7f5, TDIF 4Q
* C.49l l 3.5:930.0 247. 0.5401.C.S!-,0.5727,0.586560*.00, 6!6. rT r 4L-q
& e626 7.e 3640 5 Co65 4 , T.0I P-3. C69 AIo .7115.0. 724 . 7:6 . r F r.
& C .7 e 7 7572..7F.e CG.° 772' .6. C 7 .0 7"it.,C.7)'7v0 . '07 .9 1C o. Tni 9 c!
* .. CeS2129.0.o 31o, C.V450, .P.e , .,'7?7 *. a 49 .,. '11 . 0."I? 7,), O 74. T e) I 5
* o9r 7.C.C, 4 2. 1.C "91.C2, .1.-3T *I. '^,f C  .1 Trff r
* 1.09 .1. C53 1.12? 2 . 1.13 -: 1.154 o.I 7C ! 1 4.1 .2 7.1.217.o ToIF CS
* 1. 2 2 5.1 .24 3 . 1.241t. 1.2;7. I .?5 1 .5 s1. 5 5) 61.26f34.1.?2e~Q.e TOIF -5
8.0-528
October 1972/
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le498 391.5139. 1.5320.1* 2 r-63- . 1-,57c;91*6672f-*1 
&572891*6783, TI F f-o
* 1 *6 2 2 3 .1.6231.1.2 62291.6 4
9 go724.1.7380.1*721.7251*783o TDF r.
S 1 *6 8 0S l.63CI. 2. 1- 
1 * 1 7 I 3
1*795391*5103 '1*8239 1.8365/ 
TDIF f2
* DATA fBTl/ 
IF F2
D 0TA 1T/ 630. 1.87580. 1a 
e8'3 1.9015. 1.9164. 1.9314. 1o94689 
T I ii. . 3
* 1.962%. 1786 1.97. .C18* 2 . S.2.0446, 
2*05 .?*.074, TiF F
* 08239 2..83. 2., 2.0 99 .2 0 
2. 1104. 2*11.59 2.1237. TDIF f
* 2.123, 2.1425 2.15C3. 2.16969 
2.1843, 2.1Q97, 2.2169, 2.2?46o TDIF 
6
* 02.52-56 2.265. 2.2E-4. 2.3029o 
2.715s9 2.32369 2*3399. 2o3 * 
'I I4 67
* 2*3632. 2 63746, 2.38729 2.4026, 
2.4102. 2.4352, 2.45&2. 2.4731. 
TrI A
* 2.4915o 2.5091. 2.5263. 2.5423, 
2.5567. 2.5605, 2.5 9 7 TrIF 9
* 2.44* 2.60C5. 26CA4* 2.6199, 
2.63269 2.64529 1*6616, 2.6789. 
TnIF 7f
* 2.6973 2*712. 2.749. 2.76 30 27847 
2343 2.253 2 . 7. TCI .71
S2.881. 2 . 8 2.9 13 2.309. 2.959, 
2.9710 2.014, 3.0128o TOIF 72
, 30346o 3o.C 659 3 72. .3. 
049 3.12279 .1446 3.15 .5 3 *.1876* 
TnIF T
* 3.2076. 3.22615, 3.2412. 31.2526 
3.2632 3*2744. 3.29559 3.20l, TrIF 
7'6
S3.310739 3*3253, 3.2417. 3.36C4. 
3.3810 3.40389 3.426.7 3.4497, TD! 
75
, 3.4713. 3.4954.3 3.504l., 3. E420. 3.5641. 
3 5950s 3.6051. 3.6252, TDTF 7 f
, 3*6571 3,6667. 3.16P3* 3 .7111 3.7352 3*7608, 3
.78F6. 3.31629 TOIF 77
S3.841. 3.643. 3.870, 3.097. 
3.325* 3.9541 3 .9744, 3,9028. T[)I 7
S*Q7. 4.C236. 4.41488 .0 574, 4.^70 4.0918. 4.1108 
136. TOI 7
O 4155 , 4*1*CO9 4.204. 4.2300, 4.2558. 4.*2525, 
4*3395 4*3349. TIF C
* 4.3592. 4.!817. 4.40c9. 4.4291 




* D.5497 4,5744, 4.6015s 4.6295o 4.6579. 
4.*864. 4*7150. 4o7428 TOIC A 3
0 45.765. 4*7929. 4.8144. 4.8333.A850S. 
4.8669. 491834 4 .Ce5. I aT
a 4.0985. 4*9398. *9617 4.958, 5.110 
5.0372. 5 3551. 5.C932 TIF I 0
S 1211, 5.1487o, 5.1765 5.2C31 21, 2
9 5.2524. 5.2762 520C97, TOTF P06
S5.3223. 5*.3461 5.371. 5*20951, .42109 5.4476 5.475. 
5.515 TOIF P7
" 5.529), 5.5568. 5.5e5. 5. 619. 52 3. * 5.62, 
o68559 .7 Cf, TnIF Q7
. 5.72529 5.74, 522 .75-53. 5**7742 57909 5.8099 
5*P20)3 5 4, 71 T rdIF "
S5*8673,. 5.891, 5.79128 5.93 54, 5.9652. 
5.9923* 6.02Co. 6.077, TnIF 0
S .073, 6.C961, 6.912 .61487. 6.1743. 6.2001. 
.6*2260 6.2c23. TDIF 1 I
* 6.279), 6.3064. 6.3224, 
6.35676 38161 6.4119 , .442 
1 6.46849 TDI F 02
a 6*4923 6*5175 1 6.5422o 6.5673, 
6.5 6.60E. .6240 3 6.6436, TDIF 
03
6 a _66339 6.6941. 6.7C~., 6.7295, 6.7539 
6.7?A99or, 8078 . 6.3I1 . TDIF 94
* f.8574. 6.2837. 6.*1 8v 6-93 2. 6.673. .90 
. 772. T9 F 05
* 37071)3,6 755. 7.1237, 7.14670 
7.17449 7.2042o 7.2350. 7.26, 
9 TOIF 9A
a. .712963, 7.32709. 735, 7. 93. 7.4202 7.44 
1 7*4751. 7 lC15. TDIF 07
a 7.5261. 75e6s 7.56A7, 7.587). 7.6074s 
7.62S* 7.6470. 7*66P. TIFP 
ct
S7*626. 7.71915, 7s747 O5, . 7.C051 7a337. 
7.8632, 7.84, TTF 9
S 7.92134. *1 01 7 .7 )C" 00C ,.8 C9 P.381 8*068 30953. 8*1237. 
TIF '0
* 8,15279 3. 182. 7 .20 4. 8.2464. 82786. .8*31C4. 




* 84053. 8.4350. Be46:3 e ot293. 8.513657. 
.s36S 4. 553. ,.
7a5 9. Tto *I
* 8.5912 C 8 6.196.. o8o331, 8A.6 
57, S.60-53 . 13.72-. 9 A 7 . 3. TDIF 4
0 * ,77. 3*,0075, ?- 5,Pr9o 8.0659, 
AoqAI So9~5 q ! ,qa-t573 s C3.9P'4. 
TL, IF 1 f9
O 9*3129 QC380, ,9C6 69 .o Q, 9.1151. .13. o 163. 9.10 
. Trt. IF
. 9 .2.:! - *C31 99*516 , 2E!7 I ' s i5 7a ' o 
^.&172: 0 *&475R Tn1F IC7
.. 
70 94. 9.0975. C*2v 7 . .7560 q.7673, 
9. ?114 9,864 . . F 5'?q ToIr y VgC)
* 9. 294 - 9 9648, Ir. .* gi r, 's2. 
TnF ! 11





• S, 22= 5,3 61• •37 , 5, 951 5 C72 0• 
5--- 7 6  5" 7 5 • C 5 *
• 5.29) 5•568 5.8"5 5.6 g,5.6JA.5• "A,5• 
655• 
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C DAYS FPOM4 JAN I. '1966 FOR UTC CLOCK COrRECTIONS TDO 1.12
DATA UTCT/ T("JF III
o-3586.2O 833333333Dv.-365.2C8333.13333DO.-3445.2083;33333v)C. TO! I F1I
.- 34 19.22 -a33323233)0. - ,:201-373Y?)'..-:a .. 3.3_;333!)0q TcIF 119
..31 8..333 3Z3D0,-22631.373y3or,.-3217.o23I333333i)Q. TVTV 11'1
~ 9'33~33O.TC I F :*1'
33!!3r-*3~ ,2 S 3 :33:O TOT*F !IP
.- 2eZ-3.2:t3333332D,-207.o,-333a'Z3333D3.-273c2. O33333'J-4300. TV!F12
e-2 2:,8393333332332. TtIF 2
o -234.2 333!333_-:09- 2319 .20 833323333 '.-2. 231333-3730 TrIF 124
*-2249*2.8332333oo.9- 222. oe333:!333O-227 2-0633333331r)0 TEN IF 125
*762 sCOC 2 191.000 .2373 .0 C2.CO .! TMlF 1
C Ao1 - UTC AFT$iR EACH UTC CL.OCK~ CORRECTION IPIPT 12Q
OAT A UT CD IF/ 
. nTF '3('
e-o72 F-*54 9,E 1 - * 4 38-l- .9 7'- 936 q ,E1 TnIF 133
'. -o62El-.661-,-.:5) :2 I.84152E-2* 5.68497E-29 TDOW 134
a 8*8329?E-29 1.5C57SE-19 2*240r1ES-19 2.63269=-1. 2.9613E-1.o TnTF 1'85
a 4*0222SE-19 4.513'32E-19 4. 949 29r--1 9 5.46S47E-lo 5.9271?F-19 TDTF 1 3F
7*5)&? Q,~V- I v-A 7. OC..CE-i 1.48346F-f. QQQ' 9.7 3 5F-O TflIF !?7
E!f -2 El~ * z. z 3 65 ,-0; 3
* 52CSE-09 4.v01310E-),p 4.19045F-09 4o35O10E-09 6*2198CE-O. TDIF 14"'
e 1 C 0343 S I7E-0 91 1. 03 4:!37E- 0 TDIF I&I
*DATA UTCOT/ TOIF 142
C'A* - UTC RATE OF SEPARATION AFTER EACH UTC CLOCK COIRPFCTION TD1F1 4 h3
* .128o7-,12;335-4 *.-37 .lOIE=-3.19.C220'=-4s Q 7SC E-49 .1 11 2E...ATr'ktF 1 4F
.2. -FB8-3E-3. 2o592OCE-2,0.O, 0.0/ TDIF 152
*DATA NLTC/52/ 
.TOT F i ;3
IF(NOTIST) GO TO 5 
- TflTr 16;4
NOTIST=.TRUEo TO QF 155
RFF I = Y( 6 01000 TVI F ISEf-
* LI4T=LLTMlT- 
.T 157
5 TDIF=O. TI)I F 158
IFCeASFC'.l?% PETURN TI ~
tF( PASF.GT .4.OP.IS14.GT. *4PTUPR TDW. 16(l
teF eASELE.2.0PRIN.LE *') RETU.IN 
.TDOW 161
DAY S=DAY3 -;;Ef- T 114 TDO I t62
C TtME CnlrzEcr C1Ns !N rPLIER rP1A-C UT2-tjTl T(. JT1-A.1 TO A. 1-UTC TI'I F 1jr,&
12=1D3OASE)~- TDIF f.5
J1~l'!1pC(T 1112) 
.~t I . OW1A
8.0- 530
TDIF
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J2=AXCo( 1 ,.12) TOIF 'E"
C START COrRECTION CALCJLAT ION WITH SMALLER TIME RASE -TDIF !69
SGO TO (1,.20.30.53).J1 ' TOIF 7'
C COMPUTE UT2-UTI TnIF 171
10 °  T.OPID=TaOPIt*(DAYS-.201DO)/365.2422D0 TDIF 17?
FOPPID=2 .*TWCPID TOIF 173
TDI F=T0IF+.022*SIN(TWCPT1D)-. 012*COS(TWO Ir) I TOK I rF
"* -. 0C6*SIN(FnORDID)+.007*CCS(FORPIDO) .TrIF 17%
C TEST FOA OUTPUT TIME SYSTEM . TrIF !7f
[F(J?.EQ.?) GO TO 50 TDIF 177
C COMPUT" UTI-A.1 TDIF 178
23 DT=(DAYS+3037.ODG)*1.CD-1 - T I 170
t=VINO(LIMIT.MAX1(1.e CT)) T"1 1 lpo
DT=CT-FLDATC (I) Tr)IF 181
TDIF=TDIF-AIT1(I)-DT*(AITI(I+1)-AITI(I)) TOT 102
IFCJ2.EO.3) GO TO 50 TIF l1P3
.C CCMPUTE A.1-UTC TDTF 1I4
30 00 40 I=1.NUTC TDIF 1IF5
IFI(AYS.LT.UTCT(I+1)) GO TO 45 TnIF 1E6
4C CONTINUE TDIF 17'
AI=NUTC TDIF IPP
-45 TDIF=TDIF 4-UTCDIF( I )+UJTCRT( I )*(DAYS-UTCT( 1) TDIF 1P9
C SET DIRECTION OF CORRECTIC 4 TrIF to0C
50 IF(I .E'. J1)TODIF=-TDIF TDIF l01









TIDAL evaluates the acceleration on a satellite
caused by the Earth tidal bulge resulting from Lunar
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IA4E TICAL
PURPOSE TO COMPUTE ACCe-ERATION OUE TO SnLID EARTH TIDAL
BULGES CAUSED 9Y LUNA: AND SOLAR GPAVITATIONAL
EFFECTS ON EArTH. USES ONLY K2 IN SPHERICAL
HARMONIC EXPANSION
CALLING SE0'JENCE CALL TICAL(OX)
SYMBOL TYPE DESCRIPTION




COMMON BLOCKS CEPHEM INITBK INTBLK MOO'4GR XYZ
INPUT FILES NONE
CUTPUT FILES NONE
tEFERENCES 'GEODYN SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION@
VOLUME 1 - GEODYN DOCUMENTATION
.SUPPOUTINE TICAL(DX) TIDA 2Q
---IMPLICIT QEAL*8 (A-H.C-Z) * TI A 30
LOGICAL NOTIST TIOA 2 .
OOU'PLE DRECISION <2.K3,LAM-r3A TIDA 32
.. OIENSION CONST(2).ACCEL(3),DX(3) .. TIOA 3
SCOP WON/CEPHEM/UV 3f)Y( 24-' EO( 644) - TIA- .3A
.O.,ON/..NITeK/.IG(.5~ NOT IST . IDOA 35
CO/ION/INTELK/THCOTS( 2).GM*AE AESO(4) QATIOM(53),K2.K3,LAMBDA TIrA 31
* TORE=T TIfA 37
COmON/'4ONG/CDXUV(6).RHOM(.3.6),PHlSO(12) " -.---- TIDA 3.8
COM4ON/XYZ/XYZ (6 ), P.RSO. I SAT .I ORCE(2) IrA ?Q
IF(NOTIST) GO TO 10 : TIOA A
S DO S I=1.2 TIA A
5 CONST( I)=K2*AE RAT IOM(I)0.5D0O TIA 4?
NO T IST=.TQUE. TIDA A3
10 K=C TIDA &A
DO 100 I1=1.8.4 TInA s5
K=K+1 TIDA 46
SDP=CPXUV(K)/P TIDA 47
nP3 =3. ) -5 . 000 0 2 TIA IL q
00 20 I=1.3 TtOA &9
J=11+I-1 TIA 51
* 0 ACCEL(I)=0UP*6.ODC 0UJVBO')Y(J)+o3tXYZ(T)/R TIfA =
JI=11+3 TIZ'A ;
_RAT IA= A./R)* 4/JVBOCY(J)1 *3 --TIr)A -53
On 100 [=1.3 Tr& ..
10C ODXi( [=) I I+ACCEL( I)*CONST(K)*PATIO4 TtA sr
PET Up-N TIOA 4!
END . TiA S
8.0-533
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TRUEP TO ROTATE TRACKING STATION COaRnINATES TO ACCOUNT
FOR POLAR WANDER ING
CALLING SEOUFNCE CALL TRUEP1(STAXYZ)
SYMBCL TYPE DESCRIPTION
STAXYZ 00 INPUT - TRACKING STATION CARTESIAN CCORDINATES
(3.1) "
I
CALLINC SEnJENCE CAL. TRUEP(DAYISTA)
SYMOCL TYPE DESCRIPTION
DAY DP INPUT - OBSEQVATION TIME IN DAYS FRP04 JAN 0.0 OF
THE REFEPENCE YEAR FOR THE ARC




CUTPUT FILES NONE *1
REFERENCES 'GEOOYN SYSTE'S DESCP.IPTION'
VOLE 1 - GEOCYN- D OCUMENTATION
SUSROUTINF TPUED1(STAXYZ) TRUF AC
IMPLICIT Q:ALs* (A-H.C-Z) TPU 41
D- OUBLE PQECISION MATRX(3,3) . TRUE 42
DIMENSI.ON ST;XYZ(3.1) TPUF Aa
COIV CN/T RPCL/T RU ( 3) TRUE 44
CATA MATPX/1.DO 2*.0C,.C.'.OC11.D/ TPUE 45
S RETURN TRUF A4
ENTrY T:RUEP(CAYISTA) TRUF 47
C CC4PUT - DOLE COOrODINATES TPOIJF 4
CALL POLE (X.Y.OAY) TRUP 4o
C IOTATIrN A Tr x TPUE ge
MATRX(1. ) = -X TRUF s'
MiTRK(2.1) = KXY TRU.
MATRX(2.3) = Y TRIUF
S MATRK(3.1) = K TRUE .a
MAT K(,2.) = -Y TRUF F;
8.0-534
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C ROTATE COOPDINATES TRUF S6
DO 100 I=1.3 . TRUE 57
TRUE(I) = 0.C0O TPUE 5
00 100 J=1,3 TPU .-
TRUE(I)=TRUE(1)-MATR X( J)*STAXY7(JI.STA) TRUE 6C
200 CONTIN 'J _  TDUE Al
RETURN .. - TDUE ?
END - TPUr 6'3











Subroutine TWOSTA computes the residuals and partial
derivatives for observations involving two tracking stations.
Subroutine UPDOWN is used by ThOSTA to compute up- and down-
link signal transit times necessary in the computation of
precise transmission and transponder relay times. The
partial derivatives and calculated- measurements are sums
and/or differer.ces of equivalent range and range rate
quantities computed by subroutine PREDCT.
I
The observation types by program index are:
27) VLBI time dalay, T
g
28) VLBI fringe rate, V.
29) Two-way average range -rate, p2 , and-
.30) Three-way average range rate, p3.
8.0-536
TWVOSTA





TWOSTA TO COMPUTE MFASUREMFNTS £ PARTIALS FnR VLBI .
AVERAGE ORANGEf RATE DATA
.CALLING SEtQUENCE CALL TWOSTI(DtmPXO.NPARM)
SYMBOL TYPE DESCRIPTION
PMPXO Do % OUTPUT - MFASUREMENT PARTIALS WITH R.SPECT TO
(NPARMell EPOCH PAPAMETERS
NoARM I INPUT - MAXIMUM NUMRER OD PARAMETERS PER
MEASUPEMFNT
CALLING SEO)JENCE CALL TWOSTA(ISTA.DAY;.REIn.ODATASW)
SYMBOL TYPE DESCRIPTION
-ISTA I INPUT - STATION INDEX
DAY? 0 1 N!~.JT - MEASUREVENT TIE IN.DAYS FRO- JAN 0.0 CF
PESIO Do INPJT - MEASUREtENT PESIrUAL (0-C)
CATASW L INPUT - *TPUE. WHEN POSITION Or SATELLITE WANTED
eFALSEe WHEN MEASUR. ENT PAPTIALS WANTED
SUBROUTINES USED GRHRAN UPr)cOWN OR.IT OSOT PROCES
PRCDCT
COM4MON ELOCKS CONSTS CORBI CUVECT PRE9LK
INPUT FILES NONE
----OUTPUT FILES NONE
S. GEODYN SYSTFMS DESCPIPTION-
SVOLUME 1 - GEOCYN DOCUMENTATION
SUC~ROUTINF TWOSTI(PMPX,.-NDAPMA) Twlr% A
IMPLICIT REAL*d (A-H.C-Z) ;rw *0
LOGICALw1 VHrCHN.PPEP .SAVEP T.n
LOGICAL DATASW.L' GIC TW S
INTEG"_-. MTYOPAMrAS.PrlpTYPISNsISAT TWrn -
INTEGE;R r=CNO TW 4.
)IPENSI:N4 PMPxc(NARM ).prNn)X( 2) TWOS "
ST0-S537
TWOSTA
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REAL CI OOIU,02D,2, FNr) X TWOS 56
COUMON/CONSTS/P It DTWCD1IOOAOCRS-C " " Tyr 57
COMMON/C'R01/TW.U,THETG.PFPHT(2).APHT(2).PRD(2) TWOS fA
COPV3N/CUVECT/UHAT(32)XY7(3,2).RXYZ(3.2),.RFNV(3).PR(2), TWTS 5 o
. RSO(2).XYSO(2) TWOS f':
CO'MCN/PPE6LK/CAYS AT , CS DAY 1 S I G02D*:2U I I),01U I SN9MTYPE TWOS. *F1
e MEASe ISAT,PRETYP, ISN2,VHFCHN .PREPRORECNO TW.' I?
DATA C/2.o9725Dn/ TWOS 63
EQUIVALENCE (DSTAI ODAY1). (.STA2 D20) (FREO DID) TWOS 64
SEQUIVALENCE (RFNCX(1).REFRAC) TWOs 6s




S ENTRY TUOSTA(ISTADAY2.PES10.DATASW) TWOS 70
IF(.NOT.OATASw).GO TO 100 TWOS 71
C OHTAIN EPH.-AERIS TWOS 72
CALL "PREDCT(ISTA.DAY2*RESIDO.PESID2DATASW) TWOS 73
RETURN TWOS 74
C SET SWITCHES TWOS 7,
.. 10 .IF(.NOT.PREPRO) PRETYP=0 TWOS 76





F=1 .Uo TIOS '.
.IF(PREPRO) GO TO (205.?0.300*300)oKTYPE TWOS Pi
GO TO (260,260.4CO04OC),KTYPE TWOS 84
C VLnI DATA 8Tw .
200 F=PSTA2 
•TWOS A6
205 IF(IPRE1*LE*O) GO TO 240 TWnS P7
DSTAI=DAY2 TW; PA
C COMPUTE VLSI TRANSIT TIMES 
' TWOS A9
CALL UPODWN(CAY 2 .OSTAIDSTA2.1.0DC, ISTA4 ISTA2 ISAT.FALSE. RCOR TWO% 90q0
* IFNOX) TWOS 91
240 PREP90=IPPE2.GT.0 TWOS 9?
*O IF(.NCTPREPO) GO TO 250 TWOS 93
C APPLY PEFRACTICN CORRECTION TO OBSERVATION T.WOS 04PQFTVP= !PRE2 TWOS as
OBSAVE=OBS TWOS 96
" BS=0.003 Twn ,.
REFRAC=FREO TWOSTWOS 9 c
. FREO=RFNDX(2) TWS 90
ISAVE=MTYOE tTOS o
14TYPE=KTYPEI TWOS oeI
CALL CP3IT(CSY2) TWOS !02
S THETG=GTHRAN(DSTA2.ISTA2) TWOS .e3
CALL PF)CEStISTA?.DSTA2.T" TG) T'OS 1I4
03S =-COS TwO
FRE0=RONrf)X(I ) TWOS 6
THETG=Gr-P AN(DSTA1. ISTA) TWOS 7
• +TWOS (! 7
PRFRO= SAV.PP Twr% s
CALL PPVCFS(ISTAtDSTAI9THETG) TW I
OAFS=OESAVE+F*O8S/C TWS II
S MTYPE=ISAVE TwS.... - .+,. - -iTWO: 0 it1
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250 FRFO=F TWOS 112
C CBTAIN CRTT TWOS 113
260 CALL CR.IT(CAY2) TWOS 114250 R~t=F : ... TWOS 116
JTYP=KTYPE+1 . :- - TWO• ]ts
F=FREO TWOS Its
IF(KTYPFE OQ.1) F=I.000 TWOS 117
C CALCULATE RIGHT ASCENSION OF GOEFNWICH AND qUANTITtES NECESSARY TO TwnS 11
C COMPUTE PARTTALS FOR SECOND STATION TWOS 11o
THETG=G~QHR AN(OSTA2, 1 T 2) TWPSC.120
T=CATAN(RENV(3, ISAT)/CSOPT( 1.0)0-RENV(3.ISATI* *2))/ORAD TWnS 121
C COUPUTE PAPTIALS FGR SECONO STAT:)N TWOS 12P
CALL PREDCT(ISTA2.ODAY2.RFSInOsRES ID2.ATASli) TWOS 123
P4PXO(N A;M-91)=3RSOOT(JTYPE, ISTA2,PI)*F/C TWOS 124
OFSC=-RESID TWOS !25
DO 270 I=I.NPArM Twnc 12A
270 PMPXO(I.2)=-cmPXt( I1,) TWOS 127
C CALCULATE PI.HT ASCENSION OF GPEENWICH AND QUANTITIES NECESSARY TO TWOS 12P
C COMPUTF PARTIALS FOR FIRST STATIO. TWOS 129
THETG=GHRAN(DSTAl . ISTA) TWOS '..
C COMPUTE PA;?TIALS FOR FIPST STATION TWOS. .31
CALL PrEOCT(ISTA.DAY2,ESIO.RESIn2,DATASW) 'TWOS 132
PMPX.(NuARv-6.1)=ORSDCT(JTYPE ISTAvP*5/C TWOS :13
ORSC=OflC+PESIO 
. TWOS 1. A
00 2S0 I=1.NP6 TWOS !35
200 PMPXO(I.1 )=pDox0(IO(rl )4PMPXC( I 2) TWS '36.
D00 290 1=1,3 TWOS 137




C AVERAGE RANGE RATE CATA 
. TWOS .42
-300 RCOR=0.CDC TWOS a!
IF(IPRE .LEoO) GO TO 4CC0 TWOS 4a-A
REFRAC=C. 0 CO Twr%% "45
-- IFtlPRE?.LE.O) GO TO 35C TWOS 146
C SET REFRACT IJN IhNDICES FOR TRANSMITTER F RECEIVER TWOS 14'
.-REFRAC=Fr'CEO TWOS -P
IF(r FNDX( 1C ).LE.0) RFNOX(1)=-28. 5 TWOS ac
IF( FNDK(2).LE.O.) RFNOX( 2)= 2.9C TWOS C'
._RFNDOX(1)=FNCX (1)*O. 83323350-2. TWOS 151
RFNDX(2)=RFN3X(2)*0.84223360- 2  TWOS 152
350 CAYR=CAYI TwOS 13
S bRF PRO=IORE2.GT. 0 TWOS 'A54
LOGTC=pVPFO TWOS I s
C COMPUTF TRANSIT TIMES FOR START CF COUNTIN! INTERVAL TWns 156
* -CALL UPOODWN(DAY1.DAYR*CAYT.-1.CDGISTA.ISTA2.ISATLOGICPCORP TWOS 5 'p
" -RFNDK) TWOS 15A
010=DAYR-CAYI TWOS 1
DI U=DAY1-AYT TWO A16r.
-DAYR=DAY2 TWOS IFI
CAY2=OAYw-O 
. TWrS !fCUR=_RO 16
C COtlUTi TPANISIT TIMES FOR ENO OF COIJNTI JrG INT;RVAL "A - Two
CALL tI'n0O'N(CAY2.DAYRCAYT,-eI.:O.,ISTA.ISTA2,ISAT.LOGICo.Cnp, TWS 6c .
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q
02U=0AY 2 -DAYT . - - TWOS 16R
400 DAYR=0AYI +DD TWOS 1F;
DAYT=DAY1-1U . - - --. TWOS 170
CALL OPrPIT(CAY1) TWOS 171
THFTG=G-HRAN(OAYT. ISTA2) TWOS I'2
T=OAT AN(P-NV(3. ISAT)/CSORT(1.0 00-PENV(3. ISAT)* 2) /r)RA0 TWOF !'3
OOSC=-R( ISAT) 
. TWOS 174
C CO4PUTFE UPLINK RANGE , PAPTIALS AT START TWC; ! 79
CALL PC-CCT( ISTA2, DAY1I,PESID.PESTO2,DATASW) TWO. 1175
PmPXO(NPAR'.-8.1 I)=0PSDGT(2 ISTA2*P) TWnS 177
DO 410 1=1,NP" TwnS 17t
410 PMPX(1.2)=-rMx0( I,1) TWOS 1?
DO 420 1=1.3 TW S '.
FMPXO(I+'P6.2)=0.000 Twns ti
420 PMOX0I+tN3,2=-PMPx0 (-NP6. 1) TWOS 0 1 P
THETG=GRHRAN(DAYRP ISTA ) FTWO 13
O9SC=OPSC-Q(ISAT) 4 TWO i p a
C COMPUTE DCWN._INK RAN(GE r. PARTIALS AT START TWnS 1pg
CALL PPrCCT(ISTAOAY 1.RESI0,..SI.)2OATASW) *TW nS IPA
PMPXC(NDAR-G,61)=OSDCT(2,ISTA P) TWOI e'
DO 430 I=I.No3 TwnS !Pp
430 "PoX0(I.2)=PNPX3(I,2)-PMPX0(I, 1) TW S iPc
CALL ORSIT(CAY2) TWOS 1O
DAYT=DAY?-02U TWOS '91
..-. DAY R=r)AY2 + C2D TWOS o2
THETG=GRHRAN(0AYT. ISTA2) TWGS 1~ '
3SC=C9 2+Rr !S AT Twn CA
* mt.,. a.'-all , * W at li C i1 ,* Pc V AC * LV Ckrn ta-le 9t
CALL PREDCT(ISTA2.*DAY2.PESIORPESID2,DATASW) TWOS 10A
PMPX0{CN"ARM-r,.1)=OSD0OT(2.ISTA2,P) 1. TWOS '97
-00 440 I = 1 * NP6 TWOS 1 95
440 PMPX3(1,2.)=PWPx0(I,2) 4Pox0( . 11 TwOS jc
o00 450 [=1.3. TWOS 20C
-'--4S0-PMPX.00+w,.3-Z=P"PT0(I+NP3,2)+PMPXC(W+N*61) TOS 201
THETG=GRH'AN(DAYP, IST A) TWOS '
B 0.SCO3SC+R( ISAT) 
. .
---- TWOS 20-
C COMPUTE DOCNLINK RANGE . PARTIALS AT END 
.TWS 2r4
CALL PPFOCT( ISTA.OAY2,0ESID , PEID2OATASW) 
.TWs pCs
•JPPX0(NAQ'-A,1)=08S0OT(2, STAoP) TWOS p)o
DO 460 I=1,NP3 
-TWOS 2 07
460 PMPXO(I,2)=PIPXC(I,2)+DMPxo ,11) TWOS 2cR







C CALCULATE O~1CUAL TWOS P !
RESID=OS-CEBSC*DTINV TWOS 21&
00 470 I=1.NDA MTwS
£70.PMPXO(1.1)-oxoXO(,21=))TINv TWO .21I
DMPX3(N3AP4-7,I )=I CO0 T 7
IF(MTYrPEQ.:!o0) PETUPN TWS
PMPXo (N-T + .) =P IxO ( + 1. 1 )+PAxP(. (NO + t) Twnq
-- mp X C (N n 0.3 .1) !P ~xC;( N 36 + "3. 1 )4-0%Axr(No0 i t. .1 w s tPMPX0 (NRM-6, 1)='MPXO(NPAPM-6. ) +PMDX)(DA:IZM-q , ) TWOS ^2
PM4X0 (NPAM-e, 1)=3 0C0 TWOS ? 2 -
P PX0tNo3 .1 1 )=0 .0 TWOS 2
PMPX0(NP3+2 .1)=0.000 "TWO ';
S PMPXO(N03+3 .1)=0.000 . Tw
. RETURN .. twn
END - " T : 2
A r 4A
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i -,sdPRODUCIwILITY OF
-.OhIAL PAGE~ LS POO0
•AME TYPORB
PURPOSE TO PRINT ARC SUMMAPY PAGE
CALLING SEO:JENCE CALL TYPRB(DAYO.MINDEX94RCNOoUrER*!MSPOS)
SYMPCL TYPE DESCRIPTION
DAYO . OP INPUT - TIME OF FrINAL SET OF PARTIAL DEPIVATIVFS
FOR DRAG
MINDEX I INPUT - TOTAL NUMBER OF MEASUREMFNT PLUS 1
ARCNO I INPUT - ARC NUMBER
OUTER I INPUT - OUTER ITERATION
"MSD O DO INPUT - ARRAY CONTAINING ARMS OF POSITION AND
(2.1) VELOCITY FOR ADJUSTED ELEMENTS
SUBROUTINES USED DOTPRD ELEM4 DATES . APPEQ
-COMMON 9LOCKS APARAM ALPU C CELEM CGEOS COR31
CSTINF CT IME GEODYN INITrK INTRLK
-PRIORI TPEDLK XYZOUT CONSTS
* .%-.. . S _C ., ......*S
CUTPUT FILES NONE.
---JGEODYN SYSTFMS DEsCR'IPTION'
VOLUME 1 - GEOCYN 0OCU'ENTATION
SURfROUTrINE TYPOR-COAYO.M INDEX ARCNO.OUTER.RMSOS) TYPO 37
IMPLICIT PEAL*8 (A-H,.C-Z) TYpn 39
LOGICAL ORAGSW .OPSTSw ,HYPF;R TYPO 30INTEGER ADDR.*OUTP, DATP.ARCNOOUTER 
.TYP
REAL RMSTOT.TYDoSqSU.A TYPO 41
DOUDLE PnECISION LHAT#'SAT TY
. TYPO
DIMENSION LHAT(2),DL(2)OT().,MQDOrS( 2 . 1 ) . TYP 4
COIVON/A0ARAW/INoAR(( ).NSATNG0AnC(SI 
"'TYPn 4
CCVWN/A:Lo4RC/ITN4S( 14) *ATYPF(Z7)*HY-E" TYO0 asCOI PON/CELEM/ELES T (6.2 ).O P r.._ A( 6.*2)#EC XNUR'4STOT TYPn .6COMvON/CGECS/TSATIO( 2) TOpRFPq( 4 5S) TYwn aCOLMON/CrNSTS/OI.TiP. [rPA',DsEC TYoDn 4
CO-P3N/C3 FI I/RANC-T ( 2 ).P i PSO ),*P-PHT(2), A:DHT( 2) 9DOD 2) Tyo' a o)COMPMN/CSTINF/MEASNO(3 ),TYPR'A(3!)*NOTYPE(2.3 ))BSUm(l55), TYO0 5C
S Nt'WTO-iLPASr TYPO I
S CO'YN/CT I vE/DATP( 2 ). DSTAPT, .AYSTPDAYINT(7) tyRrG TYPn S2COMM )N/GEODYN/')ATE (5) TYPo nCClON/I I TEK/ IEOYO. IEPH4F'ASF C *TDouIJU(32),D ATSW,4ISLG (20C) TYPO SACOV MUNI"THLK/THOT(3).GAE AESO(47)*ASAT( 2 ) M SAT(2),V4SPTP(.) , TYPO SC
8.0-543
I YPURB
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.
RO CIBILITY F T .
G PAGE ..L.
., ADDR(141 TYPn 56
COMVON/0RIORI/ELEM IN(48). TITLE(30),DRAG(1 I ).CO(2) ,CD(p) ,-MISS(2 TYPO 5.'
COP4,ON/TPE LK/ INTP .)UTC9O AT P( ) TYPO 58
COMJON/XYZCUT/FLFMS(6.2). ORGOAP( .2 TYPO 59
C COM'4PUTE OR3ITAL CHARACTERISTICS FROM KEPLER ELEMENTS FIR EACH TYPO FO0
C-SATELLITE - TYPO e61
DO 100 I=1NSAT TYPO 6
DRACGSW=AODDRQ(I) .GT.C TYP.O 6.
CALL EL!.*(ELEMST(Itle *'PRELA(1I ),1,*.FALS-*tnRLA) . TYPO fA
IF(.NOT.0RAGSw) GO TO 75 . TYPO -5
RV=DOTPP)(ELEMS( 1, I),ELEMS(4,I)) TYPO 66
VSO=0rTR0O(ELF.S(A, T). FLEMS(4* I)) TYPO 67
RSO=OOTPRO(ELE"S(I s I) .ELEMS( 1. I )) TYPO ft
D=DSORT (VSO-PV**2/PSO) TYPO !9
DC 50 J=1.3 TYO0 70
50 LHAT(J)=(-RV*ELEvS(J9I)/RSO+FF S(J+3,1))/o TYPO 7150 ~TYPO 72
DL(I)=DToRC(LATDGPAP( II))*CD(I)/(DAY-')ST&RT)e=2 TYPO 72
75?S AEA35=(A/OAE-S(RBELA(1,I)))**3.5/(1,C.3-ORREL4(2*I)**2)**2 TYPO '3
COSI=DCOS(OREELA(3,I)ODRAO) TYPO 7A
RANDOT(I)=-9.973Z*AFA35*CCSI TYPO 75
*PEROOT(1)=4,98D00AEA36=(,5. -'O*COSI**2-OO) TYPO 76
100 IF (DRAGSw) CT(1)=6.CC*P .'-(OSOPT(DA(RS-ELA)( tI *3/GM)* TYPO 77
... OIOT RO (ELEMS (1 , 1 ) o)rGPA ( I P ) )/(R a0 SO-S T( S ))+ TYPO 78
t * DOTPRO(ELEMS4(4,1)*CdGPA(4,I))/GM)*CO(I)/(CAYC- OSTAPT) TYPO '70
NOrS= M4 I ND: X- I TYPO R0
. C COMPUTF OATN START &. STOP TIMES TYDO RI
CALL DAT-_S(C ATAEP(t is • 1 -,; H'- SCS ) - 7 _ C 
CALL t;T= CAYS7:, 1'kC9i -SEC) TYPO 83
00 150 K=1,2 TYPO pa
C WRITE TITLE & EPCCH TYPO ACS
WRITE(OUTDIC30) DATE*ARCNOCJCUTERTI'TLE TYnO Af
WRITE(OJrD,4000) IFPYWD, IEPHM, EPSEC*IY*4DI, HMIS-ClIYMDIHpSEC TYOO A7
IFCC.-TSJ) GG TO 250 TYPO an
IF(NOES*LE.0) GO TO 250 - TYPO A
C WRITE RESIDJAL SUAP'MAPY FOR DATA REDUCTION RUN - TYPO 00
WRITE(OJToP,5C00) TYPr)O Q91
0200 -I 1 *-3 D TYPn 02
200 IF(%OTY.'(2,I).GT.01 WRITE(OUT°o6C00) ATYPE(II.NOTYPE29I). TYPO 03
. TYPRMS(I) TYPO qA
W VRITE(OUTD.7COC) NOWTC3.RMSTOTNOeS TYpn 0o
250 CALL APPEP TYPO 96
SC WQITE ELEMENTS F. ORBITAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR EACH SATELLITE TYPO 97
DO 150 I=INSAT TYDO op
WRITE(OJTD.3r0O0) T,(EL=-MST(J.I ).J=1A),(O#C LAfJ ,I)J=1,6) TYPO qo
* ISATI (1 I ).ASAT(I),MSAT(I ).CD(I).CDD( I ),*EUISS(1) TYPO !co
IF(.NOT.3QETSW) ',RITE(DUTPtSCC) (RMSPOS(JI),J=1,2) TYPO 1 01
DRjAGSW=A.D( I) .GT.0 TYPO Ie?
PEP IL=oF.RHT(I)/1.o093D0 TYPO !07
APMIL=AD4HT (I)/: .. 35r TYPn I.4
PRD(I)=T ODI*OSOFT(DAES(r R6ELA CI))*3/G4) TYPO t-7
PRAOIN=PRD( I )/60 .30 TYDO !C&
WRITE(OUTD,2'O0) R ANrCT( I )-pROOT(I ),P'RHT(I) ODF41LAHT(I), TYPO 't:7
• A4 I L, 9DM I N TYn 1
15,' IF(CRAr.SdI WITE(3UTP.?C30) L(I ).DT(I) TYcO , ,
RETURN TYPO 1lC
ICO0 FOFWAT( Hi14X,SAS/OA.C,I4,. TYPn il1
TYPORB
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2000 FOFMAT(1HC0 9HNODE PATE.3X.12HAPG DER QATEo6X, I AHPEQIG=E 
HFIGHTTYon '14
* *12KLTHAFOGEE HEICHTlXs6HE-PRIOD/ 
TYPO 115
S IX.2(:)H(DEG/CAY ),4 X).. 4X, 4H(KM). 
TY 0O i1
& 6X97H(MILES) 9X e4H(KM) *7X 7H(MILE),4X,9H(MINUTES)/ 
TYPO 117
* IX.rq.5.F12.5.3X. 2F12.4.2Fl3.4.F12.3) 
TYPO i1
3000 FOFMAT(1HO,34X.4HO~AG,7X, HOEI




0 9H(SCC/CAY)/2X,2F 14*4) TYPO :




*4°  BEGIN TIME' 1I7 IS5F8.~4 TYDo0 121
* ENDO',1715.F.S4) TYPO 12?
5C00 FOFAT(° DMEAS. TYDE' * EX1N* OF WTD IPESIDUALS',SX,'WTD RMS') TYPO 123
* 6000 FOR 0MAT(3X A6.7Xs I12 X9F12.3) 
TYPO 124
7COC FORMAT(*: TOTAL'.8Xe 112,8XoF12.
1
,' TOTAL NO. OF ORS ='1*8) TYDo 25
8000 FORMAT 93SAT*912,o CURRENT FLEMENTS. UNITS: LFNGTH-METEPSo 1, TYPO '26
SATIME-SECONCS9 ANGLES-CEG
R E F S . /1 X =09G??.16. Y =#.G2- .16TY
0 O: 1'7
. e Z =o G22.1 e0/ XDOT= ,G22.16. YOT=--.G,22.16 , ZDOT=I. TYDn 
1 2
* G22.1o6/ A = aG22.156# E =',G?2.15. INCL=*.G??.16/ TYPO t20
' * = MV .=G22.15,6' PERG='.G22.16. o EAN=I.G22.16/0 SATID= ,18. TYOn ''9
0 * AREA ("*4:2) = . ~D1012.4,' MASS (KG) =0,3P012.2/ ODRAG
= $ TYPO '.'
* IPD'o.4,' CRAG DOT=',012.4,4 SOLRAD='.D12.4) TYPO 13
9000L FOOMAT(' P1US POSITION =IF12.3.* RMS VFLOCITY =',F12.6) TvYPO 33
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This subroutine uses the matrix partitioning tech-
niques described in the GEODYN Systems Description, Volume I,
to update the estimated values of arc adjusted parameters
for corrections resulting from the adjustment of common









PURPOSE TO UPDATE ARC ADJUSTED PARAIATES TO COMPENSATE
FOR ADJUSTMENTS TO COMMON PARA4TERS
CALLING SEOJENCE CALL IPCATE(NARCS OUTER,4START, SU419ELTA,0DELTA
TTL*BSNOS.SVAL)
SYMBOL TYPE DESCRIPTION
NARCS I INPUT - NUMBER OF ARCS
OUTER I INPUT - OUTER ITERATION NUM3ER
NSTART I INPUT - STARTING LOCATION IN NIRMAL '4ATqIX OF
COMMON PARAMETERS -
SUM. DP INPUT - NORMAL MATRIX
Cl)




TTL o INPUT - PARAMETER TITLE ARRAY
(1)
BSNOS DP INPUT - LOCATIONS IN NORMAL MATPIX n 9IASFS.
l) DRAG* SOLRAO, AND GFOnOTENTIAL DARAMETEPS
BSVAL O)P INPUT C OUTPUT - VALUES TO TASES. DFAG, SOLRA.
() AND GEODOTENTIAL PARAMETERS
SUPDOUTINES USED CORREL DATARD
COMMON BLOCKS APARAM CELE' CONSTS CPARAM TPEBLK
PRIORI
INPUT FILES NONE
CUTPUT FILES FOUTP - RINTFR
*GF3DYN SYSTEMS rESCRIPTION
DAVOLUME 1 - GEOCYN DOCUMENTATION
D
SU nouTIc U AT (1CS n UT .NSTAT.S J' InSLTA. UPSA I1
a 00ELTA TTL.$S NOS. R9 VAL) UPDA c,?
IMPLICIT .EAL*2 (A-H.C-Z) IJ PD A
LOGICAL .PGPR NPN 
A 54
INTTEU ARCNC.lOUTERP OUTP T UPDA SS
-8- 0-548
*UPDATE





COWMON/ AP AR AM1I NPA R 9 INPARI NRI A S ,NST ST ANS AT sNGPA 
RC 9NOEC1, NPA P AMtI0 A
* NEWIAS .MAXP AR 
11pnl 'kA
COVM1dONCELE/ELEAST (1 2) ORFAELA(12), IDUA( 5) JPP A' 
F-
COM MON/CflNSTS/OP I, OTW CD I. OPAI*Q- OD 
6PC
* COM PON/CO A R A/NS TA .N M A S T ES T *DIs 14'1 A S10CI N PC 2NGPC 





t KNDXNO ( INDIM I- )I*(I 1 2/ 
UPflA 69%
C LOOP THQiOUGt4 1000 FOR EACHi ARC 
UPIA f- 14
* DO IC03 ARCNC=INAPCS 
UPOA 70
C READ ARC INFr)RVATION 
UP'.)A 71
* CALL CAT AQ D(AR CNCFALS E ,FA SE TPUE o UPDA 72
:1=0 
*UP')A 721
C COM4PUTE CORPECTICNS 
UPn)A 74
0O 2CO 1=1.NPARAM 
1E~A
DELTA t )=0 .O0CO 
UPDA 7$0




S_ COELTA(1 )OFLTA( I)-SJAA (L1 )*DETA(L) D 7
10 I =I- r'If- 
U03A 00
.~. ~ -UPDA 
"Ze
DO 150 1=1.11 
IJPIA A~3
150 .ELEMSTC I)=ELFm;T (I)+DELTA( I 
tipInA q4
-NF3SP=M;1 kS+NG),APC tAP
C CORRECT' SIASES ,GFOPOTENTIAL CCEFFICIENTSe DRAG 7~SOLQAfl 
tJPO A 6
00 200 11I.NESGP 
UPOA 907








- 11=0 - UPDA 
OP
DO 250 L=19NSAT *PA9




-. *~1&**~'.Dc ' ~ 'GO TO 2~50 
uvn~fA 9$,
COCI-9 K)=SVAL( I1I UPD4 97
25^ CON'T INUJ UPD A 
qQ
Y ST =1 .fKnNLI.(NST ART) UPDA Go
LI=0 UPCA (
C LCOP THROUGH4 630 CORPECTS NOPMAL MMATP!X U00 A leti
Dn 6C3~ L1.*NPARAM UP'& A'
- ST=IST UP!NA ''
00 ACO 14=NSTART*NOIM t; 
PrA I 'C
D 0OLTA(k')=0.oGD tJPDA+ 1'0c
PcM= IST* ' XJflA. ItA r
DO. XC I=STR, tlr~rA 1 C 7
KL=LI+N4 
tlpr~ 3,lo
DOELTA(I-) -DCLLTA(% i+SU-41(NA)tStiII.1 NL) *p UrA *!'0
NIA NIAN+N.'II'-N UpnA 1 1
IF(u.rO.N)IM) GO TO 4C:)ITfl'1
80-549
UPDATE.
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PPI=M+l UPDA 112
-.00O 350 N=MP1.NO IM UPDA 113
KM=1JST+N -. . .UPflA 114
NL=LI+N UPflA 115
353 ODULT A(i) =DDELT A ( )+S U'A I(NM) *SUMI (NL) UPfl& ! le
400 MST =MST+NfDIM-M U~InA 117
l1=L1.. UPOA ite
DO so00 I=LoNPARAM -PA 1
12=L1 + VD U A I ?f
n0 450 M=N.START %NO IM UPflA 12!
1M=11+m . UPDA ! 2?
450 SU'-A (1(2) SUMI(12 )+SUM I f M) *ODLTA(M) UPDA 12'%
500 1 I=I I+N0 I A-I . UPDA 124
*DO 553 4=NSTART.NDiU UPInA !25.
I M=L1 +k . UPnA 126
550 SUMI( Im)=-OOELTA(4) UPflA 127
600 L1 '=L1+N,)I,-L UPDA 120c
-C PRINT UPC AT.F ELEMFNTS &, COPPELATIONS LJPDA '12C
VRITC(OJTP,441446) UPDA I2
JI=NAT*6UPDA 1?1
WRITE(0JT0,103Q4) ARCNI DUTER.(ELE'iST(J).j1,oj1) UP'A !732
--- CALL CnRREL(SUNINPAPA4,NDIf~eAPCNOTTL) IID0A 133
WRI TF(OUrO.44460) ARCN3 UPDA 24L
C RITIIOTE APAMETER SIGMAS URDA
00 650 I=1.NPARAM UPDA 13f,
I1=INOKN.41(j+ -)-. UPOA 137
le- V~lTF~nIIO.4446 I) TTL (I ItSUM I( II) UPOA !3.3
C PRINT CROSS CORRFLAT IONS .- UPOA J4U
WRITE(OUrD,944450) ARCN~I UPDA *A
V__.RITE(OJTP. 1C214) (rTLCJ I9J=NSTArT*NlIM) . U0OA !4-1
IST=NSTART . IDfA 142
ISTP=NDT M .UPnA 1&.3
-. _Do SO0 I=1.NPARAM UPDA 1A4
INDEX1I'IOxNO( I) JPO A. I A
I= - INDEXI+I UP11A a6
00 700 J=NSTART.NDIM UPflA 147
JJ=INDXD( J)4-j tPO A '4A$A
IJ=INDFXCI +J UPDA 14Q
* 700 SUVI(!J),=SUM1A(1J)/(SUMI1(11*DSORT(SUP41CJ))I UP-)A 05n
*WR IT E (0'.TP ,IC 215 1 T TL I s(S Um J). J I S T 1S T D IRD A '51
I ST= IST +401M -I .UPDA I s i
SCO STF1STND1-I PDA !53
C STORE UPnAT:--) ARC INF'IQATION fA15
1000-CALL ATA~q(APCNO..FALS.,.TPUE...ALS' ) 
UPDA 154
RET URN UPDA 156
10214 FOr-MAT ( I H* .6X. 1 A5 I URDA 157
10215 FnFlMAr (I tC sA69 18r6 .3/ (7X. I El 6 ) UPDA 195P
1*304 FC 4AT(1N'://.4CX.24,HU'9ATEO ELEMENTS FOR ADC.13,22H AFTER toUrr-P ITUPNA '
* (44X.1,).2-X. HY.25X.1I4'//!X3246//42X4trOOT'Z2X# tlPf)A 161
* * 4HYZ IT Z2 X4 H 7 T/10CX * 024.16// uJD A
44 4f FOf; MAT (I) I 41PINA f
444-5, F0$-MAT( lki./7X9 VCZ.SS C'WF7LA TIC-4 C-tvF!CITFNTS P TW .N: STATION U P'-A 1 eL4
0 I0'05 1TIC!4r ANDC ARC 1:. ADJUI T : P.%-AL~T TP-,I UPOA i Ac
44 460 rO:;IJAT ( 1, 1ex . IADJtS TFD PAPAMTFP SIGMAS FnR AC.3)UPnA I f-
44461 Fn-.,T ( I XA6, G10..3) tj.pnA I'6'





L~Jp Td~C~I9' f ZAI &/iAT?
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NAME UPOOWN
PURPOSE TO CCPUTE U:LINK AND DOWNLINK TOANSIT TIME FOP
AVFRAGE RANGE. TE DATA o THE TWO DOIWNLINK
TRANSIT TIMES FOR VLHI DATA
CALLIN SEQUENCE CALL UPC-)WN(DAYfSTAlfsDSTA2,IG491SAlI1STA2*ISAT%
PREPROO.S. R.INDX)
SYMRCL TYPE DESCRIPTION
DAY DO INPJT & OUTPUT - SATELLITE TIVE IN DAYS FROM
JAN 0.0 OF THE REFERENCE YEAR
INPUT - NOMINAL ESTIMATE
UOUTPUT - CORRECTED SATELLITE TIMN
DSTAI DP INPUT - FIRST C7OUND TIM-- IN DAYS FROM
JAN C*O OF THE REFEPENCE YEAR
DSTA2 r) . OUTPUT - SECOND GROUND TIME T DAYS
FROM JAN 0.0 OF THE REFERENCE YEAR
SIGN DP INPUT - =+1 FOR VLST DATA
=-1 FOR AVEPAGING RANGE GATE DATA
ISTAI I INPUT - INDEX F3R FIRST STATION
ISTA2 I INPUT - INDEX FOR SECOND STATION
'SAT 1*2 INJPUT - SATELLITE INDEX
PREPRO L INPUT - SWITCH REOUESTIN TPOPOSPHERIC REFRACTION
PREPROCESSING
-BS -D - OUTPUT-- VALUE OF EASUREMENT
RFINDX R INPUT - REFRACTION INDICES FOR MFASUREMENT
(2) PREPROCESSING




SEFERENCES *GE3DYN SYSTFMS DESCFT oTN
*VOLUME. 1 - GEOYN OCUMENTATION
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IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.C-Z) UP~fl 510
LOGICAL NOTIST.PPEPRO IlPrnt3 57
tNTEGEr,*2 ISAT . . .. S.
REAL RFTNDX LJPDC 5i
DIlwENsIIN), RFIND)UZ) to'O 0 .
COMMONCU VE CT/ UHA( 3 21 XY :!2) RXYZ (3 2) RN V 2 1 vQ 2 Upi'O 61
FS(3(2) .XYSQ(2) n ie.f E2
DATA C/2e.)97,'25Da/.DTCL./1CO-1/NOTIST/FALS.e/ upnnf t7
IF(K3T1ST) GO TO IUO Oin1'
NOT 1ST=.T RUE. . P')
* DAYLIT= .000/( C*e.64D41 UP nlO I
100 N=0 Up~in 67
*200 IDPPEV=OAY UPntO 6A~
CALL OP-31T(CAY) UPrv, 60
THCTG=GRHRAN(DSTA1IST1 UPOO,'
DAY =ST A I- I SAT ) sDA YLI T UPD 71
OT=CASS (DAY-CPREV) tupri 72
IF(.CTeLE.DTOL) GC TO 202C uo
N=N+I UPO 7 A
IF(h.LE.5) GC To 200 upn 7~
*DT=CT *3. 4 04 UPflO 76
PRINT l1a) )DT,DTC. u Pr) 77
-- 300 -IF(PnSP~fl) OES=OEIS-RFIND)X(I)/(C.O26DC+RENV(3,ISAT)I UP.,%l 7A
OSTAZ=SIGN*(DSTA1-OAY )+CAY UPDO 70Q
UPDO PC
'400 DPRFV=DSTA2 tu D p~t
TNETG=G 4AN(OSTA2. ISTA2) ur n E3
DST A2=0A Y +S IGN IS AT )'jCA YL IT Ur'DO A?'
OT=CAH~i :.T A2-DrPr!VP UPDO P4
IF(CT.LT.OTOL) GC TO !.C .UPCO p
N + 1 UJpDr P6,
t .F(K*~LE.5) GO TO 400 U P) n97
DT= CT *8. 6 4 0 4 u~no ik
- -PRINT l)C39OT*CTX. - upno Rq
500 tFCPRP) 0ES=OFS-RFINOX(2)/(C.C26OO+RENV(3,!SAT)) . IJODO C
RETUR N U cfl 01
100FOlZAT(v S**UPDOihN**S ACCEP'TFD TRANSIT TIME FPOQ 46FTIEP SIX 0,R UPrO a p
# ITERATIONS -*F25'SECONDS* GREATEP THAN**EI2.59 UPDO 03
*DAYS S**UDOCN**S@) UPl 04
* END u POP 0 Q5
8.0-553
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NAME VCONV
PURPOSE TO CONVERT VARIANCE-COVAQOIANCE FROM ONE 
SYSTEM 1n
ANOTHER
CALLING SEOJENCE CALL VCONV(VAqIN,VAROUTPARTL)
SYMSCL TYoE DESCRIPTICN
VARIN R INPJT - INPUT VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX
VAROUT q OUTPUT - OUTPUT VARIANCE-COVARIANCE 
MATRIX
PARTL R INPUT -P ARTIALS OF -VAROUT- VARIABLES WITH
RESPECT TO -VAPIN- VARIARLES





SUBROUTINE VCQNV(VARIN,.VAROUT*PARTL) VC"N ?'
DIVENSIn.-4 VARIN(3,3).VAROUT(3,3).PARTL(3.3),T( 3) VCnN ?p
C..PRE-MULTIPLY INPUT MATRIX 4Y TPANSPOSE OF DARTIAL MATRIX 
. VCON 30
00 10 I=1,3 VCON 31
f00 10 J=1,3 VCnN -2
VAPcUT( I.J)=0. -VCON '73
DO 10 K=3 VCON 4
10 VAFOUT( ,T J)=VAROUTr(I. J)+0APTL(Ko I *VARtIN(K,J) VCON 
3
C- FST-MULTI"LY A2CVE 3Y PARTIAL MATRIX
-  VCON 26
DO 30 I=1,3 .VCnN "7
00DO 20 J=1.3 VClN 3;
T(J)=0. VCON 30
DO 20 K=1.3 VCON 40
20 T( J)=T(J) +V AFOUT(I ,K) *"ARTL(K, J) - VCON 41
DO 30 J=1.3 VCON 42
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- .. .VEVAL
-DESCRIPTION
VEVAL is a major subroutine in GEODYN and is closely
linked with the force model subroutines. Its purpose is to
evaluate the variational equations. -..
Various intermediate data is computed in other
routines, especially the direct partial derivatives of
the accelerations with respect to the force model
'coefficients being determined. SUNGRV and EGRAV also
supply information for computing the partial derivatives
of the gradient of the gravitational potential with respect
to the.position of the satellite at the current time, i.e.
- (VU)
a?
Subroutine DENSTY supplies the partial derivative of the
atmospheric density with respect to spheroid height.
The order of. computation is:
* compute U -- (VU);2c 3r
*. compute D = (D), where D is the
acceleration due to drag;
* evaluate the variational equations.
8.0- 55 -
-.- VEVAL
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VEVAL TO COMPUTE PARTIALS. OF ACCELERATION WITH RESPECT
TO INSTANTANECUS CREITAL ELEMENTS * TO MULTIP.Y
THESE PARTIALS BY THE VARIATIONAL PAPTIALS TJ
. .. . OBTAIN THE VARIATICNAL ACCELERATICN FOR
INTEGRATICN OF THE VARIATIONAL EQUATIONS
CALLING SE OLENCE CALL VEVAL1(GRPAR)
* VSMBOL TYPE DESCRIPTICN
GRPAR DP INPUT - PARTIALS CF FORCE MODEL PARAMETERS
(3.1)
CALLING SEQUENCE CALL VEVAL(XI*FCT*ICIM.FEVAL9M2)
SMBOL. TYPE DESCRIPTICN
-I DP INPUT - ORBITAL ELEMENTS AND VARIATIONAL PARTIALS
(MD IM.4I)
IC,! l!!P A.CCELEA!V!5 ANID VAP!ATICH&L DAOT1.6-c
(3.11
I, I INPUT -IN CNSION CF XI IN THE CALLING PROGRAM
-FEVAL L INPUT - FLAG TO OETERMIE WHICH ACCELERATION
PARTIALS APE RECUJIRED:
TRUE : WITH RESPECT TO EPOCH ELEMENTS AND
- PARAVETERS
FALSE : WITH RESPECT TO INSTANTANEUS
ELEMENTS
142 1 INPUT - VARIATIONAL ECUATION CISPLACEMENT*
SUBROUTINES USED RESPAR CLEAR




REFERENCES *GECDYN SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION*






* Ql~~~9V INAL PAGi9 ISP~i
SUBROUTINE %EVA LI(GRPAR)VEA 5
IMPLXCIT REAL*d (A-H.C-Z) VEVA 57
LOGICAL FE=VAL.CkMPGPR VEVA 59
DOWBLE PRECISICN PODEL VEVA 60
O1IN.NSICN GPPAR(3*1) -XI (5.D Mel FCT(391 oRIC(3)qPID(3)9A'_IDC3), VEVA 61
A 20(3.3) P2D(3.3) @AL20('3*.) VEVA 62
*COMMON4/CPAFAMI/NSTAN"-AST.NSTFST 
.NlOiBdIAS.NGPC1.NGPC2, VEVA t3
* NGPC~m.NCSZST.CAPGPR .LX ij. .LI M2.NOLN9 NOENST sNT IDSTsNT IDE'4 9 VEVA. f-4
* NNA SW*NCCOSTNDCCNS VEVA 65
*COM.4M0'4/0DFGBLK,-HT. ;sSO 9EXPT (3) .CO .50FPc. eE~p-cv9VEVEL.Rc 3) VEVA 66
CO4MONl/1NTVLKTHOCTI(2, .THDTZS.GPk.A:,A:-SC(2).PFSC.32.FFS0S2.p VEVA 68
*. GM3( 6) *8(2) .oDOT (-%1 1 E CNS (15) v NE CCY VEVA C9 -
COMNw0G*UXV6 %F".(9)s~'C6sH36 VEVA 70
* COMMON/ % A T/V VA R (3 .63 9U2 (3 #3 vC I R (:! 93 ) C 2CJRP( 3 93 3) VEVA 71
-. CO fMOt4/ NPOL CK /AI aC SLP U 1 ) 9SNL M(3 1 ) 9U IC (3 ) P(3 3 930) 9AORN 30 1 VEVA 72
* TPM( 39) VEVA 73
COHMON/XYZ/ X( 6) sRI P9SAT FOCE(2) VEVA 74
EQLIVALENCE (PID(1),C1DEPCI,lI).(P1O(1).ClDER(1.2)).o VEVA 75
* (ALI D (1)PC 1C E R (1 93)).(S P 9P(I * I (CP. P(2 1 s ( R 20 1 01 VZVA 76
* . C2DE-RC1.1,1)).(PZD(1,1).PC2DEp(1.1.2)).(AL2C(1.1).C2CERc1,1,3,) VEVA 77
* EOUI VALENCE ( PD PHOD *EXPT (I) 
-NEVA 76
* RETUR14 VEVA 79
* ENTRY VEVAL('XIFCT.J.01M9FEVALem21 VEVA ec
*.--~i."~L~jF-FFiCIENTj PARTI ALS IFGEOPOTENTIAL IS ACJ E ~ ---VEVA el
* IF (CP.PGPR) CALL PSDAR VFVA F!2
CALL CI.FAR P( %ATPX .63 .21 VFrVL p~
- RINV=1.000/Ri VEVA e4
R3= I R 2VEVA ES
ALlOC I ) - c 2) /Al VEVA e6
4._-LlD(2) =X(I /AL 
_VEVA 87
* AL2D( 1 91) -2. CD 0 ALI D U *ALI D(2 VEVA E8
* AL2DCZ.2)=-AL2DCI.1) VEVA e9
-- AL2D(1 .2) =A Ll D( I) 4*2ALl0c2) **2 VEVA 90
4J10C2)=LO( 2) /CP VEVA 51
X-7=1.CCD CCP4*2 
---- VEVA 92
WEON=NECNS( I SAT) VEVA 593C C04ILTE PARTIALS CF GEOPOTENTIAL WITH RESPECT TO Rs PHI* LAMBD4k VEVA S4
_,00 10-NC=2It-ExA Y---EVA 55
* tS=31-NC VEVA S6
FNI=NC4-l- VEVA S7
I A L UVEVA S8
- CO=P(2*KC) VEVA 99
PH .14NC+1 VEVA 100




*P1=PCM:.C O) VEVA 104
CI=CCS( NC MC)*CSLM(?JSC)+CS (NS -MS *SNLPM(MC) )*AORN (NC) VFVA 105
C2=-CSNC9K_ *SLM(WC)+CS(NSsM.)*CLM(C) *ACN(N 14FMVEVA 106C3=CO0 VEVA 107
*CC -P(MC +2 NC) -T F P(MC ) *P C1I +v I IKCCBV 0
* U2D( &.1 )=L2--( 1.1 )+F NI*C1 *(FNI #1 *C) *P 
* VEVA log
A-;-20( 291 ) =2C 2. L I-FN.*C*3. 
.VEVk '110
L2OC 3*1 )=L20( 3.1)-F N.1 *C2*PI VEVA III
8. 0-557
VEVAL
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AEPRODIXIBhLM Tt
" R i G IN* 
- .
- . . ,
UJ20(3,2)=L2D(3.2)*C2*C3 VEVA 112
t2D( 3#3)=?20(3.3)-Fd**2*C1*P1 VEVA 113
.110 L20(2.2)=L2D(2.2)+Cl (CO-TM(MC)*C3-Fp*Pl*C7) VEVA 114
L2D(1.2)=2.0 CtG R 3+UZD(1 ,1)/R2 VEVA 1V5
I ZC.(2,1)=L2(2,1)/(R1*CPI VEVA 116
V U2D(3.1 )=L2C(3.1 /j 1 VEVA 11?
•, U2D(2, )-2 ( Z,2 *C7+U Ot(2)*TPM(2) / CP - VEVA. 18
SL20(3,2)='.2C(3.2)/CP . ... 19 VEVAXI1
L,2D(1 .2 I-=UZD(2, . ) VEVA 12,
2D( 1 v3 ) =0L2C( 3 1 ) VEVA 121
S ;2D(2.3)=L2C(3.2) " ." VEVA 122
C=(3)/2 . VEVA 123
Do 205 1=1,3 VEVA 124
RID(I)= I)'/R1 " . . *VEVA 125
295 PID(i)=-C*IC(!) . VEVA 125
S P2D(3)=P10J3)+RINV VEVA 127
00 210 I=1,3. / VEVA 12
.. P2D(I1 )=-X(3)/R3 VEVA 129
IF(Ie.E .3) FZC(3.z)=P2D(3,3)+P2C(3,3) VEVA 120
--CI=3sDOvX(3)¢x(l)/r2 VEVA 131
00DO 210 ;=1.3 VEVA 132
IF(JEO.3) P2D0IsJ)=P2D(IJ)-X(I)/R3 VEVA 173
-210 P2D(1.J)=P2D(IJ)+CI*x(J)/R3 . VEVA 134
DO 215 1=1,3 VEVA 135
-00O 214 J=1.3 VEVA 1'
214 R20(I J)=- (I ) *X(J)/P3 VEVA 137
215 20(I.l,)=;2D(I.I)+P NV VFVA I!&
C COMPLTE ACCELEATIPN PAPTTAL COUPCNFiKTS FfPCM ,FnFATF-NTTAI.MnnljN r.. ceili olVA 11o
ZZ 17L i=!. VEVA 140
00 178 K=1,3 VYEVP 141
-.- -C=0.0 0 VEVA 142
D00 177 J=1.3 VEVA 143
177 C=C+CIER(I1,J)* 2D(JK) VEVA 144
S -- 0 178 L=I .3 VEVA 145
178 VMATRXCIL)=VMATRX(I L)+C*ClDER(LK) .VEVA 146
...D .L 0 h=L NSC Y -- "- .VEVA 147
IF(GM3( N).LE.O.ODO) GO 10 180 . VEVA 148
C7=GM3(N)/RHO3(N) VEVA 149
-ce=3.OC*cC7/RHOSQ(N) VEVA 150
00 179 I=1.23 VEVA 151
. VMATRX(II)=V WATRX(I ,1)-C7 VEVA 152
00 179 J=I.3 VEVA 153
179 VMAT.-x(1,J)=vATRX( 1J)+C8 *RHOM(I N)*FHOM JN) VEVA 154
180 CONTINUE VEVA 155
00 1C 1=1.3 VEVA 156
S DO 1I0 J=!03 "VEVA 157
DO 185 K=1.3 VEVA 15S
IS5 VMATRx(I.J)=vPATRX(IJ)+U1r(K) C20E(IJK) VEVA 159
190 IF([eNEJ).VMATRX(JI)=VMATRX(IJ) VEVA ItO
NN=3 , " VEVA ICI
IFI.NOT.S(ISAT).GT.0.000) GO TO 300 VEVA 162
C COMPLTE ACCEL.RATION PARTIAL CCMOC.ENT FCROM ORAG VVA 163.
NN=6 VEVA lea6
S-8BRH0=B RHO */V L VEVA .1 65
A HOTH =5 ;H C * T T2 S VrVA 1e6





* ~UEPRODUCI$JLITY OF TfIB'
* - U1GINAL PAGE 'IS POOR~
S3Rt4TDV=8RHD V*THfDT2S VEVA 1'
C Ir..oO4F So 2 tSPS! S 0F?SC32 VIEVA I1E
*C2=2oO*C I/Rl VEVA 17'
C3=t PSI SO- I @C0) *C2 VEVA .1?
C2=SPSISO*C 2 IAI
C08RthCv *CPH00 /pl VEVA 17"
Cl=C1.OC+C2 ).CO VCVA l71
WELR(3)=X(G).VV 17
EXPT!) X(l ) C1 VEVA. I7t
EXPTC2) =X() "CI VEV& I'
--EXPT(3J=Xi3)*(C3Ii.OOJ0)*Cli VEVlk lV
C15RTC;V*VEL.P(ll *VSLR(2) VEVA I7
V*AR(12 VAQ ~ VLv~.l)N2VL VEVA I E
V1ATR.( 2.1 ) VMA TX2 o) +RHOTH* (VLV ELpZ(2)*#2/VEL I VEV4, I
WATR A( I # I : A TPX ( I.I ) +C I VEVA IE 2
i MATr X( .1) *V!4TRX (3%1 ) BPHT 0V *VELR (3 )*VELR 2) VEVA I~
~VATP X 3*2)=V0A T P X(3 92) -85HT OV VELF (3) *V ELR (I VIFVA l~z
00 200 1=193 VEEVA I _
00 200 J=l .3 VEVA I F
JtIJt3 IfEVA i r
* IFC(I .=0. J) NrM~ATqX(! sJ1)=V'ATRK CI 9JI )-ECSRHOV VEVA I%
VMATR X( I .JI V PikTR X( I J) -VEL R ( I) *X P TJ) VEVA :
*200 Vw A R M I . V MA T6zx CIJ 1 -8RHDVvEL R I *V ELR J) VEVA 1c'
300 00 3C! J=196 VEVA I C,
K0=(J-l)*v2+1 VEVIA I -,
DO 301 1=1*3 vv -
30t FC'T( . I =(%.) A- ur'A
?F(?MEON.LT.e) GG TO 304 VEVA 1 1
C iCO'PLTE ACCELU ATION PAR~TIALS WITH RESPECT TO EPOCH PARAMETEPS VEVA I
_-.DO 302 Ll=8,NE2N *.VEVA 4
KOC(LI-2) *M2+1 * VEVA :
* K0C=LI-7 VEVA 2%
-DO 302 1=2.3 VEVA 2%!
302 FCU I K C) = P AR(I K! 0) VEVA 2Z,
304 IFC.NOT.FEVAL) V-ULJN -VEV4 2T%
DO0 305 LI=2.NECN * VEVA 2:4
K C=CLI-2) *m2+1 VEVA 2Cc
**00 305 1=1.3 VEVA 2C%
~UP~0t C*.VEVA 2C7.
DO 306 J=1.NN * VEVA 2CE
*306 S UN =S UA+vKA T X I J) 4XI J*L1) VEVA 21 1
305 FC7C 1 9K C=F C TI K0J t SU 14 VVVA 21C




. Page I of I
•October 1972
NAME YMDAY
PURPOSE TO COMPUTE FOP A GIVEN DATE THE NUMA 7 O DAYS FROM
JAN 0.0 OF THE REFERENCE YEAP FOC T F ARC
CALLING SEO:P!NCE X-YMDAY(IYMD. IHMSEC)
SYMCCL TYPE DESCRIPTION
IYMD I INPUT - OATE IN THE FOPM OF YYM40D
IHM I INPJT - TIME IN THE FOQM OF MHMM
SEC q INPUT - SECONDS
6
VMDAY OP OUTPUT - NUMBEQ OF DAYS FPO4 JAN 0.0 OF THE





---- OoUeLE ORECISICN FUNCTION YMDAY(IYMD.IHM.SEC) V#AA C,
IMPLICIf PEALwS (A-H.C-Z) VMDA 31
COP VON/CT I ME/CAYPFF 11). IYREG YMDA 72
IYIYBsE*100C0+101 VU-A 31
IHMS=IH*1O0 -VYMDA 3
.,CALL DIFF( IY.0, YMm., I S. ID, IS) Y W A .5
YMDAY=85a30*(C+1)+IS V 14D A






" COMON BLOCK DESCRIPTIONS
The GEODYN program contains 39 common blocks. Each
common block is fully described on the following pages. Some






S " . .- Programs Programs
Where WhereVariable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
ITNMS R*8 000000 Alphanumeric BLOCK DATA IiOUPT
S(5) information for
printout.
TIMING R*8 000028 Alphanumeric BLOCK DATA NONAME
information for INOUPT
"printout.
BLANK 'R*8 000030. Alphanumeric BLOCK DATA NONAME
information for INOUPT
printout. SUMMIRY
ATYPE R*8 000038 Alphanumeric BLOCK DATA NONA\IME
-(31) information for INOUPT
printout. SUMMRY
TYPORB
UNITS R*8 000130 Alphanumeric BLOCK DATA NONAME(15) information for INOUPT
printout.
ELCUT R*8 0001AS Elevation cutoff INOUPT NONAME
angle. NEWARC DATARD
INOUPT








Variable Type Location Description Where Defined Where Used
INPAR 1*4 000000 Number of NONAME . NONAME
force model NEWARC NEWARC
.- , -. -. .parameters PREDCT
--to be inte- :STORE
grated.
INPARI 1*4 000004 Number of INOUPT MAIN






NBIAS 1*4 000008 Number of INOUPT MAIN










ESTSTA 1*4 00000C. Number of NEWARC NONAIME
adjusted NEWARC
stations. STORE

















Variable Type Location Description Where Defined Where Used










RECN01 1*4 000018 Number of INOUPT NONAME
record of INOUPT
• first ob- NEWARC
servation STORE
in arc.

















MAXPAR 1*4 00000C Number of ESTIM BSCOMP
parameters ESTIMper measure- NEWIARC








Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
ELEMST R*8 000000 Epoch cartesian- MAIN MAIN











ORBELA . R*8- 000060 Epoch Kepler MAIN MAIN













EC R*8 0000C8 Eccentric anomaly. ELEM "DATARD
ELEM
ORB1S.STORE









COMMON/CEPHEM/AO,PMOON ,SUN ,ANUT, DUfMY,
Hex Program Where Program
Variable Type Location Description Defined Where Use
AO R*8 000000 Unit vector and EPHEM DENSTY




















SUN R*8 000A58 Buffer for solar EPHEM EPHEM
--(270) -- and planetary
position and inter-
polation information
ANUT R*4 0012C8 Buffer for nuta- EPHEM EPHEM
(102) tion information
DUMMfY R*8 -Dummy .
ww
9.0-6
/CEPHEM/. (Version 2) 0
COMMON/CEPEHM/JNAME,ISTARD ,ESTANO , ISTANO
*Hex Program Where Program
Variable Type Location Description Defined Where Used
JNAME R*8 000000 Names of sta- INOUPT DODSRD
(381) tions read from .INOUPT
input
ISTARD I1*2 OOBE8 Numbers of INOUPT DODSRD.
(381) stations read GEOSRD
from input INOUPT
SIMRD
ESTA1NO 1*2 000EE2 Master station INOUPT INOUPT
(381) array for STAINP
station adjust-
ment
ESTANO 1*2 0011DC Number of INOUPT BIAS
(386) stations to DODSRD DODSRD










Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
ISATID(2) R*4 000000 --- Not Used
THETGO R*8- 000008 Right ascension of JANTHG JANTHG
.(15) Greenwich in degrees
on Jan.0.0 from
1958-1975.










Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used












RFINDX R84 000198 Tropospheric INOUPT DODSRD
(2,50) refraction indices GEOSRD.
and constant tim- INOUPT
ing .corrections PRNTPR
SINDPRE 1*2 000328 Station numbers and INOUPT DODSRD
(2,50) measurement types GEOSRD
for preprocessing. INOUPT
PRNTPR

















/CGEOS/ (version 2) (Cont.) ,
Programs Programs
Where WhereSVariable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used





























Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
RMSALL R*4 000000 RMS for all arcs. MAIN MAIN
- - N ORE .I
OUTCON R*4 000004 Outer iteration INOUPT NONAME
convergence INOUPT
criterion.
MINOUT .I*4  000008 Minimum number of INOUPT NONA2.1E
outer iterations., INOUPT
-AXOUT 1*4 00000C Maximum number of INOUPT NONAME
outer iterations. INOUPT




MAXSAT 1*4 0000141 Maximum number of MAIN MAIN
satellites per arc. CBROWN
-DATARD




-START .*4 00001C Parameter number of COMPAR - NONAME
first common para- ESTIM CBROWN
meter. COMPAR
ESTIM
NEQNMX 1*4 000020 Maximum number of MAIN MAIN
force model equa- .CBROWN
tions to be inte- ESTIM






Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used




1ORDER 1*4 000028 Not Used.
NARCS 1*4 00002C Number of arcs. MAIN MAIN
NONAME
ARCPAR
NSTARD '1*4 000030 Number of tracking INOUPT COMPAR
stations read frbm INOUPT
input.
STARTR. L*4. 000034 .TRUE.-Restart tape INOUPT NONAME
input. INOUPT
STARTW L*4 000038 .TRUE.-Restart tape INOUPT NONAME
output. DATARD
INOUPT
STARTA 1*4 00003C Number of arc where INOUPT NONAME
restart will begin. INOUPT




-INSTRT 1*4 000044 Input restart tape INOUPT NONAIME
number. INOUPT








Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Defined

















DRAD R*8 000010 2wr/360 BLOCK DATA NONAME
Conversion APPER





















Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used


















. . Programs Programs
Where Where
Variable Tye Hex Location Description Defined Usea
RANDOT(2) R*8 000000 Time derivative of NONAME NONAME
the right ascension INOUPT




PERDOT(2) R*8 000010 Time derivative of NONAME NONAME








APHT(2) R*8 000030 Apogee height. APPER APPER
ORB1
TYPORB





.. . .• , - . . . " -_ . . • .. .









Variable Type Location Description Where Defined Where Used




















-NSTEST 1*4 000008 Number of INOUPT MAIN
*estimated NONAME






















Variable Type Location Description Where Defined Where Used















































Variable Type Location Description Where Defined Where Used









LIM1 1*4 000028 Size of nor- NONAME NONAME
mal arrays CONSTS
S to be . ESTIM
cleared.
4














NDENST 1*4 - 000034 Number of INOUPT MAIN
adjusted . CBROWN







NTIDST . 1*4 000038 Number of CONSTS MAIN
S. adjusted . CBROWN
tidal CONSTS
parameters.
. " : ,-"9 . .... .8
. - /CPARAM/ (Cont.)
Program Program
Variable Type Location Description Where Defined Where Used























NDCONS 1*4 000048 Maximum INOUPT CONSTS
degree and GEOIDH









Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
LLIMIT 1*4 000000 LLIMIT(N) is the EGRAV EGRAV
minimum order plus
one of terms of
degree N which are
used in the geopoten-
tial expansion.
ULIMIT 1*4 00007C ULIMIT(N) is the EGRAV EGRAV
Smaximum order plus GEOIDH
one of terms of
degree N which are







Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
RESID R*8 000000 Measurement residual.STAINF STAINFSMSTAT
SIG R*8 000004 Measurement sigma. STAINF STAINFSMSTAT
NMTOT 1*4 000008 Total number of STAINF 
STAINF
weighted measure- SMSTAT SMSTAT
ments in arc.
WTSUMT R*8 00000C Sum of squares o'f STAINF 
BMTWRT
weighted residuals SMSTAT STAINF
for the arc. SMSTAT
. 2
9.0-21




Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
CTHETG R*8 000000 Cosine of right GRHRAN DPFCT
ascension of SURDEN GRHRAN
Greenwich. SURDEN
STHETG R*8 000008 Sine- of right GRHRAN DPFCT










Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
DATAEP R*8 000000 Epoch of data in MAIN MAIN
days from Jan 0.0 NONA ME











DAYREF R*8 000008 Reference date in MAIN MAIN
days from Jan 0.0 DATARD




DSTART R*8 000010 Epoch in days from MAIN MAIN
Jan 0.0 of the DODELM NONAME







.. - . STORE
TYPORB
A





Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
DAYSTP R*8 000018 Data stop time in MAIN MAIN
days from Jan 0.0 DATARD








DAYINT R*8 000020 Current integration F DATARD
time in days from DENSTY
Jan 0.0 of the F
reference year. STORE
DORBIT R*8 000028 Start time for orbit INOUPT NONANE
generator in days NEWARC DATARD
from Jan 0.0 of the INOUPT
reference year. NEWARC
STORE
DAYEND R*8 000030 Stop time for orbit INOUPT NONAME
generator in days NEWARC DATARD
from Jan 0.0 of the INOUPT
reference year. NEWARC
STORE
DRATE R*8 000038 Output interval for INOUPT NONAME




DORBi R*8 000040 Start time for ORB1 INOUPT NONAME
tape in days from NEWARC DATARD









Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
SDORBIE R*8 000048 Stop time for INOUPT DATARD
ORB1 tape in days NEWARC INOUPT
Sfrom Jan 0.0 of ORB1
the reference year. STORE
ORERT R*8 000050 Output interval INOUPT NONAIME
for ORB1 tape in NEWARC DATARD
" - integral seconds. INOUPT
STORE










RND(4) ,MEASWT(4) ,WTMEAN (4) ,RMIISWTO (4) ,WTRND(4)
TYPRMS(4) ,NOTYPE (2,30)BSUM(8,12) ,IRMISALL(30)
NOALL(30),NOWTOB,JBASE
. • • . " . . . .. . *. .
•- . Programs Programs
Where Where
Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
EASNO R*8 000000 Measurement type RMSCMP RMSCMP
numbers. SUMMRY
NOBS(4) 1*4 000010 Number of measure- RMSCMP RMSCMP
ments. . STAINF
" SUMMRY
RDMEAN(4) R*4 000020 Residual means. ' RMSCMP RMSCMP
SUMMRY
RMSO(4) -R*4 000030 RMS's of residuals. RMSCMP RMSCMP
SUIMMRY
RND(4) R*4 000040 RND's of residuals. RMSCMP RMSCMP
SUMMRY
MEASWT(4) 1*4 000050 Number of weighted RMSCMP RMSCMP
measurements. SUMMRY
WTMEAN(4) R*4 .000060 Weighted residual RMSCMP RMSCMP
measurements. SUMMhIRY
RMSWTO(4) R*4 000070 RMS's of weighted RMSCMP RMSCMP
residuals. SUMMRY
WTRND(4) R*4 -000080 RND's of weighted RMSCMP RMSCMP
measurements. 
-SUMMRY
TYPRMS(4) R*4 000090 Measurement type RMSCMP NONAME




NOTYPE 1*4 .000108 Number of measure- RMSCMP RMSCMP




I/CSTINF/ (Version 1) (Cont.)
Programs ProgramsWhere WhereVariable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
BSUM R*4 0001F8 Summing arrays for STAINF STAINF(812) PCE measurement,
types.
RMSALL R*4 000378 Measurement type STAINF STAINF(300) weighted RMS's for
all arc.
NOALL 1*4 0003F0 Number of measure- STAINF NONAME
:(300) ments by type for STAINF
:all arcs.




JBASE 1*4 00046C Number of station GEOSRD CBROWN









Where •lhereVariable Ty2e Hex Location Description Defined Used
JBASE 1*2 000000 First station in a GEOSRD MAIN,(283) 
. measurement base- SIMRD GEOSRDline. SIMRD
KBASE 1*2 000236 Second station in GEOSRD MAIN(283) a measurement SIMRD GEOSRD
- baseline. SIMRD
LBASE I14 00046C Number of station GEOSRD MAIN
measurement base- SIMRD GEOSRDlines. MAIN SIMRD
.-. ~L- v a- 
.2 .8











......RENV(3,2) ,R(2) ,RSQ(2) ,XYZSQ(2)
Programs Programs
Where Where
Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
UHAT(3,2) R*8 000000 Earth fixed unit GRHRAN GRHRAN
vector from station OBSDOT
to satellite. PREDCT




RXYZ(3,2) R*8 000060 Earth fixed vec- GRHRAN GRHRAN
tor from station PREDCT
to satellite. PROCES
--RENV(3,2) R*8 000090 Station-satellite GRHRAN GRHPRAN











RSQ(2) R*8 0000DO R*R GRHRAN GRHRAN
TPREDCT
XYZSQ(2) R*8 0000E0 RXYZ(1,ISAT)**2 GRHRAN GRHRAI
+ RXYZ(2,ISAT)**2 PREDCT
.... where ISAT =







Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
TIME1 R*8 000000 Time of. DODS DATBSE DATBSE
observation DODSRD
STNAM1 R*8 000008 Station ID DATBSE DATBSE
DODSRD
OBD1 R*8 000010 DODS observation DATBSE DATBSE
DODSRD





OBSCOR R*8 .000028 DODS observation DATBSE DATBSE
correction DODSRD
SATNO I1*4 000030 Satellite number DATBSE DATBSE
. . DODSRD
--IOBNO1 1*4 000034 DODS observation DATBSE DATBSE
number
IWT(6) R*4 000038 Not Used DATBSE
.TCOR R*4 .000050 Time correction DATBSE DATBSE
DODSRD
IG2 1*2 000054 Not Used DATBSE
(2)
IT . * 12 000058 DODS observation DATBSE DATBSE
type number DODSRD
1 *2 00005A 
-Not Used DATBSE
"TTAG 1*2 '00005C Time type and sta- DATBSE DATBSE
tion source indi- DODSRD
cator
PBIT1 1*2 00005SE Preprocessing indi- DATBSE DATBSE
cators for cor- DODSRD
rections added prior





Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
PBIT2 1*2 000060 Preprocessing in- DATBSE DATBSE
dicators for cor- DODSRD
rections added by
DODS (bits .10-15)









Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
HT. R*8 000000 DRAG-satellite DRAG DENSTY
spheroid height DENSTY DRAG
in meters VEVAL
DENSTY-IN-





SPSISQ R*8 000008 sin 2 (geocentric DRAG DRAG
latitude) VEVAL
C(4) R*8 000010 C(1)=partial of the DENSTY DENSTY





C3 R*8 000030 The density times DRAG DENSTY
the relative air DRAG
speed VEVAL
Cl R*8 000038 C3 (1/2)CD(A/m) DRAG DENSTY
3. DRAG
VEVAL
--VEL --R*8 -- 000040 Relative air speed DRAG .DENSTY
of the satellite DRAG
VEVAL
XDOTR. R*8. 000048 x-component of the DRAG DENSTY
relative air speed DRAG
" VEVAL
YDOTR R*8 000050 y-component of the DRAG DENSTY
relative air speed DRAG
VEVAL
RHO R*8 000058 Atmospheric density DRAG DRAG
in kg/m VEVAL




Where WhereVariable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
IES 1*4 000000 See IBM SYSTEM/360 Defined in ERROR(26) GENERAL I/O.PACKAGE, system
Alan Thompson, IBM routine
July 14, 1970 DREAD or












Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
AVFLX R*8 000000 Three solar rotation JANTHG NONAME
(675) midpoint average ADFLUX
10.7cm flux values. BMTWRT
" Average provided DENSTY
daily beginning . INDENT
with 12 hours GMT JANTHG
two days prior to NEWARC
day of data epoch.
DFLX R*8 001518 Daily 10.7cm flux JANTHG NONAME
(675) values beginning ADFLUX
12 hours GMT two BMTWRT
days prior to day DENSTY
of data epoch. INDENT
JANTHG
NEWARC
KP R*8 002A30 Daily mean of JANTHG NONAME
(675). geomagnetic indices ADFLUX
K beginning 12 BMTWRT
- hurs GMT two -days DENSTY




. . .° .". - +- . . .. . _ . .- : •_
+ . - . - . .




Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
INDXCS 1*2 000000 Indexes for common INOUPT COMPAR








I for C's ,
2 for .s's
PLHSIG R*4 001680 Sigmas and correla- INOUPT COMPAR
tions on adjusted INOUPT
station positions. STORE
PLHSW L*1- 003A38 Switches telling INOUPT COMPAR
whether adjusted INOUPT
station sigmas and STORE
correlations refer
to Cartesian or
S " .. geodetic coordinates
"-
*- "
. /FLXBLK/ (VERSION 3)
COMMON/FLXBLK/BSTRT(900),BSEND(900),BTYPE(900)
•Program Program
Wahere WhereVariable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
BSTRT R*8 000000 Start time for.bias INOUPT ARCPAR
(900) adjustment coverage BIAS BIAS
INOUPT
STORE
BSEND R*8 001C20 Stop time for bias INOUPT ARCPAR




BTYPE 1*2 003840 Types for bias INOUPT ARCPAR









Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Usec'
INDEX1 1*4 000000 Maximum degree .of BLOCK DATA COEFL






INDEX2 1*4 000004 Maximum degree apd F AVGPOT
order of Legendre DATARD




INDEX3 1*4 000008 Maximum order of BLOCK DATA COEFL





...-INDEX4 1*4 00000C -Maximum degree and BLOCK DATA DATARD
.. order of geopoten- INOUPT F
- ----tial for variational .- INOUPT
equations. STORE
VEVAL
CS : R*8 000010 Geopotential BLOCK DATA NONAME

















Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used








Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
SATLAT R*8 000000 Satellite latitude. PREDCT NONAME
(2) PREDCT
SATLON R*8 000010 Satellite longi- PREDCT NONAME
(2) tude. PREDCT
SATH R*8 000020 Satellite height. PREDCT NONAME
(2) PREDCT
ELEV 'R*8 000030 Satellite elevation PREDCT NONAIME
(2) angle. ' PREDCT
PROCES









PBMAT,BMATNO,SIMDAT,PCESIM ,MISLOG( 9 )
.Programs Programs
Where Where
Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used




















S. ---- - TYPORB







INNMAX 1*4 000014 Maximum number INOUPT MAIN







Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used






















-- INSUPR '1*4 -000084 --Residual printing -1AIN MAIN
indicator INOUPT NONAME




IDSAT 1*4 000088 Satellite ID's for INOUPT NONAME(2) ORB1 tapes DATARD
INOUPT
STORE










Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
XYZFSW L*4 000094 Switch for satellite INOUPT NONAME
ephemeris on first NEWARC DATARD
inner of first INOUPT
- outer *< STORE
XYZLSW L*4 .000098 Switch for satellite INOUPT NONAME
ephemeris on last NEWARC DATARD
inner of last outer INOUPT
STORE
PLTLSW L*4 00009C Binary residual INOUPT NONAME
* tape switch NEWARC DATARD
INOUPT
STORE








SUBSAT L*4 0000A8 Satellite ground- NONAME NONAME
. track switch NEWARC DATARD
PREDCT
STORE
-PARTOP L*4 OOOOAC Partial derivative INOUPT NONAME
print switch NEWARC DATARD
INOUPT
STORE














Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used




PCESIM L*4 0000BC Simulated element INOUPT NONAME
data type switch DATARD
INOUPT
- STORE
MISLOG I*4 0000CO Initialization DATARD NONAME




1 - DENSTY EPHEMDPFCTEPHEM2 - DPFCT GEOIDH
3 - EGRAV NUTATENOTATE4 - EPHEM PRECES
S - NUTATE REFCOR
6 - PRECES TDIF













Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
THDOT1 R*8 000000 Mean advance in BLOCK DATA F
right ascension of NEWARC GRHRAN
S Greenwich in NEWARC
radians per mean ORB1
solar day.
.THDOT2 R*8 000008 Rotation rate of NEWARC F
earth in radians GRHRAN
per mean solar NEWARC
-day.
THDT2S R*8 000010 Rotation rate of NEWARC AVGPOT







GMi R*8 000018 Universal gravita- BLOCK DATA AVGPOT
S. tional constant INOUPT EGRAV
times mass of ELEM













Variable Tye Hex Location Description Defined Used
AE R*8 000020 Semimajor axis of BLOCK DATA APPER
















.AESQ R*8 000028 AE *'AE INOUPT AREASF
INOUPT
-. ORBIT
-FLAT .R*8 000030 Flattening of . BLOCK DATA AREAS






















Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
GM3 R*8 .000048 Universal gravita- ORBIT ORBIT
(6) tional constant. SUNGRV
























---APGM R*8 0000B8 PR A/m ORBIT F
(2) ( = solar radia ORBIT
tion pressure TIDAL
constant)







Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used

















THETGO R*S 0000D8 Right ascension of JANTHG NONAME
Greenwich on ADFLUX






MBODY R*8 0000E0 Ratios of masses of BLOCK DATA DATARD
(6) 'perturbing bodies INOUPT INOUPT
to mass of earth NEWARC
ordered as follows: ORB1
ORBIT
1 - MOON STORE









Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
STEPSZ R*8 000110 Integration step BLOCK DATA NONAME






HLVERB R*8 000130 Step size reduc- BLOCK DATA COWELL





DBLERB R*8 000140 Step size increase BLOCK DATA COWELL





CTOL R*8 000150 Critical tolerance BLOCK DATA COWELL
(2) for determining INOUPT DATARD




RTOL R*8 000160 Tolerance used to BLOCK DATA COWELL
2) .determine new INOUPT DATARD




STPLOW R*8 000170 Minimum integrator BLOCK DATA COWELL





• . /INTBLK/(Cont.) ".
Programs Programs
Where Where
Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
STEPUP R*8 000180 Maximum integrator BLOCK DATA COWEV,L



















MSAT R*8 0001BO Satellite masses. INOUPT NONAME


















'Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used






NEQN 1*4 0001DO Number of integra- NONAME MAIN





























Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
ADDRD 1*4 0001E0 Drag rate para- INOUPT NONAME













SRAD 1*4 0001E8 Solar radiation INOUPT NONAME

























Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
TOREFT L*4 000208 Switch for output INOUPT MAIN
Sin true equator NEWARC NONAME









NBODY 1*4 00020C Number of perturb- BLOCK DATA MAIN















Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
COMB R*8 000000 Binomial coeffi- COM COEF
(21, 21) cient array. COM
M12 1*4 000DC8 Displacement array COWELL ORBIT








Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
MONTH 1*4 000000 Number of elapsed BLOCK DATA ADDYMD
(26) days at the. DIkF
beginning of each
month for leap




CO1MMO1ON/MOONGR/DPXUV(6) ,RHOM(3,6) ,RHOSQ(6) ,RHO3(6)
Program Programs
SWhere Where
Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
DPXUV R*8 000000 Dot products of SUNGRV F
(6) satellite position SUN6RV
vector with unit TIDAL
."vectors to perturbing
celestial bodies.
RHOM R*8 000030 Satellite position SUNGRV SUNGRV
(3,6) vectors in coordi- VEVAL
: nates centered at
perturbing bodies.
RHOSQ R*8 0000CO Square of the SUNGRV SUNGRV
(6) difference of the VEVALdistance of the
satellite from the
















Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
-aria -__- .
DAYSTA R*8 000000 Time of observation 
GEOSRD NONAME




























SIG1 R*8. 000018 Sigma for first GEOSRD 
NONAME
- observation .DODSRD DODSRD
S PCERD GEOSRD
SIMRD PCERD






Where WhereVariable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used








SRFNDX R*8 000028 Tropospheric re- PROCES NONAME

































Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
NMEAS 1*2 000036 Number of measure- PROCES NONAME
























CHANEL I1*2 00003C Transponder PROCES NONAME
777 channel TWOSTA BIAS







VHFCHN L*1 .00003E Switch to indi- PROCES DODSRD








.....Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
PREPRO L*1 00003F Preprocessing PROCES NONAME








RECNO "I*4 000040 Measurement PROCES NONAME








DRAGSG(2,3),DRAGO (2,3) ,CD(2, 3)
SPrograms Programs
Where Where
Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
ELEMIN R*8 000000 A priori epoch MAIN MAIN







_VARCOV R*4 000060 A priori variance/ INOUPT DATARD
(6,6,2) covariance matrix NEWARC ESTIM
of the epoch INOUPT
elements. NEWARC
STORE












DRGDSG R*8 000280 A priori drag INOUPT NONAME









Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
EMISSG R*8 .000290 A priori solar INOUPT NONAME





DRAGO R*8 0002A0 A priori drag INOUPT NONAME




DRGDO .R*8 0002B0 A priori drag INOUPT NONAME




EMISSO R*8 0002C0 A priori solar INOUPT NONAME
(2) radiation pressure NEWARC DATARD()coefficients, C .  INOUPT
. NEWARC
STORE
CD R*8 0002D0 Adjusted drag NONANE NONAME














Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
CDD R*8 0002E0 Adjusted drag rate NONAME NONXAME










EMISS R*8 0002F0 Adjusted solar NONAME NONAME















Variable Type Hflex Location Description Defined Used
SIGSTD R*4 000000 Default measure- BLOCK DATA DODSRD
(30) ments sigmas. GEOSRD
INOUPT
"PCERD
SGPRNT R*4 000078 Measurement type INOUPT INOUPT
(30) sigmas to be DODSRD
6printed.









Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
Single
Words
1-5400 R*4 000000 Scratch - GEOSRD













Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
PHI R*8 000000 Latitudes of centers INOUPT INOUPT
(675) of master surface PDEN1
density blocks
XLAM R*8 001518 Longitude of cen- INOUPT INOUPT
(675) ters of master PDEN1
surface density
blocks
DP R*4 002A30 Surface density " INOUPT INOUPT
(675) block latitude PDEN1
increments
DL R*4 0034BC Surface density INOUPT INOUPT
(675). block longitude PDENI1
increments
-SD R*4 003F48 Surface density INOUPT INOUPT
(675) values PDEN1
SSD R*4. 0049D4 Surface density INOUPT INOUPT
(675) a priori sigmas PDEN1
NP. 1*2 005460 Numbers of latitude INOUPT INOUPT
(675) divisions for sur- PDENI
face density master
blocks
NL 1*2 0059A6 Numbers of longitude INOUPT .INOUPT
(675) divisions for sur- PDEN1
. face density
master blocks








Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
NAME R*8 000000 Station names. BLOCK DATA DODSRD
STAINP













Variable Te Hex Location Description Defined. Used
LAT R*8 000000 Station geodetic BLOCK DATA STAINP
(280) -- latitude in
radians.
LON R*8 0008C0 Station geodetic BLOCK DATA STAINP
(280) longitude in
radians.








Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used


















DATP 1*4 000008 Direct access BLOCK DATA not used
data storage
disk unit-12.
XYZTP 1*4 00000C Printer output unit BLOCK DATA NONAME
.for XYZ ephemeris INOUPT DATARD
.6, 8 or 9. NEWIARC
" . -STORE
KEDP.TADP I*4 000010 Printer output BLOCK DATA NONAME
unit for Kepler INOUPT DATARD
ephemeris 6,8, or 9. INOUPT
NEWARC
STORE









.Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined 
Used
PLOTP 1*4 000018 Binary residual BLOCK DATA NONAME
tape unit.




SCRA 1*4 000020 Scratch disk for BLOCK DATA NONAME
a priori informa- ARCPAR
tion-14. DATARD






FLTP 1*4 000028. Scratch disk for BLOCK DATA NONAME
flux data-13. ADFLUX







Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined 
Used












Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used


































IFORCE 1*4 000044 Displacements in NONAME NONAME
(2) . . partial array o DRAG







Variable Type_ Hex Location Description 
Defined Used




:DRGPAR R*8 000060 Cartesian drag 
ORBIT GRHRAN
(692) partials corres' 
OBSDOT





Common block VMAT is all scratch and used by subroutines





.Variable Type Hex- Location Description Defined Used
GPSIG R*4 000000 Sigmas on common INOUPT COMPAR








Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Used
BIASSO R*4 000000 A priori value INOUPT ARCPAR
(900) of adjusted-bia-es. BIAS BIAS
INOUPT
STORE
BIASSG R*4 000El0 A priori sigmas INOUPT ARCPAR
(900) of adjusted biases. BIAS BIAS
INOUPT
-- STORE
BSTANO 1*2 001C20 Station numbers INOUPT ARCPAR








Variable Type Hex Location Description Defined Defined
Al(66) R*8 000000 Dummy
IBUF I1*4- 000210 Scratch DATARD DATARD
(1980)





COMMON/VRBLOK/XYSQ,COSLAMI( 3 1) ,SINLAM(31,PR,PPSI,
PLANDA,P(33, 3 0 ) ,AORN(30),TPSIM(39)
Programs Programs
Where Where
Variable Te Hex Location Description Defined Used
XYSQ R*8 000000 X**2+Y**2 where X 
EGRAV CBROIN
and Y are the earth EGIRAV
centered X&Y INDENT
coordinate of the NEWARC
satellite. VEVAL R
COSLAN R*8 000008 The cosines of CBROWN CBROWN
3 m*longitude of the EGRAV EGRAV
1 satellite for GEOIDH
m=0 ,30. INDENTm=0,30. NEWARC
RESPAR
VEVAL
SIMLAM R*8 000100 The sines of EGRAV 
CBRON





PR R*8 0001F8 Partial of the EGRAV 
CBROI'N
earth potential EGRAV
with respect to the INDENT
radial direction NEWARCVEVAL
PPSI R*8 000200 Partial of the earth EGRAV 
CBROWN
•. .R 00potential with re- EGRAV
Sspect to geocentric INDENT
latitude. -NEWARC
.a..ude.VEVAL
PLANDA R*8 , 000208 . Partial of the EGRAV 
CBROIN
earth potential EGRAV




/VRBLOK/ (Version 4) (Cont.)
Programs Programs
Where Where
Variable Typ Hex Location Description Defined 
Used




nomials of the GOINDENTEINDH
spherical harmonic NEWARC
expansion. EAR
P(m+1,n) is the RESPAR
polynomial associ- 
VEVAL
ated with degree n
and order m.
AORN(30) R*8 002100 AORN(n)
=  Gwhere EGRAV AVGPOTE RAV
R is the distance GEOIDH
from the earth's NEWARC
center to the point RESPAR
where the potential VEVAL
is being evaluated.
Ae is the semi-
-major axis of the
earth, and n is
the degree.
/ TPSIM R*8 0021F0 The tan ents 
of m EGAV EGRAV
times the geocentric 
NEWARC
(30) ttatritude 
RESPAR
for m=0,30. VEVAL
9.0-78
